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I. INTRODUCTION
This document describes the ORI Propulsion and Space Vehicle
Systems Analysis Computer Program, designated as the TENSOR I program.
The purpose of this program is to provide a means for defining and evalu-
ating propulsion and vehicle system requirements for many types of space
missions. The program is logically divided into three distinct blocks,
which when integrated, provide a comprehensive capability for space
missions analysis.
Block I consists of generalized subroutines which simulate the
rocket engine systems. Executive routines, which simulate the steady-
state performance of H-l, F-l, I-2 and RL-10 type engine systems, are
also included. These subroutines provide a generalized capability tc
perform non-linear engine balances and rebalances. In addition, ii_car
engine influence coefficients may be generated if desired.
in general, Block I provides the necessary subroutines to
generate a non-linear mathematical model representing the steady-state
performance of a liquid propellant rocket engine system. This non-linear
mathematical model may be used to perform an engine balance and/or an
engine rebalance. A balance is defined as the determination of the re-
quired orificing or control settings to cause a given engine design to
operate at a given performance level with a given set of engine inlet
conditions. A rebalance is the determination of engine performance
when operating at a given set of inlet conditions and with a fully defined
hardware configuration. The major difference between the balance and
the rebalance is that in a balance, a given system performance level
(thrust and mixture ratio) is desired, whereas in a rebalance the system
performance level is determined as a function of the specified independ-
ent parameters.
Block II is a near-earth, vehicle system, trajectory simulation.
This block simulates the flight of a point-mass missile in a 3-dimensional,
earth-centered, inertial Cartesian coordinate system. A set of simultane-
ous differential equations of motion is integrated, using the Runge-Kutta-
Gill method to define the trajectory. At each point in time, the missile
position and velocity are given in the Cartesian coordinate system.
These coordinates are transformed to altitude above sea level, latitude,
longitude, velocity with respect to the atmosphere, velocity azimuth,
and velocity 8' (i.e. , the angle between the local vertical and velocity
vector). The missile weight is also found by integration. Missile thrust
orientation is described by two angles, pitch and yaw. Pitch is measured
with respect to the launch vertical; yaw is measured with respect to the
launch azimuth at the launch site. Other parameters computed include
local atmospheric properties, Mach number, angle of attack, thrust, flow
rates, lift, drag, gravitational acceleration, and latitude and longitude
on a rotating oblate spheroid.
The missile is described as a series of stages. For each stage,
propulsion system data, weight and aerodynamic data are input. Thrust
and flow rates may be described analytically as zero for coast; as a func-
tion of vacuum thrust, expansion ratio, throat area and altitude with con-
stant flow rate; as a function of tabular vacuum thrust, expansion ratio,
throat area and altitude with constant Isp; as a function of liquid engine
influence coefficients; or as a combination of tabular vacuum thrust and
liquid engine influence coefficients. Thrust and total flow rate may also
be described empirically by tables which may be a function of any vari-
able calculated by the program. Lift and drag are calculated from axial
and normal force coefficients.
The flight profile is described as a series of sections. For each
section, stage identification, thrust and flow rate option, thrust orienta-
tion option, initial or jettison weight, and section termination criteria
are input. Thrust orientation can be described analytically as vertical
rise, gravity turn, constant pitch and yaw rates (which may be zero for
constant attitude), or guidance system steering. Thrust orientation can
also be described empirically by tables of pitch angle and yaw angle or
pitch angle-of-attack and yaw angle-of-attack which may be a function
of any variable calculated by the program.
The trajectory simulation can be executed by various general
search routines to optimize any dependent variables by perturbing any
independent variables. Routines to find the independent variables
given the values of the dependent variables are available for one func-
tion of one variable, two functions of two variables, or for finding the
value of the independent variable corresponding to the minimum or maxi-
mum of a function.
A parameter study and a "gain" routine are available for gen-
erating a series of perturbation studies and, if desired, general partial
derivatives of the gains of up to I0 dependent parameters with respect
to up to I0 independent parameters. A propellant loading optimization
routine is also available. These options are available with or without
concurrent search routines.
Block III of the TENSOR I computer program is a lunar and inter-
planetary transfer simulation. This block is used to determine three-
dimensional geocentric launch conditions for direct single maneuver
lunar and interplanetary transfers. Although Block III is based upon an
impulsive velocity requirement, the propulsion system performance may
;3_ b; " H" kl i _- " ,C.'.I .... . ......
velocity.
Table 1 is a listing of the subroutines which comprise the
TENSOR I computer program. Complete documentation of these subrou-
tines is contained in this report (Volume I).
The documentation of each subroutine consists of a listing of
the step-by-step programmed procedure with brief comments regarding
the solution. A nomenclature list which defines and references each
variable used in the subroutine and a symbolic listing of the subroutine
are also included. The references given for a variable pertain to the
statement numbers, in the step-by-step procedure, which contain the
variable and any specification statements which may contain the variable.
The abbreviations DIM, EQUIV and DP are used to denote DIMENSION,
EQUIVALENCE and DOUBLE PRECISION, respectively. COMMON block
names are embedded in slashes, e.g., /CONST/.
Table Z provides a cross reference of the COMMON blocks and
the subroutines in which they are used. Table 3 summarizes the flags
used within Blocks II and III.
Volume II of this report contains the input data and output list-
ings of a number of test cases which were run with the TENSOR I program.
















Main TENSOR I Program control
Main control for Block I
(non-linear engine balance/rebalance simulation)
Main control for Block II (powered-flight simulation)
Control routine for trajectory portion of Block II




Minimiz ation/maximiz ation- search routine
Minimiz ation/maximiz ation- search routine
Pre-assembled nominal inputs for search routines
Performs equal increment perturbations of one or two
parameters
Calculates the gains of up to ten dependent variables
with respect to up to ten independent variables
Computes derivatives for each integration interval
during vehicle flight
Computes vehicle attitude during flight
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Sets up initial conditions for Block II
Sets up section and stage working data for Blocks II and III
End of section convergence routine
Sets up working data for Subroutine ENGINE at the begin-
ning of each stage
Computes instantaneous thrust and flow rates during flight
Computes the quantity (X i - Xi )/(%) for use in influence
coefficient calculations
Computes the instantaneous value of a dependent variable
using the general influence coefficient equation
,"n-unge-K:_tta-Gi]] i_t=g._ation routine
Standard earth atmospheric model
Computes the height of propellant in a tank given the tank
geometry and propellant volume
Determines the real, positive root of a cubic
Performs the coordinate transformation from the local geo-
centric coordinates of a rotating oblate spheroid to inertial
Cartesian coordinates
Performs the coordinate transformation from inertial
Cartesian coordinates to the local geocentric coordinates
of a rotating oblate spheroid
General input routine for Block II and Block III (lunar and
interplanetary transfer simulation)
Converts a list of floating point numbers to fixed point
numbers

















Input symbol table for Block II and Block III
Presets all Block II and Block III input variables to nominal
values to be used unless they are redefined by input
Decodes and executes logical control data input by
Subroutine FINP
Searches the symbol table for the Hollerith names corre-
sponding to a parameter location
Communicates error conditions between subroutines
Dumps named COMMON blocks on call
Prints an output key of the Block II output
Block II output routine
Optimal extra print line routine
Optimum propellant loading routine
Computes tangent of an angle
Computes arcsine
Computes arccosine
Computes the value of an angle between 0 and z_ radians
given its sine and cosine
Determines three-dimensional geocentric launch co-
ordinates for direct, single maneuver interplanetary
transfers
Provides the classical set of orbital elements for the
planets Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, 5upiter, Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune at a given Julian date















Computes a double precision Julian date and correspond-
ing Greenwich sidereal time, given the local time
Computes the position and velocity vectors of an orbiting
body at a particular time, given the classical set of
orbital elements
Determines a preliminary orbit from two position vectors
by iteration on the true anomaly
Computes the component terms of the cross product of
two vectors
Computes the dot product of two vectors
Provides lunar ephemeris data
_om_uL=s required central transfer angle for lunar
tre ns fer
Computes the sidereal times at booster launch and re-
ignition, the required direction of the thrust vector
during re-igpition a,,_--_ the ,....._ _.___ velocity vector at
the end of re-ignition for interplanetary and lunar
transfers
Computes the components of a vector in an orthogonal
set after rotation about one axis in another orthogonal
set
Executive routine for H-1 type engine system simulation
Executive routine for F-1 type engine system simulation
Executive routine for J-Z type engine system simulation
Executive routine for RLIO-A1 type engine system
simulation
Computes the operating performance of a thrust chamber

















Computes the operating performance of a pump
Computes the operating performance of a turbine
Computes the operating performance of a turbine exhaust
system
Computes gas generator gas properties
Computes the pressure drop across a resistance through
which a liquid flows
Computes the chamber performance for an RL10-A1 engine
Computes the pump performance for an RL10-A1 engine
Computes the liquid oxygen mass flow rate for an RL10-A1
engine
Computes the hydrogen mass flow rate for an RL10-A1
engine
Computes turbine performance for an RL10-A1 engine
Computes theoretical thrust coefficient and characteristic
velocity for liquid oxygen/RP-1 and liquid oxygen/liquid
hydrogen propellant combinations,
Computes density and vapor pressure for liquid oxygen,
liquid hydrogen, and RP-1 propellants
Bivariate and univariate curve fit routine used with
RL10-AI engine simulation
Error routine used with Subroutine BIVAR
Block I output routine


















TABLE 1. TENSOR I SUBROUTINES (cont.)
Saves nominal engine performance and influence coeffi-
cients generated by Block I, for use in Block II
Saves and resets nominal Block I input variables
Sets one variable equal to another
Calculates the value X which yields Y = 0 for a given
function Y = Y(X)
Evaluates a polynomial
Produces a beginning location for saving a portion of
LINK 1
Produces an ending location for savinq a portion of
MNK i
Tape unit specification routine
Presets certain data in COMMON blocks used by both
Block I and Block II
Computes turbine performance using a turbine map




Stores velocity components required for orbital transfer
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II. SUBROUTINESMNCNT, COMON, COMOE AND UNITSP
MNCNT is the main control routine for the TENSORI com-
puter program. It brings in the correct block (Block I or Block II of
the TENSOR I computer program) through the overlay feature of the IBSYS
FORTRANIV Loader (see Figure 1 for generalized subroutine linkage).
Since the variables that are input to Block I of the TENSOR
program must be saved from case to case, Subroutines COMON and
COMOE are called to produce a beginning and ending location for
saving this information on tape. Block II variables are always kept
in core. Subroutine COMON is also used as a supplementary entry
point back into MNCNTL from CNTROL (entry point is COMONS).
This entry is used only if an error is detected during processing of
the engine balance/rebalance programs.
Deck UNITSP is a tape unit specification routine that assigns
the first available tape unit on channel A as the scratch tape used for
the saving of Block I variables, and defines the variable tape units
used within the various subroutines.
Subroutines FRDU, FIOU, FXPI, FRCD, FATN, FDSC, FDAT,
FDSQ, FSLITE, FXPZ, FDXP, FDLG and FDXZ are FORTRAN IV System
routines that are included in the various links via $1NCLUDE control
cards.
CALLING SEQUENCE
None. Entry is accomplished by the FORTRAN IV SENTRY

















































Link 9 Link 10
LINK 0 contains subroutines: MNCNT, UNITSP, BDATA, SDATA, BLKDTA,
VPOLY, TCPROP, PRPDEN and FORTRAN IV
system routines.
LINK 1 contains subroutines: FRDU, FIOU, GOMON, SETNOM, CNTROL,
INFL, STINFL, ESTM, EPRINT, HI, FI,
TURBEX, CHAMBR, TURBIN, PUMP, RL10,
CHMBER, LOX, FUEL, PUMP1, TRBINE, J2,
COMOE
LINK 2 contains subroutines: GPROP, SWITCH, RES, PU, TURMAP
LINK 3 contains subroutines: BIVAR, UVAR, PTEST
LINK 4 contains subroutines: FXP1, SYMTAB, DUMPS, LOOKUP, UNPACK,
ERROR, GUIDON
FIGURE Z. TENSOR I OVERLAY MAP
18
LINK 5 contains subroutines: FRCD, PRNTKY, FINPUT, FXINPT
LINK 6 contains subroutines: FATN, FDSC, FDAT, FDSQ, SEARCH,
PSTDY, SRCH1, DSRCH1, SRCHZ, MNX,
DMNX, PLOAD, GAINS, TRAI, GIOB,
GZOB, TAN, QUAD, ACOS, ASIN
LINK 7 contains subroutines: FSLITE, INIT, SUBA, IULDT, ENGSU,
BART, ROT, COAST, SKIP, INIEC,
TRNSFR
LINK 8 contains subroutines: FXPZ, LUNAR, MOON
LINK 9 contains subroutines: FDXP, FDLG, FDX2, EFEM, PATCH,
TORB, VITER, CRPRD, DTPRD
E_T,n(_.q ()_;TP_i-i'.)<PRINT NE-¢qTON
..... +- ..... . : n
GUIDE, ENGINE, HITE, CROOT, STDATM,
N'r'v_p T_mPC_ _.tARYD C_ICEO










































































FIGURE I . SYMBOLIC LISTING OF BUBROUTINE MNCNT
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,B (! ),DE FER, !N(_UT ,BLK= 256, B !N, N(_L!ST .PI_I_L
FIGURE 6. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE UNITSP
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III. BLOCKS II AND III INPUT DATA SUMMARY
The trajectory simulation program reads, converts, and stores
input via a special FORTRAN input routine called FINPUT which requires
a particular input format. The majority of the data is numerical and is
usually converted to floating point real numbers. A few items, however,
must be converted as binary integers or decimal integers denoted by a
"B" or an "I" prefix respectively. Also used is a non-numeric input
option denoted as symbolic input and indicated by an "A" prefix. The
symbolic input option assumes a I2- character value divided into 4 sub-
fields, AAAAA T DDDDD P , where internal to the trajectory program:
AAAAA is used to specify a variable or array,
T is an integer specifying the type of conversion,
DDDDD is used to specify a routine to be executed or
the subscript of the array in AAAAA if the
subscript is not one,
P may be used to indicate the sign of the variable
slope.
AAAAA will be referred to as the address, T as the tag, DDDDD
as the decrement, and P as the prefix portion of the value.
The input for Blocks II and III can be divided into 3 categories:
general trajectory data, miscellaneous optional data, and search control
data.
GENERALTRAJECTORYDATA
General trajectory data can be subdivided into 5 types: flags,
headers and initial conditions; section data; stage data; engine data;
and tabular data.
Flags, Headers and Initial Conditions




= flag for type of run
= flag for number of sections
= flag for print options
FLFKi is a Z-part binary number (i.e., input with a "B" prefix)
of the form xy where x is the print control during searching, and y is
the print control for converged and normal trajectories, x and y are each
the sum of the following numbers corresponding to a different print
option:
1 = burnout print on optional tape
2 = discontinuity print
4 = time history print
There are 15 headers available for print-out. Headers 1 - 12
print out at the end of sections 1 - 12. Headers 13 - 15 print out at the
beginning of a trajectory print-out.
Initial conditions of the integrated variables are specified as
follow s:
Z5
TI initial time seconds
VI initial relative velocity ft/sec
HI initial altitude above sea level ft
BETAI initial _ (angle of velocity degrees
vector with local vertical)
AZI initial or firing azimuth degrees
LATI initial latitude degrees
LONGI initial longitude degrees
WI initial weight lbs
WPL additional payload weight lbs
BETA0 velocity vector kick at end of degrees
section one
date array: year, month, day,
hour, minute, second, and
time zone







TRANS days for planets
hours for moon
Section Data
The section data is an array of lZ sections each composed of
















Section ending parameter (A-prefix conversion code)
If this is input as a zero (0), the section will
end on the relative section time indicated in
the next location.
Value of parameter to end section
Section initial weight ( > O) or




Attitude control option inoicator
Section integration interval sec
Section print inte._za! sec
Pitch rate, attitude option 2 deg/sec







Velocity to go in x direction,
attitude option 5
ft/sec
Velocity to go in y direction,
attitude option 5
ft/sec










Test value for section skip
Optional routine to execute before
moving stage data (A-prefix
conversion code)
Optional routine to execute after
moving stage data (A-prefix
conversion code)
The stage data is an array of 6 stages each composed of Z0





i. Reference area ftz
Z. Stage initial weight ( > 0 ) or ib
stage jettison weight ( < 0)
Stage initial oxidizer weight
Stage initial fuel weight
Stage monopropellant weight
Stage burnout weight. If any
section in this stage ends on W
of 0, this weight is used
Vacuum thrust, thrust option 1
Flow rate, thrust option 1
Expansion ratio, thrust options
1,3,5
Z










II. Isp, thrust options 3, 5
IZ. Thrust multiplier, thrust options Z, 3
15. Flow rate multiplier, thrust option Z
14. Pitch multiplier, attitude options
3,4
15. Yaw multiplier, attitude options
3,4
sec
16. Normal force multiplier





The engine data consists of a number of arrays of data necessary
only for thrust options 4 and 5, i indicates the stage from 1 to 6.
YBBRi = specific values of dependent engine parameter
1. P thrust chamber nozzle psia
c sta gnation pre s sure
Z. %{T thrust chamber oxidizer Ib/sec
oc
flow rate
3. Wfc thrust chamber fuel flow rate lb/sec
Z9
4. W gas generator oxidizer ib/sec
og flow rate
-7-
5. Wfg gas generator fuel flow rate Ib/sec
YBARi = nominal values of dependent engine parameters
i. P thrust chamber nozzle psia
C
stagnation pre s sure
-7-
2. W thrust chamber oxidizer ib/sec
OC
flow rate
thrust chamber fuel flow rate3. Wfc ib/sec
7
4. W gas generator oxidizer ib/sec
og flow rate
5. Wfg gas generator fuel flow rate Ib/sec









oxidizer pump inlet pressure psia
fuel pump inlet pressure
oxidizer pump inlet
temperature









KPCi = P influence coefficients
C
3. (_ PC/b To) (To/Pc)
_ (_c/_ I(_/_ _
5. (_Pc/_F)(F/P_ c)
* - */F)6. (aP /M'n_ )171..













_. _c/_ _ol_o/_c I
• "r













= Wfg influence coefficients
,.
"2-
(-,., taW_ la._ ¢ )(_ '_:/Wf t
- '"- tg/" -' 'c " c/ g "
Pump Inlet Temperature Polynomial Coefficients
CTOXi = oxidizer temperature coefficients
1. a (x O)
0





a 4 (x 4 )






= fuel temperature coefficients
(x° )
(xI )
3. b z(x z)
4. b3(x 3 )
5. b4 (x4 )
6. b 5 (x5 )
Propellant Tank Data
TNKS i
1. propellant type indicator
1 = Lox/RP 1
2 = Lox/LH2
2. reference temperature - RP1
3. reference specific gravity -RP1





5. constant oxidizer tank top pressure
6. constant fuel tank top pressure
7. stage time to step initial oxidizer
tank pressure
8. initial oxidizer tank pressure
9. stage time to reach final oxidizer
tank pressure
i0. final oxidizer tank pressure
ii. Ist-degree term oxidizer pressure
rise polynomial coefficient
12. 2nd-degree term oxidizer pressure
llll LiaJ.13. stage time to step _u_ La_ir.
pre s sure
14. initial fuel tank pressure
15. stage time to reach final fuel
tank pressure
16. final fuel tank pressure
17. Ist-degree term fuel pressure
polynomial coefficient
18. Znd-degree term fuel pressure
polynomial coefficlent
19. length of cylindrical part of
oxidizer tank




















type of oxidizer tank upper
header, 1 - 4
type of oxidizer tank lower
header, 1 - 4
length of cylindrical part of fuel tank
radius of fuel tank
type of fuel tank upper header,
1 -4
/










l. number of engines
Z. turbine exhaust thrust
3. optimum thrust
4. uprated thrust multiplier indicator
0.0 or 1.0
5. thrust build-up interval































oxidizer feed line hydraulic
resistance
16. fuel feed line hydraulic resistance
17. thrust chamber nozzle throat area




Z 1. initial oxidizer temperature
















Z3. initial fuel temperature
Z4. fuel temperature change scale factor
25. volume of oxidizer below bulkhead
26. volume of fuel below bulkhead
27. height of oxidizer column
ZS. height of fuel column
29. parameter for lift-off, stage 1








All tabular data is entered in separate arrays of argument
values and function values. The argument values are ordered in in-
creasing values with the exception of the maximum value which is
entered as the first and last item. The function values are arranged
corresponding to their arguments. All tables are a maximum of 30
entrie s.
It is also possible to specify the degree of interpolation
desired (from I to 3) and the variable to be used for the argument for
most tables. If not input, a linear interpolation will be assumed
using TIME for the argument variable.
Normal force coefficient, axial force coefficient, pitch angle
or pitch angle of attack, yaw angle or yaw angle of attack, thrust, and
total flow rate may be specified in tables. The table names, argument
option indicators, and interpolation degree indicators are related as
follows:
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Argument Function Argument Interpolation
Table Table Indicator Indicator
MACH i CSBN i None ICSBN (i)
MACH i CSBA i None ICSBA (i)
TPITi PIT i LPIT (i) ;PIT (i)
TYAW i YAW i LYAW (i) JYAW (i)
TTRS i TRUS i LTRUS (i) JTRUS (i)
TWDT i WDOT i LWDOT (i) _WDOT (i)
MISCELLANEOUS OPTIONAL DATA
Tape Specifications
Tape specifications must be input as integers as they are not
_Y_a h,, th_ nr_.'_ h_{_T_ I,_ r_ _-_n,_-_ I_ORTPA N t_ ,,_t_ _r_
specified, the appropriate tape control cards must be included with the
program deck. A unit specification of 0 indicates on-line, and negative
indicates both on and off-line for output.
be used until changed by input:
I TAP E =
OTAPE =
STAPE =
The preassembled values will
input tape unit (5)
standard output tape unit (6)
summary output tape unit (6)
Extra Print Line
PRTON is an array of Dimension 6 where input is of the A-prefix
type. The parameters in PRTON will occur on STAPE just after the one-
line burnout print.
PRTOF is an array of Dimension 6 where input is of the A-prefix




Ten dump arrays of Dimension i0 are available for dumping
COMMON blocks at various times during execution. The elements of
the array are the A-prefix type where the address specifies the start of
the block, the decrement the length and the tag the type of dump. The
COMMON block names are in the symbol table, giving the location and
length of the block.






The dumps are written on OTAPE. The dump arrays are as
DUMPO = executed after reading input [
DUMP1 = executed after a straight trajectory
DUMP2 = executed in case of main error
DUMP3 = executed after setting up stage and _
section data
= executed at discontinuities
= executed after each integration
step
= executed at end of flight











executed at end of derivative
calculation s






A-prefix items denoted by (A).






= non-zero to execute GAINS
= independent variables (up to 10)











1 - first location
1 - second location
1 - "Lhi_dlocation
I delta
times to increment parameter
2 - first location
2 - second location









times to increment parameter Z
independent variable - location 1
independent variable - location 2



















desired value of dependent variable
% increment - independent variable
convergence tolerance



























independent variable 1 - location 1
independent variable 1 - location 2




desired value - dependent variable 1
desired value - dependent variable Z
% increment - independent variable
% increment - independent variable
convergence tolerance - variable 1
convergence tolerance - variable 2
5acobian counter
scale factor for point 0
scale factor for points I, 2.

















error stop point 1
error stop point 2
damping scale factor




1. independent variable - location 1 (A)
2. independent variable - location 2 (A)
3. independent variable - location 3 (A)
4. dependent variable (A)





I0. error scale factor
Second rain-max input block for double min-max search:
MNMX2 -- see MNMXI for definitions.
Second one-parameter search input block for double
one-parameter search:
IPRS2 --see IPRSI for definitions.
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0 = missile weight varies with loading
# 0 = payload weight varies for constant
total weight
number of stages for weight build-up
< 0 = use max propellant weight on
nominal trajectory
# 0 to load stage l
< 0 stage does not end on depletion
structure weight stage I
oxidizer ullage volume
fuel ullage volume
same as 5 for stage 2
same as 6 for stage 2
same as 7 for stage Z
same as 8 for stage Z
same as 5 for stage 3

















same as 7 for stage 3
same as 8 for stage 3
same as 5 for stage 4
same as 6 for stage 4
same as 7 for stage 4
same as 8 for stage 4
same as 5 for stage 5
same as 6 for stage 5
same as 7 for stage 5
same as _ fo_ stage 5
same as 5 for stage 6
same as 6 for stage 6
same as 7 for stage 6
same as 8 for stage 6
Values of FLTR for various options
0 = straight trajectory
1 = one-parameter search
2 = two-parameter search
3 = rnin-rnax search
4 = not defined
5 = propellant loading
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6 = double rain-max search
7 = rain-max/one-parameter search
8 = rain-max/two-parameter search
9 = not defined
i0 = rain-max/propellant loading
Ii = double one-parameter search
12 = one-parameter/two-parameter search
13 = one-parameter/rain-max search
14 = not defined
15 = one-parameter/propellant loading
16 = propellant loading/double rain-max search
17 = propellant loading/one-parameter search
18 = propellant loading/two-parameter search
19 = propellant loading/rain-max search
ZO = not defined
Zl = two-parameter/one-parameter search
22 = not defined
23 = two-parameter/rain-max search
24 = not defined
Z5 = two-parameter/propellant loading search






























= parameter study also
Figure 7 cross references the required input data as a function
of the desired thrust and attitude options. Figure 8 cross references the
required search data as a function of the desired type of run. Sample




















































X -- denotes required data
DESCRIPTION

















Parameter to end section
Value to end section










X X component of velocity to go
X
X
Y component of velocity to go
Z component of velocity to go
Section number
Parameter for section skip
Value for section skip
Routine to execute before moving stage data
Routine to execute after moving stage data
O --denotes optional data




































L , ..... " "
OPTIONS
- THIND ' 'ATIND '

















J i i i
! II1






















X -- denotes required data
DESCRIPTION
Reference Area,













0 0 Yaw multiplier .
Normal force multiplier
Axial force multi.plier
i i _$_ecific values of dependent variablesi _ _ ." _. ._ " " , .................
1 I I I INominal values of dependent variables
! l _Nominal va/ues of L_idevendent variables





Chamber oxidizer flow rate influence coeff.
Chamber fuel flow rate influence coeff.
Gas gen. oxidizer flow rate influence coeff.
















O -- denotes optional data





































Subroutine GUIDON is the main control for Block II. Figure 9
shows the generalized Block II subroutine linkage.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subrouzine calling sequence is:
GALL GUIDON (CFLAG)
Subroutine GUIDON contains COMMON blocks STUDY,
SRCH1A, SRCHZA, MNX1, MNX2, SRCHIB, PROPL, TAPES, CONST,
INPUT, IPRINT, GAIND, WFLAG, WORKD, SAVE, GILL, DATA, COMP,
TABLES, ENGINI, ENGINO, ENGINW and DUMPY.
SOLUTION METHOD
1. If LLIST # O, go to 6
If LLIST = O, go to 2
Preset interpolation argument option to time:
Z. LTIME = LOG(TIME)
3. Do 4, I= I, 24
4. LLIST(I) = LTIME
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Write the print key:
5. CALL PRNTKY
Set input error flag FALSE:
6. ERROR= .FALSE.
Readin input for one case:
7. CALL FINK (ITAPE, OTAPE, ERROR, BCIPZE, HEAD)
Check for input error:
8. If ERROR is true, go to 48
If ERROR is not true, go to 9
Check for execution:
, If CFLAG < 0, go to 48
If CFLAG > 0, go to 10
Convert FLTR, FLSC, stage indicators, thrust indicators,
attitude indicators and section numbers to fixed point:
10. CALL FXINP (51, FLTR, FLSC, TARGET, SECTS (4, i), SECTS (5, i),
SECTS(6, I), SECTS(16, I), SECTS(4, 2),
SECTS(5, Z), SECTS(6, z), SECTS(16, Z),
SECTS(4, 3), SECTS(5, 3), SECTS(6, 3),
SECTS(16, 3), SECTS(4, 4), SECTS(5, 4),
SECTS(6, 4), SECTS(16, 4), SECTS(4, 5),
SECTS(5, 5), SECTS(6, 5), SECTS(16,5),











SECTS (4, 7), SECTS (5, 7),
SECTS(16, 7), SECTS(4, 8),
SECTS (6, 8), SECTS(16, 8),
SECTS(5, 9), SECTS(6, 9),
SECTS (4, I0), SECTS (5, 10),
SECTS(16, I0), SECTS(4, II),
SECTS(6, II), SECTS(16, II),
SECTS(5, 12), SECTS(6, IZ),
point:
Convert propellant indicators and tank pressure flags to fixed
ll° CALL FXINP (IZ, TANKS(I, i), TANKS(4, I), TANKS(I, 2),
TANKS (4, 2), TANKS(I, 3), TANKS (4, 3),
TANKS(I, 4), TANKS(4, 4), TANKS(I, 5),
TANKS(4, 5), TANKS(I, 6), TANKS(4, 6)
Convert interpolation type indicators co
12. CALL FXINQ (36, ICSBN(1))
fixed point:
Convert miscellaneous search routine indicators to fixed point:
13. CALL FXINP (20, NDELP1, NDELP2, MXIT1, MXERF, MXERI,
JACOB, ES0, ES1, ESZ, MXIT2, MNXIT, MNXER,
MNXITZ, MNXER2, MXITI2, MXERF2, MXERIZ,
PROPD (I), PROPD (Z), PROPD (4))
Dump blocks listed in DUMP0 vector if desired:
14. CALL DUMPS (DUMP0, 10, OTAPE)
Set working flag for type-of-run:
15. FLTRW = I FLTR I
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Check for parameter study:
16. If ISIGN (1, FLTR) > 0, go to 21
If ISIGN (1, FLTR) _ 0, go to 17
Set flag for initial entry to Subroutine GAINS:
17. KFLAG = - 1
Check for GAINS execution:
18. If FLPAR _ 0, CALL GAINS (KFLAG)
If FLPAR = 0, go to 19
19. CALL PSTUDY (KFLAG)
Check for completion of parameter study:
Z0. If KFLAG _ 0, go to 48
If KFLAG = 0, go to Zl
Determine type-of-run:
21. If FLTRW = 0, go to 30
If FLTRW _ 0, go to 22
Fly nominal trajectory with printing:
22. IFLTRW = FLTRW
23. FLTRW = 0
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Z4. CALL TRAy
Z5. FLTRW = IFLTRW
Execute desired search routines:











Dump blocks listed in DUMP1 vector if desired:
31 _,_TT mTZ,_ (DUMP1 ]0 OTAPE)
Check error flag:
3Z. GALL CHKERR (Z)
33. If Z _ 0, go to 38
If Z = 0, go to 34
Check for parameter study:
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34. If ISIGN(I, FLTR) < 0, go to 18
If ISIGN(I, FLTR) _> 0, go to 35
35. Go to 48
36. FLTRW = 0
37. Go to 30
Set output tape assignment:
38. I = I OTAPE I
Dump blocks listed in DUMP2 vector if desired:
39. CALL DUMPS (DUMP2, I0, OTAPE)
Determine output mode(s):
40. If I = O, go to 43
If I / O, go to 41
41. Write error flag on unit I
Check for on-line print too.
42. If OTAPE > 0, go to 44
If OTAPE < 0, go to 43




Set error flag to zero:
45. CALL SETERR (0)
Test for parameter study:
46. li ISIGN (I, FLTR)
If ISIGN (I, FLTR)























Entry point to Subroutine
SYMTAB
Error communication flag
between Block I and Block II
Input array of COMMON
blocks
Input array of COMMON
blocks
Input array of COMMON
blocks
Input error flag
Error stop used in Subroutine
SRCH2
Error stop used in Subroutine
SRCH2
Error stop used in Subroutine
SRCHZ
Flag to execute GAINS routine
Flag for number of sections
Flag for type-of-run














15, 16, 34, 46
INTEGER, /WFLAG/, 15,
Zl, 2Z, Z3, Z5, Z6, 36
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Array of Hollerith headers
for output
Saved value of FLTRW
Output tape
Input tape assinment
_acobian counter used in
Subroutine SRCHZ









of consecutive errors. Used
in Subroutine DMNX
Maximum allowable number
of consecutive errors. Used
in Subroutine MNX
Maximum allowable number









i7, i8, i9, Z0


















of iterations, Used in
Subroutine MNX
Maximum allowable number
of consecutive errors during
evaluation of dependent
variable. Used in Subroutine
DSRCH 1
Maximum allowable number
of consecutive errors during
evaluation of dependent








solutions. Used in Sub-
routine SRCH1
Maximum allowable number
of iterations. Used in Sub-
routine DSRCH 1
Maximum allowable number
of iterations. Used in
Subroutine SRCH 1
Maximum allowable number
























Number of times to increment
parameter 1
Number of times to increment
parameter Z
Output tape assignment
Array of propellant loading
input data















































.e. ES2,KDAHP, NDAHP,MX I T2
C_lt.!t_t; /ti._Xl." VADD1,VADD2,VADD3,ZADD,HNXIND,DELV,HNXEP,HNXlT,
tI_XER,_IHXSCL
_.!t_t'ff ' "I:._X2,' VADL,12,VADD2/_,VADD32,ZADD2,t, lNXIN2,bE[.V2,t'I"_XEP2,




'TAPES/I TAPE ,_TAPE STAPE
I!ITEGE _," _ITAPE. ,STAPE
C'3tlt_.IZ"/C,_NST/RSUBO,FI AT ,GSUBO,GSUB1, _MEGA, PSL ,CMAX ,HHI #;, HI',IAX,
TAGS (7),INFIN,PI,PI_2,DTRAD,DPRAD
i q'_tVAt.[iICE rRSUB_,RSUBO),(GSUB¢,GSUBO'_
I :_i:; _: _I_'-'UT/Tt Vt ,HI,LATt ['_GI,BETAI,AZI,_ETAO vJ1 _/PL,SIDETI
_" DATE r 7 ) , TARGE T , TRANS , Ft. TR, FLSC , FL PRT, DUH ( 7 ) ,
-_ SECTS(20,1 2),STAGS(20,6_ ,HEAD( 11 ,15)




C_i4H_,h /GAiND/ FLPAR, IVAR_IO),DVAR(IO)
I_4TEGER FLPAR,DVAR
C _tfl'I_I.!/_FLAG/FLE_F, FLEI_S,FLTP, FLDSC, TYSC ,FLTRW
[CGICAL FLE_)F,FLE_S,FLTP
i[4TEGER FLDSC,TYSC, FLTRW
C_HH_N/'_RKD/PARAH, VE ,W I_WJ ,ST iND, TH IND,AT IND, DTSBS, DTSBP,
S PD_T,YDI_T, PKI K,YK I K, VGX, VGY, VGZ,SECTN0,
$ _ADSK, VESK ,PADRT1, PADRT2,
S SREF ,_,]113WJS,W(_IS ,WF IS ,WPRPS, WBI_S ,FVAC ,WDOTV ,EPS IS,
S ASUBTS,ISP,KSUBF,KSUBW,KSUBP,KSUBY,KSUBN,KSUBA(4.)
REAr. I SP, KSUBF ,KSUBW,KSUBP ,KSUBY,KSUBN,KSUBA





C_HI'.I(_N/GILL/T IME (2_ ,X IN(2), YI N(2) ,ZI N(2) ,XDI N(2),YDIN(2), ZDI N(2),
$ W(2) ,W0(2) ,WF(2) ,WPRI_Pf 2),VGAI N(2),TBURN(2),
$ DT, X I ND, Y I ND, Z l ND, XDI ND, Y.DI ND, ZDI ND, WDI_T ,WI_DI_T ,WFDOT,
$ WPD_T,ACCEL, TBD_T,KPASS,QUE(21,)
C_I'II4_N /DATA/ TFLIT,TSTAG,TSECT,TSUBP,DTLST,RXIN,RYIN,RZIN,RVCTR,

























$ M ISC (30,6),TANKS(30,6)


















































IF (ERR¢RJ GII Tit 200
IF (CFLAG .LT. O.OJ G_
CALL FXINP(51,FLTR,FLSC










$ SECTS (j+, I 1
$ SECTS(J+, 1 2
CALL FXINP(|2,TANKS(I,I
$ TANKS ( 1,3



































3J, TANKS ( ! ,j+J, TANKS (j+ ,j+J,
5J,TANKS(I,6J, TANKS(J+,6) I
FX INP(ZO,NDELP1,NDELP2,MXI T1 ,MXERF,MXERI ,JACItB,ESO,ES1,ES2,







IF (ISIGN(1,FLTRJ .GT. O) G¢ T_ 50
KFLAG - -1
IF (FLPAR .NE. OJ CALL GAINS(KFLAGJ
CALL PSTUDY(KFLAG9
IF (KFLAG .NE. OJ G_ T_ 200















CALL DUMPS(DUMP! , 10,_TAPE
CALL CHKERR(Z J
IF (Z .NE. O.OJ Gl_ T_ 160
IF (ISIGN(I,FLTR9 .LT. OI GI_ TII LID
G_ T_ 200




16,O I - IABS(IITAPE
CALL DUMPS(DUMP2, IO,lilTAPE J
IF (I .EQ. 09 GIJ T_ 161
WRITE(I,19 Z
IF (_TAPE .GT. 09 G¢ T¢ 162
161 PRINT 1, Z
162 CALL I_UTPUT
CALL SETERR(OJ
IF (ISIGN(1,FLTR9 .LT. 09
G¢ Tg 200





FIGURE I0. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE GUIDON (cont.)
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V. SUBROUTINE SEARCH
SEARCH is the control region for the various search routines.
It uses the input data to set up the calls to the desired search routines
and is responsible for storing the independent variables in more than
one location, executing any optional routines to calculate the dependent
variables, converting the dependent variables to the proper units, error
communication, and looking up the names of the variables for print-out
by the search routines.
There are ? _ntjy _+_e _+ ..... ++-^ calls S,_*_, _n_,
UNPACK, LOOKUP, TRAI, PSTDY, SRCH1, SRCHZ, MNX, DSRCH1, DMNX
and PLOAD.
1. Entry PSTUDY
PSTUDY sets up the call to PSTDY, the parameter
study routine. Ifthere is no parameter specified
in PIADDI, return is made to the calling program
without executing PSTDY.
2. Entry MFLTR
MFLTR calls the correct type-of-run control area
based on the value of the indicator (I) in the
calling sequence -- CALL MFLTR(I). The various
type-of-run controls are as follows:
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a. Control FLTRI
FLTRI sets up the call to SRCHI, the one-parameter
search routine. TRAJ1is the function generator which
executes the trajectory simulation and any conversions
or optional routines.
b. Control FLTRZ
FLTRZ sets up the call to SRCH2, the two-parameter
search routine. TRAI2 is the function generator which
executes the trajectory simulation and any conversions
or optional routines.
c. Control FLTR3
FLTR3 sets up the call to MNX, the min-max search
routine. TRAI3 is the function generator which executes
the trajectory simulation and any conversions or optional
routine s.
d. Control FLTR5
FLTR5 calls PLOADj the propellant loading routine
specifying TRAI to be the function generator.
e. Control FLTR6
FLTR6 sets up the call to DMNX, the second rain-max
search routine. TRAI6 is the function generator which
executes FLTR3 and any conversions or optional routines.
The result is a double rain-max search.
f. Control FLTR7
FLTR7 modifies TRAI3 to call FLTR1 instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTR7 then calls FLTR3 which
will now execute a min-max search driving a one-parameter
search. Upon return to FLTR7, TRAI3 is restored to call
the normal trajectory simulation.
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g. Control FLTR8
FLTR8 modifies TRAJ3 to call FLTRZ instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTR8 then calls FLTR3 which
will now execute a rain-max search driving a two-parameter
search. Upon return to FLTR8, TRAJ3 is restored to call
the normal trajectory simulation.
h. Control FLTR10
FLTRIO modifies TRAI3 to call FLTRS, instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTR10 then calls FLTR3 which
will now execute a rain-max search driving a propellant
loading optimization. Upon return to FLTR10, TRAy3 is
restored to call the normal trajectory simulation.
i. Control FLTR11
parameter search routine. TRAIl i is the function generator
routines. The result is a double one-parameter search.
j. Control FLTR12
FLTR1Z modifies TRAJ1 to call FLTRZ instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTR12 then calls FLTR1 which
will now execute a one-parameter search driving a two-
parameter search. Upon return to FLTR12, TRAJ1 is
restored to call the normal trajectory simulation.
k. Control FLTR13
FLTR13 modifies TRAJ1 to call FLTR3 instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTR13 then calls FLTR1 which
will now execute a one-parameter search driving a
min-rnax search. Upon return to FLTR13, TRAJ1 is









FLTRI5 modifies TRAJI to call FLTR5 instead of the
trajectory simulation• FLTR15 then calls FLTR1 which
will now execute a one-parameter search driving a pro-
pellant loading optimization. Upon return to FLTR15,
TRAJ1 is restored to call the normal trajectory simulation•
Control FLTRI 6
FLTRI6 calls PLOAD, the propellant loading routine
specifying FLTR6 to be the function generator. The
result is the propellant loading optimization driving a
double rain-max search.
Control FLTRI7
FLTRI7 calls PLOAD, the propellant loading routine
specifying FLTR1 to be the function generator• The
result is the propellant loading optimization driving a
one-parameter search.
Control FLTRI 8
FLTRI8 calls PLOAD, the propellant loading routine
specifying FLTR2 to be the function generator. The
result is the propellant loading optimization driving a
two-parameter search.
Control FLTRI9
FLTRI9 calls PLOAD, the propellant loading routine
specifying FLTR3 to be the function generator. The
result is the propellant loading optimization driving a
rain-max search.
Control FLTR21
FLTRZI modifies TRAJZ to call FLTRI instead of the
trajectory simulation• FLTRZl then calls FLTR2 which
will now execute a two-parameter search driving a
one-parameter search• Upon return to FLTRZ1, TRAJ2








FLTRZ3 modifies TRAJ2 to call FLTR3 instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTR23 then calls FLTR2 which
will now execute a two-parameter search driving a
rain-max search. Upon return to FLTR23, TRAJ2 is
restored to call the normal trajectory simulation.
Control FLTRZ5
FLTR25 modifies TRAJ2 to call FLTR5 instead of the
trajectory simulation• FLTR25 then calls FLTR2 which
will now execute a two-parameter search driving a
propellant loading optimization. Upon return to FLTR25,
TRAJ2 is restored to call the normal trajectory simulation.
Control FLTRZ 6
FLTR26 modifies TRAJ2 to call FLTR5 instead of the
trajectory simulation• FLTR26 then calls FLTR12 which
will now execute a one-parameter search driving a
two-parameter search driving a propellant loading opti-
mization. Upon return to FLTR26, TRAJ2 is restored to
call the normal trajectory simulation.
Control FLTR27
FLTR27 modifies TRAJ3 to call FLTR5 instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTR27 then calls FLTR13 which
will now execute a one-parameter search driving a
min-max search driving a propellant loading optimization.
Upon return to FLTR27, TRAJ3 is restored to call the
normal trajectory simulation.
Control FLTR29
FLTRZ9 modifies TRAJ1 to call FLTR5 instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTRH9 then calls FLTR21 which
will now execute a two-parameter search driving a
one-parameter search driving a propellant loading
optimization. Upon return to FLTR29, TRAJ1 is restored
to call the normal trajectory simulation•
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x. Control FLTR30
FLTR30 modifies TRAJ3to call FLTR5 instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTR30 then calls FLTRZ3which
will now execute a two-parameter search driving a
min-max search driving a propellant loading optimization.
Upon return to FLTR30, TRAJ3is restored to call the
normal trajectory simulation.
y. Control FLTR31
FLTR31 modifies TRAJ1 to call FLTR5 instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTR31 then calls FLTR7 which will
now execute a rain-max search driving a one-parameter
search driving a propellant loading optimization. Upon
return to FLTR31, TRAJ1 is restored to call the normal
trajectory simulation.
z. Control FLTR3Z
FLTR32 modifies TRAJ2 to call FLTR5 instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTR32 then calls FLTR8 which will
now execute a rain-max search driving a two-parameter
search driving a propellant loading optimization. Upon
return to FLTR32, TRAJ2 is restored to call the normal
traj ectory simulation.
aa. Control FLTR33
FLTR33 modifies TRAJ3 to call FLTR5 instead of the
trajectory simulation. FLTR33 then calls FLTR6 which will
now execute a double-min-max search driving a propellant
loading optimization. Upon return to FLTR33, TRAJ3 is
restored to call the normal trajectory simulation.
bb. Control FLTR35
FLTR35 calls PLOAD, the propellant loading routine,
specifying FLTRlZ as the function generator. The result
is the propellant loading optimization driving a one-








FLTR36 calls PLOAD, the propellant loading routine,
specifying FLTRI3 as the function generator. The result
is the propellant loading optimization driving a one-
parameter search driving a rain-max search.
Control FLTR37
FLTR37 calls PLOAD, the propellant loading routine,
specifying FLTR21 as the function generator. The result
is the propellant loading optimization driving a two-
parameter search driving a one-parameter search.
FLTR38
FLTR38 calls PLOAD, the propellant loading routine
specifying FLTR23 as the function generator. The result
is the propellant ioading optimization driving a two-
parameter search driving a rain-max search.
FLTR39
FLTR39 calls PLOAD, the propellant loading routine
specifying FLTR7 as the function generator. The result
is the propellant loading optimization driving a rain-
max search driving a one-parameter search.
FLTR40
FLTR40 calls PLOAD, the propellant loading routine
specifying FLTR8 as the function generator. The result
is the propellant loading optimization driving a rain-max


































































CAt.L+4. "'ARAMETER I I..C_CATII_N
:_1ADD I
ADD





_INAME+I,4 _ARAMETER I SUBSCRIPT
UN-_ACK(P2ADDI ,ADD)
ADD
CAt.L+8 __ARAMETER 2 LOCATION
_2ADDI
ADD


























































































* MAIN C_NTR_L F_R SEARCHES
HFLTR SAVE
CLA* 3,4
_ARANETER 1 - L_CATtI_N 1
PARAMETER 1 - LI_CATtI_N 2
_ARAMETER 1 - LOCATI_N 3
_ARAMETER 1 DELTA
N(_ (_F _ERTURBATI_NS - PARAMETER I
_ARAMETER 2 - LI_CATII_N I
PARAMETER 2 - LI_CATII_N 2
PARAMETER 2 - LI_CATI(_N 3
PARAMETER 2 DELTA
N_ (_F PERTURBATIONS - PARAMETER 2




























































FLTRI _NE-PARAME TE R SEARCH
FLTR2 T_,:_-PARAHE TER SEARCH
FI..TR3 M IN-MAX SEARCH
F[_TR5 "R_PEL[ ANT L_ADING
FLTR6 D_IUBLE HIM-MAX SEARCH
FLTR7 M IN-MAX/_NE-PARAMETER SEARCH
FIITR8 M t I,,,-MAX / TW_-OARAHE TE R SEARCtt
FL. TRIO H IP.I-MAX/PRI_PELLANT [¢ADII','6 SEARCH
Ft.TRII b_I!BLE {_I'!E-PARAMETER SEARCH
FLTR12 _I.!E-PARAMETER/TW_-:'ARAI'IETER SEARCH
FLTRI3 ¢JNE-OARAHETER/HIN-HAX SEARC_-i
FLTR15 (Ii_E-nARAMETER/PROPEL[.ANT [_ADING SEARCH
FLTR16 +)R@_E[.LANT [.¢)ADII.IGIDOUBL_E I'41!--MAX
FLTR17 _RC)PELLAI"T L_ADIHG/¢NE °ARAIqE]'ER SEARCH
FLTRI8 _ROPE[LAI'iT LOADII'-!G/TW0-PARAI'iTER SEARCH
FL.TR19 _R_.,_E[.LAI'ITLf)ADINGIMIN-HAX SEARCH
FI_.TR21 Tvz0-PARAMETER/0HE-_ARAMETER SEARCH
Ft TR23 T_,+_(_-PARAIqETER/MI N-MAX SEARCH
F[.TR25 TW_I-PARAMETER/PR_PELLAI'!T [¢ADI NG SEARCH
FLTR26 IP/2P/P[
FLTR27 1 " IHM I P[
FLTR29 2P/1P/Pt
FL TR30 2P/l, IM /PI








F[ TR40 :_1_/MM12 n
40




















































VARIABLE L_CAT I _N
VARIABLE NAME
VARIABLE SUBSCRIPT
FUNCT I _l'J NAME









(A[ I_ Lft_r_ACK(XADD2,ADD ")
Ct A;,- CALL1+6












SrA TRAJ I B
C I A TAG
E RR_R


































































BSS 1 _I,DEPENDEt!T VARtABI E
[3SS I
_ISS I
BSS I [)EnENDEMT VARIABLE
BSS I DESIRED VAI UE
BSS I :_ER-CENT INCREMENT
BSS I C_NVERGENCE TfJLERANCE
BSS I S[-_°E
BSS 1 MAX I TER
BSS 1 MAX ERROR
BSS 1 HAX I MAG
BSS 1 ERROR SCALE FACTOR
USE r_REVI _tJS
FI TR = 2 TWO-PARAMETER SEARCH CONTR¢L
SAVE





CALL L I_I_KUP (ADD , X 1 NAME '_
VARIABtE I [0CATI_H
VARIABLE I blAME





T I,X,- *+2,4 0
TXL ."_+2,4, PRONG
AXT I ,4
SXA XIIIAII[+I,4 VARIAB[.E 1 SUBSCRIPT
CALl U_'!-'ACK (X2AD_,ADD)
CLA ADD










SXA X2NAME+1,4 VARIABLE 2 SUBSCRIPT
CLA Y1ADD
STA ADD





SXA Y1NAI, IE+I ,4 FUNCTION 1 SUBSCRIPT
CI A Y2ADD
STA ADD




















Y2MAHE+I,4 FUt!CTION 2 SUBSCRI"_T
SRCH2(TRAJ2,EFI AG,X1 NAME, **, X21'_AHE, **, Y ll!At.;E, ;1VAI Li,
Y21'!AHE,Y2VAI..I.I,Y1STAR,Y2STAR,DEt.Xl ,DE[X2,EPS1 21 ,EPS! 22,
/.IX I T2, JAC_B,K,I.,ESO,ES I ,ES2,KDAHP,NDAMP,STAPE)
SETERR(EFLAG)
FLTR2







FIGURE 1 1. SYMBOLIC UST-ING OF SUBROUTINE SEARCH (cont,)
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t,l " "X 1 ':AI ,l-
X 2i'AHE
CAI L III'IOACK(X IADD3 ,ADDI




7E T [ FI.AG
I J IRE Tt,I,I_ TRAJ2 l-i tiROR
CAIL t.:t} _ACK (Y 1ADD,ADD/
CLA ADD








TX I.. "_+3,4, O
I DO TAGS-l,4
TRA ,._+2





RETIIRt_ TRAJ2 [ RR_R
CALL UI'I_ACK(Y 2ADD,ADD)
Cl.A ADD




TZF TRA J 2C




RE T!JRH TRA,J 2 ERR_IR
AXC --",,', 4
TX [. _"+3,4, O
I DQ TAGS-1,4
IRA '_+2
I uQ = I. t,_
FI'IP ;" -'+
ST(I Y ?.VAI U

























Y IS TAP, BSS
Y2ST_ BSS
r)t I X 1 BSS
uL I X 2 BSS







[ S ?, E_SS
KisAI _ F,SS
' >'_i! [_SS
I X I1 z CSS
r _
t ,..) E
,'_ F! TR =
*¢















1 IL!DEP. VAR. I
I
1
1 FIDEP. VAR. 2
I DEP. VAR. I
I DF D VAR. 2
I DESIRED VALUE - YI
I DESIRED VALUE - Y2
I _ER-CENT INCREMENT - XI
I _ER-CENT INCREMENT - X2
1 C_I'!VERGEI'iCE T_tERA_'CES
I
I JACIBIAi '_ C_UNTER
! _(A! E FAC.T_RS
I
1 , RRr_R ST_PS
I
l
I L)Ai,I_ I NG FACTCRS
1
I /IAX ITER
RE V i _llJS




































F Li!4CI I _H
ZADD
ADD






IqHX (TRAJ3,EFLAG, VNAIqE ,**, ZNAME ,ZVALUE ,lqt:XIl'ID,DEL V,!'iMXE_,
tIHX IT, MI'IXER, HNXSC [ ,S TAPE
SETERR(EFI AG)
FI.. TR3





































































BSS 1 I I'!DEUENDNET VARIABLE
BSS I
BSS I
BSS I DEUENDENT VARIABLE
BSS I _PTI_N
BSS I r_ER-C EI"T INCREHEHT
BSS I [._NVERGENCE T¢I ERAYCE
BSS 1 MAX t TER
BSS 1 HAX ERRCIR
BSS I E-RR_R SCALE FACT{!R
_ SE RE-V!O!!S




Lt Ti< = G
IOAD_'G ..TIhlZATI_f! CP'TROL
DFJtiBI.E: H IH-HAX SIARCH C_HTR_!
SA VE
CAI t. I.II',!_ACK(VADD 12 ,ADD)
(! A ADD
S-iA CAI.L6+6
L[ A VADDI 2
STA ADD
CAI L i ___KUn{ADD,VL_At'IE2 _.




SXA VHANE 2+ 1 ,4
CI A ZADD2
STA ADD





SXA ZNAHE 2+1 ,4





**, ZNAME2, ZVALU2,MNX IN2, DELV2,











Z ! ' AI i F "'
ET(
(: A I I
R[-.T_.l<i!
l'It!Xt ,'2_,H:_,,IT2,1.1t_XEP,2,Ht!XS(_,) ..-,TA_" 'E)
SE TFR_',(EFI AC,1
FI TRC





C1 A* CALL 6+6





















R[ZT I.)l{ H TRAJ6
AXC * :_,4
TXt ''+ 3,4,0













(, !I I'4'!"R l H t!X 2
S[ ARC.H
FIGURE 11. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SEARCH (cont.)
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,;A;, Jl " [ .7,"
VA_ 'J22 [iS':











-- :'ihL-;-'ARAHETI R SEARt_I (,(_,_Tf,.;l
, I ST+I
-i :<.\J3Z




l t q ]+,'



















-- :_.' t [ AHT ! _]AiJit!T
C_I'IF-"ARAt,IETE R SEARCH
( ..'I,,iTI-:i

















































VARI AB[ E SUBSCRIPT
YIqAI'IE2+ I,4
DSRCHI (TRAJI I ,EFI AG,XNAME2,**, YNAME2,YVALU2,YSTAR2,
































































E ?S Ii2 BSS
Si ¢_E2 BSS
fqXlT12 BSS
MXE RF 2 BSS
MXF R_ ? BSS
S(_IAL E 2 BSS
USE






























TWI_-PARAME TE R SEARCH













































I _ (_NE-PARAMTE R -- PROPELLANT LOADING CONTR_L






16 _R_PELLANT L.OADING/DI_UBLE MIN-MAX SEARCH
"_t_(_AD(Ft.TR6)
FLTR16
17 _ROPELLANT LeADING/_NE-PARAMETER SEARCH
;:L@AD(FLTRI )
FLTR17
18 DR_)PELLANT L(_ADING/TWO-PARAMETER SEARCH
PL(_AD(FLTR2)
FI_TRI8
19 _RI_PELLANT [_ADING/MIN-MAX SEARCH
PL.OAD (FL TR3)
FLTRI9














































































L (_AD I NG
SEARCH
SEARCH
























































I-ZI!;T t{ P,,_ FLTR31





CL.A l I ST
STA TRAJ2Z
RE TURI'I FI TR32





















FLTR =. 35 r"ROPELtAi!T I
SAV_
CALl 'L_IAD(FI TRI 2)
RETURH FLTR35




_'_ F[ TR = B7 _RI_r"ELt. ANT
F[ TR37 SAVE.
,- A; _ ....L.RL.L 'L i_AU(FL T_:_' |,F,- )
RETURN FLTR37
"_ FLTR = B8 '_R¢_EL.LANT
>\-
FIT _ , _ _k3_ .... Art
CALl '[_AD(F! TR23)
RE TU ;,il-,r, F[ TRB8
" FI TR = 39 "_R_t'_ELLANT
FI _<'TI_.,.:,SAV_






FI Ii,', = 40 F'R_IPELLANT
SAVE
CArL _l _AD(FI.. TR8)
R[I TIJRtl FI. TR40
[:IID
_AD I,'GII_NE-PARAMETERIT_'C_-PARAI'ETER SEARCH




1 _IADI t'!G/HI N-ttAX IT',. :'r,_
_,-PARAHE TE R SEARCH
FIGURE 1 1. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SEARCH (cont.)
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VI. SUBROUTINE SRCH1
The purpose of this subroutine is to converge on the value of
an independent variable which matches a given value of a dependent
variable.
Linear or quadratic interpolation or extrapolation may be used
to predict the correct value of the independent variable. If a predicted
value of an independent variable fails to yield a "valid" value for the
dependent variable, this previous prediction is scaled by the factor
SCALE.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL SRCH1 (FUNCG, ERROR, XBCI, XADD, UBCI, UADD,
USTAR, DELTAX, DELTAU, M, MXIT, MXERF,
MXERI, SCALE, TAPE)
SOLUTION METHOD
Set indicators and save initial value of independent variable.
I. ERROR = 0
2. FLAG1 = 0
92
3. FLAG2 = 0
4. FLAG 3 = 0
5. SRCH1V = X_kDD
Determine output mode and write headings:
6. ITAPE = I TAPE1
7. If ITAPE = 0, go to 10
If ITAPE _ 0, go to 8
Write headings on output tape,
9_ If TAPE -_ 0, go to !!
If TAPE _< 0, go to 10
10. Write headings on on-line printer
Evaluate dependent variable:
11. CALL FUNCG
Test if error flag was set during evaluation of dependent
variable:
12. If ERROR _ 0, go to 71
If ERROR = 0, go to 13
Reset function generator error indicator to zero and save last
three values of dependent variable:
13. FLAG3 = 0
93
14. U2 = U1
15. U1 = U0
16. U0 = UADD
Write output:
17. N = 20
18. Go to 88
Test for convergence:
19. If U0 = U1, go to 83
If U0 _ U1, go to 20
Compute difference between current value of dependent variable
and desired value:
20. UDELTA = U0 - USTAR
Test value of slope indicator, M. If M = 0, linear interpolation
will be used. If M < 0, the function has a negative slope in the region
of interest. If M > 0, the function has a positive slope in the region of
interest:
21. If M = O, go to 23
If M _ O, go to 22
Test value of FLAG1. FLAG1 is an indicator used to denote the
number of times this subroutine was entered:
94
ZZ. If FLAG1 _< Z, go to 27
If FLAG1 > 2, go to Z3
Test value of USTAR:
23. If USTAR # 0, go to 25
If USTAR = 0, go to 24
Compare current value of dependent variable with desired value.
If convergence criterion is not satisfied, re-evaluate independent variable:
24. If DELTAU < ! U0 I , go to 27
If DELTAU > I U0 I , go to 26
25. If I(DELTAU)(USTAR) I < I UDELTA I , go to 27
If I(DELTAU)(USTAR)I -> I UDELTAI, go to 26
26. ERROR= 0
Return
Computations for Re-evaluation of Independent Variable
27. X2 = X1
28. Xl = X0
29. X0 = XADD
30. FLAG1 = FLAG l + 1





If FLAG1 < 2, go to 32
If FLAGI = 2, go to 42
If FLAGI > 2, go to 45
Increment independent variable:
32. XDELTA = (X0) (DELTAX)/(100)
33. X = X0 + XDELTA
34. )(ADD = X
Test for maximum number of iterations:
35. If FIAG1 < MXIT, go to 11
If FLAG1 _> MXIT, go to 36
If maximum number of iterations has been exceeded, print error
message and restore initial value of independent variable:
36. If ITAPE = 0, go to 39
If ITAPE _ 0, go to 37
Write error message on output tape
If TAPE > 0, go to 40
If TAPE _< 0, go to 39
39. Write error message on on-line printer
40. XADD = SRCHIV
96
41. ERROR = HSRCHI
Return
Second Pass
42. OLDA = 0
43. XDELTA = (UDELTA)(XI - X0)/(U0 - UI)
44. Go to 33
Third Pass or Greater
If M = 0, or the last two values of the independent or dependent
variables are too close together, use linear interpolation:
45. if M = 0, go to 4?
If M _ 0, go to 46
46. If I Xl - X0 I _ -001, go to 42
If I Xl - X0 I > "001, go to 47
47. If I U1 - U0 I< .001, go to 42
If [ UI - UO [ m .001, go to 48
Calculate quadratic:
48. DXI = Xl - X0
49. DX2 = X2 - Xl
50. DU1 = U1 - U0
51. DUZ = U2 - UI
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I
52. A = ((DUZ)/CDX2) -(DUI)/(DXI))/(DXI + nxz)
53. If OLDA = 0, go to 55
If ODLA # 0, go to 54
54. If (A)COLDA) < 0, go to 42
If (A)(OLDA) > 0, go to 55
55. OLDA = A
56. B = -(A)(XI + X2) + (DUZ)/(DXZ)
57. G = UO - USTAR + (XO)((-A)(XO) - B)
58. Z = S2 - (4)(A)(C)
Check for imaginary solution:
59. If Z < O, go to 63
If Z > O, go to 60
60. X = -(B)/((Z)(A)) + SIGN((Z"
5
)/((Z) (A)), (M) (A))
SIGN is a Fortran function which transfers the sign of the
second argument to the first argument.
61. FLAG2 = 0
62. Go to 34
Imaginary Solution
63. If ITAPE = O,
If ITAPE @ O,
go to 66
go to 64
Write error message on output tape
If TAPE > 0, go to 67
If TAPE < 0, go to 66
66. Write error message on on-line printer
67. FIAGZ = FLAGZ + 1
68. If FIAGZ > MXERI, go to 40
If FLAGZ _< MXERI, goto 69
69. X = -(B)/((Z)(A))
70. Go to 34
Error Gon_roi
71. If ITAPE = 0, go to 74
If ITAPE # 0, go to 72
Write error message on output tape
If TAPE > 0, go to 75
If TAPE < 0, go to 74
74. Write error message on on-line printer
75. N = 8Z0
76. Go to 88
77. FLAG3 =
78. If FLAG3 go to 40






Scale change in independent variable:
79. X = X0 + (XADD - X0)(SCALE)
If FLAG I = 0,
If FLAG I _ 0,
81. ERROR = 0
82. Go to 34
Zero perturbation error:
83. If ITAPE = 0,
If ITAPE _ 0,
80. X = (XADD) (SCALE)
X = X0 + (XADD - X0)(SCALE)
go to 86
go to 84
Write error message on output tape
If TAPE > 0, go to 87
If TAPE _ 0, go to 86
86. Write error message on on-line printer
87. Go to 40
88. If ITAPE = 0, go to 91
If ITAPE # 0, go to 89
89. Write output on output tape
I00
90. If TAPE > O, go to 92
If TAPE < O, go to 91
9l. Write output on on-line printer
92. If N = 20, go to 19
























Per cent to increment inde-














52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58
60, 69








CALL, I, 12, Z6, 41, 81
INTEGER, 2, Z2, 30, 31,
35, 80
INTEGER, 3, 61, 67, 68
INTEGER, 4, 13, 77, 78
10Z













Name of subroutine which
evaluates dependent
variable
Absolute value of TAPE
Slope indicator. If M = 0,
linear interpolation will be
used. If M < 0, function
has negative slope; if
M > 0, function has
positive slope in region
Maximum allowable number








Last value of A
Scale factor for incrementing
change in independent variable




6, 7, 36, 63, 71, 83, 88























Initial value of independ-
ent variable
Tape unit to write search
data on
Current value of dependent
variable
Last value of dependent
variable




Name of dependent variable
used for output
Difference between current
value and desired value of
dependent variable
Desired value of dependent
variable
Current value of independent
variable
Last value of independent
variable




CALL, INTEGER, 6, 9, 38,
65, 73, 85, 9O
15, 16, 19, 20, 24, 43,
47, 50, 57






CALL, 20, 23, 25, 57
28, 29, 3Z, 33, 43, 46,
48, 57, 79
27, 28, 43, 46, 48, 49,
56
27, 33, 49, 56
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variable used for output
Change in independent
variable
Bz - (4) (A} (C}
Reference
33, 34, 60, 69, 79, 80






C TEST F_R CBNVERGENCE
20 IF (UO .EQ. U1_ G_ T_ 850
UDELTA - UO - USTAR
IF (M .EQ. 0.0) G_ T_ 30
IF (FLAGI .LE. 2) G_ Tg 50
30 IF (USTAR .NE. O.O) G_ TI_ 40
IF ((DELTAU - ABS(UO)) .LT. 0.O) G_ Tg 50
G_ T_ 45
40 IF ((ABS(DELTAU * USTAR) - ABS(UDELTA)) .LT. O.O)
C C_NVERGED RETURN











50 X2 - X1
X1 -XO
XO - XADD
FLAG1 - FLAG1 + 1
IF (FLAG1 - 2) 100,200,300
F 1RST PASS
1OO XDELTA - XO * DELTAX/IOO.O
101 X = XO + XDELTA
STgRE NEW VARIABLE AND TEST F9R MAX ITERATIONS
110 XADD -- X
IF (FLAGI .LT. MXIT ) G0 T_ 10
ERRgR RETURN -- RESTS}RE INITIAL VALUE @F VARIABLE
iF (iTAPE .EQ. O) G0 TO i15
WRITE (ITAPE,I)
iF (TAPE .GT. OJ G(_ TO 150
115 '_RINT I
I F_RMAT(44H MAX ITERATICNS -- _NE PARAMETER SEARCH)




200 OLDA = O.O
XDELTA - UDELTA * (XI - X0)/(UO - Ul)
G_t T_t 101
THIRD _R GREATER PASS
300 IF (M .EQ. 0.O) G_ Tg 200
IF (ABS(X1 - XO) .LT. .O01) G_ T_ 200
IF (ABS(U1 - UO) .LT. .O01) G_ T_ 200
C CALCULATE QUADRATIC
DX1 ,, X1 - XO
DX2 - X2 - X1
DU1 ,,- U1 - UO
DU2 - U2 - U1
A- ((DU2/DX2)- (DU1/DXI_/(DXI + DX2)
IF (_LDA .EQ. 0.01 G¢ T¢ 310
C CHECK FgR INFLECTION P_INT


























SRCHI FUI. I ST,REF
SUBROUTINE SRCHI(FUNCG,ERROR,XBCI,XADD,UBCI,UADD,USTAR,DEETAX,
DELTAU,M,MX I T,MXERF,MXERI ,SCALE , TAPE)
_r_E PARAMETER SEARCH ROUTINE
FUNCG - ROUTINE TO EVALUATE FUNCTION
ERROR - ERROR C_MMUNICATION FLAG
XBCI - NAME OF X
XADD - tQJCATION _F VARIABLE
UBCI - NAME _F U
UADD - t._CATI_I _F FUI'.!CTIfJN
USTAR - DESIRED VALUE _F FUI%TION
DELTAX - °ER CENT I NCREMEIIT
DE[TAU - C_I'!VERGENCE T_LERANCE
f.1 - SI._IPE INDICATOR
I!XlT - MAX ITERATII_NS
IIXERF -MAX NO _JF C_NSECUTIVE ERRORS
HXERI - MAX I',_ _F COI'ISECUTIVE IMAGINARY S_I UTI_INS
SCALE - SCALE FACTOR FOR DELTA IF ERROR
TA_E - TA_E UI',;IT TO WRITE SEARCH DATA AN
REAL M
_NTEGER TAPE
DIMENSION XBCI (2),UBCI (2_
DATA HSRCH I/5HS RCH I /
_NTEGER FLAGI ,F[ AG2,F[ AG3
SET FLAGS AND SAVE INITIAL VALUE
ERROR : 0.0
FI AGI : 0
FLAG2 = 0
FL AG3 = O
SRCIIIV = XADD
iTAPE = IABS(TAnE)
IF (ITAPE .EQ. O) G[_ T0 9
•'P,IT_ (ITADE,5) UBCI ,UBCI ,XBCI
IF fEAzE .GT. O) GC_ T(Z)10














,¢SSIGN 20 TO lq
G_ T_ 900
C_IND I T I AN
• NE. 0.0) GO T_J 800
ERROR TALLY




IF: ((A _'_ _J[DA) .LE. O.O) G0 T¢ 200
310 (,._1DA = A
B = -A * (Xt + X2) + fDU2/DX2)
C -- tlO - USTAR + XO * (-A * XO - B)
Z = B '_''2 - 4-,O _" A .x C
C_/FCK F_IR IHAGINARY S_LUTI_N
IF (Z .[r. O.O) C;_ TO 700
)_ .... B/(2.0*A) + SIGN(SQRT(Z)/(2.O_"tA),M*A_




7_o IF ( ITA"E ,EQ, O) GQ_ Tff 705
"RI rl- (ITAPE,2)
IF (TA'F .GT. 0'_ G_ TQ_ 710
/r)5 _RI,_!T Z
? F_RIIAT(24H !HAGIHARY S_LUTIQ_N)
710 F[A({;! = FI.AG2+I
IF (F!AG2 .GT. HXERI) G_, TQ} 150




IF rTA:IE .GT. 0'_
{,c)3 _RII'!T 3
3 F!,IRt,IAI(3OH
_-_10 ASSIGn,! 820 T(7) H
G_ T¢,.1.900
_:,20 FI A(13 = FtAG3 + I
IF (FLAG3 .GE. HXERF) G_ TQJ 150
SCAIE DELTA
X = ×O + (XADD - XO'_ * SCALE
IF (FI AGI .EQ. o_ x = XADD ,',"SCALE
TURI'i ¢JFF ERROR FLAG
ERRC'_R -. O.0




ZER_I :_ERTURBATI_N -- ERROR
8#5() IF (ITA_E .EQ. O) G0 T0 855
WRITE ( I TA_E, 6)
IF (TAr_E .GT. O_ GQ_ T_ 860
855 _RII"IT 6
6 F_RI'IAT(21H I!0 r_ERTURBATION)
860 G,_ TFJ 150
_'RITE SEARCH DATA _N TAME
9(10 IF (ITAPE! .EQ. O) GQ] T_ 905
FIGURE lB. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SRCH1 (cont.)
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WRITE (I TAPE,4) USTAR,UO,XADD
IF ('TAPE .GT. O) G_J T(_ 910
905 PRINT 4, USTAR,UO,XADD
4 FI_RMAT(IH ,3E16.8)
910 GO T(_ N, (20,820)
E_D
FIGURE 12. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SRCH1 (cont.)
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VII. SUBROUTINEDSRCH1
Subroutine DSRCH1 is identical to Subroutine SRCH1. It
exists in order to allow for more than one single-parameter-search to





The purpose of this subroutine is to converge on two independent
variables given the values of two functions. Each function may be de-
pendent upon one or both of the independent variables.
The calling sequence is:
CALL SRCH2 (PUNCG, ERROR, XIBCI, X1ADD, X2BCI,
XZADD, U1BCI, U1ADD, UZBCI, UZADD, U1STAR,
UZSTAR, DELTX1, DELTX2, DELTU1, DELTU2, MX/T2,




I. ERROR = 0
Z. VIA(1) = 0
3. VZA(1) = 0
4. VIB(3) = 0
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5. VZB(Z) = 0
6. FLAGS(1) = 0
7. FLAGS (Z) = 0
8. FLAGS (3) = 0
Determine output mode and write headings:
9. ITAPE= IT EI
10. If ITAPE = 0, go to 13
If ITAPE _ 0, go to 11
ll. Write headings on output tape
lZ. If TAPE > 0, go to 14
If TAPE _< 0, go to 13
13. Write headings on the on-line printer
Initialize variables:
14. X1SAVE = XIADD
15. VIA(Z) = XISAVE
16. VIA(3) = XlSAVE
17. VIB(1) = XlSAVE
18. Vl(1) = XISAVE
19. Vl(3) = XISAVE
Z0. XZSAVE = XZADD
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21. VZA(2) = XZSAVE
22. VZA(3) = XZSAVE
23. VZB(1) = XZSAVE
Z4. V2(1) = XZSAVE
25. V2 (2) = XZSAVE
26. VIB(2) = (DELTXI)(VI(1))/(100)
27. VZB(3) = (DE/TXZ)(V2(1))/(100)
28. ESTOP(1) = ES0
29. ESTOP(2) = ESI
30, ESTOP(3) = ES2
32. SCALE(Z) = L
33. SCALE (3) = L
34. VI(2) = V](1)+ VIB(2)
35. %/2(3) = V2(1)+ VZB(3)
36. DUMMY = 0
37. FLAG1 = 0
38. JFLAG = JACOB
39. I = 0
40. If JFLAG < 0, I = Z
If ]'FLAG >_ 0, I = 0
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41. J = 1
4Z. XIADD = VI(J)
43. XZADD = V2 (J)
Increment iteration counter:
44. FLAG1 = FLAG1 + 1
Test for maximum number of iterations:
45. If FLAGI _< MXIT2, go to 59
If FLAG1 > MXITZ, go to 46
If maximum number of iterations has been exceeded, print error
message and restore initial values of independent variables:
46. If ITAPE = 0, go to 49
If ITAPE _ 0, go to 47
47. Write error message on output tape
48. If TAPE > 0, go to 50
If TAPE -< 0, go to 49
49. Write error message on the on-line printer
50. XIADD = X ISAVE
51. XZADD = XZSAVE
52. ERROR = HSRCHZ
53. Return
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Singular matrix error message:
54. If ITAPE = 0, go to 57
If ITAPE _ 0, go to 55
Write error message on the output tape
If TAPE > 0, go to 50
If TAPE _< 0, go to 57
57. Write error message on the on-line printer
58. Go to 50
Evaluate dependent variables:
59. CALL FUNCG
Test if error flag was set during evaluation of dependent
variables:
60. If ERROR / 0,
If ERROR = 0,
61. FI(J) = UIADD
6Z. F2 (1) = UZ_KDD
Write output:
63. N = 130





Test value of first dependent variable for convergence:
65. If U1ST/_ / 0, go to 68
If UlSTAR = O, go to 66
66. T = DELTUI - I FI(J) I
67. Go to 69
68. T = I (UISTAR)(DELTUI) I - I UISTAR-FI(J) I
69. If T < 0, go to 76
If T _ 0, go to 70
Test value of second dependent variable for convergence:
70. If UZSTAR _ O, go to 73
If UZSTAR = 0, go to 71
71. T = DELTU2- [ FZ (J) I
72. Go to 74
73. T = I (UZSTAR)(DELTU2) I - [ UZSTAR-FZ(J) I
74. If T < 0, go to 76
If T >_ 0, go to 75
75. Return
Re-evaluate independent variables:
76. J = J+l
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77. I = I+l
78. If I -< Z, go to 42
If I > 2, go to 79
79. If ;FLAG < 0, go to 8Z
If ]FLAG = 0, go to 137
If IFLAG > 0, go to 80
80. ]FLAG = JFLAG- 1
81. Go to 85
8Z. ]FLAG = ]FLAG + 1
83 If _'_ _". j_ = 0, ;F_G = I
If IFLAG _ 0, go to 84
84. Go to 93
85. If VIB(Z) = 0, go to 54
If V!B(Z) / O, go to 86
86. MATRIX(l) = (FI(2) - FI(1))/(VIB(2))
87. If VZB(3) = 0, go to 54
If VZB(3) / 0, go to 88
88. MATRIX(Z) = (FI(3) - FI(1))/(VZB(3))
89. MATRIX(3) = (F2(2) - FZ(1))/(VIB(2))
90. MATRIX(4) = (F2(3) - FZ(1))/(VZB(3))
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II II lil
91. DETER = (MATRIX (1))(MATRIX (4)) -
(MATRIX (Z))(MATRIX (3))
9Z. If DETER = 0, go to 54
If DETER _ 0, go to 93
93. MATRIX(5) = UISTAR- FI(1)
94. MATRIX(6) = UZSTAR- FZ(1)
95. If DETER = 0, go to 54
If DETER _ 0, go to 96
96. DXI = ((MATRIX (4))(MATRIX (5)) -
(MATRIX (Z))(MATRIX (6)))/(DETER)
97. DXZ = ((MATRIX (1))(MATRIX (6)) -
(MATRIX (3))(MATRIX (5)))/(DETER)
98. If KDAMPZ = I, go to 105
If KDAMPZ _ i, go to 99
99. If NDAMPZ = 0, go to 105
If NDAMPZ _ 0, go to I00
I00. If NDAMPZ = DUMMY, go to 105
If NDAMP2 _ DUMMY, go to I01
I01o DAMP = KDAMPZ + (I .0 - KDAMPZ)(DUMMY)/(NDAMPZ)
10Z. DXI = (DXI)(DAMP)





DUMMY = DUMMY+ 1.0
V1A(1) = V1(I)
VZA(1) = VZ(1)
107. FLAGS(l) = 0
108. If JFLAG _ 0, go to IZ0
If JFLAG = 0, go to 109
109. vi(3) = v1(z)
11o. Vl(Z) = v1(1)
III• VZ(3) = VZ(Z)
ii£ VZ(?.) = VZ _','
• _.Lj
1i3. FI(3) = }'1(z)
114. FI(2) = rl(1)
115. F2(3) = FZ(2)
116. F2(2) = F2(1)
117. V1(1) = V1(1)+ DX1
118• VZ(1) = V2(1)+ DXZ
119. Go to 39
iZ0. %11(i) = %11(I)+ DXI
1zi. VIA(Z) = v1(:)
122. VIA(3) = VI(1)
123. V1(3) = VI(1)
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124. V2(1) = V2(1)+DX2
125. v2(2) = v2(1)
126. V2A(2) = V2(1)
127. V2A(3) = V2(1)
128. V1B(2) = (V1B(2}}(SGALE(2))
129. VI(2) = VI(1) + VIB(2)
130. VZB(3)= (VZB(3))(SGALE(3))
131. V2(3) = V2(1)+ VZB(3)
132. VIB(3) = 0
133. VZB (2) = 0
134. FLAGS (2) = 0
135. FLAGS (3) = 0
136. Go to 39
137. z(i) = v1(1)-v1(2)
138. Z(2) = VI(2) - VI(3)
139. Z(3) = V2(1) - VZ(2)
140. Z(4) = V2(2)- V2(3)
141. ZDETER = (Z (1))(Z (4)) - (Z(2))(Z(3))
142. If ZDETER = 0, go to 50







= ((Z(4))(FI (1) - FI(2)) - (Z(3))
(FI (Z) - F1 (3)))/(MATRIX(1))
= ((Z(1))(FI (2) - FI(3)) - (Z(2))
(FI (I) - FI (Z)))/(MATmX(Z))
= ((Z(4))(FZ (I) - FZ (Z))- (Z (3))
(F2 (Z) - FZ (3)))/(MATRIX (3))
= ((Z(1))(FZ (Z) - FZ(3)) - (Z(Z))
(FZ (I) - FZ (Z)))/(MATRIX(4))
147. Go to 91










If ITAPE = O, go to 152
If ITAPE / O, go to 150
Write error message on output tape
If TAPE > 0, go to 153
If TAPE <_ 0, go to 15Z
Write error message on the on-line printer
N = 815
Go to 177
FLAGS(J) = FlAGS(J) + 1
D
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156. If FLAGS(J) m ESTOP(J), go to 50
If FLAGS (J) < ESTOP (J), go to 157
157. VIB(J) = (Vl(J) - VIA(J)) (SCALE (J))
158. VZB(J) = (VZ (J) - VZA(J)) (SCALE(J))
159. V1 (J) = ViS(J) + VIA(J)
160. Vz (J) = VZB(J) + VZA(J)
161. If J > i, go to 4z
If J <- i, go to 16z
16z. VIA(Z) = VI(1)
163. VIA(3) = VI(1)
164. VI(3) = V1 (i)
165. If VIA(1) _ 0, go to 168
If VIA(I) = O, go to 166
166. VI(Z) = VI(1) + (VI(1))(DELTXl)/(IO0)
167. Go to 169
168. VI(Z) = VI(1) + VIB(Z)
169. VZA (Z) = VZ(1)
170. VZA(3) = VZ(1)
171. VZ(Z) = VZ(1)
17Z. If VZA(1) / O, go to 175






V2(3) = V2(1) + (VZ(1))(DELTX2)/(100)
Go to 176
V2(3) = V2(I)+ VZB(3)
Go to 42
Output:
177. If ITAPE = 0, go to 180
If ITAPE / 0, go to 178
178. Write output on output tape
179. If TAPE > O, _o to 181
If TAPE _ 0, go to 180
180. Write output on the on-line printer
181. If N = 130, go to 65

























Per cent increment for
XlADD
Per cent increment for
XZADD
Determinant used in solving --
the matrix
Number of times damped
Predicted change for first
independent variable
Predicted change for second --
independent variable
Error communication flag
Error stop for point zero
Error stop for point 1
Error stop for point Z








9Z, 95, 96, 97
36, 100, i01, 104
96, 102, 117, 120
97, 103, 118, 124




DIM, INTEGER, Z8, 29,
30, 156
124


















Value of the first dependent
variable












Scale factor for point zero
Damping factor
Scale factor for points one
and two
Calculated values of the
partial matrix
Reference
DIM, 61, 66, 68, 86,
88, 113, 114, 143, 144
DIM, 6Z, 71, 73, 89,
90, 115, 116, 145, 146
INTEGER, 37, 44, 45
DIM, INTEGER, 6, 7, 8,
107, 134, 135, 155, 156
CALL, 59
39, 77, 78
9, I0, 46, 54, 149, 177
41, 76, 161
CALL, 3 8
38, 40, 44, 45, 79, 80,
82, 83, 108
CALL, REAL, 31
CALL, REAL, 98, 101
CALL, REAL, 32, 33
DIM, REAL, 86, 88, 89,
90, 91, 93, 94, 96, 97,
143, 144, 145, 146
125





















Tape unit to write search
data on
Location of first dependent
variable
Location of second depend-
ent variable
Name of first dependent
variable
Name of second depend-
ent variable
Desired value of first
dependent variable
Desired value of second
dependent variable






CALL, REAL, 99, i00,
i01
DIM, 31, 32, 33, 128,
130, 157, 158
66, 68, 69, 71, 73, 74
INTEGER, CALL, 9, iZ,
48, 56, 151, 179
CALL, 61
CALL, 62
CALL, DIM, 11, 13
CALL, DIM, 11, 13
CALL, 65, 68, 93, 178,
180
CALL, 70, 73, 94, 178,
180
DIM, 18, 19, 26, 34,
42, 105, 109, Ii0, 117,
120, iZl, IZZ, 1Z3, 129,
137, 138, 157, 159, 162,
163, 164, 166, 168












Current value of the second
independent variable
Storage for first independent
variable
Storage for second independ-
ent variable
Storage for first independent
variable
Storage for second independ-
ent variable
Location of the first inde-
pendent variable
Location of the second
independent variable
Name of the first inde-
pendent variable
Name of the second inde-
pendent variable
Reference
DIM, 24, 25, 27, 35, 43,
106, lll, llZ, 118, 124,
125, lZ6, 127, 131, 139,
140, 158, 160, 169, 170,
171, 173, 175
DIM, 2, 15, 16, 105, IZl,
122, 157, 159, 162, 163,
165
DIM, 3, 21, 22, 106,
126, 127, 158, 160, 169,
170, 172
DIM, 4, 17, 26, 34, 85,
86, 89, '........iLO, ,£"-'2,
157, 159, 168
DIM, 5, 23, 27, 35, 87,
88, 90, 130, 131, 133,
158, 160, 175
CALL, 14, 42, 50
CALL, 20, 43, 51
CALL, DIM, 11, 13
CALL, DIM, 11, 13
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I







Initial value of the first
independent variable
Initial value of the second
independent variable
Units Reference
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
50
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
51
DIM, 137, 138, 139, 140,

































S MX I T2, JACOB ,K,L ,ESO,ES 1 ,ES2,KDAMP2, NDAM._2, TA_E )
FUNCG - R_IUTINE T0 EVALUATE FUNCTIIZIN
ERROR - ERROR C(3HMUNICATt_N FlAG
X1BCI - X1 NAME
X1ADD - X1 t._CATI_N
X2BCI - X2 NAME
X2ADD - X2 [.OCATI_N
U1BCI - Ul NAME
U1ADD - U1 LI_CATII3N
U2BCI - U2 NAME
U2ADD - tJ2 L(_CATII_N
U1STAR - DESIRED VALUE 13F U1
U2STAR- DESIRED VALUE t3F U2
DELTXI - ,"ER CENT NCREHENT FgR X1
DELTX2 - _ER CENT NCREMENT F0R X2
DEI TUI - C(3,_,JVERGENCE T_LERANCE F_R U1
DELTU2 - C_INVERGENCE TI_[ERANCE F0R U2
MXIT2 - MAX ITERATIQ}NS
JACC)B - ,JAC_BIAN C(_UNTER
K - SCAt.E FACTI_R F_R _INT O
! - SCALE FACTOR F(;')R-'_INTS 1,2
_o_ - Li(K_,i_ bi_" ,_"_'r-',,,,'-'0i,_.iT 0
ES1 - ERRI3R ST_ _ FPJR '_I_tNT I
KDAH_2 - DAM_ING FACTOR
NOAH'2 - DAM _'ING FACTI_R
TA'_E - TA_E T(_ WRI TE SEARCH DATA I_N
REAL F,,L,KDAMP2,NDAM'_2
INTEGER ESO,ES!,ES2
DIMEMS I-_N XIBC I (2),X2BC! (2) ,U1BC I (2} ,U2BC t (2_
D IMEI'tS I 5N
S FLAGS (3/,EST(_ _f 3) ,SCALE (_) ,MATRI Xf 6}
REAl HATRIX











IF (ITAPE .EQ. O_ GIZ} T(Zl 6
'.._R1TF (ITA_E,5) U1BC I ,U2BC I ,X1BC I ,X2BC !
V|A(3), V2A(3),VIBf 3),V2B(3),Vl (3),V2('3) ,FI (3),F2 (3'),
,Z(4)
FIGURE 13. SYMBOLIC I/STING OF SUBROUTINE SRCHZ
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CIF (TAPE .GT. O_ G_ TI_ IO
6 PRINT 5, UIBCI ,U2BCI,XIBCI,X2BCI
5 F(_RHAT(IHO,31H TWI_)-PARAMETER SEARCH DATA/
$ 1H ,2(10X,A6,1H(,14,1H),1OX),2(2X,A6,1H(,14,1HI,2X))












V1B(2) = DELTX1 * Vl(l_/100.O







VI(2) = VI(I) + VIB('2)
V2(3_ = V2(I) + V2B(3)
DUMMY = O. 0
F[ AG1 = O
JFLAG = JACOB
I TERAT I fin I f} ,C_"'
100 I = O
IF ( JFIAG .LT. O) I = 2
J = I
110 XIADU = VI(J)
X2ADU = V2(J)
CHECK MAX ITERATII_NS
FIAGI = FLAGI + I
_F rF_AGI .LE. I',IXIT2) G_ T_ 120
630 IF (ITA_'E .EQ. O) G_ TI_ 835
l,!mlTE r'iTA_,E, 2)
IF (TA_E .GT. O) G_ Tg 820
835 -'RINT 2
? F(_JRMAT(LI.4.H MAX ITERATII_NS -- TW_ PARAMETER SEARCH)
ERRI_R RE TURN




S I I'IGI,II AR I'-IATR I X
8_-0 iF (ITA-_[ .EO. O) G_?_T_ 841:;
FIGURE 13. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SRCHB (cont.)
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WRITE (ITAPE,3)






I?0 CAI L FUI'+CG




ASSIG{! 130 T_J II
O_ T_1 900
TEST C_NVERGEI%E
130 LF (,IJISTAR .I'IE. O.O_ GQ) T_ 140
I = [)Et T!)I - ABSeF1 (J_
G9 T_ 150
140 T = ABS(UISTAR * DEITUI)- ABS(UISTAR- FI(J))
150 tF (T .LT. O.O) G0 T_ 200
C_NVERGED 0N UI, CHECK U2
IF (U2STAR .NE. O.O) GI_ T_ 160
T : DELTU2- AI_S(F2(J_ ,
G_ T_ 170
160 T : ABS(U#STAR * DELTU2) - ABS(U2STAR - F2(J))
C_,!VE RGE D RETURN
Dr" TI !DP.I
?00 J = J + 1
: I + 1
F (i .IE. 21 GC_ T_ 110
F /' JFLAG) 220,400,210
710 JFLAG = JFtAG - 1
C;;._ T_ 230
-"20 JFLAG = ,JFLAG + t
IF fJF[AG .EQ. O1 JFLAG = 1
G¢ TI_ P SO
JAC_BIAI',! C(_UtlTER WAS GREATER THAN ZER¢ AND f GREATEt-:. FHAN
CALCULATE _ARTIAL HATRIX
;30 +F ('Vl-Df2) .EO. O.O1 G# T# 840
_'_TRtX(11 = (El( "_1 - Fltl))/VIBf'2)
IF- (V2D(3) .EO. 0.0) G_,)T_ 840
IIATRIX(2) = (FI(3) - FI(I_IV2B(3)
tiATRIX(3) = (F2(21 - F?_I))IVIB(2)
HATRIXf4') = (F?(3) - F2tllI/VZB(3)
CAICUtATE DETERI'-III,!ANT
?L+O D[TER = I'IATRIX_I) * I'4ATRIX(4_ - MATRIX(2_ * I',iATRiX('3_
IF (OETL'R .EQ. O.0) G_:{ T¢I ,_40
S_tVE "ARTIAL MATRIX
>_0 b'_ATRIXt'5) = tIISTAR - FI(1)
FIGURE 13. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SRCHB (cont.)
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HATRIX((_) = U2STAR - F?fl)
IF (D[TER .EQ. 0.01 GO I0 8}40
DXI = (IqATRIX(4-) _ MATRIX(5) - HATRIX(2_ _,_MATRtX(6))/DETFR
DX2 = t'F1ATRIX(1) "t MATRIX(6_ - HATRIX(3I * MATRIX(5))/DETER
C DAH n DELTAS
IF fKDAM_2 .EO. ].O) G_ T_ 260
IF (NDAH'2 .EQ. 0.0) 26O
IF (l'_DAl'l°2 .EQ. DUMMY) GO) T(_ 260
DAI'IF_ = KDAH-_2 + (1.0 - KDAt'In2) * DUHMY/NDAM'2
:;Xl = DX1 _'_ DAM
[;X2 = DX2 _'- DAI',i"
0UHHY = DUHHY + 1.O
C RESET iHITIA[ C_I'_DITI_I',IS
260 V1A(1) = V1(1)
V2A(1) = V2(1)
FlAGS(l) = 0
:F _JFI.AG .NE. O) GQJ l_ 300









V1(1) = V1(1) + bXl
V2(I) = V2(I) + DX2
G¢ T¢ 100
C JACSBIAN COUNTER N_T ZERO.
300 V1(1) = V1(1) + DX1
V]A(2) = VI(I)
VIA(3) = VI(I)
v (31 = vI(I)




V1B(2) = V1B(2) * SCALE(2)
V1(2) = V1(1) + V1B(2)
V2B(3) : V2B(3) * SCALE(3)






C EVALUATE _'ARTIALS IF JACOBIAN ZERO)
400 Z(1) = VI(I)- V1r2)
Z(2) = VI(2) - VI(3)
FIGURE 13. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SRCH? (cont.)
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z(3 = v (1) - v2(2 
= v?(21 - v2(31
7DETER = Z(11 * Zt'4) - Zr21 * Z(3_
IF t'ZDETER .E0. O.01 GC_ TO 820
t IATRIX(1) : (Z(4) * "FI(I) - FI(21) - Zt'31 * (FI(2) - FI(3))I/
S t,IATR t X ( 1 1
/IATR!X(?/ = (Z(1) .'_ (F1(2) - F1(3)) - Zt'2) * (F1(11 - Flr2)))/
$ HATRI X(2I
MATRIX(3) = (Z(4) _'_tF_(1) - F2(2)) - Zt'3) * rF?(2) - F2(3))_I
g HATRI X ( 31
MATRIX(/4.) = (Z(1) * (F2(2) - F2(3)) - Zf2) * (F2(1) - F2(2)))/
S F'iATR I X(4)
G_ TO 2/+0
ERRCJR CONTRCJl
SO0 ERROR = O.O
',F (ITA-'E .EO. O) G0 TO) &05
"R!TE _ ITA'_E,I)
IF (TAXI .GT. O) GO) T¢t _,I0
&_5 >Ri NT 1
1 FORHATt'30H FUNCTION GEh'ERATOR ERROR )
810 ASSIGN 815 T0 rl
G_ T0 900
'315 FLAGS(J) = F[AGSfJI + I
_F (FLAGS(J'P .G[. FSTI_m(,J_ (;_ T_ 820
_30 VIB(.J) = (Vl(J) - VlAfJ1)* SCALE(J)
Vl(J) = VtB(JI + V1A(J)
V2(,JI = V2B(JI + V2At'J)
1F (,J .GT. I) G0 T_I 110
VIA(2) = VI(11
VIA(3) = VI(I)
IF (VIA(1) .NE. 0.O) G0 T_ 860
V1f2)I= vI(I) + vi(I) , DELTXIIIOO.O
L_60 vlr2) = V1(11 + V1B(2)
870 V2A(2) = V2(1_
V2A(3) = V2(I)
V2(2) = V2(11
IF (V2A(1) .tiE. O.O) G_ T_ 880
V2(3) = V2(11 + V2(11 * DELTX211OO.O
GI_ T0 890
880 V2(3) = V2(11 + V2B(3')
890 G_ T0 110
_RI NT AREA
900 IF (ITA,E .EQ. O) G_ T_ 90,5
_,/Rt TE ( I TA'_E ,4) U1STAR,F1 (J) ,U2STAR,F2(J), V1 (j), V2t j)
IF (TA_E .GT. O1 G0 TfJ 910






910 G_I TF_ N,
E I'!D
UISTAR,FI (J),U2STAR, F2(J) ,VI (J}, V2 (J)
,6E16.8)
(130,815}
FIGURE 13. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SRCHZ (cont.)
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IX. SUBROUTINE MNX
This subroutine is used to find the value of an independent
variable which minimizes or maximizes the value of a dependent variable.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is'
CALL MNX (FUNCG, ERROR, XBCI, XADD, UBCI, UADD,




I. ERROR = 0
Z. VO = 0
3. V1 = 0
4. VSAVE =
5. FLAG 1 =
XADD
D 135
6. ITAPE-- I TAPEI
7. if ITAPE = O, go to 10
If ITAPE _ 0, go to 8
8. Write headings on output scratch tape
9. If TAPE > O, go to 11
If TAPE _< 0, go to l0
10. Write headings on on-line printer
1 1. Continue
Determine type of case; maximization or minimization:
12. OPT = OPTI
13. If OPTION > O, OPT = OPT2
If OPTION _< 0, OPT = OPT1
Test initial value of independent variable. It cannot be zero:
14. DV = VSAVE
15. If DV = 0, go to 45
If DV _ 0, go to 16
Set error indicator to zero:
16. FLAG2 = 0
136
Increment independent variable and evaluate dependent
variable:
17. V2 = VI + DV
18. XADD = V2
19. Call FUNCG
Test if error flag was set during evaluation of dependent
variable:
20. If ERROR # 0, go to 67
If ERROR = 0, go to 21
21. F2 = UADD
22. N = 90
23. Go to 79
Increment iteration control counter:
24. FLAG1 = FLAG1 + 1
Determine number of times subroutine has been entered:
25. If FLAG1 < 2, go to 26
If FLAGI = 2, go to 33











If DELTAX = 0, go to Z8
If DELTAX # O, go to 27






33. If (F2 - FI)(OPTION) _> O, go to 28
If (F2 - FI)(OPTION) < 0, go to 34
34. DV = (-DV)/(Z)
35. V0 = V2
36. FO = F2
37. Go to 16
Third Pass or Greater
38. DF = F2 - F1
Test for convergence:
138
39. If I (DELTAU)(F2) I _> 1 DF I
If 1 (DELTAU)(F2) I < I DF I
Test for maximum number of iterations:
, return
, go to 40
40. If MAXIT >_ FLAG1, go to 47
If MAXIT < FLAG1, go to 41
Error Return
If maximum number of iterations has been exceeded, print error
message and restore initial value of indpendent variable.
41. If ITAPE = 0, go to 44
If ITAPE _ 0, go to 42
42. Write error message on output scratch tape
43. If TAPE > 0, go to 45
If TAPE <_ 0, go to 44
44. Write error message on on-line printer
45. ERROR = HMNX
46. XADD = VSAVE
Prediction Loop
Return
Compute coefficient of quadratic square term, A, and predict



















A : (SLOPE2 - SLOPE1)/(SDV)
If (A) (OPTION) _> O, go to 60
If (A) (OPTION) < O, go to 54
54. VPK = (V1 +VZ - (SLOPEZ)/(A))/(2)
55. If (DF)(OPTION) < O, go to 58
If (DF)(OPTION) _> 0, go to 56
Value of independent variable which yields a maximum or
minimum is greater than current value of independent variable.
56. DV = VPK - V2
57. Go to 28
Value of independent variable which yields a maximum or
minimum lies between last two values of the independent variable.
58. DV = VPK - V1
59. Go to 35
60. If (FZ -FO)(OPTION) < 0, go to 63
If (F2 - FO)(OPTION) _ O, go to 61
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Value of independent variable which yields a minimum or max-
imum is greater than current value of independent variable.
61. DV = (2)(DV)
62. Go to 28
Value of independent variable which yields a minimum or max-
imum is less than next to last value of independent variable.
63. F2 = F0
64. V2 = V0










If ITAPE = 0, go to 70
If ITAPE # O, go to 68
\Write error message on output scratch tape
If TAPE > O, go to 71
If TAPE _ O, go to 70








75. If FLAG2 _> MAXER, go to 45
If FLAG2 < MAXER, go to 76
76. If DV = 0, go to 45
If DV 7; 0, go to 77
Scale change in independent variable and re-evaluate dependent
77. DV = (DV) (SCALE)
78. Go to 17
79. If ITAPE = 0, go to 82
If ITAPE # 0, go to 80
80. Write output on output scratch tape
81. If TAPE > 0, go to 83
If TAPE _< 0, go to 82
82. Write output on the on-line printer
83. If N = 90, go to 24































Next to last value of
dependent variable
Last value of dependent
variable
Current value of dependent
variable
Indicator which denotes
number of times subroutine
has been entered
Error counter






38, 39, 51, 55
49, 5O
14, 15, 17, 27, 34, 48,
51, 56, 58, 61. 65, 76,
77
47, 48, 50
CALL, 1, 20, 45, 71
30, 36, 49, 60, 63
30, 31, 33, 38, 49
21, 31, 33, 36, 38, 39,
60, 63
INTEGER, 5, 2.4, 25, 40


















SUBROUTINE MNX NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
De scription Units







Scale factor for independ-




between points 1 and Z
Slope of function between
points Z and 3































Name of dependent variable
Hollerith name of dependent
variable
Next to last value of inde-
pendent variable
Last value of independent
variable
Current value of independ-
ent variable









Z, Z8, 35, 47, 64
3, 17, 28, 29, 47, 54,
58, 65


























$ DELTAU,MAX I T,MAXER,SCALE,TAPE)
MIN-MAX SEARCH RI_UTI NE
FUNCG - RQUTINE T_I EVALUATE FUNCTIQN
ERRI_R - ERROR CQMMUNICATIQN FLAG
XBCI - NAME F_R X, 2 WQRDS - HQLLERITH,
XADD - LQCATII_N I_F VARIABLE
UBCI - NAME FQR U, 2 W_RDS - HI_LLERITH,
UADD - LQCATII_N t_F FUNCTIQN
I_PTII_N - QPTII_N INDICATI_R, +1.0 - MAXIMIZE
DELTAX - PER CENT INCREMENT (0 = 100)
DELTAU- CI_NVERGENCE TI_LERANCE
MXlT - MAX ITERATII_NS
HAXER - MAX N_ I_F CI_NSECUTIVE ERRORS ALLQWABLE
SCALE - SCALE FACTOR FI_R DELTA IN CASE QF ERRQR
TAPE - TAPE UNIT TQ WRITE SEARCH DATA QN
INTEGER TAOE
INTEGER FLAG1,FLAG2












IF (ITAPE .EQ. O) G_ T(_ 4
WRITE (I TAPE,5) XBCI ,UBCI
IF (TAPE .GT. O) G(_ T_ 6
4 PRINT 5, XBCI,UBCI




IF t'_PTION .GT. 0.0) (_PT = (_PT2
DV = VSAVE
IF (DV .EQ. 0.0) G£1 T(_ 310
10 FLAG2 = 0
11 V2 = Vl + DV
XADD = V2
CALL FUNCG
IF (ERRQR .NE. 0.0)
F2 = UADD
PRINT
ASSIGN 90 TQ N
GQ T_ 900
G_ TQ 800




'30 _LAGi = F[AGi + i
F (FLAGI - 2) 100,200,300
f t RST _'-ASS _NI Y
Ir)O F (OEITAX .EO. O.0) G,_ T_ IIO
DV = DV A- DEI TAXIIOO.0






2Oh IF (((F/-FI) _ _,:_TI_N'_ .GE. O.O)
DV = -DV!2.O




300 DF = F2 - FI
GO T0 1IO
F ((ABS(DEI TAU _'_F2) - ABS(DF)) .GE. O.O)
CHECK F_R t,iAX I TER
F(HAXIT .GE. FLAG1) G_ T[_ 400
EIRR_IR RETURn!
IF r,, .....iTAPE F:) O_ _;G [1,1 3 0 _
R TE (ITA_E 3)
t rf.i?, i !LT _',_ : ii f_ ":'lr)
_ _R HT
3 FCR!IATt_SH HA)_ !IFRAT_,S --HIM-MAX SFAR.rH_




400 bVO = V! - VO
SDV = DV + DVO
DFO = F1 - FO
SL_ 'F1 DFO/_',w,n/ km v kJ
SI__"E2 = DF/DV
A = (S/0_,E2 - S[_EI}/SDV
IF ((A * _,PTI¢)H_ .GE. 0.O) G_ T_ 500
V_K = (VI + V2 - S[fJ_E2/A)/2.O
IF ((DF -_ _OTlfi_) .LT. 0.O) G0 T_ 410
DV = V_'K - V2
G_ T_,_ IIO
RE TURf,;
410 DV = VPK - Vl
GO T_ 210
GET NEW _91NT
500 IF (((F2- FO) * OPTI_NI .LT. O.O)
DV=2. O*DV
GO TO I I0
:$I0 F2 = FO
G0 T0 510
FIGURE 14. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE MNX (cont.)
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V2 = VO
DV - (V2 - V1)/2.0
G(_ T(_ 11 O
C ERR(_R L_I_D
800 IF (ITAPE .EQ. O)
WRITE ('ITAPE,1)
IF (TA_E .GT. O)
805 PRINT I
I F_RMAT (3OH
809 ERRI_R = O.0
ASSIGN 810 T_ N
G_ TB 900
810 FLAG2 - FLAG2 + I
IF (FLAG2 .GE. MAXER) G_ T_ 310
IF (DV .EQ. O.0) Ge T_ 310
DV = DV * SCALE
G_ T(_ 1 1
C PRINT R(_UTINE
900 IF (I TAPE .EQ. O) G_ T(_ 905
WRITE (ITAPE,2) 0PT,XADD,F2
IF (TAPE .GT. O) G(_ T_} 910
905 PRINT 2, _PT,XADD,F2
2 FORMAT(IH ,6X,A6,6X,2E16.8)





FIGURE 14. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE MNX (cont.)
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X. SUBROUTINE DMNX
Subroutine DMNX is identical to Subroutine MNX. It exists
in order to allow for more than one minimization/maximization to be




This subroutine will perform equal increment perturbations of
I or 2 parameters. One value is calculated on each entry to the sub-
routine which saves and restores the nominal values when the desired
number of perturbations is completed. Parameter I is perturbed N times
for each value of Parameter 2.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL PSTDY (NPAR, PAR1, PARID, NPARID, PIBCI, PARZ,
PARZD, NPARZD, PZBCI, FINI, ITAPE)
SOLUTION METHOD
1. FINI = 0.0
PFLAG is defined to be =1.0 by a DATA statement. It is used
to test for the first entry to the subroutine:
2. If PFLAG < 0.0,
If PFLAG > 0.0,




4. PISAVE = PARI
5. PZSAVE = PAR2
6. NPID = NPARI D
7. NPZD = NPARZD
8. If NPAR = 0, go to 35
If NPAR # 0, go to 9
9. Go to 23
i0. PAR1 : PAR1 + PARID
]l. If NPID = 0, go to 14
If NPID # 0, go to 12
12. NPID = NPID-1
13. Go to 23
Pass through first parameter has been completed, check for
second parameter:
14. NPID = NPARID
15. PARI = PISAVE
16. If NPAR < 2, go to 35
If NPAR _> 2, go to 17
17. PAR2 = PAR2 + PARZD
18. If NPZD = 0, go to 21
If NPZD _ 0, go to 19
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19. NPZD = NPZD - 1
Z0. Go to Z3
Pass through second parameter has been completed:
21. PAR2 = P2SAVE
Z2. Go to 35
Write names and current values of parameters on ITAPE:
z3 1uNIT--IITAPEI
24. If NPAR < 2, go to 30
If NPAR _> Z, go to ?5
Z5. If IUNIT = 0, go to 28
If IUNIT _ 0, go to 26
Write P1BCI, PAR1, PZBCI, PAR2 on tape IUNIT
If ITAPE > 0, go to 34
If ITAPE <_ 0, go to ?.8
28. Print P1BCI, PAR1, P2BCI, PAR2 on the on-line printer
29. Go to 34
30. If IUNIT = 0, go to 33
If IUNIT # 0, go to 31
31. Write P1BCI, PAR1 on tape IUNIT
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32. If ITAPE > 0, go to 34
If ITAPE _< 0, go to 33




35. FINI = 1.0





















Counter for number of
perturbations of first
parameter




Number of times to perturb
first parameter
Number of times to perturb
second parameter
Z-part name for first
parameter - Hollerith name,
integer subscript
Z-part name for second
parameter - Hollerith name,
integer subscript
Saved nominal value of first
parameter




CALL, 23, ZT, 3Z,
23, ZS, Z6, 30, 31
6, 11, 1Z, 14
7, 18, 19
CALL, 8, 16, Z4
CALL, 6, 14
CALL, 7
CALL, DIM, Z6, Z8,
33













Location of first parameter
Location of second
parameter




Flag for nominal or perturbed
Units Reference
CALL, 4, 10, 15, 26,
Z8, 31, 33
5, 17, 21, 26, 28
GALL, 10
CALL, 17
DATA, Z, 3, 36
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(_IBFTC oSTDY FUL IST,REF
(i "ARAMETER STUDY ROUTINE
SUBROUTINE r'STDY(NPAR,PARI,F'AR1D,NPAR1D,_IBCI,r'AR2,PAR2D,N_AR2D,
$ F_2BC I ,F I NI, I TAPE)
C NF'AR - N0 0F PARAMETERS (1,2)
C r_AR1 - PARAMETER 1 LOCATION
C PAR1D - PARAMETER 1 DELTA
C NPAR1D - NO OF TIMES TO INCREMENT PARAMETER 1
C r_IBCI - NAME _F PARAMETER 1 HOLLERITH,INTEGER 2 WORDS
C F,AR2 - PARAMETER 2 LOCATION
C _AR2D - PARAMETER 2 DELTA
C NPAR2D - NO 0F TIMES T0 INCREMENT PARAMETER 2
C _'2BCI - NAME OF PARAMETER 2 HOLLERITH,INTEGER 2 WORDS
C FINI - FlAG F0R COMPLETION O-NOT DONE N_JN-ZERQ-DONE
( ITAPE - TAPE T0 WRITE 0N








IF (PFLAG ,LT. O.O)










200 PARI = PARI + PARID
IF (NPID .EQ. O) G0 T0 300
N_ID = NP1D - 1
G0 T0 500
300 N_ID = NDARID
_ARI = PISAVE
IF (N"AR .LT. 2) G0 TO 900
SECOND _ARAMETER
i_AR2 = PAR2 + PAR2D
IF (NP2D .EQ. O) GO T0 400
Nn2D = Nn2D - I
G0 TO 5O0
400 _AR2 = P2SAVE
GO TO 900
5OO IUNIT = IABS(ITADE)
IF (NPAR .LT. 2) GO TO 510
IF (IUNIT .EQ. O) G0 T0 505
WRITE (IUNIT,5OI) _IBCI,PARI,O2BCI,OAR2
IF (ITAPE .GT. O} GO TO 800










_/4t% /_" Lbk," r'/-_K I , ,]U , D_
FI_RHAT(IH ,2X,A6,1H(,14,3H) =,FI4.4,3X,A6,1H(,
GCJ T_ 800
IF (IUNIT .EQ. O) G_ T_ 515
','R TE (tUNtT,511) :_IBCI,_AR1
iF (ITAPE .GT. O) G_ T_ 800
°R NT 511, _IBCI,_ARI
F_RIIAT(IH ,2X,A6,1Ht', 14,3H_ =,F14.4)
INC_t,IP[ ETE D RETURN
RE TURN






FIGURE 15. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PSTDY (cont.)
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XII. SUBROUTINE GAINS
This subroutine calculates the gains of up to 10 dependent
variables with respect to up to 10 independent variables which are per-




This subroutine uses COMMON
GAIND.
blocks TAPES, CONST and
SOLUTION METHOD
KFLAG indicates whether this is the set-up entry to the routine.
1. If KFLAG = 0, go to 27




4. IVARN(1) = 0.0
5. DVARN(1) = 0.0
6. Do 13, I = I, l0
7. If WAR(I)= 0, go to 14
If IVAR(I) # 0, go to 8
8. ISIZE = I
9. CALL UNPACK (IVAR (I), ARRAY}
10. IVARL(I) = ADD
II. ADD = MASKA(IVAR(1))
iZ. CALL LOOKUP (ADD, IVARH (i, I))
13. IVARH(2, I) = IVARL(1) -ADD + 1
14. Do 25, I = I, 10
15. If DVAR(I) = 0, go to Z6
If DVAR(I) _ 0, go to 16
16. JSIZE = I
17. CALL UNPACK (DVAR(I), ARRAY)
18. DVARL(1) = ADD
19. DVARR(1) = DEC
Z0. ADD = MASKA (DVAR(I))
Zl. CALL LOOKUP (ADD, DVARH (I, I))
Z2. DVARH(Z, I) = DVARL(1) -ADD + I
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23. DVARC(I) = TAGS(TAG)
24. If TAG = O, DVARC(I) = 1.0
If TAG # 0, DVARC(I) = DVARC(I)
25. Continue
Z6. M = I
Return
M indicates whether this entry gives nominal or perturbed values:
27. If M = 0, go to 34
If M # 0, go to 28
28. M = 0
Save nominal values:
29. Do 30, I = 1, ISIZE
30. IVARN(I) = CLA (IVARL{I))
31. Do 33, I = 1, ]SIZE
32. CALL XEC (DVARR (]))
33. DVARN (I) = (CLA(DVARL (I)))(DVARC (I))
Return
Calculate gains:
34. Do 49, I = 1, ISIZE
35. IVARI = CLA(IVARL(I}}
36. If IT = 0, go to 39
If IT / 0, go to 37
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37. Write IVARH(1, I), IVARH(2, I), IVARN(I), IVARI
on tape IT
38. If STAPE -> 0, go to 40
If STAPE _< 0, go to 39
39. Print IVARH(I, I), IVARH(Z, I), IVARN(I), IVARI
on the on-line printer
40. Do 48, I = 1, ]SIZE
41. Call XEC(DVARR(]))
4Z. DVARI = (CLA(DVARL(I))) (DVARC(I))
43. PAR : (DVARi - DV_N (j))/(iVARi - iVARN (j))
44. If IT = 0, go to 47
If IT # 0, go to 45
45. Write DVARH(1,]), DVARH(2, I), DVARN(I), DV._A.I, PAR,
on tape IT
46. If STAPE -> 0, go to 48
If STAPE _< 0, go to 47
47. Print DVARN (1, ]), DVARH (2, I), DVARN (]), DVARI, PAR,






















Address portion of DVAR(1),
IVAR (1)
Array containing address, tag, --
decrement and prefix of
DVAR (I), IVAR (I)
Decrement portion of IVAR (1)
Array of dependent variable
conversion factors
Array of names of dependent
varia bles
Current value of some DVAR(I) --
Array of locations of depend-
ent variables
Array of nominal values of
dependent variables
Array of locations of routines
to be executed to calculate
DVARI
Input array specifying depend- --





Array of names of independent --
variables
Reference
INTEGER, EQUIV, i0, 1!,
12, 13, 18, 20, 21, 22
DIM, EQUIV, 9
EQUIV, 19
DIM, 23, 24, 33, 42
DIM, INTEGER, 21, 22,
45, 47
42, 43, 45, 47
DIM, INTEGER, 18, 22,
33, 4Z
DIM, 5, 33, 43, 45, 47




Z, 36, 37, 44, 45
DIM, 12, 13, _7, 39
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De s cri ption Units
Current value of some IVAR (I)
Array of locations of inde-
pendent variables
Array of nominal values of
independent variables
Input array specifying inde-
pendent parameters -"A"-




Indicator for nominal or
perturbation entry to GAINS
Partial of a dependent variable
with respect to an independ-
ent variable
Scratch tape - used for GAINS
output
Indicator for conversion factor
Array of conversion factors
Reference
REAL, 35, 37, 39, 43
DIM, I0, 13, 30, 35
DIM, REAL, 4, 30, 37,
39, 43
/GAIND/, 7, 9, II
16, 31, 40





INTEGER, EQUIV, Z3, Z4
/CONST/, 25
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SUBRQUTI NE GAI NS{KFLAG)
C(_MMQN/TA_ES/I TAPE ,eTA_E ,STAtuE
LNTEGER eTAPE,STAPE
CQFIMQN/CONST/RSUBO,FLAT,GSUBO,GSUBI ,(_MEGA,PSL,CMAX,HM IN,HMAX,
S TAGS(75, INF IN,n I,PIII2,DTRAD, DPRAD
EQUIVALENCE (RSUB{_, RSUBO_, (GSUBQ,GSUBO_
RE AL INF IN
CCJl'IHflN/GAIND/ FtF_AR, fVAR(IO_I,DVAR(IO)
INTEGER FLPAR, DVAR
D IMENS I 9)N I VARN(IO_ ,DVARN(IO), I VARL (10), DVARL (105, DVARC (10_,
S DVARR(IO), I VARH(2,105,DVARH(2,10)
INTEGER DVAR,DVARL,DVARH
REAL I VARN, I VARI
DIMENS II_N ARRAY(4)
FARRAY(3), DEC),EQUIVALENCE (ARRAY(1) ,ADDI, FARRAYr 2), TAG),
S (ARRAY (4),PRE
INTEGER ADD,TAG
IF (KFLAG .EQ. O) G_ T_J 1OO
INITIALIZE
IT = IABS(STA_E)
D(_ 10 I=I, 10
IVARN(1) - O.O
10 DVARN(1) - 0.O
D(_ 20 I--I 10






20 IVARH(2,1) - IVARL(1) - ADD +
75 D(_ 30 I=I 10







DVARH(2 I) - DVARL(15 - ADD
DVARC(II = TAGS(TAG5






100 IF (M .EQ. O) GI_ T(_ 200
H = O




110 IVARN(I) = CLA(IVARL(I))
D_ 120 J=l ,JSIZE
CALL XEC (DVARR(J))
120 DVARN(J) = CLA(DVARL(J)) * DVARC(J)
RE TURN
CALCULATE GAINS
200 D(_ 400 I=I,ISIZE
IVARI = CLA(IVARL(1)_
IF _IT .EQ. O_ G(_ TI_ 205
WRITE fIT,I) IVARH(I,I),IVARHt'2,1),IVARN(1),IVARI
IF (STAPE .GT. O) GI_ T_ 210
205 PRINT I, IVARHfI,I),IVARH(2,1),IVARN(1),IVARI
I FI_RMAT(IHO,25H INDEPENDENT VARIABLE = ,A6,1H(,14,1H),
S 18H NOMINAL VALUE = ,EIS.8,20H PERTURBED VALUE = ,E15.8)
210 D(_ 300 J=I,JSIZE
CALL XEC I'DVARR(J) )
DVARI = CLA(DVARL(J_) * DVARC(J)
PAR = fDVARI - DVARN(J))/flVARI - IVARNfl))
IF (IT .EQ. O) G_ T_ 250
WRITE _IT,2) DVARHf I, J), DVARH(2, J _, DVARN_ J_, DVARI, PAR
IF (STAPE .GT. O) G_ T_ 300
250 '_RINT 2, DVARH(I,J),DVARH_'2,J'),DVARN(J),DVARI_OAR
_ F_RMAT(!H ,26H DEPENDENT VARIABLE = ,A6,1H(,i4,1H),
$ 18H N_MINAL VALUE = ,E15.8,20H PERTURBED VALUE = ,E15.81





FIGURE 16. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE GAINS (cont.)
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XIII. SUBROUTINE SDATA
This subroutine "presets" the various search data input to
certain nominal values which may be changed on input if desired.
CALLING SEQUENCE
This subroutine is not executable; it has no calling sequence.
It is composed only of data values to be loaded with the rest of the
program before execution.
USAGE






























YIADD = H, 2
YZADD = BETA, 1
Y1 STAR = I00.O
YZSTAR = 90.0
DELXl = 10.0










KDAMP = I. 0
NDAMP = I. 0
MXITZ = 30
Min-Max Search Input Block /MNXI/
VADDI = BETA0
VADDZ = 0
VADD 3 = 0
ZADD = RANGE






Min-Max Search Input Block /MNXZ/ for Double Search











One-Parameter Search Input Block/SRCH1B/ for Double Search Option




YS TAR2 = 0
DELTX2 = 10.0
EPSII 2 = .O0 1























Kick at end of vertical rise
Angle between local hori-















































































Scale factor for point 0 if
error
Scale factor for damping
predictions
































MXERF Z -- /SRCH iB /
MXERI -- /SRCH 1A/
MXERI2 -- /SRCH 1B /
MNXINZ Min/max option indicator -- /MNXZ/
MNXIND Min/max option indicator -- /MNX1/
MNXIT Maximum iterations -- /MNXl/
MNXITZ Maximum iterations -- /MNXZ/
MNXSCZ Scale factor for prediction -- /MNXZ/
in case of error
MNXSCL Scale factor for prediction -- /MNX1/
in case of error








MXIT1 Maximum iterations -- /SRCH 1A/
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Number of times to damp
predictions
Number of times to increment
parameter 1
Number of times to increment
parameter Z
rot olil_L_J. _ -- .t.U,_c_L_O[i 2.
Parameter i -location 3
Parameter 2 - location I
Parameter 2 -location 2
Parameter 2 - location 3
Surface range
Scale factor for prediction
in case of error
Scale factor for prediction
in case of error










/ _TT T I
• S .... D% ..























SUBROUTINE SDATA NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Description Units














Independent variable 1 -
location 1
Independent variable 1 -
location Z
Independent variable 1 -
location 3


















































Dependent variable 1 location,
conversion tag and routine
to compute
Dependent variable Z location,
conversion tag and routine
to compute
Desired value of dependent
variable 1























Desired value of dependent
variable
Desired value of dependent
variable
Dependent variable location,
conversion tag and routine
to compute
Dependent variable location,





















:_ :ARAHFTFR STUDY IN"UT BI_!CK
,'c
ST[JDY CC_NTRL STUDY










DE l _ 2 ' ZE
r!DE[ !;2 PZE
'F
_ _ tE-_*At{A[tI:.TEN Sf ARCH
,'T






"ADD -_ZE BETA, 1
rSIAR DEC 70.0
DEI TAX DEC 10.0



















-_ARAMETER 1 - tI_CAT
_ARAMETER I - LOCAT
-'ARAMETER I - tC_CAT
-_ARAHETER I DELTA
t-!_ (_F PERTURBATIf}NS
_ARAHETER 2 - I _CAT
-'ARAHETER 2 - I_CAT












!'-!DEPENDEt_T SEARCH VAF:_ABI [
DEP[NDEt!T SEARCH VAR!ABtE
DESIRED VALUE gF DEPENDE,HT VARIABLE
PER-CENT I NCREHENT -- INDEPENDENT VAR
CI_NVERGENCE TI_tERANCE
SI. 0DE 0F FUNCTION AT SI_LUTI_t!





























































































DESIRED VALUE - DE°ENDENT
DESIRED VALUE - DEPENDENT
_ER-CENT iNCREMENT - 'NDE °














SCALE FACT(_R ON ERROR





FIGURE 17. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SDATA (cont.)
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l.i_'X ! 7 "_ l)[:( 30
l,,!_!Xt r_2 DE( b
;',i_XSC2 DEC .2.5
;t"
,t- q HE->A RAt !E TE R
?







YS TAP,? DE(: 0.O
Dll 172 DIE 10.0
[: _S; 12 DEC OO1
Sl _'[-2 r)FC 1.O
I,IXiT12 i)[C 30
I!XERF9 DEC j
t!XERt 2 DEC 3
SCAI[2 DEC .3
[ I"D
STARCH I T'J"t'T I_l ,,ICK o FC_R ' _• _J;;I,_B[E SEA!,(._I
FIGURE 17. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SDATA (cont.)
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XIV. SUBROUTINE TRAI
This subroutine provides the main control for the trajectory
simulation of Block If.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL TRAJ
Subroutine TRAJ uses COMMON blocks TAPES, CONST,
WFLAG, WORKD, GILL, DATA and DUMPY.
q
SOLUTION METHOD
Set error flag to zero:
1. CALL SETERR(0)
Set discontinuity flag to -l:




Set up section and stage working data:
4. CALL SUBA
Dump COMMON blocks if desired:
5. CALL DUMPS (DUMP3, I0, OTAPE)
Check if error flag was set in Subroutine SUBA:
6. CALL CHKERR (Z)
7. If Z @ 0, go to 37
If Z = 0, go to8
Check end-of-flight flag:
8. If FLEOF = .TRUE., go to 35
If FLEOF = .FALSE., go to 9
Set end-of-section flag .FALSE.
9. FLEOS = .FALSE.
Compute derivatives:
10. CALL NEWTON
Dump COMMON blocks if desired:
11 . CALL DUMPS (DUMP4, 10, OTAPE)
D
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Check if error flag was set in Subroutine NEWTON:
12. CALL CHKERR(Z)
13. If Z _ 0, go to 37
If Z = 0, go to 14
Set value of last integration interval:
14. DTLST = DT
Set integration interval for section:
15. DT = DTSBS
Check convergence criteria and compute integration interval
if required:
16. CALL ENDOS
Check if error flag was set in Subroutine ENDOS:
17. CALL CHKERR(Z)
18. If Z # 0, go to 37
If Z = 0, go to 19
Write output:
19. CALL OUTPUT
Set print flag .FALSE.
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20. FLTP = .FALSE.
Calculate print time:
21. If DTSBP > 0, go to Z4
If DTSBP _< 0, go toZ2
22. TSUBP = INFIN
23. Go to 26
24. TSUBP = (FLOAT (IFIX((TIME)/(DTSBP)))) (DTSBP) + DTSBP
25. If TSUBP - TIME _< .001, TSUBP = TSUBP + DTSBP
If TSTJBp - TIME _ .00!, go to 26
26. Continue
Reverse sign of discontinuity flag:
27. FLDSC = - FLDSC
Test sign of TIME
Z8. If TIME = 0, TIME = -TIME
If TIME _ 0, TIME = TIME
Check end-of-section flag:
29. If FLEOS = .TRUE., go to 4
If FLEOS = .FALSE., go to 30
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Check discontinuity flag:
30. If FLDSC < 0, go to 10
If FLDSC >_ 0, go to 31
Set discontinuity flag to zero:
31. FLDSC = 0
Integrate:
32. CALL INTEG (NEWTON, 12, TIME, DT, QUE, KPASS)
Dump COMMON blocks if desired:
33. CALL DUMPS (DUMP5, 10, OTAPE)




Dump COMMON blocks if desired:
36. CALL DUMPS (DUMP6, 10, OTAPE)
Return
Trajectory Error
37. I : I STAPE I
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Dump COMMON blocks if desired:
38. CALL DUMPS (DUMPT, 10, OTAPE)
Write error message:
39. If I = 0, go to4Z
If I _ 0, go to 40
40. Write error message on output tape:
41. If STAPE > 0, Return


























Section integration interval sec
Input array of COMMON
blocks
Input array of COMMON
blocks
Input array of COMMON
blocks
Input array of COMMON
blocks









/GILL/, 14, 15, 3Z











































/GILL/, Z4, Z5, Z8, 3Z
/DATA/, 22, Z4, 25
6, 7, 12, 13, 17, 18
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$1BFTC TRAJ FUL IST,REF
SUBROUTINE TRAJ
CI}_MHON/TAPES/I TAPE ,_TAPE ,STAPE
INTEGER OTAPE,STAPE
COMM(_N/CONST/RSUBO,FLAT,GSUBO,GSUBI ,OMEGA,PSL,CMAX,HM IN,HMAX,
$ TAGS ( 71 , t NF I N, P I , P 102, DTRAD, DPRAD
EQUI VALENCE t' RSUB_, RSUBO ) , r GSUB0,GSUBO)
REAL I NFI N
C(2}HH_N/WFLAG/FLEOF,FLEOS,FLTP, FLDSC , TYSC, FLTRW
L_JGICAL FLEI_F,FLE_S,FLTP
I NTEGER FLDSC , TYSC, FLTRW
C_}HH(_N/WC_RKD/PARAH, VE ,WI _WJ ,ST I ND, TH I ND,AT I ND, DTSBS , DTSBP,
$ PD(_T, YD_T, PK I K,YK I K, VGX , VGY, VGZ, SEC-iN(3,
S PADSK,VESK,PADRTI ,PADRT2,
S SRE F, \ll ".!_;JS , V,,'OI S , !..iF I S , WPRPS , WB.dS F VAC ' 'DOTV , EPS I S
, , i o
AS UB'IS, ISP, KSUBF ,KSUBW, KSUBP ,KSUBY,KSUBN, KSUBA (41
REAL ISP ,KSUBF ,KSUBW,KSUBP,KSUBY,KSUBN, KSUBA
INTEGER STIND, TH IND,AT IND,SECTN0
C(_HIi_N/G ILL ,'T IME (21 ,X I N(21 ,YI Nr21 ,Zl N(21 ,XDI N{ 21 ,YDI N(21 ,ZOl N(2) ,
$ W(2_ ,W0(21 ,WF(2) ,WPROP(2),VGAI N(21, TBURN(2),
$ DT,X I ND,Y I ND, Z l ND,XD I ND,YDI ND, ZD I ND,WDOT,W_DOT,WFDOT,
$ WPDOT,ACCEL, TBDOT,KPASS,QUE (261
C()IIH,,.3N/DATA/ TFLIT,TSTAG,TSECT,TSUBP,DTLST,RXIN,RYIM,RZIM,RVCTR,
•_ PHI,TII[TA,HATF_,VSUBI,GAI'.IIH. ,AZI_!,VSUER,GAI.',HA,AZ,BETA,
GAMRF,AZREF,P IT, YAW, PRATE, YRATE,RATH,CATN, TATH, PAT_.;,
S OATH,HACH,ALPHAP,ALPHAY,ALPHA,At.PHAD,CSUB_._,CSUBA,
S CSUBL,CSUBD,L I FT, DRAG, THRST,GRAV,LAT,LONG,RANGE,
$ ESUBP,ESUBK,ERATI (3
REAL LAT,LONG,MACH,LIFT
C_l'lt@r, /DUHPY/ DUHPO (10), DUHP1 ( 101, DUI'4P2 r 101, DUMP3( 101, DUMP4( 1Ot,

























! GO TO 100
TO 90
P4,10,OTAPE)
) GO T_ 1OO
FIGURE 18. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE TRAJ
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_F (Z .UE. O.O) G,,,_ T_ 100
CAll ,<,,_'!T"UT
FI IP = .FAI SE.
(.A! CUt ATE :'R:!'!T TII_E
F (DTS[:; .GT. O.O) G_ Tg L_O
T:)fJD _ '.l
, ; iS!JB" _I_AT(tF!X(TIt'IE/DTSB'>I) * DTSBP + t.)TSB -_
:F ((TSars - TIIIF) .IF. .O01) TSLIB -_ = TSUB "_ • LTSr, _
4_ C{;_t_Tlt!ilj:
F! i)SC = -fi DSC
f (Ttt_I .EQ. 0.0) TtHF =-TIHE
F rFt [!,_S) G¢_ To 10
i (FI bS( .1 T. C)_ (7,_ T_ 20
Ft _JSC = O
C#li. _!TFG>'r!E',.'TDI '_,12,TItlE,DT,QUE,K_AsS)
( AL! L_i,.I,_,i._S(bt,lllP_, IO,_TAr'[- )
! D _F Fi i(_i-T




F (l .[Q. o_ (,,:_ T_ 101
' u,_i_(i,l) z
_i (ST_.i_E GT. O1 RETURI',!
I_I<, ;-i,'l_';T 1 , Z
] F_i'iAT" ii-iO/i_i0, ?OX, 7,2H.'_*_'_:_:.:_'_ TRAJEC T_RY [ RF_'f4F_,
FIGURE 18. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE TRAJ (cont.)
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XV. SUBROUTINE INIT
This subroutine sets up the initial conditions for Block II.
GALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
GALL INIT
Subroutine INIT uses COMMON blocks OONST, INPUT,
_VVFLAG, WORKD, SAVE, GILL, DATA, OOMP, TABLES and ENGINW.
SOLUTION METHOD
Set end-of-flight flag .FALSE.
1. FLEOF = .FALSE.
Initialize variables.
Z. LSTAGE = 0
3. ACCEL = 0
4. PIT = 0
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5. YAW = 0
6. Do 14, I= I, 6
7. AVMR(1) = 0
8. WOR(I) = 0
9. WFR(1) = 0
I0. KMACH(1) = 0
II. KPIT(I) = 0
IZ. KYAW(I) = 0
13. KTRUS (1) = 0
. !'_ V V .LJ'_,-_ ..L _.l.I =
15. STiND = 0
16. SECTNO = 0
17. TYSC = 0
18. WIOWJ = 0
19. W'fOWIS = 0
20. CATM = CMAX
Clear least significant half of integrated variables.
21. Do 73, I = I, 12
ZZ. GILLE(1) = 0




Z5. TIME = TI
Compute initial geocentric latitude.
Z6. PHIO = ATAN ((TAN ((LATI)/(DPRAD))) (1 - FLAT)Z))
Convert initial longitude to radians.
Z7. LONGIR = (LONGI)/(DPRAD)
Compute initial Greenwich sidereal time.
Z8. SIDETO = (SIDETI)/(DPRAD) + LONGIR
Compute initial Julian date if required.
29. If DATE / 0, CALL JULDT (DATE, (OMEGA)(60), JD, SIDETO)
If DATE = 0, go to 30
Compute initial right ascension.
30. THETAO = SIDETO - LONGIR
31. If THETAO < 0, THETAO = THETAO + (Z)(PI)
If THETAO _ 0, THETAO = THETAO
Compute sines and cosines of PHIO and THETAO.
3Z. SPHIO = Sin(PHIO)
33. CPHIO = Cos (PHIO)
34. STHETO = Sin(THETAO)
35. CTHETO = Cos (THETAO)
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Convert launch azimuth to radians.
36. AZIR = (AZI)/(DPRAD)
Compute initial Cartesian coordinates.
37. GALL GIOB (RSUBO, FLAT, PHIO, THETAO, HI, VI,
PIOZ - (BETAI)/(DPRAD), AZIR, ROX, ROY, ROZ,
VRX, VRY, VRZ, l)
Set integrated coordinates to zero. XIN, YIN and ZIN are
the differences between the instantaneous and the initial values of the
Cartesian coordinates.
38. XIN = 0
39. YIN = 0
4O. ZIN = 0
Compute inertial velocity components.
41. XDIN = VRX - (OMEGA) (ROY)
4Z. YDIN = VRY + (OMEGA)(ROX)
43. ZDIN = VRZ
Compute initial weight.
44. W -- WI+WPL
Set velocity gain to zero.






























Speed of sound ft/sec

























































Launch Julian date days




Counter used in Subroutine
NTERP
Counter used in Subroutine
NTERP
Counter used in Subroutine
NTERP















6,7, 8,9, 10, 11, 1Z,










REAL, Z7, Z8, 30
/ENGINW/, Z
/CONST/, zg, 41, 4Z






































































































Fuel residual weight Ib
Initial or jettison weight ib
of section
Initial or jettison weight ib
of stage
Initial weight ib
Oxidizer residual weight ib
Payload weight ib
Instantaneous weight ib
X-component of initial ft/sec
inertial velocity vector
Difference between instan- ft






















































£iBFTC iNiT FUL ib I ,Kkt-
SUBR#UTI_')E It'!IT
Cr_I-1I.I_N/CF_IIST/RSUBO,FLAT, GSUBO,GSUB1 ,(3HEGA, PSL ,CHAX ,HH I N,HHAX ,
TAGS(7_,INFIN,PI,PI_2,DTRAD,DPRAD
EQU} VAt EHCE _RSUB(_, RSUBO), rGSUBI_,GSUBO)
REAl I ..'_FI _.!
Cr_JU;'1 ''. /IH_'_T/TI._ ,VI,HI,LATI,L_NGI,BETAI,AZI,BETAO,",_;I,_IF'I.,SI[)ET],'
_bATE (7), TARGET, TRANS, FLTR,FLSC,FLPRT, DUH(7),




C_IUH_N/IIFI.AG/FLE_F,FLEFIS,FLTP, FLDSC, TYSC, FLTRW
!.GG ICAL F[ _r_F,FI E _S,FLTP
I,_Ti-GER FL L)SC, TYSC, FLTR_,_
£."II_I',_,'I/',,:_RKD/PARAI,I,VE,VJI(2}_J,ST IHD, TH IND,AT IND, DTSBS, DTSBP,
S PDI_T, YD_T, PK I K, YK I K, VGX, VGY, VGZ,SECTIq¢,
$ PADSK,VESK, PADRT1, PADRT2,
S SREF,_JI _WJS,WI_IS ,\.,T I S,WPRPS,_,/BgS ,FVAC ,V'DCTV,EPS I S,
S ASUBTS, I SP,KSUBF, KSUBV,_,KSUBP,KSUB",", KSUBN,KSUBA (4 .'_
REAl_ 1S P, KSUBF ,KSt/_VI,KSUBP, KSUBY ,KSUBN ,KSUBA
!NTEGER ST IND, THI ND,AT IND,SECTNI_
CgHl'l_,_ /SAVE/JD,S IDE T_, PH Ii_,SPH I_,CPH I_, THETA(_,STHET(_ ,CTHET(_,
$ AZ I R,RfJX ,R_Y,R_Z, TSTG, TSUBS, PSUBS, YSUBS,
31U[_;I_E_'REC IS I_IN JD
C_!.!!-'._!,/G!LL/T!ME(2'_ ,X I N (2'_,Y ! ._(2_ ,Z! N(2),XD! N (2'_ ,YD! N_' 2_ ,ZD! N(2),
t._(2),_,,_(2 _ ,WF(2) ,WPR_P(2), VGA( N(2_, TBURN(2 ),
S DT,X I ND,YI ND, Z IND,XDIND, YDIND, ZDIND,WDOT,WBD(_T,WFDOT,
$ WPD(_T,ACCEL, TBD_T,KPA$S,QUE (26)
C_t!l'1_t_/DATA/ TFLIT,TSTAG,TSECT,TSUBP,DTLST,RXIN,RY!N,RZIN,RVCTR,
S PHI, THE TA, HATH, VSUBI, GAMIN, AZIN, VS UB R, GAt'IHA, AZ, BE TA,
£ GAHRF ,AZREF, PI T, YAt.', f , PRATE, YRATE, RATM, CATH, TATH, PATH,
OATH,HACH,ALPHAP,ALPHAY,AL'_HA,AL _HAD,CSL'Bh,CSUBA,
¢ CSUB[ ,CSUBD,LIFT,DRAG,THRST,GRAV,[AT, _,__.'_'_,,,,-,,_"_GE,
S ESUBP,ESUBK,ERATI_I
REAL LAT,LONG,HACH, I.IFT
C ,_IHI.I_It'./C_IIP/THRS TX, THRS TY, TH RS TZ, GRAVX ,GRAVY, GRAVZ ,




$ TTP IT(30,6),TP IT(30,6), TTYAW( 30,6_, TYAW(30,6),
$ TTTRS (30,6), TTRUS (30,6), TT_VDT(30,6), TWDI_T(30,6),
S JCSBN(6), JCSBA (6), JPI T(6), JYAW(6'), JTRUS (6), JWDgT(6),
LP I T(6),LYAW(6), LTRUS f 6), L_..'D_T(6),
KHACH (6) ,KP I T(6), KYA_,I(6) ,KTRUS (6), K_,,!D_T_' 6),
S IHACH(6'),IPIT(6),IYAW(6'),ITRUS(6'_,I _,._DCT(6)
CC_MH(_N/EHG INW /PC BBR ,_,I(_CBB ,WF C BB ,W(_GBB ,WF GBB ,
$ _C BAR, WQJCBR, WFC BR, W_GBR, WFGB R,
FIGURE 19. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE INIT
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CC
S PI_NI_H,PFNI_M, T(_N(_M,TFNI_M, FI_PNI_M, E TANOM,
S P I ND, TREF,DREF,FPTPA,PTI_G,PTFG,TS(_I ,PT(_I ,TSO2,PT_2,
$ C II_,C2(_,TSFI ,PTFI ,TSF2,PTF2,CIF,C2F,
$ t _,R(_,UHI_,LHO,LF,RF,UHF,LHF(5),
$ N(_FE,FTURB,F_PT,KURF,DTBUP,V(_C_FF,VFC(_FF,EPV(_L,
$ DT DC Y, WMS DT, WM(_S D, WHFS D, WM_E D, WMFE D, RE S (_,RES F,
$ ASUBT,EPS I,ETACF,ETACS,T(_I ,CT(_,TFI ,CTF,
S V{_BB VFBB ,H(_CI_L,HFCI_L ,PARAML, VPARL,
$ WKPC i6), WKW_C (6_, WKWFC (6), WKW_G (6), WKWFG (6),
$ TBLDUP, TEND,FLGHD,FLGSD,LSTAGE,CSTRN
LOG ICAL FLGHD, FLGSD
REAL L¢},LF,N(_FE, KURF
INTEGER P I ND, FPTPA,UH(_,UHF
DIHENS II_N GILLD(2,13),G ILLE (13)
EQUIVALENCE (GILLD(1,1) ,TIME), fGILLE(1),DT)
REAL LI_NG I R
FL.E_F = .FALSE.
I STAGE = O
ACCEL = O.O
niT = 0.O
















CLEAR LEAST SIGNIFICANT HALF _F INTEGRATED VARIABLES
DO 20 I=I,13
G ILLE(1) = 0.0
20 GILLD(2,1) = 0.0
KPASS = 0
SET UP INITIAL VALUES I_F INTEGRATED VARIABLES
TIME -. TI
PHI(_ = ATAN(TAN(LATI/DPRAD) * (1.0 - FLAT)**2)
LONGIR = L(3NGI/DPRAD
SIDET0 = SIDETI/DPRAD + LeNGIR
IF (DATE .NE. O.0) CALL JULDT(DATE,eMEGA*60.O,JD,SIDETI_)
THETA0 = SIDETO - LeNGIR
IF (THETA0 .LT. 0.O) THETAe = THETA(_ + 2.O*PI
SPHI0 = SIN(PHI(_)
FIGURE 19. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE INIT (cont.)
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S THE T,,_ S I ,, ( THE TA¢_
C.THET{_ = C_SCTHETAr_I
AZIR = AZi /DPRAD
CALL GI_B(RSUBO,FLAI,_HI_,THETA_,HI ,Vl ,PJ_.2-BETAI.;DPR/\(;,
¢.
,.ii_ = (_..0
; _f-i = t'}.c)
? i N = ',9.0
i f'% %,
YO t.l = VR'Y
7 [) [,i , _-"> = t/f,Z




- .O.t_[:GA ;'_ R¢'J,Y
-,,- dI'[-GA ," R_X
FIGURE 19. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE INIT (cont.)
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9XVI. SUBROUTINE SUBA
This routine sets up the current section and stage data and
moves it to working storage.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL SUBA
Subroutine SUBA uses COMMON blocks





I. LSTIND = STIND
Save section print interval:
2. SDTSBP = DTSBP
Save .stage initial or jettison weight:
3. T = WIOWIS
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f
Increment section tally indicator:
4. TYSC = TYSC + 1
Check for end of flight:
5. If TYSC _ FLSC, go to 7
If TYSC > FLSC, go to 6
6. FLEOF = .TRUE.
Return
Check for section jettison weight:
7. If WIOWJ < 0.0, W = W + WIOWJ
If WIOWJ _ 0.0, W = W
Search for next section:
8. I = SECTNO + 1
9. Do I0 J = I, IZ
I0. If I = ISEOT(16,J), goto 14
If I # ISECT (16, J), continue
II. I = I+I
12. If I < 50, go to 9
If I >_ 50, go to 13
z03
Cannot find next section. Set error flag:
C
13. CALL SETERR (4HSUBA)
Return
Move section data:
14. Do 15, I = I, Z0
15. WORK(1) = SECTS(I, I)
Execute optional routine before moving stage data:
16. CALL XEC (PADRTI)
Check for new stage:
17. If STIND = LSTIND, go to 21
If STIND # LSTIND, go to 18
Move in new stage data after jettisoning any stage jettison
weight:
18. If T < 0.0, W
If T > 0.0, W
19. Do Z0, I = I, Z0




Execute additional optional routine after moving stage data
(if new stage):
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21 . CALL XEC (PADRTZ)
Check for section skip option:
Z2. If PADSK = 0, go to 30
If PADSK # 0, go to Z3
23. GALL UNPAGK (PADSK, ARRAY)
Z4. GALL XEG (DEC)
25. CONV = TAGS(TAG)
26. If TAG = 0, CONV = 1.0
T_ _._ # 0 COXT_I -- _rh_TV
27. V = (CLA(ADD)) (CONV)
If PRE=0,1,Z,3 VSKIP= 1.0. If PRE=4,5,6,7, VSKIP=-I.0.
Z8. VSKIP = -SIGN(I.0, FLOAT(PRE) -3.5)
Zg. If (V - VESK)(VSKIP) > 0.0, go to 8
If (V - VESK)(VSKIP) _< 0.0, go to 30
If section end parameter is zero, use section time:
30. If PARAM # 0, go to 34
If PARAM = 0, go to 3!
31. VE = VE + TIME
3Z. PARAM = LOC(TIME)
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33. Go to 39
If section end parameter is W and tag is 1, ending value does
not include payload. If value is zero, use stage burn-out weight:
34. CALL UNPACK (PARAM, ARRAY)
35. If ADD _ LOC(W), go to 39
If ADD = LOC(W), go to 36
36. If VE = 0.0, VE = WBOS
If VE _ 0.0, VE = VE
37. If TAG = 1, VE =VE +WPL
If TAG M 1, VE = VE
38. PARAM = LOG(W)
If print interval is zero, use print interval of previous section:
39. If DTSBP = 0.0, DTSBP = SDTSBP
If DTSBP _ 0.0, DTSBP = DTSBP
Convert pitch and yaw kicks and turning rates to radians:
40. PKIK = {PKIK)/(DPRAD)
41. PDOT = (PDOT)/(DPRAD)
4Z. YKIK = (YKIK)/(DPRAD)
43. YDOT = (YDOT)/(DPRAD)
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If section Z, kick BETAby BETA0:
44. If TYSC _ Z, go to 52
If TYSC = Z, go to 45
45. BETA = (BETAI + BETA0)/(DPRAD)
Determine inertial velocity:
46. GAMMA = PIO2 - BETA
47. AZ = AZIR
48. GALL GIOB (RSUBO, FLAT, PHI, THETA, HATM, VSUBR,
v_,_Mivi_, ,_Z, U, U, u, VRX, VRY, VRZ, i_
49. XI)IN = VRX - (OMEGA)(ROY + YIN)
50. YDIN = VRY + (OMEGA)(ROX + >[IN)
51. ZDIN = VRZ
52. If STiND = LSTIND, go to 63
If STIND # LSTIND, go to 53
Set up new stage values of integrated variables:
53. TSTG = TIME
54. WO(1) = WOIS
55. WO(2) = 0.0
56. WF(1) = WFIS
57. WF(2) = 0.0
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58. WPROP(I) = WPRPS
59. WPROP(Z) = 0.0
60. TBURN(1) = 0.0
61. TBURN (Z) = 0.0
6Z. If WIOV_S > 0.0, W=WlOWIS +WPL
If WIOWJS _ 0.0, W =W
Set up section saved data:
63. If WIO_rf > 0.0, M/=WIOV_ +WPL
If WIOW_ < 0.0, W =W
64. TSUBS = TIME
65. PSUBS = PIT
66. YSUBS = YAW
Store section tally in sense lights:
67 N = TYSG
68. GALL SLITE(O)
69. Do 71, I = i, 4
70. If MOD(N, Z) _ 0, GALL SLITE(5 - I)
If MOD(N, Z) = 0, go to 71
7 I. N = N/Z





















Address portion of PADSK
or PARAM
Array containing address,
tag, decrement and prefix




vector and the local
vertical








Section print interval sec
Flattening of the Earth
End of flight flag











INTEGER, EQUIV, Z7, 35













































Parameter for section skip


















































SUBROUTINE SUBA NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
De scription
Prefix of PARAM and
PADSK






Radius of the Earth




input section data array
Input stage data array
Stage indicator
Temporary storage
Tag portion of PADSK
and PARAM















































Time at start of stage
Time at start of section
Section tally
Dummy parameter
Value of section skip
parameter
Value to end section
























/GILL/, 31, 32, 53, 64
/SAVE/, 53
/SAVE/, 64
INTEGER, 4, 5, 44, 67
48
27, 29
































Initial stage fuel weight lbs
Section initial or jettison lbs
weight
Stage initial or jettison lbs
weight
Oxidizer weight lbs

















































value of Y-component of
position vector
Yaw kick



















SUBR_UT I I'IE SUBA
COlII'IC_N/CC_NST/RSUBO,FLAT, GSUBO,GSUBI ,OHEGA, PSL ,CHAX,HMI N,HHAX ,
S TAGS ( 71 , I NF I N, P I , P 102, DTRAD , DPRAD
EQU I VALENCE (RSUBIZ}, RSUBO) , t' GSUB0, GSUBO)
REAL t!JF I .."_
C.T]}MH_H /IM:_UT/TI,VI,HI ,LATI,L(3NGI,BETAI,AZI,BETAO,WI,WPL ,SIDETt,
DATE ('7_ ,TARGET, TRANS, FLTR,FLSC,FLPRT, DUM(7),







CC_MI:iI_N/W_RKD/PARAM,VE ,WI OWJ,STI ND, THI ND,AT I ND,DTSBS, DTSBP,
$ PDOT, YDOT,PK I K,YKI K, VGX, VGY, VGZ,SECTN0,
$ PADSK, VESK, PADRTI, PADRT2,
S SREF ,%.!IeWJS ,W_IS,WFIS,WPRPS,WB_}S,FVAC ,WDOJTV,EPSIS,
$ ASUBTS,ISP,KSUBF,KSUBW,KSUBP,KSUBY,KSUBN,KSUBA(4)
REAL ISP,KSUBF,KSUBW,KSUBP,KSUBY,KSUBN,KSUBA
I,HTEGER ST IND, TH IND,ATI ND,SECTN0
CC_HH_3t! /SAVE/JD,SIDET(_,PHI_,SPHI0,CPHI0,THETA0,STHET0,CTHET0,
S AZ I R, R_X, RI_Y,R@Z, TSTG, TSUBS, DSUBS,YSUBS,
...¢ ,, lt..' I ",
  :,UBLE .jb
C'_,MH_JNIGILL/TIME (2) ,X IN(21 ,YI N(Zl,ZIN(2) ,XDI N(2) ,YDiN(2), ZDIN(2),
S w(2) ,W_(2),WF (2"),WPROP _2), VGAIN(2}, TBURN(2),
S DT,X IND,YI ND,Z IND,XDI ND, YDI ND, ZDI ND,WD_IT,WODr'JT,WFDOT,
S %JPDOT,ACCEL, TBD_T,KPASS,QUE (26)
C_IIM,_N ,/DATA/ TFLIT,TSTAG,TSECT,TSUBP,DTLST,RXIN,RYIN,RZIH,RVCTR,
S PH I ,THE TA, HATM, VSUB I,GAH iN, AZ IN, VSUBR, GAHHA ,AZ ,BE TA,
S GAHRF ,AZREF, P I T, YAW, PRATE , YRATE , RATH,CATM, TATH, PATIH,
S QATH,MACH,A[_PHAP,ALPHAY,ALPHA,ALPHAD,CSUBN,CSUBA,
S CSUBI_ ,CSUBD,L I FT, DRAG,THRST,GRAV,LAT,L_NG,RAt'GE ,
S ESUBP , ESUBK , ERAT I
REAl_ LAT, LONG,HACH,I.. I FT
t::;!l_,_ _ C'.->I_. ,.TI-IRS_; , _,i_:_, . , .... -,. I,,_VX, _,_ _V'T,GRAVZ,
" DRAGX,ORA,._':,L.:;:,,,,_,_ Ir ,, ,. ;.- ,, i=iZ,
;_, _ I }FTX,LIFTY,LIFTZ
blt,iEHSlgM _,_C}RK(20),ISECT(20,12)
EQUIVALENCE (W_RK( I), PARAM), (I SECT(I ,I),SECTS(I,I))
DIMENS I(_N ARRAY('4)
EQUIVALENCE (ARRAY(1) ,ADD), (ARRAY(2), TAG), (ARRAY(3), DEC ),
S (ARRAY (4), PRE)
INTEGER PARAH,ADD,TAG,DEC,PRE
[IST I _ID = ST I HD
SDTSBP = DTSBP







TYSC = TYSC + I




10 IF (WI(_WJ .LT. O.O) W- W + WIOWJ
1OO I = SECTN_ + I
11 DC_ 12 J=1,12
12 IF (I .EQ. ISECT(16,J)) G0 T_} 13
i = I + I
IF (I .LT. 50) G(_ T_ 11
CALL $ETERR(4HSUBA)
RE TUR_I
13 D_ 14 I=1,20
14 W(_RKrl) = SECTS(I,J)
CALL XEC(PADRTI)
IF (STIND .EQ. LSTIND) G(_ T0 20
IF (T .LT. 0.0) _! = W + T
D(_ 15 I=1,20
15 WORK(I+20) = STAGS(I,STIND)
20 CALL XEC(PADRT2)
CHECK F(_R SECTION SKIP




IF (TAG .EQ. O) C(_NV- 1.0
V = CLA(ADD5 * CONV
VSKIP = -SIGN(1.0,FL(_AT(PRES-3.55
IF ((V-VESK)*VSKID .GT. O.O5 G_ T(_ 1OO
30 IF (PARAM .NE. O)





IF (ADD .NE. L(_C(W)) G0 T0 50
IF (VE .EQ. 0.O) VE = WB_S
IF (TAG .EQ. 15 VE = VE + WPL
_ARAM = Lf}C(W)
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F.[.TA = (BLTAi + 8ETAO_ID_RAD




XDIN = V!_X - OMEGA * ',; Y + YIN)
YDIN = VRY + OHEGA * (R0X + XlN)
ZDIN = VRZ
















_' I.}S GT 0 C)y • ° •
'I"I .GT. 0.0)
TSIJBS = TIIIE
3HBS = "i T




IF (i.11.J(.!,2_ .'!E. O)
i,i I 2
(AI !_ : i_,_SlJ
_' = "1 '_,_JS + _,.'PL
_.'1.'M,.'J + WPL
CAI.L St ITE(b-I)




This subroutine calculates the integration interval needed to
converge on the end-of-section. In the case of a liquid engine influence
coefficient thrust and flow rate simulation, it also converges on thrust




Check for influence coefficient thrust option.
I. If THIND < 4, go to Z7
If THIND > 4, go to Z
Check for hold-down before lift-off.
_. If PARAML =
If PARAML
If not initial time,
0, go to 9
0, go to 3
skip setup for hold-down.
Z18
3. If TIME _ TI, go to9
If TIME = TI, go to 4
Set up for convergence on lift-off criteria.
4. FLGHD = .TRUE.
5. IPARAM = PARAM
6. VES = VE
7. PARAM = PARAML
8. ire = VPARL
Check for thrust build-up simulation.
9. If DTBUP = 0.0, go to 19
If DTBUP # 0.0, go to i0
I0. If ITIME - TBLDUP i > P001, go to !4
If ITIME -TBLDUP I -< P001, go to II
Converged on thrust build-up time. Set discontinuity flag and
turn off hold-down flag if no other lift-off criteria.
II. If FLDSC = 0, FLDSC = 1
If FLDSC # 0, FLDSC = FLDSC
12. If PARAML # PARAM, FLGHD = .FALSE.
If PARAML = PARAM, FLGHD = FLGHD
13. Go to 27
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Not converged on thrust build-up time. Check if thrust
build-up time has been exceeded.
14. If TIME > TBLDUP, go to 19
If TIME < TBLDUP, go to 15
Calculate integration interval to converge on thrust build-up
time. Set hold-down flag if first section.
15. If TYSC = l, FLGHD = .TRUE.
If TYSC # l, FLGHD = FLGHD
16. DELT = TBLDUP - TIME
17. If DELT < DT, DT = DELT
If DELT _> DT, DT = DT
18. Go to 27
Calculate integration interval to converge on shutdown volumes.
19. If FLGSD = .TRUE., go to 27
If FLGSD _ .TRUE., go to 20
Z0. If I VO-VOCOFFI _ EPVOL, FLCNV = .TRUE.
If I VO - VOCOFF I > EPVOL, FLCNV = FLCNV
El. If I VF -VFCOFF I _ EPVOL, FLCNV = .TRUE.
If I VF -VFCOFF I > EPVOL, FLCNV = FLCNV
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Z2. If FLCNV = .TRUE., go to 27
If FLCNV # .TRUE., go to 23
Not converged on shutdown volumes.
2 3. VODOT
Z4. VFDOT
2 5. DELT =
= (WODOT)/(RI-IOO)
= (WFDOT)/(RHOF)
AMINI ((VOCOFF - VO)/(VODOT),
(VFCOFF - VF)/(VFDOT))
AMIN1 is a FORTRAN function which selects the minimum value.
z6. n DELT < DT, DT = DELT
If DELT > DY, DT = DT
See if propellant depletion is desired section ending criterion.
27. If PARAM _ IND, go to 30
If PARAM = IND, go to 28
28. If FLCNV = .TRUE., go to 54
If FLCNV _ .TRUE., go to 29
29. Go to 73
Propellant depletion not desired section ending criterion.
30. CALL UNPACK (PARAM, ARRAY)
Execute routine to calculate ending parameter.
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31. CALL XEC (DEC)
Check for error:
3Z. CALL CHKERR(Z)
33. If Z _ 0.0, go to 69
If Z = 0.0, go to 34
Calculate current value of ending parameter.
34. Z = TAGS (TAG)
35. If TAG = 0, Z = 1.0
If TAG M 0, Z = Z
36. PE = (Z) (CLA(ADD))
37. If FLDSC > 0, go to 40
If FLDSC < 0, go to 38
Exit without executing if second side of discontinuity.
38. ITER = 0
39. Go to 94
Test for convergence on end-of-section parameter.
40. DELPE = VE - PE
41. DELPN = PE- PELST
42. If DELPN = 0.0, go to 98
If DELPN _ 0.0, go to 43
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43. SLOPE = (DELPN)/(DTLST)
44. SLPIND = FLOAT(ISIGN(1, 4 - PRE))
FLOAT is a FORTRAN function to convert an integer to a
floating point number.
ISIGN is a FORTRAN function. The use of ISIGN (A, B) assigns
the algebraic sign of B to the magnitude of A.
45. If PRE = 0 or PRE = 4, SLPIND = 0.0
If PRE # 0 and PRE @ 4, SLPIND = SLPIND
46. If SLPIND < 0, go to 47
if SLPiND = 0, qo to 50
If SLPiND > 0, go to 49
Slope indicator is less than 0.
47. If SLOPE > 0.0, go to 73
If SLOPE _ 0.0, go to 48
48. Go to 50
Slope indicator is greater than 0.
49. If SLOPE < 0.0, go to 73
If SLOPE >_ 0.0, go to 50
Check for convergence.
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50. If VE _ 0.0, go to 53
If VE = 0.0, go to 51
51. If I PEI _ EPSILN, go to 54
If I PEI > EPSILN, go to 52
52. Go to 73
53. If I (DELPE)/(VE) I > EPSILN, go to 73
If I (DELPE)/(VE) I _ EPSILN, go to 54
Converged on end-of-section.
54. If THIND < 4, go to 69
If THIND _ 4, go to 55
Liquid engine simulation does not end section until after thrust
decay simulation. Check for end of hold-down simulation.
55. If FLGHD = .FALSE., go to 60
If FLGHD M .FALSE., go to 56
Converged on lift-off rather than end-of-section. Turn off flag
for hold-down and restore section ending data.
56. If TIME > TBLDUP, FLGHD = .FALSE.
If TIME < TBLDUP, FLGHD = FLGHD
57. PARAM = IPARAM
58. VE = VES
2Z4
59. Go to 71
Is this the start or end of shutdown ?
60. If FLGSD = .TRUE., go to 69
If FLGSD # .TRUE., go to 61
61. If FLCNV = .FALSE., go to 69
If FLCNV # .FALSE., go to 62
This is start of shutdown.
62. FLCNV = .FALSE.
63. FLGSu = .TRUE.
64. TEND = TIME+ u IuuY
65. PARAM = LOC(TIME)
66. VE = TEND
67. If DTDCY = 0.0, go to 69
If DTDCY # 0.0, go to 68
68. Go to 71
69. FLEOS = .TRUE.
70. FLGSD = .FALSE.
71. FLDSC = 1
72. Go to 94
Check for print time.
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73. If FLCNV = .TRUE., go to 94
If FLCNV _ .TRUE., go to 74
74. DELTP = TSUBP - TIME
75. If IDELTP I > P001, go to 78
If IDELTP I _ P001, go to 76
76. FLTP = .TRUE.
77. Go to 79
78. If DELTP < DT, DT = DELTP
If DELTP _ DT, DT = DT
79. If PARAM = IND, go to 94
If PARAM _ IND, go to 80
Calculate integration interval to converge on end-of-section.
80. If SLPIND = 0.0, go to 82
If SPLIND _ 0.0, go to 81
See if ending parameter has desired slope.
81. If (SLOPE)(SLPIND) < 0.0, go to 93
If (SLOPE)(SLPIND) _ 0.0, go to 82
8Z. DELT = (DELPE)/(SLOPE)
83. If DELT = 0.0, go to 54
If DELT _ 0.0, go to 84
Z26
Compare convergence interval with integration interval.
84. If DELT _ DT, go to 93
If DELT < DT, go to 85
Check for negative convergence interval.
85. If DELT > 0.0, go to 89
If DELT _ 0.0, go to 86
Do not integrate back beyond start of section.
86. If TIME +DELT - TSUBS _ 0.0, go to 89
If TIME + DELT - TSUBS < 0.0, go to 87
If prefix slope indicator is 4, continue until section end
parameter function slope gives convergence within the section.
87. If PRE = 4, go to 93
If PRE _ 4, go to 88
Integrate back to start of section.
88. DELT = TSUBS - TIME
Do not integrate back more than 2 integration steps.
89. If DELT+ DTSBS + DTSBS < 0.0, go to 93
If DELT + DTSBS + DTSBS _> 0.0, go to 90
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9O. DT = DELT
Increment convergence iteration counter.
91. ITER = ITER+ I
Check for max iterations on convergence
9Z. If ITER > 30, CALL SETERR(5HENDOS)
If ITER < 30, go to 93
Turn off flag to print if integration interval is negative.
93. If DT < 0.0, FLTP = .FALSE.
If DT > 0.0, FLTP = FLTP
Save values of parameter and exit.
94. PELST = PE
If volume convergence flag is on, premature shutdown is
indicated.
95. If FLCNV = .TRUE., CALL SETERR(IND)
If FLCNV _ .TRUE., go to 96
96. FLCNV = .FALSE.
97. If FLGSD = .TRUE., DT = AMIN1 (DT, TEND- TIME)
If FLGSD _ .TRUE., continue
Return
ZZ8
No change in parameter with time.
98. If DTLST
If DTLST
99. Go to 54
= DTSBS, go to 73
















Address portion of PARAM
giving location of section
ending parameter
Array containing address,
tag, decrement and prefix
of PARAM
Decrement portion of
PARAM giving location of
auxiliary routine
Difference between desired
value and current value of
ending parameter
Difference between current






Time interval for thrust
build up















16, 17, 25, 26, 83, 84,
85, 86, 88, 89, 90
75, 78


































Indicator to end section
on propellant depletion
Saved value of PARAM
during hold -down
Iteration counter to converge







/ENGINAV/, Z0, Z l
LOGICAL, DATA, Z0, 21,
22, ZS, 61, 62, 73, 95,
96






60, 63, 70, 97
LOGICAL, /WFLAG/, 76,
93






















Parameter to end section
Parameter for lift-off
Current value of section
ending parameter
Last value of section
ending parameter




Slope sign of section
ending parameter
Desired slope sign of
section ending parameter
Tag portion of PARAM
giving conversion tag
Array of conversion factors
Time when thrust build-up
is complete










INTEGER, /WORKD/, 5, 7,
27, 30, 57, 65, 79
INTEGER, /ENGINW/, Z, 7,
12
36, 40, 41, 51, 94
41, 94




43, 47, 49, 81, 82
44, 45, 46, 80, 81
INTEGER, EQUIV, 34, 35
/CONST/, 34
/ENGINW/, 10, 14, 16
/ENGIN-_r/, 64, 66, 97
INTEGER, /WORKD/, l, 54
C
9























Time at start of section
Section tally
Value to end section
Saved value of VE during























/GILL/, 3, I0, 14, 16,
















32, 33, 34, 35, 36
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$ IBFTC END(_S FUL IST,REF
SUBROUTINE ENDOS
C_MMON/CI_NST/RSUBO,FLAT,GSUBO,GSUBI ,0MEGA,PSL,CMAX,HM IN,HMAX,
$ TAGS (7) , INF IN, P I ,P 102, DTRAD, DPRAD
EQUI VALENCE (RSUB0, RSUBO) ,(GSUB0,GSUBO)
REAL INF IN
COMMr_N /INPUT!TI ,VI ,HI ,LATI ,LfJNGI,BETAI,AZI,BETAO,WI ,WPL,SIDETI,
$ DATE (71, TARGET,TRANS,FLTR,FLSC,FLPRT, DUH(7},
$ SECTS (20,12) ,STAGS(20,6) ,HEAD(I I, 15)






COMMON/WORKD/PARAM,VE ,WI OWJ,STI ND,TH IND,AT IND,DTSBS ,DTSBP,
$ PDOT, YD(_T, PK I K, YKI K,VGX, VGY,VGZ,SECTN0,
$ ._ADSK, VESK, PADRT1, PADRT2,
$ SREF,WIOWJS,WOIS,WFIS,WPRPS,WBOS,FVAC ,WD(,_TV,EPS IS,
$ ASUBTS,ISP,KSbBF,;-,Si._'_ ,KSUBI -_,KSUBY,KSUBM,KSUBA(4)
REAL I S :_, KSUBF, K_L,_,', KSL_Ci', _SUBY, KSUBN ,KSUBA
INTEGER ST I ND, THI ND,AT I ND,SECTNO
C_MM_}N /SAVE/JD,SIDETO,PHIO,SPHIO,CPHIO,THETAO,STHETO,CTHET(_,
S AZ I R,ROX,ROY,ROZ,TSTG,TSUBS,PSUBS,YSUBS,
$ WOR(6),WFR(6),AVMR(6)
DOUBLE PRECISION JD
Cr_MMON/GI LL/TIME(2) ,X IN('2) ,YI Nt'2),Zl N(2} ,XDI N(2), YD IN(2), ZDIN(2},
$ ;.,I(2},We(2) ,WF(2) ,WPROP(2), VGAI N(2),TBURN(2),
$ DT,X IND,YI ND,ZI ND,XDI ND,YDI ND,ZDI ND,WD(_T,WODOT,WFDeT,
WPDOT,ACCEL, TBDOT,KPASS,QUE(26)$COMMON /DATA/ TFLIT,TSTAG,TSECT,TSUBP,DTLST,RXIN,RYIN,RZIN,RVCTR,
$ PHI ,THETA,HATM, VSUB I,GAMI N,AZ IN, VSUBR,GAMMA,AZ,BETA,
$ GAMRF,AZREF,PI T,YAW,PRATE,YRATE,RATM,CATM,TATM,PATM,
$ QATM,MACH,ALPHAP,ALPHAY,ALPHA,ALPHAD,CSUBN,CSUBA,
$ CSUBL,CSUBD,L I FT, DRAG,THRST,GRAV,LAT,LONG,RANGE,
$ ESUBP,ESUBK,ERATI 0
REAL LAT,LONG,MACH,L I FT
COMM_JN /ENGIN0/ P0,PF,T0,TF,CSTR,RHOO,RHOF,PT0,PTF,V0,VF,H0,HF,
$ W(_CDT,WFCDT,MRC,PC ,WOGDT,WFGDT,CVTH,CFTH,CSUBF,FCHMBR,
$ FENGI N,WOEDT,WFEDT,MRE,WEDOT, ISPE ,WOPDT,WFPDT,
$ FS,WOSDT,WFSDT,MRS,WSDOT, ISPS













P IND, TREF,DREF,FPTPA,PTOG,PTFG,TS01 ,PT01 ,TSO2,PT02,




ASUBT,EPSI ,ETACF,ETACS, TOI ,CTO, TFI ,CTF,
VOBB,VFBB,HOCOL,HFCOL,PARAML,VPARL,




$ WKPC (6),WKWOC (6),WKWFC(6),WKW_G (6),WKWFG_'61,
TBLDUP, TEND,FLGHD,FLGSD,LSTAGE,CSTRN
L_GICAL FLGHD, FLGSD
REAL L FJ, L F, N(3FE ,KURF
INTEGER P I ND,FPTPA,UH_,UHF
DIMENS I_N ARRAY (4)
EQUIVALENCE (ARRAY{ I), ADD), (ARRAY(2), TAG), rARRAY(3), DEC),
$ (ARRAY(4) ,PRE)
INTEGER ADD, TAG, DEC, PRE
INTEGER PARAH, PARAML
LOGICAL ELCNV
DATA EPS I LN,PO01/.O0001 ,.001/, I ND/4HPO_P/,FLCNV/. FALSE . /
IF (THIND .LT. 4} GFJ TO 15
IF (PARAML .EQ. O) G0 TO 5
IF (TIME .NE. TI) G0 T(3 5
SET UP F0R CONVERGENCE 0N LIFT-OFF PARAMETER
FLGHD = .TRUE.




CONVERGE 0N BUILD-UP TIME
5 IF (DTBIIP ,EQ, O_O) G(_ TI_ IO
iF (ABS(TI_.iE - TBLDUP_ .GT. PO0i) G_ T_ 6
IF (FLDSC .EQ. O) FLDSC : I
I
G_ T_ 15
6 IF (TIHE .GT. TBLDUP) G0 T0 10
IF (TYSC .EQ. I_ FLGHD : .TRUE.
DELT = TBLDUP - TIME
IF (DELT .LT. DT) DT = DELT
G0 T0 15
C_NVERGE 0N SHUT-D_WN V_LUMES
10 iF (FLGSD) GO TO 15
IF (ABS(V_ - VOCOFF) .LE. EPVOL_ FLCNV- .TRUE.
IF (ABS(VF - VFCOFF) .LE. EPV0L) FLCNV-- .TRUE.




IF (DELT .LT. DT) DT : DELT
15 IF (PARAM .NE. IND) GO T0 16





IF (Z .NE. o.0_ GI_ T_ 62
FIGURE Zl. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ENDOS (cont.)
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CZ = TAGS(TAG)
IF (TAG .EQ. O) Z = 1.0
PE = Z * CLA(ADD)
IF (FLDSC .GE. O) GO TO 20
ITER ,: 0
GO TO 900
20 DELPE = VE -PE
DELPN = PE - PELST
IF (DELPN .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 800
SLOPE = DEI.PN/DTLST
SLPIND = FLOAT(ISIGN(I,4-PRE))
IF (PRE .EQ. 0 .OR. PRE .EQ. 4)
IF (SLPIND) 30,50,40
C SLPIND .LT. 0.0
30 IF (SLOPE .GT. 0.0} GO TO 70
GO TO 50
C SLPIND .GT. 0.0
40 IF (SLOPE .LT. 0.0} G_ TO 70
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE
50 IF (VE .NE. 0.0) GO TO 60
IF (ABS(PE) .LE. EPSILN) GO TO 61
GO TO 70
60 IF (ABSKDELPE/VE) .GT. EPSILN) G_ TO 70
C CONVERGED OH EHD OF SECTION
61 IF (THIND .LT. 4) GO TO 62
IF C.NOT. FLGHD) GO TO 64
IF fTIHE .GT. TBLDUP) FLGHD = .FALSE.
C
PARAH = I PARAH
VE = VES
GO TO 63
64 IF (FLGSD) GO TO 62
IF (.NOT. FLCNV) GO TO 62
FLCNV : .FALSE.
FLGSD = .TRUE.
TEND = TIME + DTDCY
PARAH = LOC(TIME)
VE = TEND
IF (DTDCY .EQ. 0.0)
GO TO 63
62 FLEOS = .TRUE.
FLGSD = .FALSE.
63 FLDSC = I
GO TO 900
CHECK FOR PRINT TIME
70 IF (FLCNV) GO TO 900
DELTP : TSUBP - TIHE
IF (ABS(DELTP) .GT. PO01)











[)0 IF (DELTP .LT. DT] DT = DELTP
F5 tF (PARAI' .EQ. t,ND1 G_ T3 900
90 tF (S/.PIND .EQ. O.0) GC, T_ 1OO
IF (S[0PE * SLP!ND .LT. 0.O) G¢_ T_ 120
1OO OFI T = P,!l _r/s; _;-'i
IF (FJ!! f ._q. C,._:5 {]_ T _ .,1
IF (bl I i ,'._.[, [,)') fie i! ILO
IF (,b [-r . ]7. o.(! ::c IF' 110
IF ((i-I! I + DEt 7 - TStIE.£! .(;f. O.0_
ll- fPRE .E _. l_1 G_.! T_ 120
bF_L-f = TSUBS - TIldE
110 IF ((DEt T + DTSBS + DTSBS)
DI = DELT
ITER = ITER + I
IF (ITER .GT. 301 CALL SETERRf5HENDOS)
1/0 IF (E! .;.T. O.O) FLTP : .FALSE.
G_ T# 110
.LI. O.O) Gg TO 120
900 PELST = PE
IF (FLCNV) CALL SETERRflNDI
FLCNV : .FALSE.
IF (FI GSD) DT = AHIHI('DT,TEI!D-TIHE)
RE TURI'!
If01 CHANGE
..... ' .... ST ........... " :.,'_ r_ ",,,
t,(,,1 TO 6t
[: !i_3
FIGURE Zl. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ENDO8 (cont.)
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XVIII. SUBROUTINE Nh-"W'TON
This subroutine computes the derivatives used in the integration
of the trajectory, plus various auxiliary parameters. Atmospheric proper-
ties, propulsion system performance, missile orientation, and aerodynamic
forces are computed internal to Subroutine NEWTON and/or through CALLS
to other subroutines.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL NEWTON
Subroutine NEWTON uses COMMON blocks TAPES, CONST,
INPUT, WFLAG, WORKD, SAVE, GILL, DATA, COMP, TABLES, ENGINW,
and DUMPY.
SOLUTION METHOD
Calculate relative flight, stage, and section times.
1. TFLIT " TIME - TI
_. TSTAG = TIME - TSTG
3. TSECT = TIME - TSUBS
Convert vehicle weight to mass.
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4. MASS = (W)/(GSUBI)
Calculate components of inertial position vector.
5. RXIN = ROX + XIN
6. RYIN = ROY + YIN
7. RZIN = ROZ + ZIN
Calculate magnitude of inertial position vector.
8. RVCTR = (RXIN Z + RYIN 2 + RZINZ) "5
Convert inertial position and velocity to polar coordinates.
9. CALL GZOB (RXIN, RYIN, RZIN, XDIN, YDIN, ZDIN,
RSUBO, FLAT_ PHI, THETA, HATM,
VSUBI, GAMIN, AZIN, 1)
Calculate potential and kenetic energy.
10. ESUBP = (RSUB0 z) (GSUB1)/(RVCTR)
II. ESUBK = (VSUBIZ)/(Z.0)
Calculate energy ratio.
1Z. ERATIO = (ESUBK) / (ESUBP)
Calculate relative velocity components, GAMMA and azimuth.
13. VRX = XDIN + (OMEGA) (RYIN}
14. VRY = YDIN - (OMEGA)(RXIN)
15. VRZ = ZDIN





If TYSC = 1 and ATIND = I, CALL GIOB (0, 0, PHI,
THETA, 0, (VRX z + VRY z +VRZ 2)'5, PIOZ, AZIR,
U, U, U, VRX, VRY, VRZ, I)
Otherwise, go to 17
CALL GZOB (RX/N, RYIN, RZIN, VRX, VRY, VRZ, 0, 0,
U, U, U, VSUBR, GAMMA, AZ, i)
18. If 11 GAMMA I - PIO2 I <





If XDIND + YDIND + ZDIND _ 0, go to Z5
If XDIND + YDIND + ZDIND = 0, go to 20
If hold-down, use input initial conditions
20. HATM -- HI
2 1. VSUBR = VI
22. GAMMA = PIOZ - (BETAI)/(DPRAD)
23. AZ = AZIR
24. Go to 28
25. If VSUBR _ 0, go to Z8
If VSUBR = 0, go to Z6
Define GAMMA and azimuth for zero velocity.
Z6. GAMMA = 0
Z 7. AZ = AZIR
Z40
Z8. Continue
Compute angle between velocity vector and local vertical.
zg. BETA = PIOZ - GAMMA
Check for trajectory error.
30. If HATM > HMIN, go to 33
If HATM < HMIN, go to 31
31. CALL SETERR (ZH - H)
3Z. Go to 39
33. If W > O, go to 36
35. Go to 39
36. If W > WPL, go to 4Z
if V _ WPL, go to 37
37. CALL SETERR (SHW(PL))
38. Go to 39
Dump desired data.
39. CALL DUMPS (DUMPg, I0, OTAPE)
Abort integration.








Calculate latitude, longitude and surface range.
LAT = ATAN ((Tan (PHI))/(I .0 - FLAT) z)(DPRAD)
THETAP = THETAO + (OMEGA) (TIME - TI)
LONG - AMOD (LONGI - (THETA- THETAP) (DPRAD), 360)
If LONG < 0, LONG = LONG+ 360
If LONG > 0, LONG = LONG
47. DTHETA = THETA- THETAP
48. If DTHETA < 0, DTHETA = DTHETA + (2)(PI)
If DTHETA > 0, DTHETA = DTHETA
49. If DTHETA > PI and TIME < 50, DTHETA = 0
Otherwise, DTHETA = DTHETA
50. If AZI > 180, DTHETA = (2)(PI)- DTHETA
If AZI < 180, DTHETA = DTHETA
51. CPSI = (SPHIO)(Sin(PHI))
+ (GPHIO) (Cos (PHI)) (Cos (DTHETA))
52. If CPSI < .99998, go to 58
If CPSI _ .99998, go to 53
53. ANGLE1 = PHI - PHIO








If IANGLEZ I > PI, ANGLEZ = SIGN((Z)(PI) - IANGLEZ I ,
ANGLE2 )
Otherwise, go to 56
PSI = (ANGLE1 z + (ANGLEzZ)(Cos(PHIO))Z) "5
Go to 59
PSI = ACOS (CPSI)
RCIRC = PSI
If DTHETA > PI,
If DTHETA -< PI,
RCIRC = (2) (PI) - PSI
RCIRC = RCIRC
. _ _KV-LIiV p ,%_vJ _
Calculate atmospheric parameters.
6Z. If HATM > HMAX, go to 65
If HATM -< HMAX, go to 63
63. CALL STDATM (HATM, RATM, CATM, TATM, PATM)
64. Go to 69
Above atmosphere, set density, temperature, pressure, and
speed of sound.
65. RATM = 0
66. TATM = 0
67. PATM = 0
68. CATM = CMAX
69. Continue
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Compute Mach number and dynamic pressure.
70. MACH = (VSUBR) / (CATM)
71. QATM = (RATM) (VSUBRZ) / (Z)
Calculate GAMMA and azimuth relative to launch site.
7Z. CALL GZOB (ROX, ROY, ROZ, VRX, VRY, VRZ, 0, 0, U, U,
U, U, GAMRF, AZREF, l)
73. If I GAMRF I - PIOZ < .000000Z, AZREF = AZIR
If I GAMRF I - PIOZ > .000000Z, AZREF = AZREF
Check for hold-down.
74. If XDIND + YDIND + ZDIND / 0, go to 78
If XDIND +YDIND + ZDIND = 0, go to 75
75. GAMRF = GAMMA
76. AZREF = AZ
77. Go to 81
78. If VSUBR _ 0, go to 81
If VSUBR = 0, go to 79
Define GAMRF and AZREF if velocity is zero.
79. GAMRF = GAMMA
8O. AZREF = AZ
81. Continue
Calculate missile attitude and angle of attack.
Z44
8Z. CALL GUIDE
83. ALPHAP = PIO2 - GAMRF - PIT
84. ALPHAY = AZIR - AZREF + YAW
85. ALPHA = (ALPHAp2 + ALPHAYZ). 5
86. ALPHAD = (ALPHA) (DPRAD)
Calculate aerodynamic forces.
87. CALL NTERP (TMACH (1, STIND), TCSBN(1, STIND), 30,
MACH, CSUBN, U, Z, KMACH(STIND), L)
88. CALL NTERP (TMACH (I, STIND), TCSBA(I , STIND), 30,
MACH, CSUBA, U, Z, KMAGH(STIND), L)
_9. GSUSi_ = (KSL_N)(GSU_i'_)(Ai/_nAD)
90. GSUBA = (KSUBA) (CSUBA)
91. SALPHA = Sin(ALPHA)
92. CALPHA = Cos (ALPHA)
93. CSUBL = (CSUBN) (CALPHA) - (CSUBA) (SALPHA)
94. CSUBD = (CSUBN)(SALPHA) + (CSUBA)(CALPHA)
95. LIFT = (CSUBL) (QATM) (SREF)
96. DRAG = (CSUBD) (QATM) (SREF)
Calculate liftand drag components.
97. CALL GIOB (0, 0, PHI, THETA, 0, LIFT, GAMMA + PIO2,
AZ, U, U, U, LIFTX, LIFTY, LIFTZ, I)
98. DRAGX
99. DRAGY
= - (DRAG) (VRX)/(VSUBR)
= - (DRAG) (VRY)/(VSUBR)
245
I I
I00. DRAGZ = - (DRAG) (VRZ)/(VSUBR)
Calculate gravity components.
I01. GRAV = (GSUB0) ((RSUBO)/(RVCTR))2
102. CALL G1OB (0, 0, PHI, THETA, 0, GRAV- PIO2, 0, U,
U, U, GRAVX, GRAVY, GRAVZ, I)
Calculate thrust and flow rate.
103. CALL ENGINE
104. If FLDSC < 0, CALL ENGINE
If FLDSC _ 0, go to 105
105. If TIME = TI, CALL ENGINE
If TIME / TI, go to 106
Calculate thrust components.
106. CALL GIOB (0, 0, PHIO, THETAO, 0, THRST, PIO2 - PIT,
AZIR + YAW, U, U, U, THRSTX, THRSTY,
THRSTZ, I)







= THRSTX + DRAGX + LIFTX
- THRSTY + DRAGY + LIFTY
= THRSTZ + DRAGZ + LIFTZ
= (FXIN)/(MASS) + GRAVX
= (FYIN)/(MASS) + GRAVY




113. XIND = XDIN
1 14. YIND = YDIN
ll5. ZIND = ZDIN
116. ACCEL = (THRST - DRAG)/(W)
117. GALLDUMPS (DUMP8, I0, OTAPE)
I18. If FLGHD .FALSE. , return
If FLGHD .TRUE. , go to 119







































Thrust-to-weight ratio g' s
Angle of attack deg
Pitch plane component of rad
angle of attack
Angle of attack rad
Yaw plane component of rad
angle of attack
Difference between PHI and rad
PHIO
Difference between THETA rad
and THETAP
Attitude control indicator




Azimuth of relative velocity
vector measured at inertial
launch point























/SAVE/, 16, 18, Z3, ZT,
73, 84, 106
/INPUT/, 50
/DATA/, 7Z, 73, 76,
80, 84
/DATA/, lV, lS, z3,
Z7, 76, 80, 97
/INPUT/, ZZ
Z48


















Angle between velocity deg
vector and local vertical
Cosine of ALPHA
Local speed of sound ft/sec









Aerodynamic drag force lb
X-component of the drag lb
force
Y-component of the drag lb
force









/'DATA/', 88, 90, 93, 94
/DATA/, 94, 96
/DATA/, 93, 95
/DATA/, 87, 89, 93, 94
/ T //CONST/, 22, 43, 45, 86





















SUBROUTINE NEWTON NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Description
Clockwise difference be- rad
tween THETA and THETAP
Dump list
Dump list




Flattening of the spheroid
Discontinuity flag
Hold-down flag
X-component of the sum of
the forces
Y-component of the sum of
the forces
Z-component of the sum of
the forces
GAMMA of inertial velocity
vector



























Z9, 75, 79, 97
Z50


















Angle of velocity vector with





















Integration counter for the























































Aerodynamic lift force lb
X-component of lift lb
Y-component of lift lb
Z-component of lift lb
Initial longitude deg
Longitude west of Greenwich deg





























/DATA/, REAL, 70, 87, 88
REAL, 4, ii0, Iii, IIZ





/SAVE/, 53, 56, 106
/DATA/, 9, 16, 43, 51,
53, 97, I02
/CONST/, 16, 18, ZZ,
Z9, 73, 83,97, 102, 106
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Dynamic pres sure lb/ft 2
Surface range from launch n.m.
to vehicle position
Atmospheric density
Total surface range angle
X-component of initial ft
position
Y-component of initial ft
position
Z-component of initial ft
position
Equatorial radius of spheroid ft
Radius of the earth ft
Magnitude of the position ft
vector
X-component of position ft
vector





/CONST/, 48, 49, 50,
55, 6O
/DATA/, 83, 106
56, 58, 59, 6O








EQUIV, 9, 61, I01
/DATA/, 8, 10, 101
/DATA/, 5, 8, 9, 14, 17
123































Array of Mach number - axial
force coefficient tables
Array of Mach number - nor-
mal force coefficient tables
Flight time
Initial sidereal time at
launch
Instantaneous sidereal time

























































































/GILL/, I, Z, 3,44, 49
I05










/COMP/, 13, 16, 17,
7Z, 98






71, 78, 98, 99, 100
























Inertial X-component of the
difference between the iner-










Inertial Y-component of the
difference between inertial















/GILL/, 4, 33, 34, 36,
116
/GILL/, 19, 74, 110, 119





/GILL/, 19, 74, lll,
lZ0




















Inertial Z-component of the
difference between inertial






/GILL/, 19, 74, llZ, 12.1












C_MM_N/CfJNST/RSUBO,FI.AT,GSUBO,GSUBI ,I_MEGA, PSL,CMAX ,HMI N,HMAX ,
$ TAGS(7_,INFIN,PI,PI_2,DTRAD,DPRAD
EQUIVALENCE (RSUB_, RSUBO_ ,_GSUB(_, GSUBO)
REAL INFI N
C(_MM(_N /INPUT/TI,VI,HI,LATI ,L(_NGI,BETAI ,AZI,BETAO,WI ,WPL,SIDETI,
$ DATE (71, TARGET,TRANS,FLTR,FLSC,FLPRT, DUM(7),







C_MMI_N/W_RKD/PARAM,VE ,WI I_WJ,STI ND, TH I ND,ATIND, DTSBS, DTSBP,
$ PD_T,YD(_T,PKI K,YKI K,VGX,VGY,VGZ,SECTN(_,
$ PADSK,VESK, PADRTI ,PADRT2,
$ SREF ,WI OWJS ,WOIS ,WFIS ,WPRPS ,WBI_S, FVAC, WDI_TV, EPS IS,
$ ASUBTS, ISP,KSUBF,KSUBW,KSUBP,KSUBY,KSUBN,KSUBA(4)
REAl. ISP, KSUBF ,KSUBW,KSUBP ,KSUBY ,KSUBN,KSUBA
INTEGER STIND, TH IND,AT IND,SECTN(_
COHM(_N /SAVE/JD,SIDET(_,PHI(_,SPHIO,CPHIO,THETAB,STHET(_,CTHETO,
$ AZIR,ROX,ROY,ROZ, TSTG,TSUBS,PSUBS,YSUBS,
$ W_R( 6_ ,WFR(6) ,AVMR(6)
DOUBLE PRECISI(_N JD


































S PONOM, PFNOM, T(_N(_M, TFN(_M, F PJPN(_M, E TAN_M,
S PIND,TREF, DREF,FPTPA,PT_G,PTFG,TS_I ,PT01 ,TS(_2,PT02,
$ C 10,C20, TSFI,PTFI ,TSF2, PTF2,C IF,C2F,
$ L0, R_,UH0, LH_,LF, RF,UHF,LHF (5),
$ NOFE,FTURB,FOPT,KURF, DTBUP,VOCI_FF,VFC_FF,EPVOL,
$ DTDCY,WMSDT,WMOSD,WMFSD,WMOED,WMFED,RES_,RESF,
$ ASUBT,EPS I ,ETACF,ETACS, T(_I ,CTO,TF I ,CTF,
$ V(_BB,VFBB,HOC_L,HFCI_L,PARAML,VPARL,
$ WKPC (6),WKWI_C(6),WKWFC (6),WKWI_G(6),WKWFG (6),
$ TBLDUP, TEND,FLGHD,FLGSD,LSTAGE,CSTRN
L_GICAL FLGHD,FLGSD
REAL LO,LF, N(_FE ,KURF
INTEGER P I ND,FPTPA,UHO,UHF
C(_MM(_N /DUMPY/ DUMPO(IO_,DUMPI(IO),DUMP2(IO),DUMP3(IO),DUMP4(IO_,
$ DUMP5_ I0_ ,DUMP6# I0) ,DUMP7(IO_ ,DUMP8{ 10) ,DUMP9 (101
REAL MASS
CALCULATE RELATIVE
TFLIT = TIME - TI
TSTAG = TIME - TSTG
TSECT = TIME - TSUBS
HASS = N/GSUB!
SECTI(_N AND STAGE T INES
CALCULATE INERTIAL P_SITION
RXIN = ROX + XIN
RYIN = ROY + YIN
RZIN = R0Z + ZIN
RVCTR = SQRT(RXIN**2 + RY!N**2 + RZ!N**2)
CONVERT INERTIAL POSITION AND VELOCITY TO POLAR COORDINATES
CALL G20B(RXIN,RYIN,RZIN,XDIN,YDIN,ZDIN,RSUB_,FLAT,PHI,THETA,
$ HATM,VSUBI,GAMIN,AZIN,I)







CALCULATE RELATIVE VELOCITY, GAMMA, AZIMUTH
VRX - XDIN + OMEGA * RYIN
VRY = YDIN - OMEGA * RXIN
VRZ = ZDIN
DURING VERTICAL RISE OF FIRST SECTION,
INACCURATE COMPONENTS OF RELATIVE







FIGURE ZZ. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE NEWTON (cont.)
Z59
C
I F(ABS(ABS(GAHMA) - PI_2) .LT. .0000002) AZ-AZIR
IF INITIAL TIME _R H(_LD-D_WN, USE INPUT V,H,GAMMA,AZ
IF (XDIND+YDIND+ZDIND .NE. 0,0) G(_ T_ 50
HATH = HI
VSUBR = VI
GAMMA = PI(_2 - BETAI/DPRAD
AZ = AZIR
G_ T(_ 55




BETA ,, PI(_2 - GAMMA
CHECK F(_R TRAJECTI_RY ERRI_R
IF (HATH .GT. HMIN) G(_ T_ 10
CALL SETERR(2H-H)
G0 T(_ 900
10 IF FW .GT. O,0) G(_ TQ 20
CALL SETERR(2H-W)
G_ T(_ 900
20 IF (W .GT. WPL) G(_ T0 30
CALL SETERR(5HW(PL))
G(_ T_ 900





CALCULATE LATITUDE L_N ITUDE AND SURFACE RANGELAT = ATAN(TAN(PHI)/(i.u G_ FLAT1**2) * DPRAD
THETAP - THETAI_ + QMEGA * (TIME - TI)
L_NG - AMi_Dt'LgNGI - _THETA - THETAP) * DPRAD,360.O)
IF (Li_NG .LT. O.0) LgNG - LQNG + 3&O.O
DTHETA - THETA - THETAP
IF (DTHETA .LT. 0.O) DTHETA - DTHETA + 2.O*PI
IF (DTHETA .GT. PI .AND. TIME .LT. 50.0) DTHETA - O.O
IF (AZI .GT. 180.O) DTHETA - 2.O*PI - DTHETA
CPSI - SPHI_ * SIN(PHI) + CPHI_ * C_S(PHI) * C_S(DTHETA)
IF (CPSI .LT..99998) G_ T_ 65
ANGLE1 - PHI - PHI_
ANGLE2 = DTHETA
IF (ABS(ANGLE2) .GT. PI) ANGLE2 - SIGN(2.0*PI-ABS(ANGLE2),ANGLE2)
PSI - SQRT(ANGLEI**2 + ANGLE2**2 * C_S(PHI_)**2)
G_ T_ &6
65 PSI - AC_S(CPSI)
66 RCIRC - PSI







IF (DTHETA .GT. Pf) RCiRC = 2.O*Pi -PSi
RANGE : RCIRC * RSUB_/6076.1033
CALCULATE ATH_SPHER!C PARAMETERS
IF (HATH .GT. HHAX) GO T_ 70








QATM = RATM * VSUBR**2/2.0
CALCULATE GANHA RELATIVE T_ lAUNCH StTE (GAI'bIA-REF)
CALL G20B(R_IX,R#Y,R_Z,VRX,VRY,VRZ,O.O,O.O,U,U,U,U,GANRF,AZREF,1)
IF (ABSt'GAHRF) - PI02 .LT. .OOOOOO2) AZREF --- AZIR




80 IF (VSUBR .NE. 0.07 G_ TO 85
uAmmAGAMRF : _" '"'
AZREF = AZ
DE t"_klTt MIllE
CALCULATE MISSILE ATTITUDE AND ANGLE ¢'F ATTACK
CALL GUT DE
ALPHAP = P I(_2 - GA,qRF - PIT
At PHAY = AZIR - AZREF + YAW
ALPHA : SORT(AL#HAP**2 + ALPHAY**2)
At PHAD = AI PHA _.', DPRAD
CALCULATE AER_DYNAt'IiC F_RCES
CALL _,_TERP('THACH(l,STIND),TCSBN(1,STIND),30,MACH,CSUBtq,U,2,
$ KHACH (ST I ND) ,LI
CALL NTERPfTMACH(I,STIbID),TCSBA(I,STIbID),30,MACH,CSUBA,U,2,
$ KMACH(ST I ND) ,L)
CSUBN = KSUBN * CSUBN * ALPHAD
CSUBA = KSUBA * CSUBA
SALPHA = SIN(ALPHA)
CA[PHA : COS (ALPHA)
CSUBL = CSUBN _ CALPHA - CSUBA * SALPHA
CSUBD = CSUBN * SALPHA + CSUBA * CALPHA
LIFT : CSUBL * QATM * SREF
DRAG = CSUBD * QATM * SREF
CALCULATE LIFT AND DRAG COMPCNENTS
CALL G10B(O.O,O.O,PHI,THETA,O.O,[IFT,GAHHA+PI_2,AZ,U,U,U,LIFTX,
$ LIFTY,LIFTZ,I)
DRAGX = -DRAG * VRX/VSUBR













DRAGY - -DRAG * VRY/VSUBR
DRAGZ = -DRAG * VRZ/VSUBR
CALCULATE GRAVITY AND CI;_MP_NENTS
GRAV = GSUBO * (RSUB_/RVCTR)**2
CALL GI_BfO.O,O.O,PHI,THETA,O.O,GRAV,-PI¢2,0.O,U,U,U,GRAVX,
$ GRAVY,GRAVZ,I)
CALCULATE THRUST AND FLeW RATES
CALL ENGINE
IF (FLDSC .LT. O) CALL ENGINE










SUM F(_RCES F(_R INERTIAL ACCELERATION
N - THRSTX + DRAGX + L IFTX
N = THRSTY + DRAGY + L IFTY
N = THRSTZ + DRAGZ + L IFTZ
ND - FXIN/MASS + GRAVX
ND = FYIN/MASS + GRAVY




ACCEL - (THRST - DRAG)/W
CALL DUMPSfDUMP8,10,_TAPE)
IF (.NET. FLGHD) RETURN
IF H(_LD--D_WN, INERTIAL ACCELERATI_}N IS ZERO)




XDIN = -_MEGA * RYIN
YDIN = (_MEGA * RXIN







FIGURE Z|. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE NEWTON (cont.)
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XIX. SUBROUTINE GUIDE












Tabular pitch and yaw
Tabular angle of attack
Guidance system simulation vchich provides
steering for a velocity-to-go requirement
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL GUIDE
Subroutine GUIDE uses COMMON blocks




Set the guidance control indicator.
1. I = ATIND + 1
Determine the guidance shceme.
Z. If I = 1, go to 3
If I = 2, go to 8
If I = 3, go to 21
If I= 4, go to Z5
If I = 5, go to 31
If I = 6, go to 49
Gravity Turn
Compute pitch.
3. PIT = PIO2- GAMRF
Compute yaw.
4. YAW = AZREP - AZIR
Set pitch and yaw turning rates to zero.
5. PRATE = 0
6. YRATE = 0
7. Go to 35
254
Vertical Rise
Compute orientation of position vector.
8. CALL GZOB (ROX, ROY, ROZ, RXIN, RYIN, RZIN,
0, 0, U, U, U, R, PIT, YAW, I)
9. If I PIT I - PIOZ < .000000Z, YAW =AZIR
If I PIT I - PIOZ >_ .000000Z, YAW=YAW
I0. PIT = PIO2 - PIT
11. YAW = YAW - AZIR
Compute rate of change of position vector.
i2. _OT = ((_N)(XDiN) + (RYIN)(YDiN)
+ (RZIN) (ZDIN))/(R)
Compute North, East and Down components and their rates of
change, of the position vector transposed to the launch point.
13. RSUBN = - (RXIN) (CTHETO)(SPHIO)
- (RYIN) (STHETO) (SPHIO) + (RZIN) (CPHIO)
14. RNDOT = - (XDIN) (CTHETO) SPHIO)
- (YDIN) (STHETO) (SPHIO) + (ZDIN) (CPHIO)
15. RSUBE = - (RX/N)(STHETO) + (RYIN)(CTHETO)




= - (RXIN) (CTHETO) (CPHIO)
- (RYIN) (STHETO) (CPHIO) - (RZIN) (SPHIO)
= - (XDIN)(CTHETO) (CPHIO)
- (YDIN) (STHETO) (CPHIO) - (ZDIN) (SPHIO)
Compute pitch and yaw rates.
19. PRATE = - ((RSUBD) (RDOT) - (R) (RDDOT))/
((R z )(1 - ((RSUBD)/(R)) 2 ).5 )
20. YRATE = ((RSUBN)(REDOT) - (RSUBE) (RNDOT))/
(RSUBN 2 + RSUBE z )
Constant Turning Rates
21. PIT = PSUBS + PKIK+ (PDOT)(TSECT)
22. YAW = YSUBS + YKIK + (YDOT) (TSECT)
23. PRATE = PDOT
24. YRATE = YDOT
Return
Tabular Pitch and Yaw
Determine the pitch angle and pitch rate.
25. CALL NTERP(TTPIT(I, STIND), TPIT(I, STIND),
IPIT (STIND), CLA(LPIT (STIND)), PIT,
PRATE, JPIT (STIND), KPIT (STIND), K)
266
Determine the yaw angle and yaw rate.
Z6. CALL NTERP (TTYAW(I, STIND), TYAW(I, STIND),
IYAW (STIND), CLA (LYAW (STIND)), YAW,
YRATE, ]YAW(STIND), KYAW(STIND), K)










Determine the angle of attack and its rate of change in the
pitch plane.
3 1. CALL NTERP (TTPIT ( l, STIND), TPIT ( 1, STIND),
IPIT (STIND), CLA(LPIT (STIND)), PIT,
PRATE, ]PIT(STIND), KPIT(STIND), K)
Determine the angle of attack and its rate of change in the
yaw plane.
Z67
3Z. CALL NTERP(TTYAW( i, STIND), TYAW(I, STIND),
IYAW(STIND), CLA(LYAW(STIND)), YAW,
YRATE, ]YAW(STIND), KYAW(STIND), K)
Convert and scale the pitch plane component of the angle of
attack and compute pitch.
33. PIT = PIO2 - GAMRF - (PIT)(KSUBP)/(DPRAD)
Convert and scale the yaw plane component of the angle of
attack and compute yaw.
34. YAW = (AZI + YAW)(KSUBY)/(DPRAD)
Compute components of relative acceleration vector.
35. VRXDT = XDIND + (OMEGA)(YIND)
36. VRYDT = YDIND - (OMEGA) (XlND)
37. VRZDT = ZDIND
Compute magnitude of relative acceleration vector.
38. VRDOT - ((VRX) (VRXDT) + (VRY) (VRYDT)
+ (VRZ) (VRZDT))/(VSUBR)
Compute North, East and Down components of velocity and
acceleration vectors transposed to the launch position,
39. VSUBN = - (VRX) (CTHETO)(SPHIO)
- (VRY) (STHETO) (SPHIO) + (VRZ) (CPHIO)
Z68
40. VNDOT = - (VRXDT) (CTHETO) (SPHIO)
- (VRYDT) (STHETO) (SPHIO) + (VRZDT) (CPHIO)
41. VSUBE = - (VEX) (STHETO) + (VRY) (GTHETO)
42. VEDOT - (VRXDT) (STHETO) + (VRYDT) (CTHETO)
43. VSUBD = - (VRX) (CTHETO) (CPHIO)
- (VRY) (STHETO) (CPHIO) - (VRZ) (SPHIO)
44. VI)DOT = - (VRXDT) (CTHETO) (CPHIO)
- (VRYDT) (STHETO) (GPHIO) - (VRZDT) (SPHIO)
Compute the rate of change of the angle between the velocity
vector _ra,.s_.,._.ed to the launch site and the launch horizontal
45 ,--t_vt_. = It_rcttt_t_ 1_mr_n?_ _ (v.rtmr) (VDDOTI)/
((VSUBR z )(1 - ((VSUBD)/(VSUBR)) Z )"5 )
Compute the rate of change of the azimuth of the velocity vector
transposed to the launch position.
46. AZRFDT = ((VSUBN) (VEDOT) - (VSUBE) (VNDOT))/
(VSUBN Z + VSUBE z )
Compute pitch and yaw rates.
47. PRATE = - GRFDT- {PRATE)(KSUBP)/(DPRAD)




The guidance system simulation is executed only once per
integration step.
49. If KPASS < 4, return
If KPASS >_ 4, go to 51
Compute required components of velocity vector to match
velocity-to-go.
50. VX = VGX- XDIN
51. VY = VGY-YDIN
52. VZ = VGZ - ZDIN
Compute magnitude and orientation of required velocity vector.
53. CALLGZOB (ROX, ROY, ROZ, VX, VY, VZ, 0, 0, U, U, U,
VTOGO, PIT, YAW, I)
Compute pitch and yaw angles.
54. PIT = PIO2 - PIT
55. YAW - YAW- AZIR
Compute rate of change of required velocity vector.
56. VDOT = (- (VX) (XDIND) - (VY) (YDIND)
- (VZ) (ZDIND))/(VTOGO)
270
Compute North, East and Down components and their rates of
change, of the required velocity vector transposed to the launch position.
57. VSUBN = - (VX)(CTHETO) (SPHIO)
- (VY) (STHETO) (SPHIO) + (VZ) (CPHIO)
58. VNDOT = - (XDIND) (CTHETO) (SPHIO)








= - (VX) (STHETO) + (VY) (CTHETO)
= - (XDIND) (STHETO) + (YDIND) (CTHETO)
= - (VX) (CTHETO) (CPHIO)
- (VY) (STHETO) (CPHIO) - (vz) (SPHIO)
= - (XDIND) (CTHETO)(CPHIO)
- (YDIND) (STHETO) (CPHIO)
- (ZDIND) (SPHIO)
yaw rates.
((VSUBD) (VDOT) - (VTOGO) (VDDOT))/
((VTOGO z )(1 - ((VSUBD)/(VTOGO)) z )"5 )
((VSUBN) (VEDOT) - (VSUBE) (VNDOT))/






















Rate of change of reference rad/sec
azimuth
Cosine of initial geocentric
latitude
Cosine of initial sidereal
time
Conversion factor deg/rad
Reference flight path angle rad
Rate of change of reference
flightpath angle
Guidance control indicator
Size of tabular pitch or tabular




/SAVE/, 4, 9, ii, 55
/DATA/, 4
46, 48
/SAVE/, 13, 14, 17, 18,
39, 40, 43, 44, 57, 58,
61, 62
/SAVE/, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 57, 58, 59, 60,
61, 62
/CONST/, 27, 28, 29,





IYAW Size of tabular yaw or tabular
yaw angle of attack tables
/TABLES/, Z6, 32
272














Degree of interpolation for
tabular pitch or tabular
pitch angle of attack tables
Degree of interpolation for
tabular yaw or tabular yaw
angle of attack tables
Interpolation error indicator
Pass counter used in
Subroutine INTEG
Pitch or p,_c,, angle of
attack location indicator
Pitch angle scale factor
Yaw angle scale factor
Yaw or yaw angle of attack
location indicator
Pitch table or pitch angle of
attack table independent
argument










Z5, 26, 31, 3Z
/GILL/, 49
/TABLES/: 25. 31


























Pitch angle or pitch angle
of attack
Instantaneous pitch kick
at beginning of section
Rate of change of pitch angle
or pitch angle of attack
Pitch angle at beginning
of section
Magnitude of position vector
Rate of change of position
vector
Rate of change of Down
component of position vector
transposed to launch site
Rate of change of East
component of position vector
transposed to launch site
Rate of change of North
component of position vector


















/GONST/, 3, 9, I0,
33, 54
/DATA/, 3, 8, 9, I0,
ZI, 25, 27, 31, 33,
53, 54
/WORKD/, Z1
/DATA/, 5, 19, Z3, 25,


























Down component of position
vector transposed to launch
site
East component of position
vector transposed to launch
site
North component of position








Sine of initial geocentric
latitude
















/DATA/, 8, 12, 13,
15, 17
/DATA/, 8, 12, 13,
15, 17
/DATA/, 8, 12, 13,
17
/SAVE/, 13, 14, 17,
18, 39, 40, 43, 44,
57, 58, 61, 6Z
/SAVE/, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 39, 40,
41, 42, 43, 44, 57,
58, 59, 60, 61, 62
D
Z75

















Pitch angle or pitch angle
of attack input array
Relative section time
Pitch angle or pitch angle
of attack independent
argument input array
Yaw angle or yaw angle of
attack independent argument
input array
Yaw angle or yaw angle of
attack input array
Dummy variable
Rate of change of Down
component of velocity vector
transposed to launch site
Rate of change of inertial
velocity vector
Rate of change of East
component of velocity vector










































Rate of change of North
component of velocity vector
transposed to launch site



































40, 46, 58, 64
38, 45
/COMP/, 38, 39, 41,
43
35, 38, 40, 4Z, 44
/COMP/, 38, 39, 41,
43
36, 38, 40, 4Z, 44
/COMP/, 38, 39, 43
37, 38, 40, 44
43, 45, 61, 63
41, 46, 59, 64
277














North component of velocity






velocity vector to match
velocity-to-go
Y-component of required
velocity vector to match
velocity-to-go
Z-component of required


























39, 46, 57, 64
/DATA/, 38, 45
53, 56, 63
50, 53, 56, 57, 59,
61
51, 53, 56, 57, 59,
61
5Z, 53, 56, 57, 61
/GILL/, 12, 14, 16,
18, 50
/GILL/, 35, 56, 58,
60, 6Z
/GILL/, 36
/DATA/, 4, 8, 9, II, 22,
26, Z8, 3Z, 34, 53, 55


















Gonstant pitch turning rate
Y-component of inertial
velocity vector
Instantaneous yaw kick at
beginning of section
Rate of change of yaw angle
or yaw angle of attack























/DATA/, 6, 20, 24, 26,
30, 32, 48, 64
/SAVE/, zz
/GILL/, 12, 14, 18, 52







CALCULATES MISSILE ATTITUDE FI_R VARIBUS ATTITUDE CONTRI_L
BPTI BNS
CBMHBN/C(2}NST/RSUBO, FLAT,GSUBO,GSUBI ,(_MEGA, PSL ,CMAX,HMI N,HMAX ,
$ TAGS (7) , I NF I N, P I , P 1_2, DTRAD, DPRAD
EQUIVALENCE (RSUBB, RSUBO) ,(GSUBB,GSUBO)
REAL INF IN
C_MHBN /INPUT/TI,VI ,HI ,LATI,LBNGI,BETAI,AZI,BETAO,WI ,WPL,SIDETI,
$ DATE (7_, TARGET,TRANS,FLTR,FLSC,FLPRT,DUM(7),







$ SREF,WI BWJS,WBI S,WFIS,WPRPS,WB_S,FVAC,WD(_TV,EPS IS,
$ ASUBTS, ISP,KSUBF,KSUBW,KSUBP,KSUBY,KSUBN,KSUBA(4)
REAL ISP,KSUBF,KSUBW,KSUBP,KSUBY,KSUBN,KSUBA





C_MHBN/GILL/TIME(2) ,X IN(2) ,YI N(2),Zl N(2) ,XDIN(2} ,YDI N(2),ZDI N(2),
$ W(2) ,W0(2) ,WF(2) ,WPR(_P(2),VGAI N(2),TBURN(2),
$ DT,X IND,YI ND,Z IND,XDI ND,YDI ND,ZDI ND,WD_T,WODBT,WFD(_T,
$ WPD(_T, ACCEL , TB D(_T ,KPASS , QUE (26)
C(Z}MMBN /DATA/ TFLIT,TSTAG,TSECT,TSUBP,DTLST,RXIN,RYIN,RZIN,RVCTR,
S PHI, THETA,HATM, VSUB I ,GAHI N,AZ I N, VSUBR,GAMMA,AZ,BETA,
$ GAMRF,AZREF,P I T,YAW,PRATE,YRATE,RATM,CATM, TATH,PATH,
$ QATM,HACH,ALPHAP,ALPHAY,ALPHA,ALPHAD,CSL_E]i ,CSUt.;A,
CSUBL,CSUBD,I IFT,DRAG,THRST,GRAV,LAT I_'_ _;\ _,i,
_-S!Jb :_,ESUBK ,LRAT I L'/J
REAL LAT,LONG,MACH,L I FT
COMMBN/CBMP/THRSTX,THRSTY,THRSTZ,GRAVX,GRAVY,GRAVZ,




$ TTPI T( 30 ,6), IP I T( 30,6), TTYAW ( 30,6), TYAW(30,6)$ TTTRS('30,6),TTRUS (30,6), TTWDT(30,6), TWDi_T(30,_),
$ JCSBN(6), JCSBA(6), JPI T(6), JYAW(6), JTRUS(6), JWDOT(6),
$ LP I T(6), LYAW(6) ,LTRUS (6), LWDi_T(6),
$ KMACH (6) ,KP IT(6), KYAW(6) ,KTRUS (6), KWD(_T(6),
$ IHACH(6), I P I T(6), IYAW(6), I TRUS(6), IWDOT(6)
10
I - ATIND + 1
G(_ TB (10,20,30,40,50,60), I
GRAVI TY TURN
PIT - PI_2 - GAHRF
YAW - AZREF - AZIR






20 CALL G20B(ROX,ROY,ROZ,RXIN,RYIN,RZlN,O.O,O.O,U,U,U,R,PIT,YAW, 1)
IF (ABS(PIT} - PI02 .LT. .0OOOOO2) YAW- AZIR
_IT = P102 - PiT
YAW = YAW - AZIR
RDOT = (RXIN * XDIN + RYIN * YDIN + RZIN * ZDIN)/R
RSUBN = -RXlN*CTHET0*SPHI0 - RYIN*STHET0*SPHI0 + RZlN*CPHI0
RND(_T = -XDIN*CTHET0*SPHI0 - YDIN*STHET0*SPHI_ + ZDIN*CPHI0
RSUBE = -RXlN*STHET0 + RYIN*CTHET0
RED(tT - -XDIN*STHETO + YDIN*CTHETO
RSUBD = -RXlN*CTHET0*CPHI0 - RYIN*STHET0*CPHI0 - RZIN*SPHI0
RDDOT = -XDIN*CTHETO*CPHI0- YDIN*STHET0*CPHIO- ZDIN*SPHI0
°RATE = -(RSUBD*RDOT - R*RDDOT)/fR**2 * SQRTrl.O - (RSUBD/R)**2))
YRATE = CRSUBN*RED(_T - RSUBE*RNDOT)/t'RSUBN**2 + RSUBE**2)
RETURN
C CONSTANT TURNING RATES
30 _IT - PSUBS + PKIK + PDeT * TSECT




C TABULAR ;'iTCH AND YAW
40 CALL NTERP(TTPIT(I,STIND},TPIT(I,STIND},IPIT(STIND),
• *, ^,, _,_-_T,,,n_] PIT _RATE ,D,TfST,ND ) VP,Tf(:TINn) K)
CALL NTERP(TTYAW(!,STIND),TYAW(|,STIND),IYAW(STIND},
$ CLA(LYAW(STIND)),YAW,YRATE, JYAW(STI ND),KYAW(STI ND),K)
IT ,, KSUBP * PIT/DPRAD
YAW = KSUBY * YAW/DPRAD
°RATE = KSUBP * PRATE/DPRAD
YRATE ,, KSUBY * YRATE/DPRAD
RETURN
C TABULAR ANGLE OF ATTACK
50 CALL NTERP(TTPIT(I,STIND),TPIT(I,STIND),IPIT(STIND},
$ CLA(LPI T(STIND)),PI T,PRATE,JP I T(STI ND) ,KD I T(STI ND),K)
CALL NTERP(TTYAW(1,STIND),TYAW(1,STIND),IYAW(STIND},
$ CLAfLYAW(STIND)),YAW,YRATE,JYAW(STI ND),KYAW(STI ND) ,K)
IT -- PI02 - GAHRF - P IT/DPRAD * KSUBP
YAW -- fAZI + YAW}/DPRAD * KSUBY
55 VRXDT ,, XDIND + OMEGA * YIND
VRYDT - YDIND - OMEGA * XIND
VRZDT - ZDIND
VRDOT = fVRX * VRXDT + VRY * VRYDT + VRZ * VRZDT)/VSUBR
VSUBN - -VRX*CTHETO*SPHIO - VRY*STHETO*SPHIO + VRZ*CPHIO
VNDOT - - VRXDT*CTHETO*SPHIO - VRYDT*STHETO*SPHIO + VRZDT*CPHIO
VSUBE = - VRX*STHETO + VRY*CTHETO
VEDOT - - VRXDT*STHETO + VRYDT*CTHETO
VSUBD = - VRX*CTHET0*CPHI(_ - VRY*STHET(_*CPHI0 - VRZ*SPHI
FIGURE Z$. SYMBOLIC LI_TING OF SUBROUTINE GUIDE (cont.)
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CC
VDDOT - - VRXDT*CTHETO_CPHIO - VRYDT*STHETO*CPHIO - VRZDT*SPHIO
GRFDT- (VSUBD*VRDOT - VSUBR*VDDOT)/(VSUBR**2 *
$ SQRT(I.0- (VSUBD/VSUBR)**2))
AZRFDT - fVSUBN * VEDOT - VSUBE * VNDOT)/(VSUBN**2 + VSUBE**2)
°RATE - -GRFOT - PRATE/DPRAD * KSUBP
YRATE - AZRFDT - YRATE/DPRAD * KSUBY
RETURN
GUIDANCE SYSTEM SIMULATION
60 IF (KPASS .LT. 4) RETURN
EXECUTE ONLY ONCE PER /NTEGRAT_(_N STEP
VX = VGX - XDIN
VY- VGY- YDIN
VZ - VGZ - ZDIN
CALL G2OB(ROX,ROY,ROZ,VX,VY,VZ,O.O,O.O,U,U,U,VTOGO,PIT,YAW,|)
_;T - PlI_2 - PIT
YAW - YAW - AZIR
VDOT - (-VX * XDIND - VY * YDIND - VZ * ZDIND)/VTgGO
VSUBN - - VX*CTHETO*SPHIO - VY*STHETO*SPHIO + VZ*CPHIO
VNDOT = - XDIND*CTHETO*SPHIO - YDIND*STHETO*SPHIO + ZDIND*CPHIO
VSUBE - - VX*STHETO + VY*CTHETO
VEDOT ,, - XDIND*STHETO + YDIND*CTHETO
VSUBD - - VX*CTHETO*CPHIO - VY*STHETO*CPHIO - VZ*SPHIO
VDDOT - - XDIND*CTHETO*CPHIO - YDIND*STHETO*CPHIO - ZDIND*SPHIO
°RATE - -(VSUBD*VDOT - VTOGO*VDDOT)/(VTOGO**2 *
$ SQRT(1.0- (VSUBD/VTOGO)**2))
YRATE . (VSUBN * VEDOT - VSUBE * VNDOT)/fVSUBN**2 + VSUBE**2)
RETURN
END
FIGURE 13. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE GUIDE (cont.)
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XXo SUBROUTINE ENGINE
This subroutine computes the instantaneous total engine thrust
and propellant flow rates during flight.
The program includes the following six options:
Option 1: The no th.mst, or vehicle coast condition option.
Option 2: _'_.,_ _1,,_,_ _hr,,_, _p_nn wh_r_ the- _racuum
thrust value is corrected for the influence of
atmospheric pres sure.
Option 3: The tabular option, where thrust and flow rate
values are read from tables o
Option 4: The calculation of solid rocket engine perform-
ance from tabular vacuum thrust and constant
specific impulse.
Option 5: The calculation of liquid rocket engine per-
formance by influence coefficients.
Option 6: This option simulates a propulsion system
composed of both liquid and solid rocket




The calling sequence is:
CALL ENGINE
Subroutine ENGINE uses COMMON blocks CONST, WORKD,
SAVE, GILL, DATA, TABLES, ENGINI, ENGINO, and ENGINW.
SOLUTION METHOD
The thrust option indicator is set:
1. I = THIND + 1
The thrust option is selected:
2.. If I = 1, go to 3
If I = Z, go to 9
If I = 3, go to 13
If I = 4, go to 19
If I = 5, go to 25
If I = 6, go to 25
First Option: _,Qa@t
THRST = 0.
4. WPDOT - 0
5. TBDOT = 0
6. WODOT = 0
7. WFDOT = 0







12. Go to 6
Third Option: Tabular
FVAC - (EPSIS) (ASUBTS) (PATM)
- WDOTV
1
Read thrust from table.
13. CALL NTERP (TTTRS(1, STIND), TTRUS(1, STIND),
ITRUS(STIND), CLA(LTRUS(STIND)), THRST,
Z, JTRUS(STIND), KTRUS(STIND), L)
Scale thrust.
14. THRST = (THRST) (KSUBF)
Read total flow rate from table.
15. CALL NTERP (TTWDT(1, STIND), TWDOT(1, STIND),
IWDOT(STIND), CLA(LWDOT(STIND)), WPDOT,
Z, JWDOT(STIND), KWDOT(STIND), L)






Tabular Vacuum Thrust, Constant Specific Impulse





19. CALL NTERP(TTTRS(I, STIND), TTRUS(I, STIND),
ITRUS(STIND), CLA(LTRUS(STIND)), THRST,
Z, JTRUS(STIND), KTRUS(STIND), L)
Scale and correct thrust for ambient pressure.
ZO. THRST = (THRST) (KSUBF) - (EPSIS) (ASUBTS) (PATM)
Compute total flow rate.
Zl. WPDOT = - (THRST)/(ISP)
ZZ. TBDOT = 1
Test if a combination solid/liquid propulsion system
simulation is desired.
Z3. If THIND = 5, go to 108
If THIND _ 5, go to Z4
Z4. Go to 6
Fifth Option: Influence Coefficients
Compute acceleration and test hold down flag.
25. ACCEL = (THRST - DRAG)/(W)
26. If FLGHD = .TRUE. , ACCEL = 0
If FLGHD = .FALSE., ACCEL = ACCEL
The pump inlet temperatures are computed:
Z7. CALL VPOLY(6, CTOX(1, STIND), (WO)/(WOIS), DELTO)
Z8. TO = TOI + (CTO)(DELTO)
Z9. CALL VPOLY (6, CTFL(I, STIND), (WF)/(WFIS), DELTF)
30. TF = TFI + (CTF)(DELTF)
Z86
The pump inlet densities are computed:
31. CALLPRPDEN (i, PO, TO- 459.688, Z, Z, PVO,
RHOO)
3Z. GALL PRPDEN (PIND + I, PF, TF - 459. 688, TREF,
DREF, PVF, RHOF)
The tank pressures are computed:
33. If FPTPA / 0, go to 37
If FPTPA = 0, go to 34
Constant gage pressures.
34. PTO = PTOG + PATM
55. PTF = PTFG+PATM
36. Go to 53
"Constant" stepped absolute pressures.
37. If TSTAG >-TSOZ, go to 44
If TSTAG < TSOZ, go to 38
38. If TSTAG > TSOi, go to 4i








TSO = (TSTAG- TSOI) (PTOZ - PTOI)/(TSOZ - TSOI)




44. PTO = PTOZ
45. If TSTAG _ TSFZ, go to 5Z
If TSTAG < TSFZ, go to 46
46. If TSTAG > TSFI, go to 49
If TSTAG g TSFI, go to 47
47. PTF = PTFI
48. Go to 53
49. TSF = (TSTAG - TSFI)(PTFZ - PTFI)/(TSFZ - TSFI)
50. PTF = PTFI + (CIF) (TSF) + (CZF) (TSF Z)
51. Go to 53
5Z. PTF = PTF2
53. Continue
The tank volumes and propellant heights are calculated:
54. HO = 0
55. HF = 0
56. VO = (WO)/(RHOO) - VOBB
57. VF = (WF)/(RHOF) - VFBB
58. If VO < 0, go to 60
If VO > 0, go to 59





O, go to 63
O, go to 6Z
6Z. CALL HITE (VF, LF, HF)
63. Continue
64. HO = HO + HOCOL
65. HF = HF+ HFCOL
The pump inlet pressures are determined:
66. PO = PTO + (RHOO) (ACCEL)(HO)/(144)
- (RESO) (WOPDT Z )/((144) (RHOO))
67. PF = PTF + (RHOF)(ACCEL)(HF)/(144)
- (RESF)(WFPDT z )/((144) (RHOF))
The variances of the first four independent variables (pressures
and temperatures} are computed:
68. CALL VARYD (PO, XBAR(I, STIND), PAR, 4)
For use in a thrust level optimization study, the percentage
change in the nominal thrust level requirement is determined:
69. PAR(5) = (KURF)(FOPT-XBAR(5, STIND))/(XBAR(5, STIND))




70. CALL GICEQ(WOCDT, WOCBB, WOCBR, WKWOC, PAR, 5)
71. CALL GICEQ(WFCDT, WFCBB, WFCBR, WKWFC, PAR, 5)
The C_ correction factor is computed:
7Z. CALL GICEQ (PC, PCBBR, PCBAR, WKPC, PAR, 5)
73. MRC = (WOCDT)/(WFCDT)
74. CALL TCPROP (PIND, MRC, PC, EPSI, CVTH, CFTH)
75. CSTR = (PC)(ASUBT)(GSUB1)/(WOCDT + WFCDT)
The per cent change in the C_ correction factor is determined:
76. PAR(6) = ((CVTH)(ETACS) - CSTR)/(CSTRN)
The corrected chamber flow rates and mixture ratio are computed:
77. WOCDT = WOCDT + (WOCBR)(WKWOC(6)) (PAR(6))
78. WFCDT = WFCDT + (WFCBR) (WICvVFC (6)) (PAR(6))
79. MRC = (WOCDT)/(WFCDT)
The chamber pressure and gas generator flow rates are calculated:
80, PC = PC + (PCBAR)(WKPC(6))(PAR(6)}
81. CALL GICEQ (WOGDT, WOGBB, WOGBR, WKW'OG, PAR, 6)
8Z. CALL GICEQ (WFGDT, WFGBB, WFGBR, WKX_FG, PAR, 6)
The theoretical and actual thrust coefficients are computed:
Z90
CALL TCPROP(PIND, MRC, PC, EPSI, CVTH, CFTH)
CSUBF = (ETACF)(CFTH) - (EPSI) (PATM)/(PC)
The chamber and engine thrusts are calculated:
85. FCHMBR = (CSUBF)(PC)(ASUBT)
86. FENGIN = FCHMBR + FTURB
The engine flow rates and mixture ratio are computed:
87. WOEDT = WOCDT + WOGDT
88. WFEDT = WFCDT + WFGDT
_a _R_ = iwn_nT'l/(WFEDT)
an _^rvr_,v - x^rnrDT ,- _t:'_nw
91. ISPE = (FENGIN)/(WEDOT)
92. WOPDT = WOEDT + WMOED
93. WFPDT = WFEDT + WMFED
The total stage thrust, flow rates, mixture ratio, and specific
impulse are computed:
94. WOSDT = (NOFE) (WOPDT) + WMOSD
95. WFSDT = (NOFE)(WFPDT) + WMFSD
96. MRS = (WOSDT)/(WFSDT)
97. WSDOT = WOSDT + VVFSDT + WMSDT
98. FS = (NOFE)(FENGIN)
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99. ISPS = (FS)/(WSDOT)
Set performance level multiplier to i:
i00. KLVL = 1
Check for start-up:
I01. If TIME _ TBLDUP, go to 104
If TIME < TBLDUP, go to IOZ
10Z. KLVL = (TIME - TSUBS)/(DTBUP)
103. Go to 105
Check for shutdown:
104. If FLGSD = .TRUE., KLVL = (TEND-TIME)/(DTDCY)
If FLGSD = .FALSE., KLVL = KLVL
Check for combination solid/liquid propulsion system:
105. If THIND = 5, go to 19
If THIND _ 5, go to 106
Gompute final values of stage performance:
106. THRST = 0
I07. WPDOT = 0




109. WDOT = - (WSDOT)(KLVL) + WPDOT
110. WODOT = - (WOSDT) (KLVL)
11 i. WFDOT = - (WFSDT) (KLVL)
llZ. TBDOT = 1
I13. If FLGSD = .TRUE., return
If FLGSD = .FALSE., go to I14
114. WOR(STIND) = (VO - VOCOFF) (RHOO)
115. WFR(STIND = (VF - VFCOFF)(RHOF)






































Entry to Subroutine UNPACK
Nominal C # value








































SUBROUTINE ENGINE NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
De scription Units
Array of fuel temperature
polynomial coefficients




Array of oxidizer temperature
polynomial coefficients
Theoretical characteristic
Fuel temperature rise at OR
pump inlet
Oxidizer temperature rise OR
at pump inlet
Drag force Ib
Fuel specific gravity at
reference temperature
Time for thrust build-up sec






















































Height from fuel tank
bottom bulkhead to fuel
pump inlet
Fuel height above fuel
pump inlet
Height from oxidizer tank

































/ENGINO/, 55, 6Z, 65, 67
/ENGINW/, 64
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Oxidizer height above ft
oxidizer pump inlet
Option indicator
Input constant specific sec
impulse
Engine specific impulse sec
Stage specific impulse sec
Size of TTRUS and TTTRS
arrays
Size of TWDOT and TTWDT
arrays
Indicator for degree of inter- --
polation for thrust tables
Indicator for degree of inter- --
polation for flow rate tables
Performance level multiplier
Scale factor for tabular thrust --




Flag for optimized thrust study --
Reference
/ENGINO/, 54, 59, 64,
66
1, Z







REAL, I00, 10Z, 104,
108, 109, II0, IIi






















for tabular flow rate
Array of fuel tank data for
Subroutine HITE





indicator for tabular thrust
Interpolation routine argument
indicator for tabular flow rate


























DIM, 68, 69, 70, 71, 7Z,
76, 77, 78, 80, 81, 82


























Fuel pump inlet pressure
Propellant indicator
Oxidizer pump inlet pressure
Initial constant fuel tank
+'_'_,..,,-,.,,pressure
Final constant _u_s' *--'-_a_.top
pre s s ure
Constant fuel tank top
pre s s ure





Constant oxidizer tank top
pre s s are
Oxidizer tank top pressure
Fuel vapor pressure
Reference












/ENGINO/, 72, 74, 75,









/ENGINO/, 35, 47, 50,
5Z, 67
/ENGINVV/, 39, 41, 42
/ENGINW/, 41, 44
/ENGINW/, 34























feed line from fuel tank
bottom bulkhead to fuel
pump inlet
Hydraulic resistance of
feed line from oxidizer tank





Derivative of burning time
Time to reach steady-state
thru st



















/ENGINO/, 32, 57, 67, 115
/ENGINO/, 31, 56, 66, 114
/WORKD/, INTEGER, 13, 15,
19, 27, Z9, 68, 69, 114,
115, 116







/DATA/, 3, 9, 13, 14,
zo, Zl, z5, 106, I08
/GILL/, I01, I02, 104
19,
30O



















Stage time at which
constant fuel tank top
pressure is stepped
Stage time at which final
fuel tank top pressure is
reached
Ratio of fuel pressure
stepping time
Stage time at which
constant oxidizer tank top
pressure is stepped
Stage time at which final
oxidizer tank top pressure
is reached




Array of functions, time vs.
thrust table




°R /ENGINO/, ZS, 31
°F /ENGINW/, 32
sec /ENGINW/, 46, 49
sec /ENGINW/, 45, 49
49, 50
._c /ENGINW/: 38, 41

























Array of arguments, time
vs. flow rate table
Array of functions, time
vs. flow rate table
Fuel volume below bulkhead ft3
Fuel cut-off volume ft3
Fuel volume above bulkhead ft3
Oxidizer volume below ft3
bulkhead
Oxidizer cut-off volume ft 3
Oxidizer volume above ft 3
bulkhead
Vehicle weight lb























Total engine flow rate
Specific engine thrust
chamber fuel flow rate
Nominal engine thrust
chamber fuel flow rate





























SUBROUTINE ENGINE NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Description
Total fuel flow rate
Engine fuel flow rate
Specific engine gas
generator fuel flow rate
Nominal engine gas
generator fuel flow rate
Gas generator fuel flow rate
Initial stage fuel weight
Pump fuel flow rate
Fuel weight
Fuel remaining
Stage fuel flow rate
Array of thrust chamber
nozzle stagnation pressure
influence coefficients
Array of thrust chamber
fuel flow rate influence
coefficients
Array of gas generator
fuel flow rate influence
coefficients
Array of thrust chamber




















/ENGINO/, 67, 93, 95
/GILL/, zg, 57, I16
/SAVE/, 115






















Array of gas generator -- /ENGINW/, 81










































/ENGINO/, 70, 73, 75,
77, 79, 87
/GILL/, 6, II0
























Pump oxidizer flow rate
Oxidizer weight
Oxidizer remaining
Stage oxidizer flow rate
Total non influence
coefficient flow rate

















/ENGINO/, 66, 92, 94
/GILL/, 27, 56, i16
/SAVE/, I14
/ENGINO/, 94, 96, 97
Ii0
/GILL/, 4, 8, I0, 15,
16, 21, 107, 109
/ENGINO/, 97, 99, 109
/ENGINI/, 68, 69
13, 15, 19, 31
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$1BFTC ENGINE FUI IST,REF
SUBROUTINE ENGINE
C FNGINE COMPUTES MISSILE THRUSTS AND FL_W RATES
C_I, II,!_rlIC_I'4ST/RSUBO, FLAT,GSUBO,GSUBI ,_MEGA, PSL ,CMAX ,HH I N,HMAX,
e_ TAGS (7), I NFIN,PI ,P I_2,DTRAD, DPRAD
EOUI VA[ EHCE (RSUBfJ, RSUBO ) , (GSUB_,GSUBO_
REAl I!JFIH
C,;_i.IH_!,J/_I_RKD/PARAM, VE ,WI OWJ,STI ND,TH I ND,AT I ND, DTSBS, DTSBP,
S PD_!T,YD_T,PKI K, YKI K, VGX, VGY, VGZ,SECTN_I,
.,_. _ADSK,VESK,PADRT1 ,PADRT2,
._ S kL F, W I ,1',._J::.;, ', :_ t S, '.T I S, WPRPS, VIB(_S, r, ,,( ,' u " I ,; , L_':'S I S ,
ASUL;T.',, l S.',i<_c_[:_-;F ,;,'4L [; ,,,.:_t [ ,. : , :>I i ,[',:, ..... _. (;:;-)
_. At ! ",. ,;.LSUBF ,KSIjB_/, KSUBP, KSUBY, KSUBN,KSUBA
INTEGER ST I ND, TH I ND,AT I ND,SECTN(_
Cr_HHr_N /SAVE/JD,SIDET_,PHII_,SPHII_,CPHI_,THETAI_,STHETO,CTHET#,
$ AZ I R,ROX,ROY,R@Z, TSTG, TSUBS, PSUBS, YSUBS,
W_R(6) ,WFR(6) ,AVMR(6)
D_UB[E r}P,EC!SI_N JD
C_t4H_P_/G [.L/TIME(2} ,X II'J(2) ,YI N(2),Zl N(2) ,XDI N{2) ,YDI N(2) ,ZDI N(2) ,
S ',t(2),U_('2) ,WF (2) ,WPR_P (2), VGAI N (2), TBURN (2),
, , , , , 'Fb(iT,i)T XIND YIND ZlPO XDIND YDIND,ZDIIVD,'r.'DOJT,U.dDr;T,',.
W'._O_T, ACCE L, TB DC_T, KPASS, QUE (26)
' _ ..I._,/ TF[.IT,TSTAG,TSECT,TSUBP,DTLST,RXIN,RYI_I,RZII_!,RVCTR,
, _I_ PH I, THETA, HATH , VSUB I, GAM I H ,AZ I N, VSUBR, GAMbiA, AZ, BETA,
S GAtlRF ,AZREF, P IT,YAW,PRATE, YRATE ,RATM,CATt.I, TATH, PATI,.:,
_ '_ATt..i,liACH,ALPHAP,ALPHAY,ALPHA,ALPHAD,CSUBi'.' CSUBA
_; CSUBI. ,CSUBD,I I FT, DRAG,THRST,GRAV,LAT,Lf}NG,RAI'.,GE,
ESUBP, ESUBK, ERATI 0
REAl LAT,L_ING,HACH,L I FT
('r_I.._,I_I/TAB[ ES "TbtACH (30,6_, TCSBN(30,6_, TCSBA(30,6),
-* TT P t T ' 30,6 ), TP I T( 30,6), TT YAW( 30,6), T YAW( 30,6),
TTTRS ( 30,6), TTRUS ( 30,6), TTWDT (30,6'), TV/DC_T(30,6),
_, JCSB[!(6), JCSBA(6), JP I T(6}, JYAW(6), JTRUS (6), JWDC_T(6),
I P I T(6_, LYAW(6) ,LTRUS (6) , L;,I[.)OT(6) ,
-_ i:.llACi_ ( {:,_, '" '-'. ,,,r I Tt'6} ,KYAW(6} ,KTE_,S(6) ,i,W_)clF_v_ ,
' _i.lA(:tt(8_, Ii .I:I T(6}, I YAW(6), I TP,L:g (6), IWo_r(6)
(, ,.i!:IS'I/[:l'_,lr'l/ YBBAR(5,6),YBAR(5,6),XBAR(6,6),KPC(6,6_,KW_C(6,61,
K_!FC (6,6) ,KWOG (6,6) ,KWFG (6,6) ,CT_X (6,6), CTFL (6,6),
S M ISC (30, i,),TANKS ( 30,6}
REAL KPC ,KWOC, KWFC, KW_G ,KWFG,M ISC
C(.._HHON /ENGINe/ P_ PF,T_,TF,CSTR,RH_ RHPJF PT¢, PTF V_ VF H_ HF
W_CDT,WFCDT,HRC ,PC,WOGDT,WFGDT,CVTH,CFTH,CSUBF,FCI-IMBR,
FE:HG II},WOEDT,UFEDT,FIRE ,WEDC_T, I SPE ,W(!PDT,WF_'DT,
FS,_!_SDT,WFSI}T,HRS ,WSD_T, I SPS
;:L AI IiRC ,I;I_[',tlRS, ISPE, ISPS
COMM_NIENGI NW/PCBBR,W(_CBB,:_FCBB,W_GBB,VIFGBB,
S -_CBAR,/_CBI: ,t.JFCBP,,!,.'_GBR,!'FGBR,
, l , , , , ,
* "IND,TREF,DREF,FPTPA PT_G PTFG TS01 PT_I TSfi2 _ 1",("_2,
"I , , , ; , ,
CI_,C2_, TSFI ,PTFI , TSF2,PTF2,CIF,C2F,
LfJ,RfJ,UHI_,LH_,LF,RF,UHF,LHF(SI ,












$ _r L ,F ,t_mb ,F_PT,KURF, DTBUP, V'IC_FF , VFC_FF ,EPVC[ ,
3TDCY,WtISDT,WH_SD,WHFSD,WI'Ir_E D,WHFED, RESt, RESF ,
, _ I l 9 9 p$ A_LBT F!_SI [TACF,ETACS,T_i,CTf_,TFi CTF
_; V_BB, VFBB,14_,C_IL,HFC_I , PARAH'., VPARL,
S ','KPC (6_ ,_/KW_C (6_ ,WK'WFC t6) ,WK_H_GF 6_ ,WKWFG r 6),
._ TBI_DUP, TE ND,FLGHD, FLGSD, LSTAGE ,CSTRrJ
LgGICAt FLGHD,FLGSD
REAl L_,I_F, Nf_FE ,KURF
INTEGER P I ND,FPTPA,UH_,UHF
RFAL KLV[
DlllEI]S 1_' PAR(61
INTEGER ADD, TAG, DEE, ?RE
I = THI_,IO + 1
,S_ T[ < (10,20,3(1,33,40,401, I
C_AST
THRST = O. 0
"PDOT = O.0






THRST = FVA£ - FPSiS * ASUBTS -,vPATM
TBD_T : I. 0
F"'_
,_"J TO 1 1
TABULAR
CAll !_TE R:_ (TT TRS (I, $1 I !'1 '' _ , --' 'Ii ' :II[_S ' 1, S] i .._.{p), t TtttJS { S T I_[)/. ,, t
$ C[ A(I TRUS (ST __D) I, THRST, Z, JTRUS (ST INO !, KTRUS (ST ND!, t )
THRST = THRST * KSUBF
CALL _4TERPfTTWDT(I,STIHD),TWDOT(I,STIND), IWDF_T(STIHD),
S CLA(LWD_T(ST!ND)),WPD_T,Z,JWDOT(STIND),KWDOT(ST ND),L)
',,!PD¢T = -WPD_T * KSUBW
TBD#T = I. 0
G_ T_ II
TABULAR VACUUM THRUST, C_NSTANT ISP
CALL NTERP(TTTRStl,STIND),TTRUS(I,STIND),ITRUS(STIND),
$ CLA(LTRUS (ST IND) l,THRST, Z, JTRUS (ST IND) ,KTRUS (STI NDI ,L)
THRST = THRST * KSUBF - EPSIS * ASUBTS * PATM
W°D_JT = -THRSi/IS! >
iL;LJ,,;T = l.t)
IF (THIND .EQ. 5) GI_ TI_ 50
GO TI_ 11
LIQUID ENGINE INFLUENCE
ACCEL - (THRST - DRAG)/W
IF fFLGHD) ACCEL = O.O
C(_EFF IC IENTS
C_MPUTE PUNP INLET TEHPERATURES
CALL VP_LYf6,CTOX(I,STIND),WOIW#IS,DELT_)
T_ = TOI + CT_ * DELT_
CALL VP_LY(6,CTFI._I,STINDI,WF./'WFIS,DELTF)
FIGURE _4. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ENGINE (cont.)
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TF = TFI + CTF * DELTF
C CONPUTE PUM_ INI_ET DENSITIES
CALL PRPDEN(I,P(_,T0-459.688,Z,Z,PVO,RH00)
CALL PRPDEN (Pl ND+I, PF, TF-459. 688, TREF, DREF, PVF, RH(_F)
C C0[4_UTE TANK PRESSURES
r F (FPTPA .NE. O) G0 T0 41
_TGJ = PTOG + PATN
_'TF = PTFG + PATN
G(_ Tf) 47
41 IF (TSTAG .GE. TS02) G(Z) TO 43
fF (TSTAG .GT. TS(_I) G(_ TO 42
;T0 = PTV11
Gf5 TO 44
42 TSO : (TSTAG - TS_I_ * _PT02 - PTO1}/(TS02 - TS01)
T_ = PTf;l + CI_ * TSO + C20 * TS0"'2
G_ TO 44
43 PT_ = PT_2
44 IF (TSTAG .GE. TSF2) GO TO 46
IF (TSTAG .GT. TSFI) GO TO 45
_TF = PTFI
G_ TO 47
45 TSF = (TSTAG -TSFI) * rPTF2- PTFI)/CTSF2 - TSFI)
_TF = PTFI + CIF * TSF + C2F * TSF**2
G_ T_ 47
46 _TF = PTF2
47 C_NTI NUE
C COMPUTE TANK VOLUMES AND HEIGHTS
H_ = 0.O
HF = O.O
V_) = _'&I/RH¢0 - V_BB
VF = WF/RH(_F - VFBB
IF (V(2} .LT. 0.0) G_ T_ 471
CALL H I TE (V_,LI_,H_)
471 C@NT INUE
IF (VF .LT. 0.0) G_ T_ 472
CALL HITE(VF,LF,HF)
_72 C_NTINUE
H_ : HA + H_CSL
HF = HF + HFC_I
C COMPUTE _UM _ INLET PRESSURES
_r_ = PTO + RH_I_ * ACCEL * H0/144.0 - RESO * WOPDT**2/
S (144.0 * RH00)
_F = PTF + RHOF * ACCEL * HF/144.0 - RESF * WFPDT**2/
S (144.o * RHI_F)
C COM_UTE VARIENCE (_F FIRST F_}UR INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
CALL VARYD ( PI_, PI_NOM, PAR, 4)
°AR(5) = KURF * (FOPT - FOPN_M)/FI_PNOM












C_,t,!,-UTE C.. C_RRECTI_H FACTgR
CALL G ICE Q( nC, ,'-'CBBR, _C BAR,t _K-_C, PAR, :3)
MRC = '._,ICDT/'.'FCbT
CALL TCPR_(PIIq[),IIRC,PC,EPSI ,CVTH,CFTH)
CSTR = PC >" ASUBT ._ GSUBI/(W_CDT + _/FCDT)
_AR(6) = (CVTH < ETACS - CSTR)/CSTRII
C_RRECT CI--IAt!BER F! _ RATES AND I_IIXTURE RAT!I_
','9CDT = ','@CDT + "_CBR _'_ \l<,',r.Jc(6_ _'_ PAR(6)
"FCDT = 'SFCDT + _'FCBR :< t'KWFC(6_ * PAR(6)
/_RC = WI_CDTIV/FCDT
CI_4PUTE CHAI,IBER '_RESSI.JRE AND GAS GENERAT_R FLI_V._ RATES
C : PC + PCBAR * WK_C(61 -,v PAR(6)
CALL GICEQ(W_GDT,U_GBB,W_GBR,VKWOG,'_AR,6)
CALL G ICEQ(WFGDT,t4FGBB,WFGBR,WKWFG,PAR,6)
C_MnUTE THEORETICAL. AHD ACTUAL THRUST C_EFFiCIE_.ITS
CALL TCPR_,_(PIMD,MRC,PC,EPSf,CVTH,CFTH)
CSUBF = ETACF -;-"CFTH - EPSI -.,_PATM/PC
Cf)HPUTE CHAHBER AND EMGINE THRUSTS
FCHMBR = CSUBF -.v PC _,_ASUBT
FEMGIN = FCHMBR + FTURB
C_UTE ENGINE FL_V! RATES AND MIXTURE RATI_
'.!_EDT = V!_CDT + '.;_GDT
_,4FEDT = WFCDT + ',.'FGDT
' ED_IT = W_EDT + _:FEDT
\'@_DT = t'#EDT + t.#.t_ED
'.'F>OT = ',._FEDT + ',SblFED
C_MPUTE TE,,TAI STAGE THRUSTS,FL_V RATES, ETC.
"FSDT = H_FE -_ ',!FPDT + WNFSD
MRS = \.TflSDT!VTFSUT
:_SD_T = 'v.J!_SDT + tTSDT + 'WI,iSDT
FS = NC3FE _._ FEI!GIFI
ISPS : FS/WSD_T
KLVL : I .0
IF (TIME .GE. TBI DUP} G_ T_ 48
KIVL : (TIME - TSUBS)IDTBUP
G_ T_ q9
CHECK FfJR SHUT-D_VSI'I
48 IF (FLGSD) KI.V[ : (TEND - TIME)/DTDCY
49 IF (THIND .EO. 5_ G_ T_ 35
THRST : O. O
WPD_T ,: O.O
50 THRST : FS -.v KLVL + THRST
',.'D_T : -WSD_T * KLVL + WPDI_T
FIGURE Z4. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ENGINE (cont.)
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WODF_T = -_,,!OSDT_ KLVI.
"FD_T = -_,IFSDT * KLVL
TBD_T = 1.0
IF (FLGSD) RETURN
' '_R(ST!!',ID) = (V_ - V_IC_FF) _v RHeI_
"FR(STIND) = (VF - VFC_JFF) * RHOF
AVHR(STIND) = (WIllS - W(_)/(WFIS - WF)
RETURN
END
FIGURE Z4. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ENGINE (cont.)
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XXI. SUBROUTINE ENGSU
This subroutine sets up the working data - /ENGIN-W/ -, for
Subroutine ENGINE at the beginning of each stage.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL ENGSU
This subroutine uses COMMON blocks CONST, INPUT, WORKD,
SAVE, ENGINI, ENGINW, STAGES, INFLTB, ENGINO and DATA.
METHOD
i. If S_qND = LSTAGE, return
If STIND _ LSTAGE, go to Z
Z. LSTAGE = STIND
Set up nominal and specific engine dependent variables:
3. Do 5, I= I, 5
4. YBBARW (I) = YBBAR(I, STIND)





Set up tank and miscellaneous data:
6. Do 8, I = 1, 30
= TANKS (I, STIND)
= MISC (I, STIND)
Test if influence coefficients were generated by Block I:
9. If ISTG(STIND) > 0 and ISTG(STIND) < 5, go to 19
Otherwise, go to 10
10. Do 15, I = 1, 6
11. WKPC(I) = KPC(I,STIND)
12. WKWOC (I) = KWOC (I, STIND)
13. WKWFC (I) = KWFC (I, STIND)
14. WKWOG (I) = KWOG (I, STIND)
15. WKWFG(I) = KWFG(I,STIND)
Set up nominal independent variables:
16. Do 17, I = l, 6
17. XBARW (1) =
18. Go to 49
XBAR (I, STIND)
Set up influence coefficients and nominal values generated by
19. Do 24, I = I, 4























WKWOC(I) = YY(I, l, STIND)
WKWFC(1) = YY(I, Z, STIND)
WKWOG(I) = YY(I, 3, STIND)
WKWFG(1) = YY(I, 4, STIND)
WKPC(5) = YY(6, 5, STIND)
WKPC(6) = YY(5, 5, STIND)
WKWOC(5) = YY(6, I, STIND)
WKWOC(6) = YY(5, i, STIND)
WKWFC(5) = YY(6, 2, STIND)
_,_r_^rr_16) = YY_ _ STI_FD)
WKWOG(6) = YY(5, 3, STIND)
W-KWIgG(5) = YY(6, 4, STIND)
W]CWFG(6) = YY(5, 4, STIND)
YBBARW(1) = VDEPA(5, STIND)
YBBARW (Z) = VDEPA( I, STIND)
YBBARW(3) = VDEPA(Z, STIND)
YBBARW (4) = VDEPA(3, STIND)
YBBARW(5) = VDEPA(4, STIND)
Do41, I = I, 5
YBARW (I) = YBBARW (I)
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42. Do 43, I = l, 4
43. XBARW(I) = VINDA(I, STIND)
44. XBARW(5) = VINDA(6, STIND)
45. XBARW(6) = VINDA(5, STIND)
46. EPSI = EAE(I, STIND)
47. ASUBT = EAE(Z, STIND)
48. ETACF = EAE(3, STIND)
49. Continue
Initialize variables:
50. TBLDUP = TSUBS + DTBUP
51. TEND = INFIN
52. FLGHD = .FALSE.
53. FLGSD = .FALSE.
54. PO = PONOM
55. PF = PFNOM
56. WOPDT = WOCBR
57. WFPDT = WFCBR
58. THRST = 0
Test for thrust buildup:
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59. If DTBUP = O, THRST = FOPNOM
If DTBUP _ O, go to 60
Compute nominal characteristic velocity:



















Thrust chamber throat area
Nominal thrust chamber
characteristic velocity
Time interval for thrust
buildup























































Array of input chamber fuel
flow rate influence
coefficients
Array of input gaseous fuel
flow rate influence
coefficients
Array of input chamber
oxidizer flow rate
influence coefficients
Array of input gaseous
0"_ flow rate
influence coefficients
Last stage set-up indicator
Array of working values of
miscellaneous data
Array of input values of
miscellaneous data
Chamber pressure nominal psia
value
Nominal fuel pump inlet psia
pressure
Fuel pump inlet pressure psia
Nominal oxidizer pump inlet psia
pre s s ure




























SUBROUTINE ENGSU NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Description
Stage indicator
Array of working tank data
Array of input tank data
Time when full thrust is sec
reached
Time when engine shut- sec
down is complete
Stage thrust lb
Time at start of section sec
Array of dependent variables
Array of independent
variables
Nominal value of chamber
fuel flow rate
Fuel pump flow rate








2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, Ii,
12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,







/INFLTB/, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39
/INFLTB/, 43, 44, 45
/ENGINW/, 57, 60
/ENGINO/, 57
/ENGINW/, ii, 20, 25,
Z6
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Array of working chamber
fuel flow rate influence
coefficients
Array of working gaseous
fuel flow rate influence
coefficients
Array of working chamber
oxidizer flow rate influence
coefficients
Array of working gaseous
oxidizer flow r_t_ influence
coefficients
Nominal value of chamber
oxidizer flow rate
_idizer pump flow rate
Array of independent variables














/ENGINW/, 15, Z4, 33,
34
/ENGINW/, It, Zl, ZY,
Z8





EQUIV, DIM, 17, 43,
44, 45
/E NGINI/, 5











Array of influence coefficients
generated by Block I
Reference
EQUIV, DIM, 4, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 41
/INFLTB/, Z0, Z l, 2Z,
23, 24, 25, Z6, Z7, ;'-8,
29, 30, 31, 3Z, 33, 34
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R[7A t t r_
:Cf:AR,' 'mCE:.R,_.'FC BE ,'_'_GBR,WFGBR,




H@FE ,FTURB, FdPT,KURF, DTBUP, V_C_FF, VF C,.4FF, EPVC.[ ,
bT{)C Y, _.if"iSD l ,_,.'Hr_S[.,, ',.,'1,IF S D, WM_E D, WI'IF t: (J, RE Sd, RE S F,
ASUBT,EPSI ,LTACF,FTACS,T01 ,CT0,TFI ,Ell- ,
',."!{:B, ,/7 BB ,HPC _![ ,i;FCgt ,PARAt,!L ,VPAR[ ,
, :it,; C ( G ), . it 'de ( 61, t 'KV'F C ( 61, t .'K',IT_G( G} , ', :.' { I " :: __ ) '
IBi t..,t_r_, T[It':P,F [ :'.;Hi>,F!. GSD,I STAGE ,CSTZTi
Pl :;HD,FIGSD
, I_F , I!:IF[ ,i::URF
C,!11t1_I'I ![."4G!tt.,q/ pO,PF,TQ,TF,CSTR,RH_J,RH_F,PT(t,_,PTF,V_,VF,H_!,HF,
''_(;£,-{ , r(i.,_ ,;iP( , "c, "IGE:T,V.F_T,CVTH,CFTfI,CSI)BF,FCr_r:,...-R,
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REAL HI SC D
DIMENSI(_N YBBARW(5) ,YBARW(5),XBARW(6),TANKD(30),MISCD(30)
EQUIVALENCE (YBBARW( 1 ), PCBBR), (' YBARW( 1 ), PCBAR), (XBARVJ( 1 ), -"(2}NOH),
$ (TANKD(1), P I ND), (MISCD(1),N_FE)
IF (STIND .EQ. LSTAGE) RETURN
LSTAGE : STIND
D0 10 1:I ,5
YBBARW(1) : YBBAR(I,STIND)
10 YBARW(1) : YBAR(I,STIND)
M0VE TANK DATA
MI_VE MISC. DATA
D_ 20 I= I, 30
TANKD(1) = TANKS(I,STIND)
20 HISCD(1) = MISC(I,STIND)
HI_VE INFLUENCE C_EFFICIENTS
IF (ISTG(STIND) .GT. O .AND.
D_ 50 I=I ,6
WKPC(1) = KPC(I ,STIND)
V/KW_C ( I ) = KW_C ( I, S T I ND)
_./KWFC(I) = KWFC(I,STINO)
WKW_G(I) = KW_G(I ,STIND_
50 WKWFG(I) = KWFG(I,STIND)
DO 51 I=I ,6
51 XBARW(1) = XBAR(I ,STIND)
GO) T0 65
55 D0 60 I=1,4
_'IKPC(1) = YY(I,S,STIND)
'.IKW_C(1) = YY(I,I,STIND)
_;JKWFC(1) = YY(I ,2,STIND)
WKVIOG(I) : YY(I ,3,STIND)












= VDEPA(' I ,STI ND)
= VDEPA(2,STIND)
= YY(6,1 ,ST









YBBARW ( 3 )
ISTG(STIND) .LT. 5) GO T0 55





(4) ........ ' ........ '
'_BBAR_/(5) = VDE_-A(_,STI!-]D_
L,_ 61 I=I,5
YBARW(1) = YEBAR"( _,
D._ 62 I=1,4
×BAR'!(t 1 V!!IDAr I ST i t!f)_








t-'-j . .r ,GHD = fAl S[_





iF (DTBUP .EQ. 0.0)
,ZSTR_! = ",f._AP. L- '_::_t!ET
T_RsT = F_NCM
-;t f': i: { !i'), 1 / t" !'_F"_ P P ,_ & ! 'Ft_" p _'_ _
Ri TURH
FIGURE 25. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ENGSU (cont.)
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XXII. SUBROUTINE VPOLY
This subroutine evaluates a polynomial of the form:
Y = C 1 + CzX+ C3X2 + .... C X m-I
m
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL VPOLY (M, C, X, Y)
C is an array containing the coefficients of the equation.
SOLUTION METHOD
Following is the appropriate set of equations:
i. Y = c(1)
Z. XP = X
3. Do 5, I= Z, M
4. Y = Y + (C(I))(XP)















Successive powers of X
Value of polynomial
Units Reference






$ I BFTC VP_iLY FUL IST,REF
SUBRelUTINE VP_LY(M,C,X,Y)
C M ,, DEGREE elF PelLYNOMIAL + I
C C ,, VECTOR (_F CelEFFICIENTS elF DIMENSlelN M
C X = VALUE Tel USE Tel EVALUATE PelLYNelMIAL
C Y - VALUE elF PelLYNelMIAL
C VPelLY EVALUATES A DelLYNelHIAL elF THE FelRM





Y = Y + C(I)*XP
10 XP = XP * X
RETURN
END




This subroutine computes the quantity (X i - X i)/(X i) which is
used in engine influence coefficient calculations.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL VARYD (XLiST,)(BAR, PARSHL, N)
XLIST is an array containing the instantaneous values of the
_i:de_=_,_nt variables, X i . )(BAR is an array containing the nominal values
of the variables, X i .
SOLUTION METHOD
Following is the appropriate set of equations:
1. Do 2, I= I, N




























CALCULATES rX - XBAR)/XBAR FOR INFLUENCE
DI_ 10 I=I,N




FIGURE Z7. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE VARYD
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XXIV. SUBROUTINE GICEQ
This subroutine computes the value of the general influence
coefficient equation of form:
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL GICEQ (Y, YBRBR, YBAR, COEFS, PARSHL, N)
COEFS is an array containing the non-dimensional influence
coefficients, Kij . PARSHL is an array containing the quantities
(X i - Xi)/(X i) . The values of PARSHL come from Subroutine VARYD.
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SOLUTION METHOD
Following is the appropriate set of equations:
I. Y = 0
Z. Do 3, I= I, N
3. Y = Y + (GOEFS(I))(PARSHL(I))



































SUBROUTINE G I CEQ(Y, YBRBR, YBAR,COEFS, PARSHL ,N)
DIHENSION COEFS (N) ,PARSHL(N)
CALCULATES GENERAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT EQUATION
Y : YBRBR + YBAR*(COEFS(1) * PARSHL(1),/'I=I,N))
Y = 0.0
DO 10 I:I,N
10 Y : Y + COEFS(I} * PARSHL(1)
Y : YBRBR + YBAR * Y
RETURN
END
FIGURE 28. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE GICEQ
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XXV. SUBROUTINE INTEG
This subroutine provides a step-by-step procedure for the
integration of first-order differential equations such as is used, for
example, in trajectory analysis. The technique is based upon the
Runge-Kutta integration analysis, as modified by the method of
S. Gill (Ref. [i] ).
The general computational method is as follows.
Given the system of M equations:
dYi/dx = f'l(X, Yl ' YZ ' "'" Ym ) , (i = l, Z, ... m)
and the values of x , Yl ' YZ ' "'" Ym for x = x ° , the auxiliary
routine DERIV computes the values, x, Yl , YZ .... Yrn for
X=Xo+ h.
The determination of the values of the dependent variables
requires four passes through the program. The equations used involve
four coefficients, which are internally stored in a DATA statement as
double precision constants. At the end of the fourth pass, and before
control is returned to the main program, INTEG makes an additional
pass through the auxiliary routine DERIV to compute the derivatives
of the dependent variables for the final value of the independent
variable,
f.(x + h , , .I o ' Yl4 Y24 "'" Ym4 )
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CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL INTEG (DERIV, N, V, DER, Q, K)





V is an array of dimension (2, N). The first
element is the independent variable; the
following N-1 elements are the M dependent
variables, be variables are double precision
within the integration routine.
DER is an array of dimension N. The first
element is the integration interval for the
i:_d_pendent variable. The foiiowzng elements
are the derivatives of the dependent variables.
Q is an array of dimension N, where the Q's
are double precision summing variables.
The following double precision constants are internally stored
in a DATA statement:
B1 = 2 -,/-_ = 0.585786438
B2 = 2 + _2/_= 3.414213562
Cl = -2 + 3/'f'_ = 0.1Z1320344
C2 = 2 {-2 -3/_f_) = -8.24?.640688
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SOLUTION METHOD
The following set of equations is established:
i. Q(1) = (DER(1))/(2)
2. K = 1
3. If K = I, go to 4
If K = 2, go to 9
If K = 3, go to 13
If K = 4, go to 18
First pass:
4. Do 6, I = 2, N
5. Q(I) = (DER (I))(Q (1))
6. V(I) = V(I) + O(I)
7. V(1) = V(1) + O(1)
8. Go to 20
Second pass:
9. Do II, I = 2, N
i0. V(I) = V(I) + (BI)((DER(I))(Q(1)) -Q(I))
II. Q(I) + (BI)(DER(I))(Q(1)) + (CI)(Q(I))
12. Go to 20
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Third pa ss:
13. Do 15, I =
14. V(D = V(D
Z,N
+ (BZ) ((DER(1))(Q (1)) - Q (I))
15. Q(I) = (Z)(BZ)(DER(I))(Q(1))
16. V(1) = V(1) + Q(1)
17. Go to Z0
Fourth pass:
+ (CZ) (Q (1))
18. Do 19, I = Z, N
!9. V(1) = V(1) + ((DER(1))(Q(])) -Q(I))/(3)
Z0. CALL DERIV
ZI. K=K+ 1
ZZ. If K _ 4, go to 3



















Constant = -8. 242640688
Values for integration in-
terval and derivatives




Total number of dependent
variables + 1
Summing variables





DATA, DP, 10, ll
DATA, DP, 14, 15
DATA, DP, ll
DATA, DP, 15
CALL, DIM, 1, 5, 10,
l l, 14, 15, 19
CALL, 20
CALL, 2, 3, 21, 22
CALL, DIM, 4, 9, 13,
18
CALL, DIM, DP, 1, 5, 6,
7, 10, 11, 14, 15,
16, 19
CALL, DIM, DP, 6, 7, 10,
14, 16, 19
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5 GO TO (I0,20,30,40), K
C F IRST PASS
10 DO 11 I--2,N
Q(1) = DER(1) * Q(1)
11 V(1) : V(1) + Q(1)
v(1) : v(1) + Qrl)
GO TO 50
C SECOND PASS
20 DO 21 I=2,N
V(1) = V(1) + BI * (DER(1) * Q_'I) - Q(1))
21 Qrl) : BI * DER(1) * Q(1) + CI * Q(1)
GO TO 50
C TH IRD PASS
30 DO 31 I--2 N
V('l) = V(li + B2 * (DER(1) * Q(1) - Q('I))
3! 0(I_ = 2.0 * B2 * DER(1) * q(l) + C2 * qf,!)
V(1) : V_'I) + Q(I)
GO TO 5O
C Et'll ID TLI DACCi I,_1% i I I _ p%,,jl,.,_
40 DO 41 I,,2,N
41 V('I) = V(1) + (DER(1) * Q(1) - Q(1))/3.0
50 CALL DERIV
K=K + I




FIGURE 29. SYMBOLIC I/STING OF SUBROUTINE INTEG
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XXVI. SUBROUTINE NTERP
This subroutine will perform either a linear, quadratic or cubic
interpolation by the use of Lagrange's interpolation formula.
Tables of the independent variable X and of the corresponding
dependent variable Y are stored. The values of these tables are se-
quenced in ascending order, after the introduction of the maximum and
minimum values as the first and second table values respectively. These
latter values define the table limits for control purposes. The following
constraints apply:
a. If X is outside the table limits, interpolation does
not take place.
b. If quadratic or cubic interpolation is desired but the
value of X is such that there is only one point below
X in the table, a switch is made to linear interpola-
tion. If cubic interpolation is desired but the value
of X is such that there is only one point above X in
the table, a switch is made to quadratic interpolation.
c. Linear interpolation requires two points X 1 and X z
such that X 1 < X < X Z.
d. Quadratic interpolation requires three points XI, X z
X 3 such that X 1 < X 2 < X _ X 3 .
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e. Cubic interpolation requires four points X 1 , X z , X 3 and
X4 such that X 1 < X z < X _ X3 < X 4 .
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL NTERP(X, Y, MAXI, XO, YO, DYO, N, K, L)
SOLUTION METHOD
Initially, a check is made to determine if the argument is
within the table limits. If so, L = 0. If the argument is less than the
minimum table value, L is set to -1. If the argument is greater than
the table limits, L is set to +l.
i. L : 0
2. If XO _ X(!), gotn
3. YO = Y(1)
4. DYO = 0
5. L = +I
Return
6. If XO _ X(Z), go to I0
7. YO = Y(Z)
8. DYO = 0
9. L = -I
Return
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Next, find the interval for interpolation:
I0 If K < 2, K= 2, go to 13
ii K = K+I
12 If K > MAX[, go to 3
13 If XO > x(n), go to II
14 Go to 17
15 K = K-I
16 If K < 2, go to 7
17 If XO < X(K), go to 15
18 If N = i, go to 19
N = 2, go to Z5
N = 3, go to 34









X2 = X(K + I)
Y2 = Y(K + i)
DYO = (Y2 -YI)/(X2 -Xl)
24. YO = Y1 + (DYO)(XO - Xl)
Return
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If quadratic interpolation is called for by Eq. 18, then:
25. If K = Z, go to 19
Z6. Xl = X(K- 1)
zT. Y1 = Y(K-1)
z8. xz = X(K)
29. Y2 = Y{K)
30. X3 = X(K+ I)
31. Y3 = Y(K+ I)
32. DYO = (YI)((2.0)(XO) -X2 -X3)/{(XI -XZ)(XI -X3))
+(Y2) ((2.0)(XO) - XI - X3)/((X2. - XI)(XZ - X3))
+(Y3) ((z.0)(xo) - xl - xz)/((x3 - xl)(x3 - xz))
33. YO = (XO - X2) (XO - X3) (YI)/((Xl - X2) (Xl - X3))
+(XO - Xi) (XO - X3) (YZ)/((XZ - Xl) (X2 - X3))
+(XO - X1) (XO - X2) (Y3)/((X3 - Xl)(X3 - XZ))
Return
If cubic interpolation is required, then:
34. If K= 2, go to 19
35. XI = X(K- 1)
36. Y1 = Y(K- 1)
37. X2 = X(K)









x3 = X(K + 1)
Y3 = Y(K + i)
X4 = X(K + Z)
Y4 = Y(K + 2)
If X3 = X(1), go to 32
DYO = (YI)((XO -XZ)(XO -X3) +(XO -XZ)(XO -X4)
+(XO - X3)(XO - X4))/((Xl - XZ)(Xl -X3)(X1 - X4))
+(Y2) ((XO - XI)(XO - X3) + (XO - XI)(XO - X4)
+(XO - X3)(XO - X4))/((X2 - Xl)(XZ - X3)(X2 - X4))
+(Y3) ((XO - X1)(XO - X2) + (XO - XI)(XO - X4)
+(XO - X2)(XO - X4))/((X3 - Xl)(X3 - X2)(X3 - X4))
+(Y4) ((XO - Xl)(XO - X2) + (XO - Xl)(XO - X3)
+ (XO - X2)(XO - X3))/((X4 - Xl)(X4 - X2)(X4 - X3))
YO = (Y1) (XO - X2) (XO - X3) (XO - )(4)
/((XI - XZ)(Xl - X3)(Xl - X4))
+(YZ) (XO - Xl)(XO - X3) (XO - X4)
/((X2 - Xl)(X2 - X3)(X2 - )(4))
+ (Y3) (XO - Xl) (XO - X2) (XO - X4)
/((X3 - XI)(X3 - X2)(X3 - X4))
+ (Y4) (XO - XI) (XO - X2) (XO - X3)




















Slope of Function at XO, YO



















CALL, 4, 8, 23, 24, 32,
44
CALL, I0, II, IZ, 13,
15, 16, 17, 19, 20, Zl,
22, 25, 26, 27, Z8, zg,
30, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42
CALL, 1, 5, 9
CALL, 12
CALL, 18
CALL, DIM, 2, 6, 13, 17,
19, 2i, 26, Z8, 30, 35,
37, 39, 41, 43
CALL, Z, 6, 13, 17, Z4,
32, 33, 44, 45
19, Z3, 24, Z6, 32, 33,
35, 44, 45
21, 2.3, 2.8, 32, 37, 44,
45
30, 3Z, 33, 39, 43, 44, 45
41, 44, 45
CALL, DIM, 3, 7, 20, ZZ,
27, Z9, 31, 36, 38, 40, 42
CALL, 3, 7, Z4, 33, 45

































SUBROUTINE NTER _ X,Y,_IAXI,XO,YO,DYO,N,K,L)
DIMENSION X(MAYl ,Y(MAXI)
X = INDE°ENDENT VARIABLE TABLE
Y = DEPENDENT VARIABLE TABLE
MAXI = MAXIMUM SIZE OF TABLES
XO = INTER°OLATION VALUE OF tNDE°ENDENT VARIABLE
YO = INTER_'OLATED VALUE OF DE_'ENDENT VARIABLE
DYO = SLOPE OF FUNCTION AT (XO,YO)
N : TY_E OF INTERPOLATION
K : LOCATION COUNTER OF LAST INTER._OLATION ENTRY
L : PSEUDO ERROR INDICATOR iF ARGUMENT WITHIN TABLE
LIMITS L = O, IF ARGUMENT LESS THAN MINIMUM TABLE VALUE
L : -I, IF ARGUMENT GREATER THAN TABLE LIMITS, L ,: +1
CHECK TO SEE !F WITHIN TABLE LIMITS
L=O
IF (XO .LE. X(1))
I YO = Y(1)
DYO = O .0
L :+I
RETURN
2 IF _'XO .GE. X(2))
3 YO : Y(2)
DYO = 0.0
L - -1




FIND INTERVAL FOR INTERPOLATION
GO TO 6
5K=K+ I
IF (K .GT, .HAXI) GO TO I
6 IF (XO .GT. X,.'K)) GO TO 5
GO TO 8
7K=K- l
iF (K .LT. 2) GO TO 3
8 iF _XO .LE. XCK)) GO TO 7
GO TO (10,20,30), N
LINEAR INTERDOLATION
10 Xl = X(K)
YI = Y(K)
x2 = X(K+I)
Y2 : Y(K+I )
DYO : (Y2 - Y1)/(X2 - Xl)
YO = Y1 + DYO * (XO - Xl)
RE TURN
QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION
20 IF t'K .EQ. 2) GO TO 10
Xl = XfK-1 )
YI = YfK-I )
X2 = X (K)




Y3 = Y(K+I )
21 DYO ,= Y1 * (2.0 * XO - X2 - X3)/r(Xl - X2) * (Xl - X3))
S + Y2 * (2.0 * XO - Xl - X3)I((X2 - Xl) * _'X2 - X3))
$ + Y3 * r2.0 * XO - Xl - X2)/r(X3 - Xl) * (X3 - X2))
YO ,= (X0 - X2) * fXO - X3) * YI/((Xl - X2) * _'Xl - X3))
$ + (XO - Xl) * (XO - X3) * Y21((X2 - Xl) * (X2 - X3))
$ + (XO - Xl) * (XO - X2) * Y3/((X3 - Xl) * t'X3 - X2))
RETURN
CUBIC I NTEROOLATION
GO TO 1030 IF (K .EQ. 2)





Y3 -- Y(K+I )
X4 - X_'K+2)
yLI. = Y(K+2)
IF t'X3 .EQ. Xfl)) GO TO 21
DYO = Y1 * t'(XO - X2) * (XO - X3) + (XO - X2) * t'XO - X4)
_; + rxo - x3) * rxo - x4))/((Xl - x2) * (Xl - x3)
$ * _'Xl - x4))
$ + Y2 * ((XO - Xl) * (xo - x3) + t'xo - Xl) * rXO - x4)
$ + (XO - x3) * t'xo - x4))/((X2 - xl) * ,(×2 - x3)
$ * (X2 - X4))
S + Y3 * ((XO - Xl) * (XO - X2) + (XO - Xl) * ,rxo - x4)
S + _XO - X2) * rXO - X4))I((X3 - Xl) * (X3 - X2)$ * (x3 - x4))
$ + Y4. * ((XO- Xl) * (XO -X2) + rXO -Xl) * rXO -X3)
$ + rX0 - X2) * (XO - X3))I((X4 - Xl) * rX4 - X2)
$ * (x4 - x3))
YO = Y1 * rXO - X2) * ('XO - X3) * (XO - X4)/((Xl - X2)







+ Y2 * (XO - Xl) * _'XO - X3) * (XO - X4)/((X2 - Xl)
• (X2 - X3) * (X2 - X4))
+ Y3 * _'XO - Xl) * t'XO - X2) * (XO - X4)/((X3 - Xl)
• (X3 - X2) * (X3 - X4))
+ Y4 * _'XO - Xl) * (XO - X2) * (XO - X3)/_'(X4 - Xl)
• (X4 - X2) * ('X4 - X3))
FIGURE $0. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE NTERP (cont.)
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XXVII. SUBROUTINE STDATM
This subroutine calculates the atmospheric pressure, density,
temperature and speed of sound, given the altitude in feet.
The computational method used first computes the geopotential
height, and then the other values as a function of this height. The basic
d_t_ _rp thm_p nt: the ARDC, 1_, Standard _,_ _ _t-_-=--=
sea-level Earth radius is taken as ?-0855277.8928 feet.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL STDATM (H, D, S, T, P)
SOLUTION METHOD
First the geopotential height is calculated:
I. GPH = (20855277.8928)(H)/(H + 20855277.8928)
Then the temperature and pressure are calculated as a function
of the geopotential height interval:
Z. If GPH > 0, go to 5
If GPH -< 0, go to 3






4. Go to 7
5. If GPH > 36089.24, go to 9
If GPH -_ 36089.24, go to 6
6. T_/ = 288.16- (0.1981199)(I0) -2 (GPH)
-5
7. PW = (2116.22)(1.0 - (0.6875347)(10)
8. Go to 39
9. If GPH > 82020.997, go to 13
If GPH _< 82020.997, go to 10
TW = 216.66
PW = exp(7.8929846 - (0.4806324) (10) -4 (GPH))
Go to 39
If GPH > 154199.475,








16. Go to 39
17. If GPH > 173884.514,





























exp (6. 6032 876 - (0.3684067) (10) -4 (GPH))
Z46062.992, go to 25
_< 246062. 992, go to 22
489.3959 - C0. 11887199) (10) -2 (GPH)
( 1.2180285) ( 1.7312672











295Z75.59, go to 29
__ 295275.59, go to 26
!96.86
exp(lO.04434 - (0.52897637) (10) .4 (GPH))
413385.82, go to 33
413385.82, go to 30
- 118. 13999 + (0.0010668) (GPH)
(0.37906765)(I0) -2 (-0.6001219







36. Go to 39
574146.98, go to 37









37. T_V = -202.161527 + (0.176787752)(10)
-5
38. PW = (0.12925894)(10) (-0.2486775
-5
+ (0.21748395)(10)
The final values are determined from the relations:
39. SQ RTT-VV = T'VVO" 5
40. S = (65.766336)(SQRTTW)
41. D = (0.32365915)(10) -3 (PW)/(T%V)
42. P = (PW)/(144.0)






































I, 2.,5, 6, 7, 9, II, 13,
14, 15, 17, 19, Zl, ZZ,
Z3, 25, 27, zg, 30, 31,
33, 34, 35, 37, 38
CALL, 1
CALL, 4Z
7, 11, 15, 19,Z3, 2.7, 31,




3, 6, I0, 14, 18, 22, 26,
30, 34, 37, 39, 41, 43
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$1BFTC STDATM REF,FULIST
C STANDARD ATMOSPHERE ROUTINE
SUBROUTINE STDATM(H, D,S,T,P)
C H -- GEOMETRIC ALTITUDE (FEET)
C D = DENSITY (SLUGS/FEET**3)
C S = SPEED OF SOUND (FEET/SECOND**2)
C T = TEMPERATURE (DEGREES F)
C P -- PRESSURE (POUNDS/INCH**2)
GPH = H * 20855277.8928/(H + 20855277.8928)
C CALCULATE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE)
IF (GPH .GT. 0.0) GO TO 10
TW = 288.16
GO TO 11
10 IF (GPH .GT. 36089.24) GO TO 20
TW = 288.16- .1981199E-2 * GPH
II PW = 2116.22 * (I.0 - .6875347E-5 * GPH)**5.25612
GO TO I00
20 F (GPH .GT. 82020.997) GO TO 30
TW = 216.66
PW = EXP(7.8929846- .4806324E-4 * GPH)
GO TO IO0
30 F (GPH .GT 154199.475) GO TO 40
TW = 141.66001 + .9143999E-3 * GPH
PW = 51.97536 * (.6538355 + .4220438E-5 * GPH)**(-II.3883)
GO TO IO0
40 F (GPH .GT 173884.514) GO TO 50
TW = 282.66
_W = EXP(6.6032876- .3684067E-4 * GPH)
GO TO I00
50 F (GPH .GT 246062.992) GO TO 60
TW = 489.3599 - .11887199E-2 * GPH
PW = 1.2180285 * (1.7312672 - .42054765E-5 * GPH)**8.7602036
GO TO I00
60 F (GPH .GT 295275.59) GO TO 70
TW = 196,86
PW = EXP(IO.O4434 - .52897637E-4 * GPH)
GO TO I00
70 F (GPH .GT 413385.82) GO TO 80
TW = -118.13999 + .0010668 * GPH
PW = .37906765E-2 * (-.6001219 + .54190795E-5 * GPH)**(-9. 76137)
GO TO I00
80 F (GPH .GT 574146.98) GO TO 90
TW = -937. 13956 + .30479999E-2 * GPH
F:W = .30304527E-4 * (-2.9026203 + .9440624E-5 * GPH)**
$ (-3.4164794)
GO TO 100
90 TW - -202.161527 + .176787752E-2 * GPH
PW - .12925894E-5 * (-.2486775 + .21748395E-5 * GPH)**
FIGURE 31. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE STDATM
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S
1OO SQRTTW : SQRT(TW)
S = 65. 766336 * SQRTTW
D = .32365915E-3 * PW/TW
= PW1144.0




FIGURE 31. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE STDATM (cont.)
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XXVIII. SUBROUTINE IIITE
This subroutine computes the height of propellant in a tank,
given the tank geometry and propellant volume.
The analysis is based upon a tank geometry which meets the
following qualifications :
a ° The tank may have a cylindrical section of
radius R and length L, with hemispherical
and/or semiellipsoidal headers.
b. The tank may be spherical, composed of two
hemispherical headers.
c. The tank may be ellipsoidal composed of two
semiellipsoidal headers.
d, The semiellipsoidal headers are limited to
the type designated as "square root of two"
headers. That is, the cross section of the
tank is circular and has a maximum radius
equal to R, while the depth of the header
is equal to R/4"_ .
The 16 combinatorial possibilities of the various headers, with
or without cylindrical tank sections, are shown in Figure 32.
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The equations defining propellant height as a function of
header geometry and propellant volume are given in Figures 33 through 40.
The cubic equations are solved by calling Subroutine CROOT.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL HITE (VOL, T, HT)
T is an array containing the description of the tank to be
analyzed. This description contains:
Word 1: The length of the cylindrical part of the
tank in feet
Word 2: Radius of the tank in feet
Word 3: Type _ _,n_ _d_r I1 _ 4)
_or _ 4: T ..... _: ' ...... _"_- (I 4)
-- u I _, _j,... %,2J. J. %.2 ¥ %' ,,._, J. I I _ _..l_l _I --
The numerical designators in Words 3 and 4 above have the
following meanings:
A "1" specifies a hemispherical header
A "Z" specifies a semieliipsoidai header
A "3" specifies an inverted hemispherical header
A "4" specifies an inverted semiellipsoidal header
The following constants are stored as permanent program data:
PI = 3. 14159265
FRTHPI = (4/3) PI = 4. 1887902
THROPI = 3/PI = 0.95492966
SQR2 = 20.5 = 1.414Z14
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SOLUTION METHOD
The following initial definitions are entered:
i. V = VOL
2. B = 0
3. C = 0
4. X1 = 0
5. XLGTH = T(1)
6. R = Z(z)
7. NTOP = T(3)
8. NBOT = T(4)
9. XL = R
A test is made on the validity of the input data:
10. If NBOT _< 0, go to 217
If NBOT > 0, go to 11
11. If NTOP _< 0, go to 217
If NTOP > 0, go to 12
12. If NBOT _< 4, go to 13
If NBOT > 4, go to 217
13. If NTOP _ 4, go to 14
If NTOP > 4, go to Zl7
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The following equations are established:
14. RSQ = (R)/(SQR2)
15. V1 = (PI)(R2) (XLGTH)
16. V3 = (0 .5) (FRTHPI) (R3)
17. VH = (PD(R) 3
The tank configuration is established:
18. If NTOP = I, go to (19, 81, 55, 141), NBOT
If NTOP = 2, go to (103, 114, 123, 157), NBOT
If NTOP = 3, go to (42, 131, 72, 164), NBOT
if NTOP = 4, go to (!73, !87, !96, 208), NBOT
Th_ ft_llnwi_c_ _,_¢ions _efine the _!ements _._ *_ +_ .._.1.,__
and propellant height. The sketches of Figure 3Z refer to the 16 combin-
atorial possibilities expressed by Eq. 18 above.
19. v5 = v1+(v3){z)
20. V4 = VI + V3
21. If V < V5, go to 22
If V = VS, go to 40
If V > V5, go to 215
22. If V < V4, go to 23
If V = V4, go to 38
If V > V4, go to 35
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Z3. If V < V3, go to 2.7
If V = V3, go to 33
If V >V3, go to 24
Z4. DV = V - V3
Z5. HGT = (DV)/((PI)(R) 2) + R
Z6. HT = HGT
Return
Z7. DV = V3 - V
Z8. N = 1
29. O = (-3)(R) 2
30. D = (THROPI) (DV)




CALL CROOT (I., B, C, D, XL, Xl)
If N = I, go to 33
If N = 2, go to 38
If N = 3, go to 64
If N = 4, go to 79
If N = 5, go to I01
If N = 6, go to 53
If N = 7, go to 185
If N = 8, go to Z04
If N = 9, go to 137
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33. HGT = R - Xl
34. Go to 26
35. N = 2
36. DV = V- V4
37. Go to 29
38. HGT = XLGTH+ R+ X1
39. Go to 26
40. HGT = XLGTH + 2R
41. Go to 26
42. VX = %rH- V3
43. V4 = V! -_._rH+ V3
44. V5 = V4 + V_
45. If V < V5, go to 46
If V = V5, go to 38
If V > V5, go to 215
46. If V < V4, go to 23
If V = V4, go to 53
If V > V4, go to 47
47. N = 6
48. DV = V- V4
49. B = (-3)(R)
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50. C = (-B)(R)
51. D = (-THROPI)(DV)
52. Go to 31
53. HGT = XLGTH +X1
54. Go to Z6
55. VX = VH -V3
56. V4 = VX+V1-VII
57. V5 = V4 + V3
58. If V < V5, go to 59
If V = V5, go to 38
If V > V5, go to 215
59. If V < V4, go to 60
If V = V4, go to 53
If V > V4, go to 66
60. If V < VX, go to 61
If V = VX, go to 33
If V > VX, go to 68
61. D = (-THROPI) (V)
62. N = 3
63. Go to 31
























HGT = (DV)/((PI) (R Z)) + RSQ
Go to Z6
VX = VH-V3
V4 -- VX+ (Vl - (2) CVH))
V5 = V4 + IPX
If V _ V_, go to 76
If V = V5, go to 53
If V > V5, go to 215
If V < V4, go to 60
If V = V4, go to 79
If V > V4, go to 77
N = 4
Go to 48




sz. v3 = (v3)/(SQRz)
83. V4 = V1 + V3
84. V5 = V4 + V2
85. If V < V5, go to 86
If V = V5, go to lO0
If V > V5, go to 215
86. If V < V4, go to 87
If V = V4, go to 101
If V > V4, go to 97
87. If V < V3, go to 88
If V = V3, go to 95
If V > V3, go to 93
88. B = (-3)(RSQ)
89. D = (3)(V)/((Z)(PI))
90. N = 3
91. XL = RSQ
9Z. Go to 31
93. DV = V -V3
94. Go to 70
95. HGT = RSQ + Xl
























HGT = XLGTH+ X1 +RSQ
Go to 26
V2 = (V3)/(SQR2)
V4 = V1 + V3
V5 = V4 + V2
T:V= V5 ^_•i go [o ivu
If V > V5 go to 215
If V < V4, go to 23
If V = V4, go to 38
If V > V4, go to 108
N = 2
DV = V-V4
C = (-3)(R z)/(2)



















V4 = Vl + V3
V5 = V4 + V3
If V < V5, go to 118
If V = V5, go to I Zl
If V > V5, go to 215
If V < V4, go to 87
If V -- V4, go to i01








V5 = V4 + V2
If V < V5, go to 128
If V = V5, go to 101

















If V < V4, go to 60
If V = V4, go to 53





V4 = V3 +VI -VII
V5 = V4+VX
if V < V_, go to !36
If V = VS, go to !0!
If V > V5, go to 215
If V < V4, go to 87
If V = V4, go to 137
If V > V4, go to 139






















VX = VII - (V3)/(SQR2)
V4 = VX+VI-VII
V5 = V4 + V2
If V < V5 go to 147
If V = V5, go to 38
If V> V5





If V > V4, go to 152
If V < VX, go to 149
If V = VX, go to 95
If V > VX, go to 155
D = (-3)(V)/((Z) (PI))
XL = RSQ
Go to 62
























V5 = V4 + V2
If V < V5, go to 163
If V = V5, go to 101
If V > V5, go to 215
If V < V4, go to 148
If V = V4, go to 53




VX = VII - (V3)/(SQR2)
VXI = VIII -V2
V4 = V-X+VI-VH-VH1
V5 = V4+VXI
If V < V5, go to 172
If V = V5, go to 53


















If V < V4, go to 148
If V = V4, go to 79
If V > V4, go to 77
VH = (VH)/(SQRZ)
V4 = V3 +V1 -VH
VX = VH - (V3)/(SQRZ)
V5 = V4 + VX
If V < V5
If V = V5




If V < V4, go to 23
If V = V4, go to 185
If V > V4, go to 179
N = 7
DV : V - V4
B = (-3) (RSQ)
c = (3)(Rz)/(z)
DV = -DV
Go to 1 1 1























If V < V5, go to 193
If V = V5, go to 101
If V > V5, go to 215
If V < V4, goto 87
!f V = V4, go to 53






VX1 = VH1 -V2
V4 = V1 -V3-VItl















If V < V5
If V = V5




If V < V4, go to 60
If V = V4, go to 204







VX = VII -V2
V4 = VX + V1 - (2) (VII)
V5 = V4 + VX
If V < V5, go to 214
If V = V5, go to 53
If V > V5, go to 215
If V < V4, go to 148
If V = V4, go to 204

























Coefficient of X 2 in poly-
nomial equation



















2, 31, 49, 50, 88, 181
3, 29, 31, 50, 110, 182
30, 31, 51, 61, 89, 111,
149
24,25,27,30,36,48,
51, 68,70,93, 97, 109,
111,152,180,183
DATA, 16
25, 26, 33, 38, 40, 53,
64, 70, 79, 95, 101, 137,
185, 215
CALL, 26
28,32,35, 47, 62, 66,
77, 90,98, 108, 119, 129,
139, 153, 179, 194, 206
8,10, 12, 18
7, 11, 13, 18
DATA, 15, 17,25, 70, 89,
111, 149
6, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 25,
29, 33, 38, 40, 49, 50,
70, 79, 100, 110, 121,
137, 182, 185, 204
374










Tank radius / %_-2 ft
Square root of Z
Table of tank geometry
3/PI
_m_nL of L_nm volume
Element of tank volume







14, 69, 70, 88, 91, 95,
i01, 112, IZl, 137, 150,
181, 185
DATA, 14, 82, 103, I14,
123, 132, 142, 143, 155,
157, 158, 166, 167, 173,
175, 187, 188, 196, 197,
208,209
CALL DIM, 5, 6, 7, 8
DATA, 30, 51, 61
i, Zi, ZZ, 25, 24, Z7, 36,
45, 46, 48, 58, 59, 60, 61,
68, 75, 76, 85, 86, 87, 89,
93, 97, 106, 107, 109,
117, 118, 127, 128, 135,
136, 146, !47, !48, !49,
152, 162, 163, 171, 172,
177, 178, 180, 192, 193,
ZOZ, 203, 213, 214
15, 19, 20, 43, 56, 73,
83, 104, 115, 125, 133,
144, 160, 169, 174, 190,
200, Zll
81, 84, 103, 105, 123,
126, 141, 145, 157, 159,











Element of tank volume
Element of tank volume
Element of tank volume
Element of tank volume








16, 19, 20, 23, 24, 27,
42, 43, 55, 57, 68, 72,
81, 82, 83, 87, 93, 103,
104, 114, 115, 116, 123,
124, 131, 132, 133, 141,
143, 155, 157, 164, 167,
174, 175, 187, 189, 190,
196, 198, 200, 208
20, 22, 36, 43 44, 46,
48, 56, 57, 59

















19, 21, 44, 45, 57, 58,
74, 75, 84, 85, 105, 106,
i16, 117, 126, 127, 134,
135, 145, 146, 161, 162,
170, 171, 176, 177, 191,
192, 201, 202, 212, 213
17, 42, 43, 55, 56, 72,
73, 124, 125, 131, 133,
142, 143, 144, 158, 159,
160, 165, 166, 167, 169,
173, 174, 175, 188, 189,
190, 197, 198, 209, 210,
211
165,168, 169, 197, 199,
200
376











Element of tank volume
Element of tank volume
Propellant height
ivid_'-:.*HlLifil p%gZ_ilgi_ VdiU_ ux
propellant height











42, 44, 55, 56, 60, 72,
73, 74, 124, 125, 131,
134, 143, 144, 148, 159,
160, 167, 169, 175, 176,
189, 191, 198, 210, Zll,
212
168, 170, 199, Z01
4, 31, 33, 38, 53, 64, 79,
95, i00, I01, 137, 185
9, 31, 91, i12, i50




Hemispherical Header -- Regular
Hemispherical Header -- Inverted
Semlellipsoidal Header -- Regular
Semiellipsoidal Header -- Inverted








T(3) = I , T(4) = i T(3) = 1 , T(4) = z
T(3) = 1 , T(4) -- 3 T(3} = 1 , T(4) = 4
















Wl -VII V5 Vl -VII
I
VX
VX T(3| = 2 , T(4) = 4
• T(4)-- 3






























, T(4) = Z
I l
V5
T(3| = 4 T(4J = 3
VHI








T (4) = 4




V = _h R Z Z hZ
-%-(3 +3r + )
Z Rz hZ
r _- -
v = _h_(3Rz+ 3Rz_
O
3 hZ + hZ ) = _h (6R z hz
-V -z )
_h R z hz
V = -_ (3 - )
h3 - 3R Z h + 3V _ 0






_h {3r2 + h2 )
2 Rzr = - (R-h) Z
V ___. [3Rz31Rh z+hzl
-%-
V = JTh hzT (3R2 - 3Rz + 6Rh - 3h z + )
V ._. _h _h hz(6Rh - Zh z) = T (3Rh - )
h3 _ 3Rh z + 3__VV= 0




_h rZ hZV = _R 3 - ;;RZ (r- h) 6 (3 + )
z Rz )Zr = - (R-h
- 7-_h [3Rz - 3_R-h)Z+ hzlV = _R 3 - 7;R3 + _Rzh 6 t. 3
V = _R zh 7;R2h + _R 2h _Rh z + 7;h3 _h 3
Z Z Z 6
V
_h 3
= I;Rzh - _Rh 2 +
3
h 3 - 3Rh z + 3R Zh - 3__VV= 0




V = _R 2h - ____h_h
3
( 3R 2 _ hz )
V = _R 2 h - _R z h +













/ /Z (y) dy
0
f(Y) = %/R z _ Zy z
V
h
/ (Rz - Zy z ) dy
O
V
_[ RZ Y ZY3]3
h
O
V RZ Z h3 1h 3
h 3 _ 3RZh + 3__VV= 0
Z Z_



























ZC3R h3 ZZh-_" Z _ +h3









2 3_Z, F ZRh Z h
i zh__i]RZh - _/-_ RhZ + 3
h3 3 R h2 3 R 2
_ + h 3V _ 0
2 Z=













To find the height of propellant in a cylinder:
h = V/_ R2 .

































7 RSQ = R/SQR2
VI = PI* R*R *XLGTH
V3 = .5*FRTHPI*R**3












HGT =(DV/_ Pi *rR*R)))+R
HT : HGT
RETURN
25 DV = V3 - V
N = I
26 C = -3.*rR*R)
D = THROP I *DV
24 CALL CROOT(I.,B,C,D,XL,XI)
GO T0(27,21,44,57,67,38,148,163, IO2) ,N
27 HGT - R-XI
GO TO 1OOO
20 N=2
23 DV = V - V4
GO TO 26
21 HGT = XLGTH+
GO TO 1OOO
R +X I
FIGURE 41. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE HITE
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29 HGT = XLGTH + R + R
GO TO 1000
1030 VX = VH-V3
V4 = Vl - VH +V3




36 DV = V - V4
B = -3.*R
C : -B*R
D = -THROPI * DV
GO TO 24
38 HGT = XLGTH + XI
GO TO tOO0
1040 VX : VH -V3
V4 = VX + V I-VH




43 D = -THROPI * V
46 N: 3
GO TO 24




49 DV = V+ V3
RSQ = O.
45 HGT = (DV/(PI*R**2)) +RSQ
GO TO I000
1050 VX = VH -V3
V4 = VX + (VI-2.*VH)
V5 = V4 + VX
I F(V-V5)50,38,1010
50 I F(' V-V4)42,57,56
56 N=4
GO TO 36




V4 = Vl + V3




62 B = -3.*RSQ
D - (3.*V)/t'2.*PI





63 DV = V-V3
GO TO 45
64 HGT = RSQ + X I
GO TO 1000
66 DV = V -V4
N=5
GO TO 26
69 Xl = R
67 HGT ,= XLGTH +Xl + RSQ
GO TO IOOO
1070 V2 = V3/SQR2
V4 = Vl 4- V3
V5 = V4 + V2
IF (V-V5) 70,69, IO10
70 IF(V-V4) 12,21,76
76 N=2
77 DV = V- V4
79 c =(-3.*R*R)/2.
78 D-- (3.*DV) / (2.*PI}
XL == RSQ
GO TO 24
1080 V3 = V3!SQR2
_s|. i,.
v_ : v i + V3
V5 ,= V4 + V3
IF r v V5)_, o,_ ,,,






1090 V2 = V31SQR2
VX = VH - V3
V4 = VX+ VI-VH





11OO VX = VH - V3
V3- V3 /SQR2
V4 - v3 + VI-VH
V5 - V4 + VX
J F(V-V5)IOO,67,101O
1OO IF(V-V4)61,102,106
102 HGT = XLGTH + RSQ- R ÷Xl
GO TO 1OOO
106 N= 9
FIGURE 41. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE HITE (cont.)
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GO TO 36
1110 V2 -. V3
VH -. VH/SQR2
VX = VH- V3 /SQR2
V4 -. VX + VI-VH
V5 .. V4 + V2
IF (V - V5)110,21, 1010
110 IF (V- V41111,38, 113




113 DV -- V - V4
N-- 6
GO TO 26
115 V3 = V3/SQR2
GO TO 49
1120 V2 = V3/SQR2
VH : VH/SQR2
VX : VH-V2
V4 -. VX + V I-VH
V5 : V4 + V2
IF (V-V5) 120,67, 1010
120 IF(V-V4) 111,38,96
11 30 V2 = V3
VHI = VH
VH -. VH/SQR2
VX : VH - V3/SQR2
VXI: VHI -V2
V4 : VX + VI-VH-VHI
V5 = V4 + VXI
IF_V-V5) 130,38,1010
130 IF(V-V4) 111,57,56
1140 VH -. VH/SQR2
V4 = V3 + VI-VH
VX -. VH - V3/SQR2









148 HGT -. XLGTH + R + X I - RSQ
GO TO I000
1150 V3 -. V3/SQR2
VH -. VH/SQR2
VX = VH - V3





V 4 = V 3 + VI- VH









v4 = V1 - V3-VH1







1170 V2 = V3!SQR2
VH-- VHISQR2
VX = VH - V2
V4 = VX + V l- 2.*VH
V3 = V4 + VX
_F(V-V5) 170,38,1010




FIGURE 41. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE HITE (cont.)
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XXIX. SUBROUTINE CROOT
This subroutine finds the real and positive roots of a polynomial
of the form:
AX 3 + BXz + CX + D = 0
The use of the program is subject to the following constraints:
a. The coefficient (A) in the above equation cannot
be zero.
b. There is only one positive root (Xi), which lies
within a specified limit (XL) ; that is, the relation
0 • Xi < XL must be satisfied.
If the above criteria are not met, then the subroutine will set
an error flag and return to the calling program.
The method of analysis generally follows that given in pages 7
through 9 of Ref. [ 2 ] for cubic equations.
Subroutine QUA/3 is called for analyses pertaining to the
trigonometric portion of the solution.
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CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL CROOT (AA, B, C, D, XL, XI)
SOLUTION METHOD
The function CUBRT (XX) is defined.
1. CUBRT(XX) = ( [XX [ 1/3)(XX) / ( IXX I )
A counter is initially set to zero:
2. I = 0
The basic cubic equation is simplified by dividing it through
by the coefficient of the first term:
3. e = (B)/(AA)
4. Q = (C)/(AA)
5. R = (D)/(AA)
The resulting equation is further reduced to eliminate the
quadratic term, resulting in the coefficients:
6. AP = ((3)(Q) - pg) / (3)
7. BP = ((Z)(P3) _(9)(p)(Q) + (Z7)(R)) / (27)
A term of the resolvent equation is defined:
8. DE = (AP) I/9 + (BP) I/Z
The roots of the resolvent equation are then determined:
9. If DK < O, go to 21
If DK = O, go to 10
If DK > 0, go to 13
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10. XY(1) = (Z)(CUBRT(-(BP)/(Z))) - (P) /(3)
ll. XY(Z) = CUBRT((BP)/(Z)) - (P) / (3)
lZ. xY(3) = xY(z)
Go to 29.
13. SRTD = (DK) I/2
14. BPSD = (-BP)/(2) + SRTD
15. BMSD = (-BP)/(2) - SRTD
_6. xY(1)
17. xl = xY(1)
18. If MY(l) < 0,
If XY(1) > 0,
19. If XL < XY(1),
If XL _ XY(1),
20. Go to 36
If a real root exists, then it is found by the Cardan formula:





If DK < 0, Eq. 9 above, then the roots of the resolvent equa-
tion are determined by the trigonometric technique:
ZI. YFACT = (Z)((-AP)/(3))I/Z
ZZ. CFE = ((-BP)/(Z))/(-(Ap3)/(Z7)) I/z
Z3. SFE = (I - cFEZ) I/z
Subroutine QUAD is called to solve for the trigonometric
relationships:
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Z4. CALL QUAD(CFE, SFE0 FE)
25. DTR = 0. 01745329Z
26. XY(1) = (YFACT)(Cos((FE)/(3)))- (P)/(3)
27. XY(2) = (YFACT)(Cos((FE)/(3) + (120)(DTR})} - (P)/(3)
28. XY(3) = (YFACT)(Cos((FE)/(3)+ (240)(DTR)))- (P)/(3)
29. I = I+l
30. If I > 3 , go to 35
If I <--3, go to 31
31. If XY(1) _ 0, go to 33
if k-Y(_) < O: go to 3_
32. Go to 29
33. If XL < XY(1), go to Z9
If XL _ XY(1), go to 34
34. XI = X-f(1)
Return































Term of resolvent equation
Conversion factor







CALL, 3, 4, 5.































Square root of DK
Desired solution
Maximum value of Xl
Argument of function CUBRT








DIM, 10, 11, i?, 16,
17, 18, 19, Z6, !7,
ZS, 31, 33, 34
Zi, Z6,ZT, /-8
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$ IBFTC C RQJgT FLJL IST,REF
SUBR_UTIIIE CRO_JT(AA,B,C,D,XL,XI)
DIHEI'IS I _N XY(3}





A _: • 33333333 _'_(3. O'Q-P**2)












IF (XY(11 .LT. O.O) GQJ T_ 130
IF(XL .LT. XY(11) G_ T(3 130
G0 Tg 150
60 YFACT= 2.O*SQRT(-AP/3.O)






XY(3)= YFAC T_"CQJS(FE 13. O+240. O*DTR)-_I3. O
70 I=I+I
IF (I .GT. 3 ) GQ) T_ 130
IF t' XY(1) .GE. O.O ) GQ_ TgJ 110
G_ TI_ 70
110 IFfXL .IT. XY(1)) GQ T9) 70





FIGURE 42. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE CROOT
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XXX. SUBROUTINE GIOB
This subroutine performs the coordinate transformation from
the local geocentric coordinates of a rotating oblate spheroid to inertial
Cartesian coordinates. More specifically, the position and velocity of
an object in space, as defined by two angles, the height above the
spheroid's surface, and the velocity magnitude and orientation, are
_,_lt_uimuu _u _n_±ct.L position and velociiv components. Tn_ _nm-
portents are related to x, y and z axes which form a right-handed
orthogonal system, with th_ ×-a×is toward the principal direction and
the z-axis perpendicular to the fundamental plane. The latter is de-
fined to be the spheroid's equatorial plane. In the case of the Earth,
if the x-axis points to the vernal equinox, then the meridian of the
object in space is ..... _ +_ _^-_' 'm_as_,_ by _._ s!_ereal _" -± _.J'_ CI .t L J. l'_!1 _ .
Double precision arithmetic is used internal to this subroutine.
CALMNG SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL G1OB (RE, FLAT, PHI, THETA, H, V, GAMMA,
AZ, RX, RY, RZ, VX, VY, VZ, M)
If control variable M /
and AZ are expressed in radians.
degrees.
0, the angles PHI, THETA, GAMMA
If M = 0, these values are given in
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SOLUTION METHOD
The following equations are established:
I. CONV = .01745329Z52
2. If M _ 0, CONV = 1
If M = 0, CONV = .01745329252
The distance of the object from the spheroid's center is corn-
puted:
3. SPHI = Sin ((PHI) (CONV))
4. CPHI = Cos ((PHI)(CONV))
5. DF = FLAT
6. DH = H
7. DRE = RE
8. R = DH + (DRE)(1 - DF)
/((1 - ((2) (DF} - (DF 2 ))(CPHI 2 ))0.5 )
The Cartesian position coordinates of the object are computed:
9. STHETA = Sin((THETA) (CONV))
10. CTHETA = Cos ((THETA)(CONV))
ll. RX = (R)(CPHI)(CTHETA)
12. RY = (R) (CPHI)(STHETA)
13. RZ = (R) (SPHI)
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The Cartesian velocity coordinates of the object are computed:
14. SGAM = Sin ((GAMMA) (CONV))
15. CGAM = Cos ((GAMMA) (CONV))
16. S/_Z = Sin(RZ}ICONV))
17. GAZ = Cos((AZ)(CONV))
18. DV = V
19. VX = (DV) ((-CGAM)(CAZ)(SPHI)(CTHETA)
+ (SGAM)(CPHI) (CTHETA)
- (CGAM) (SAZ) (STHETA))
20. V=f : (DV)(iL]GAM)(S_) (GTHETA)
- (GGAM)(CA_Z)(SPHI) (STHETA)
+ (SGAM)(CPHI) (STHETA))






















Angle of velocity vector
































DP, 17, 19, 20, 21
DP, 15, 19, 20, 21
DP, 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10,
14, 15, 16, 17
DP, 4, 8, 11, 12, 19,
20, 21


























SUBROUTINE G1OB NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Description
Distance of object from
spheroid's center



































DP, 16, 19, 20
DP, 14, 19, 20, 21
DP, 3, 13, 19, 20, 2i




































SUBROUT INE G I_B (RE ,FLAT, DH I ,THE TA, H, V, GAMMA, AZ, RX ,RY, RZ, VX ,VY, VZ,
M)
GIVEN --
I) 0BLATE SPHERI_ID DEFINED BY
RE - EQUATORIAL RADIUS
FLAT - FLATTENING
2) -_OSITION DEFINED BY
PHI - GEI_CENTRIC LATITUDE
THETA - ANGLE FRI_M X-Z nLANE T_ LI_CAL MERIDIAN
MEASURED C_UNTER-CL_CKWISE IN X-Y _LANE
(I .E. LI_CAL SIDEREAL TIME IF X-AXIS _OINTS
TO VERNAL EQUINOX)
H - HEIGHT AB0VE REFERENCE SDHEROID
3) VELOCITY DEFINED BY
V - VELOCITY MAGNITUDE
GAMMA - ANGLE 0F VELI_CITY FROM LOCAL HORIZONTAL
AZ - ANGLE _F VELOCITY FROM L_ICAL MERIDIAN NORTH
CALCULATES --
I} CARTESIAN C_MPONENTS 0F P_SlTII_N DEFINED BY
RX - X COMP_NENT _F R
RY - Y CI_MP_NENT I_F R
RZ - Z COMP0NENT _F R
2) CARTESIAN COMPONENTS _F VELOCITY DEFINED BY
VX - X C_MP_NENT _F V
VY - Y COMPONENT 0F V
VZ - Z C_MPONENT _F V
IF M:O, _HI, THETA, GAMMA, AZ IN DEGREES INSTEAD _F RADIANS
D_UBLE PRECISION C_NV,SPHI ,CPHI ,STHETA,CTHETA,SGAM,CGAM,SAZ,CAZ,
$ DF, DH, DRE, DV,R
CONV : .01745329252
IF (M .NE. O) CONV : I.ODO











RX = R * CPHI * CTHETA
RY = R * CPHI * STHETA
RZ = R * SPH I








VX ,, DV * (-CGAM * CAZ * SPHI * CTHETA + SGAM * CPH! * CTHETA
- CGAM * SAZ * STHETA)
VY = DV * ('CGAM * SAZ * CTHETA - CGAM * CAZ * SPHI * STHETA
+ SGAM * CPHI * STHETA)
VZ = DV * (SGAM * SPH! + CGAM * CAZ * CPHI)
RE TURN
END
FIGURE 43. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE GIOB (cont.)
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XXXI. SUBROUTINE G20B
Given a rotating oblate spheroid, and the position and velocity
of an object in space, as referenced to an inertial Cartesian coordinate
system, this subroutine will determine the obJect's height above the
spheroid's surface, its position in terms of the local geocentric coordi-
nates, and its velocity magnitude and orientation.
The right-handed orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system has
its x-axis toward the principal direction and its z-axis perpendicular to
the spheroid's equatorial plane. In the case of the Earth, if the x-axis
points to the vernal equinox, then the meridian of the object in space is
measured by the local sidereal time.
This program calls Subroutine QUAD for the determination of
the value of an angle, given its sine and cosine. The arcsine and arc-
tangent functions, ASIN and ATAN, are also used.
Double precision arithmetic is used internal to this subroutine.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL GZOB (RX, RY, RZ, VX, VY, VZ, RE, FLAT, PHI,
THETA, H, V, GAMMA, AZ, M)
410
If the control variable
are measured in degrees.
radians.
SOLUTION METHOD
M = 0, PHI, THETA, GAMMA and AZ
If M / 0, these values are measured in
The following function is defined:
I. DASIN(X) = DSIGN (DATAN((X)/(I - Xz ).5 ), X)
DATAN is a FORTRAN double precision arctangent
function. DSIGN is a FORTRAN double precision
function which transfers the sign of the second
argument to the flrst argument.
Z. CONV = 57.Z957795
3 "_M .z• -- r 0, CON"¢ = i
If M = 0, CONV = 57.2957795
4. DRX = RX
5. DRY - RY
6. DRZ = RZ
The object's distance from the spherold's center is determined:
7. R = (DRX 2 +DRY 2+ DRZ 2)0"5
Values are determined for the geocentric latitude and its sine
and cosine:
8. DPHI = DASIN ((DRZ)/(R))
9. CPHI = Cos (DPHI)
I0. SPHI = SIn(DPHI)
411
cosine:
Values are determined for the angle THETA and its sine and
1i. STHETA = (DRY)/((R) (CPHI))
IZ. CTHETA = (DRX)/((R) (CPHI))
13. CALL QUAD (CTHETA, STHETA, THETA)
The object's height above the spheroid'
velocity, are computed:
puted:
s surface, and its
14. DRE = RE
15. DF = FLAT
16. H = R- (DRE)(I - DF)/((I - ((2)(DF)
_ (DF 2 )) (CPHi 2 ))0.5
17. DVX = VX
18. DVY = VY
19. DVZ = VZ
20. DV = (DVX 2 + DVy2 + DVZ 2)0.5
21. V = DV
The north, east and down components of the velocity are corn-
22. VN = (-DVX)(CTHETA)(SPHI)
- (DRY) (STHETA) (SPHI) + (DVZ) (CPHI)
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Z3. VE = (-DVX) (STHETA) + (DRY) (CTHETA)
Z4. VD = (-DVX) (CTHETA)(CPHI)
- (DVY) (STHETA) (CPHI) - (DVZ) (SPHI)
Values are determined from the flight path and azimuth angles:
25. If I (VD)/(DV) I _ .9999998, go to 34
If I (VD)/(DV) I < .9999998, go to Z6
Z6. DC41MMA = DATAN(((-VD)/(DV))/(I - ((VD)/(DV)) z ).5 )
27..SAZ = (VE)/((DV) (Cos(DGAMMA)))
Z8. CAS = (VN)/((DV)(Cos(DGAMMA))}
29. CALL QUAD (CAZ, SAZ, AZ)
The angular measurements are converted:
30. PHI = (DPHI) (CONV)
3 i. THETA = (THETA) (CONV)
32. GAMMA = (DGAMMA) (CONV)
33. AZ : (AZ)(CONV)
Return
If I VD I is equal to I V I , the vehicle is in vertical flight.
34. DGAMMA - DSIGN ((90)(.01745329252), -VD)
35. AZ ffi 0











Angle of velocity vector











































CALL, 29, 33, 35
Z8, Z9
DP, 2, 3, 30, 31, 32, 33
DP, 9, Ii, 12, 16, 22, 24
DP, 12, 13, 22, 23, 24
DP 15, 16
DP 26, 27, 28, 32, 34
DP 8, 9, I0, 3O
DP 14, 16
DP 4, 7, 12
DP 5, 7, II
DP 6,7,8
DP,-20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28
DP, 17, 20, 22, 23, 24
DP, 18, 20, Z2, 23, 24


















SUBROUTINE GZOB NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Description
Angle of velocity vector
with local horizontal




Distance of object from
spheroid' s center









































DP, I0, 22, 24
DP, II, 13, 2Z, Z3, Z4
CALL, 13, 31
CALL, Z 1
DP, Z4, 25, 26, 34
41 5








East component of velocity



















_IBFTC G21_R ptJl i_'r D_c
SUBROUTINE G20B(RX,RY,RZ,VX,VY,VZ,RE,FLAT,PHI,THETA,H,V,GAHHA,AZ,
$ H)
C GI VEN --
C 1) CARTESIAN DOSITION R DEFINED BY
C RX - X COM='0NENT (_F R
C RY - Y C_,tP(_NENT (_F R
C RZ - Z COMPONENT (_F R
C 2) CARTESIAN VELI_CITY V DEFINED BY
C VX - X COMPONENT 0F V
C FLAT - FLATTENING
C CALCULATES --
C 1) P(_SITION DEFINED BY
C a'HI - GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
C THETA - ANGLE FROH X-Z PLANE T0 L(_CAL MERIDIAN
C MEASURED C(_UNTER-CLOCKWISE IN X-Y ='LANE
C (I.E. LOCAL SIDEREAL TIME IF X-AXIS P01NTS
C T0 VERNAL EO.UINOX)
C H - HEIGHT ABOVE REFERENCE SPHER01D
C 2) VELOCITY DEFINED BY
C V - VEL0C ITY MAGNI TUDE
C GAMMA - ANGLE 0F VELI_CITY VECTOR FROM L(_CAL H¢R IZ(_NTAL
C AZ - ANGLE 0F VEL(_CITY VECTOR FR_JH LOCAL MERIDIAN NORTH
C IF M=O, PHt, THETA, GAMMA, AZ IN DEGREES INSTEAD 0F RADIANS
C VY - Y C_MPi_NENT OF V
C VZ - Z COMF'0NENT I_F V
C :3) {_BLATE SPHER01D DEFINED BY






$ VN, VE, VD,DGAMHA,X,DRX,DRY,DRZ,DRE,DF,DVX, DVY,DVZ
DASIN(X) = DSIGN(DATAN(X/DSQRT(I.ODO-X**2)),X)
C(;_NV = 57;2957795DO










STHETA - DRY/('R * CPHI)
CTHETA - DRX/(R * CPHI)
CALL QUAD(C THE TA, S THE TA, THETA)
CALCULATE H AND V
DRE = RE





H =, R - DRE * (I.ODO - DF)/DSQRT(I.0DO - (2.0DO*DF - DF**2)




DV = DSQRT(DVX**2 + DVY**2 + DVZ**2)
V= DV
CALCULATE NI_RTH, EAST AND DeWN C(_MmI_NENTS I_F V
VN ,, -DVX * CTHETA * SPHI - DVY * STHETA * SPHI+ DVZ * CPHI
VE = -DVX * STHETA + DVY * CTHETA
VD = -DVX * CTHETA * CPHI - DVY * STHETA * CPHI - DVZ * SPHI
CALCULATE GAMMA AND AZIMUTH
IF (DABS(VD/DV) .GE..9999998D0) G_ T(_ 20
DGAMHA = DATAN((-VD/DV)/DSQRT('I.0DO - (VD/DM)**2))
SAZ = VE/(DV * DCOS(DGAMMA))
CAZ = VN/(DV * DC_S(DGAMMA))
CALL QUAD(CAZ,SAZ,AZ)
10 PHI : DPHI * C(_NV
THETA ,, THETA * CONV
GAMMA ,, DGAMMA * C(_NV
AZ = AZ * CONV
RETURN
IF ABS(VD) . ABS(V) - GAMMA = 90.0 DEGREES




FIGURE 44. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE G2OB (cont.)
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XXXII. SUBROUTINE FINPUT
This subroutine reads a set of Hollerith-punched data and/or
header cards into core with one CALL statement using the FORTRAN IV
input routine FRWD. It converts the data fields to binary and stores
them in core according to their associated conversion codes. There are
Entry FINP has two type of CALL statements:
. CALLrIN_I_I_,OUNIT._r_G.
mHX@Y@ZETAQ ...) where:
in, X, Y, ZETA .....
a.
bo
IUNIT specifies the FORTRAN symbolic unit for
the input card images. If IUNIT = 0, cards are
read on-line.
OUNIT specifies the FORTRAN symbolic unit for
the output card listing. If OUNIT = 0, cards are
listed on-line. If OUNIT < 0, cards are listed








EFLAG is a logical error flag. If an error is
encountered, this is set .TRUE. and successive
cards will be read and processed, but not stored.
When an END card is encountered, control re-
turns to the calling program. If EFLAG is .FALSE.
upon entry to FINPUT, no data will be stored.
n is the number of variables and/or arrays in the
list, excluding n itself. If n < 0, cards will be
listed; if n > 0, input cards will not be listed.
The nth variable is assumed to be the origin for
header cards (see HEAD under GALL FINK).
X, Y, ZETA, ... are the names of variables and/or
arrays whose Hollerith names are restricted to at
most 5 characters each, one character of which
is non-numeric.
m is 6 times I n I' Hence, mH allows for 6n
Hollerith characters to follow.
X_ Y@ ZETAv_ "'" is a list of Hollerith names
of the items previously named in exactly the same
order with Q indicating the number, i, of blanks
necessary to provide six Hollerith characters for
each item. Since each name is restricted to 5
characters, the minimum value of Q is Q a
CALL FINP (IUNIT, OUNIT, EFLAG, 0) where the number
of items is given as zero. This CALL statement must
be used only after a CALL statement of type 1 has been
executed. When the subroutine encounters a zero for
the number of items, it immediately refers to the last
executed CALL FINP with a non-zero number of items
for the names of the items to be loaded.
Entry FINK has only one type of call:
CALL FINK (IUNIT, OUNIT, EFLAG, TABLE, HEAD)where:
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a. IUNIT, OUNIT, and EFLAG are as described
above.
b. HEAD refers to the origin of the array where
header cards are to be stored.
c. TABLE is the origin of a table of symbolic
information of the form:
TABLE -_ N _ = MZE lists card images
BCI 1,XXXXX = PZE no list
AAA YYYYY
where N is the number of words in the table
excluding the word containing N, and XXXXX
is any collection of 1 to 5 alphanumeric
characters, left justified, at least one of
which must bc non-numeric. %%then conversion
of XXXXX is encountered, the table is searched
for this symbol and the contents of the next
location used as the converted value.
The same table is used for symbolic locations
and sym..boiic data. When used with locations,
the low order 15 bits of the word following the
word containing the symbol is used. For a
typical entry of this type AAA = PZE and YYYYY =
XXXXX where XXXXX is some symbolic location.
When the table is used with symbolic data de-
fined by conversion code A, loading occurs as
described under A code.
There must always be at least one entry in
TABLE, i.e., the location of the data block.
If cards are listed, a page is ejected before listing the first card
image. Where only a few items are to be read in as input, the FINP call
will be easier to use. But, where more data is to be read in than can be
identified in the FINP call, which is limited to 19 continuation cards in





The data card format consists of four data fields each of which
is composed of four subfields containing the conversion code, location,
value, and exponent, respectively (see Figure 45). The conversion
code is one of the alphabetic characters defined below which specifies
the type of conversion to be used on the value field, the location specifies
an actual, array subscript, or symbolic cell into which the converted
value field is to be stored; the value subfield contains the data to be
converted, and the exponent contains the power of ten by which floating
data is to be scaled or the location of the binary point of fixed point data.
The header card format consists of a conversion code in Column 1,
a sequence number in Columns 2-6 and any Hollerith information in
Columns 7-72.
Decimal Points
Decimal points may be placed anywhere in the value field ex-
cept that they may not occur in the same column as a minus sign (11
punch) since this results in a non-Hollerith character. If the decimal
point would normally appear at the right of the number punched in the
value field, then it is optional.
Minus Siqns
Minus signs are 11 punches over any digit of the field. If all
of the available columns of the field are not used, minus signs may be
punched as the left character of the field.
Plus Siqns
Plus signs are 12 punches. They are optional but may not be
punched over a digit or decimal point.
Commas









Conversion code 1 19 37 55
Location Z-6 ZO-Z4 38 -4 Z 56 -60
Value 7-16 Z5-34 43-5Z 61-70
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Data Field Z Data Field 3
i IB




































FIGURE 45. CARD FORMAT
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Value s
Values must always be written to the extreme left of a field,
except for numerical data which will be left justified before conversion.
It is not necessary that the entire field be filled, as the first blank
denotes the end of value. Superfluous low-order zeros will be edited
out.
The only exception to partial fields is BCI data where the en-
tire field, including blanks, is stored.
Location
The location may be either absolute octal, array subscript,
symbolic, or matrix i, j notation. If the location contains five digits,
it is interpreted as octal. If the location contains four or fewer digits,
it is interpreted as an array subscript, and the actual location is found
relative to the current origin. This rule does not apply to H cards. It
should be noted that negative subscripts are not permissible. All five
columns must be punched for octal locations. Only significant digits
need be punched for array subscripts, i.e., zeros on the left need not
be punched. However, the location must be punched to the extreme
left of the location field. If the location is left blank, then the location
counter is increased by 1 and the associated number is stored in the
cell immediately following the cell where the last number was stored.
Thus, an entire array may be read in by specifying the initial location
only.
If the location contains at least 1 non-numeric character other
than a comma in the second, third, or fourth position, it is interpreted
as symbolic. The contents of the number and exponent fields are stored
in the location associated with the symbolic name in the symbol table
or call statement. This location then becomes the current origin for all
succeeding array subscripts until another symbolic location is encountered.
Caution must be taken to load a current oriqin definition prior to array
subscripts.
If the location field contains a comma in the second, third, or
fourth position, it is interpreted as matrix i, j notation. The location
field is defined to consist of three subfields containing i, a comma,
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and j respectively. The i and j subfields must contain at least one
digit decimal integer written to the left of the subfields. The contents
of the value and exponent fields are stored in the (i, j) array subscript
of the current origin. If the subscript exceeds the previously defined
matrix size {ima x , Jmax ) an error results.
Conversion Codes
Blank: Floating Decimal
The number in the value field times the power of ten in the ex-
ponent field is converted to floating binary. Checks are made for overflow
and format errors. If a format error is detected, an attempt at A-type
conversion is made before an error is flagged.
F: Fixed Decimal
T_ numb_r _- th_ value field is .-........... • "
_,,,v=_ _eG to fixed point binary
and stored with the binary point located at the position specified by the
....... =, ,,, -:_ _,,_, _lu. An overflow error check ks made.
I: Decimal Integer
The number in the value field is converted to a fixed point binary
integer. The exponent field is ignored.
B: Octal
word.
The value plus exponent fields are converted as a logical octal
It is not necessary to include leading zeros but the first octal
digit must always occupy the left most position of the field.
D: BCI Data
The contents of the value plus exponent fields are interpreted
as two BCI words and stored in two consecutive cells beginning at the
location specified by the location field.
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H: Heading Card
A card with an H in Column 1 is considered a BCI heading
card. The location field contains the sequence number for storing the
heading card. This number must be a positive integer I with a maximum
value of four digits. Each heading card (Columns 7-72) are stored in
ll consecutive words beginning at HEAD (ll • I - 10).
A: Symbolic
The value plus exponent fields are interpreted in a MAP in-
struction format AAAAA T DDDDD P where the fields to replace are
address, tag, decrement and prefix, respectively. The address and
decrement fields are defined normally to be 5 characters and the tag
and prefix, one character. Any field containing less than the normal
number of characters must end with a comma while fields of normal
length must not. Any field containing less than 5 characters, all of
which are numeric, is converted as decimal, while any field of 5 all-
numeric characters is converted as octal. Fields containing at least
one non-numeric character are interpreted as symbolic. Symbolic ad-
dresses load the entire word from TABLE or CALL into the location
word. Symbolic decrement fields load the low-order 18 bits from
TABLE or CALL into the location decrement-prefix. Symbolic tag and
prefix fields replace the high-order 3 bits of the respective address-tag
and decrement-prefix fields. Null fields are not loaded. Thus, it is
possible to load most any desired word by careful combination of input
and table formats. In particular, 18-bit instruction codes can be loaded
by writing a symbolic notation in the decrement and omitting a prefix
if the FINK-type CALL is used.
G: Temporary Origin
The value in the location field (either symbolic, array sub-
script, or actual octal) is used as a temporary origin for tables. The
location is saved and if data cards follow with blank location fields,
the corresponding data is stored consecutively beginning with the cell
specified in the location in the G card. The first non-blank location
starts a new origin.
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If this non-blank is a subscript, it references the last variable
or array named.
Columns 7-72 are ignored and may be used to identify the table.
K: Omit Loading the Next N Cells
The integer N in the value field is used to increment the next
storage location by N.
This conversion code is available only when the FINK-type
CALL is used.
C: Preserve the Location of the Next Storage Cell
The location of the next available sequential storage cell is
stored into the TABLE of symbolic information in the address of the word
following Zhe word containing th_ Rr.T _=_ ..... t_+_. ^; +_-^
...... _ .................. _,:= symbol in
the value field.
This conversion code is available only when the FINK-type CALL
is used.
J" Transfer
The location specified with this prefix is the only part of the
data field that is interpreted. The subroutine causes a transfer to the lo-
cation specified and does not interpret the remaining fields on the card.
L: Two-Dimension Array imax ' Jmax" Definition
The location field contains the name of the array to be loaded.
The value field is defined to consist of 2 subfields, separated by a
comma, containing the decimal integers for ima x and Jmax respectively
where ima x and j _. generally appear in a DIMENSION statement.m,_
The ima x and Jmax values are retained to compute the successive sub-
scripted locations until redefined. Blank address fields may follow this
array definition if successive elements of the array are to be loaded.
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M: Two-Dimension Array imax ' ]max' Definition
Conversion is identical to L except the entire array is preset
to zero.
E: End Case
This defines an end-of-case and control is returned to the
FORTRAN object program. The rest of this field and the remaining fields
on the card are ignored.
EXPLANATORY NOTE
"Bucket" input is a space-saving device whereby the dimen-
sions of an array are not defined until the input is read in. FORTRAN
coding using bucket input is slightly different than normal FORTRAN
coding, as these arrays cannot be manipulated directly in FORTRAN
source language. A MAP driver is necessary for routines using "bucket"
tables.
For bucket input, the symbol table should be a control block in
Named COMMON. Those inputs which go in the bucket are identified in













The FORTRAN routines which use XTABLE and YTABLE then
find them in COMMON as follows:
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COMMON/BCIPZE/TABLE (2), XTABLE(2), YTABLE(3)
Instead of XTABLEand YTABLE being the start of the XTABLE
and YTABLE arrays, they give the location of the actual beginning of the
arrays.
The FORTRAN Program must set aside a large array to be used for
bucket input. The name of this array and its location must be in the FINK
symbol table. At input time before any data can be read into the bucket,
the tables to be read into the bucket must first be dimensioned.
Dimensioning is accomplished as follows:
a, Set the storage location counter to the first available
location in the bucket by means of a "G" card.
b. Store this location in the FINK symbol table by means
of a "C" card(s) which a!so gives the name(s) of the
table to be stored here. (If two or more tables contain
table names are defined to be equivalent by O cards.)
C , Increment the storage location counter by means of a
"K" card which also gives the number of locations to
skip.
d. Repeat Steps b and c until all tables to be read into
the bucket have locations assigned.
e. Read in input as normal.
When using bucket input, it may also be necessary to read in
an array of dimensions corresponding to those defined by "C" and "K"
cards if the program needs to know the dimensions of arrays in the
bucket. The "C" and "K" prefix conversion codes do not transmit












































FIN°(INPT,OTOT,FLAG,N,A,B,. .,6NANAM BNAM ...)
INPT - INPUT UNIT O-ON-LIN
OTPT - _UTPUT UNIT O-_N-LIN -I-I AND _N-LIN
N - NUMBR _F ITMS IN LIST
A,B,C - ITMS IN LIST --LAST IS HADR BL_CK

































ENTRY FgR L_NG F_RTRAN CALL
FLAG TO USE PREVIOUS CALL
ALPHA + N
N
lAST ITEM IN LIST
ADDRESS _F HEADER
F INK(INPT,_TOT,EFLAG, TABLE ,HEADER)
INPT - INPUT UNIT O-ON-LINE
_TDT- _UT._UT UNIT O-ON-LIN -I-I AND _N-LINE
TAB[.- TABLE (_F NAMES AND ITEMS
HEADER - HEADER BL(_CK
(4,1,2)1 ENTRY F_R MAP TABt.E (_PTI(_N AND BUCKET
3,4












































































.FVi_. (_UN! T ._TAPE)



















.FVI_. (IUNIT, I TAPE)



































































•FRCD. (-H(I 2A6) )
12,1
•FCNV. ,4.





























































































































































SAVE LAST DIGIT _F ADDRESS
























































































































SET UP _CTAL ADDRESS
SET UP DECIMAL ADDRESS
ERROR RETURN
SET UP TRANSFER TO SUBPROGRAM
M - MATRI X IJ





G - TABLE ORIGIN
F - FIXED P_INT
E
D - BCD



















































































TX I BG 1I',104, I ,-I
















EXIT FI_R NEW PREFIX
BLANK
SET-U _' OCTAL INTEGER
FIGURE 46. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE FINPUT (cont.)
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SIW SUM




TNZ G I NER
_CTAL3 LDQ SUM
TRA I ,4
,'_ D - BCD C_NVERSIIZ)N
DGI NO0 t DQ O, I




























































































































































































_ART -- H_D 10
OVERFLI_W



























































































































































































































































































O_TION C(_NVERS I _N
EY.,DONENT FIELD
10 CHARACTER VALUE FIELD USING DECIM
SAVE F_R ERR_}R RETURN
SAVE FI_R ERRI_R RETURN
SHIFT _FF EXPONENT AND SAVE
BLANKS



























































NO DECIMAL POINT -- NO EDIT
EDIT FROM RIGHT
SKI M EXPONENT -- BLANKS


























































*+1,4,1 SET FLAG TO STOP NON-ZERO,


































DECIM,4 CONVERT FIRST 6 CHARACTERS
DECER . RROR
DECN2+I,I,-I END ON BLANK
DECNI, I ,-I
4B35
DEC IM,4 CONVERT LAST 4 CHARACTERS








FIGURE 4.6. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE FINPUT (cont.)
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* AXT 1OO ,2
* CLA N
* TSX DEC IM,4.
* ERROR RETURN
* BLANK CHARACTER RETURN
* NORMAL RETURN






































DECIN CI_NVERSI_N (_F BCD T¢ INTEGER
RETURNS WITH C_NVERTED SUM IN MQ -- SUM NI_T CLEARED
XRZ IS TALLY (_F NUMBER _F SHIFTS
XR2 SET T_ ZERI_ F_R DECIMAL P_INT
NUMBR T_ BE C(_NVERTED IN O,1
N¢ CF CHARACTERS TQ CQNVERT
SHIFT _FF I BCD CHARACTER
O,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
+ IGNORE PLUS SIGN




















































































































END (_N DIGIT C(_UNT
ERRI_R RE TURN


































































































_NLY IF CARDADD HAS
RELATIVE LOCATII_N IN






LESS THAN N CHARS
I,J















TXH GINER,4,1 I ERR(_R
TRA HTX02-1
L,M - HATRIX INPUT






















LXA i J ,4
CAL G INO0
ADM IJ
STA *+1 ZER0 MATRIX
STZ **,4
TIX *-I ,4,1
TXI GIN11 ,I ,-I








TXL ACD12,4,0 NULL AND BLANK































































SXD SYM02,2 LXA L(NO CHARACTERS),2
SXA SYM14,4 TSX SYMO0,4
STZ ":'SYM BALNK

















TXI *+I ,2, I
TXL SYM01,2,**
CAL oSYM
TX I *+I ,2,-I
SXA SYM06,2 NO CHARACTERS
LDQ =H 0
FIGURE 46. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE FINPUT (cont.)
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G INOO SYN COMMON+30
"F SYN COMMON+I 5
_ASS SYN COMMI_N+16




S IGN EQU C01gNI_N+22
SUH EQU C_Mlgl_N+23







F I NI<Y "_ZE











FIGURE 46. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE FINPUT (cont.)
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XXXIII. SUBROUTINE FXINP
This subroutine converts a list or array of floating point
numbers to fixed point numbers. If any number in the list or array is
already in fixed point form, the conversion of that number is skipped.




CALLFXINP (N, iTEM1, ITEMZ, ITEM3, ... ITEMN)
N = number of items in list
ITEM (i) = location(s) of numbers to be fixed
CALL FXINQ (N, ARRAY)
N = dimension of ARRAY
FXINP is used in order that all numerical input data may be
input as floating point numbers (no I-prefix necessary). Those items
which are desired to be fixed point integers for use within the program














































NE T_ PRINCESS A LIST _F DATA, C_NVERTING FLI_ATING _'AINT
NUMBERS TI_ FIXED P_INT NUMBERS WITHOUT ALTERING ANY
NUMBERS WHICH ARE ALREADY FI.XED
FXI N_ (N, ITEM1 , ITEM2,..., I TEMN)
FX INO.(N, ARRAY)



































FIGURE 47. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE FXINP
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XXXlV. SUBROUTINE SYMTAB
This routine is not an executable routine. It is the symbol
table used by FINPUT for symbolic storage locations and the "A"-prefix
conversion code option. It is also used by LOOKUP to look up names
of locations.
_V_A'"P_ • _'.-,^ _._.TDT_ ' _' .
........ =s _,,= deck name; ...... is Ln¢ _'eferenced "enu-y-
point." BCIPZE can be referenced either by an EXTERNAL statement,
o_--is uu.__....._i_ _'_'u_ui_, or by a named COMMON block, (i.e.,
COMMON/BCIPZE/TABLE (I)) as is done in LOOKUP•
if







1, (5-character Hollerith name)
(location)
I ,
XXX = MZE input cards are listed
XXX = PZE input cards are not listed
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ENDT must be the last entry in the table in order for ENDT-TABLE
to be compiled correctly as the length of the table.
The locations in the PZE word reference the named COMMON
block and relative location corresponding to the parameter named in the
preceding BCI word. Alternate names for the same location are permis-
sible.
For the dump routine, each named COMMON block has its own








USE BC I PZE
EVEN
HZE ENDT-TABLE N0. 0F ENTRIES IN TABLE
DATA IN /TAPES/ COMHON BL_CK
BC I 1, TAPES
_DZE TAPES, ,3
BC I 1, I TAPE
PZE TAPES+O
BC I I, 0TAPE
PZE TAPES+I
BC ! I ,STAPE
PZE TAPES+2

































































EQUATORIAL RADIUS - FT
FLATTENING
SURFACE GRAVITY - FT/SEC**2
WEIGHT T0 MASS CONVERSION
SPIN RATE - RAD/SEC
MINIMUM ALLOWABLE ALTITUDE - FT
MAXIMUM ALTITUDE 0F ATMOSPHERE - FT
CONVERSION FACTCRS
NPUT/ COMMON BL_CK












INITIAL TIME - SEC
INITIAL VELOCITY (RELATIVE} - FT/SEC
INITIAL HEIGHT - FT
INITIAL LATITUDE (GEODETIC) - DEGREES
INITIAL LONGITUDE - DEGREES






































































































INITIAL BETA - DEGREES
INITIAL (FIRING) AZIMUTH - DEGREES
INITIAL KICK-_VER - DEGREES
INITIAL MISSILE WEIGHT
ADDITIONAL PAYLBAD WEIGHT








TIME Z_NE _F LAUNCH
TARGET
TRANSF
FLAG F_R TYPE _F RUN
































































































































































































































MACH N_. - MACH VS CSUBA AND CSUBN
CSUBN - MACH VS CSUBN
CSUBA - MACH VS CSUBA
(






































































































TIME - TIME VS PITCH ANGLE
PITCH - TIME VS PITCH ANGLE
TIME - TIME VS YAW ANGLE
YAW - TIME VS YAW ANGLE








































































































































































































ENG N I +40
I, YBAR4
ENG N I .t4.t5
I, YBAR5






BAR-BAR VALUES 0F DEP ENGINE
BAR VALUES OF DEP ENGINE
_ARAME TE RS
DA RAME TE RS






































































































NI_MI NAL VALUES I_F INDEP ENGINE
PC INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
CHAMBER OXIDIZER FLOW INFL COEFFS
CHAMBER FUEL FLOW INFL COEFFS
PARAMS





































































































ENG N I +JW8
CA(: r.¢'_ oi¥!Di7¢ t'mccce•.,-R FLgW iL'c'u _ ubl, V_ 111I_ b Ill IL I IJ
GAS GEN FUEL FL_W INFL C9EFFS
_XIDIZER TEMPERATURE POLYN_MiAL C_EFFS
FUEL TEMPERATURE P_LYN_MIAL C_EFFS
MISCELLANEOUS ENGINE DATA
























































































































_PTI_NAL TIME HISTCRY EXTRA PRINT










_XIDIZER V_LUHE - FT**3
FUEL V_LUME - FT**3
_XIDIZER HEIGHT - FEET
FUEL HEIGHT - FEET
CHAHBER PRESSURE























































I ,FENGN ENGI NE
ENG IN_+23
I , ISPE ENGI NE
ENGI N_+28





1 ,ASUBT THR_AT AREA
ENG I NW+62
1 ,EPS I
E NG I NW+63





_PTIMUM THRUST - LBS
EXPANSIgN RAT I
I,WFLAG C_MMCN BLgCK /WFLAGI
WFLAG,,6 L_CATI_N,,LENGTH
IN /W_RKD/ C_MM_N BL_CK
I,W_RKD C_MM_N BL¢CK /WgRKD/
WORKD,,40 L_CATI_N,,LENGTH
IN /SAVE/ C_MMgN BL_CK
IN
IN
1 ,SAVE C_HH_N BL_CK /SAVE/
SAVE, ,35 L_CATI_N, ,LENGTH




I,AVMR AVERAGE INFLIGHT MIXTURE
SAVE+29
/C_MP/ C_MM_N BL_CK
1,C(_HP C_HM_N BL_CK /C_MP/
C_MP,,15 L_CATI_N,,LENGTH
/GILL/ C_HM_N BLgCK




















FIGURE 48. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SYMTAB (cont.)
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BC I 1, ACCEL
PZE G I LL+36


































































































FLIGHT TIME - (TIME - TI} - SEC
STAGE TIHE - (TIME - TSTG} - SEC
SECTION TIHE - (TIHE- TSUBS) - SEC
GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE - RADIANS
L_CAL SIDEREAL TIME - RADIANS
ALTITUDE - FT
INERTIAL VELOCITY - FT/SEC
RELATIVE VELOCITY - FT/SEC
GAHMA - RADIANS
AZIHUTH - RADIANS
PITCH ANGLE - RADIANS
YAW ANGLE - RADIANS
PITCH RATE - RADIANS/SEC
YAW RATE - RADIANS/SEC
AT_M_SPHERIC DENSITY - SLUGS/FT**3
L_CAL SPEED _F S_UND - FT/SEC
ATH_SPHERIC TEMPERATURE - RANKINE
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE - LB/IN**2
DYNAMIC PRESSURE - LB/FT**2
HACH NUMBER - (VSUBR/CATM)
ANGLE _F ATTACK IN PITCH PLANE - RAD
ANGLE _F ATTACK IN YAW PLANE - RADIANS





































































TBTAL ANGLE BF ATTACK - RADIANS









GECDETIC LATITUDE - DEGREES
L_NGITUDE WEST _F GREENWICH - DEGREES
RANGE - FEET
Pt_TENTIAL ENERGY - FT,_r2/SEC**2
KINETIC ENERGY - FT**2/SEC**2
ESUBK/ESUBP



































FIGURE 48. SYMBOUC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SYMTAB (cont.)
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BC I I, DUMP5
PZE DUMPY+50
BC I I, DUMP6
PZE DUMPY+60
BC I 1, DUMP 7
PZE DUMPY+7O
BC I 1, DUMP8
PZE DUMPY+8O
BC I 1, DUMP9
PZE DUMPY+90
BC I 1, STUDY
PZE STUDY, , 10








BC I 1,2PRS 1
PZE SRCH2A
BC I 1, MNX 1
PZE MNX1,, 10




BC I 1, MNMX 2
PZE MNX2
BC I 1, ISRC2





















_NE-PARAME TE R SEARCH INPUT BL_CK
PROPELLANT LgADING INPUT
BCI 1,PR_PL C_MM_N BL_CK /PR_PL/
PZE PR_PL , ,40 L_CATI _N, ,LENGTH
BC I 1, PR_PD
PZE PR_PL+O


























































I,ASTR¢ C_MM_N BL_CK /ASTR¢/
ASTR_,,4 L_CATI_N,,LENGTH
1,_BART C_MH_N BL_CK /_BART/
_BART,,5 L_CATiCN,,LENGTH
I,PBART C_MM_N BL¢CK /PBART/
PBART,,23 L_CATI_N,,LENGTH
I,T_L C_MM_N BL¢CK /TgL/
T_L,,7 L_CATi_N,,LENGTH
I,
FIGURE 48. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SYIVITAB (cont.)
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XXXV. SUBROUTINE BLKDTA
This subroutine presets all "trajectory" input variables to
various nominal values to be used, unless they are redefined by input.
CALLING SEQUENCE
This subroutine "is not executable; it has no calling sequence.
It is composed only of data values to be loaded with the rest of the
program before execution.
USAGE
The following data in the various COMMON






RSUBO = 2.092643 E7









































































= 1 for sections 1 and 2
= 2 for sections 3- 12
= 1 for all sections
= 1.0 for section 1
= 2.0 for sections 2- 12
= 2N for section N
All stage data is set to zero except thrust, flow
rate, pitch, yaw, lift and drag multipliers which
are set to 1.0




IVAR(1 - I0) = 0
DVAR(I-10) = 0
COMMON Block/TABLES/





TTYAW (i- 30, 1
i"fA'W (I - 30, I
TTTI_.q (I - _n 1
..... _ _ JV s
TTRUS (I - 30, 1
TTWDT (I - 30, 1
TWDOT (1 - 30, 1
]CSBN (I-6) =
ICSBA (I-6) =


















































k'WFC (i -6, I -6)
KWOG(I-6, 1-6)
KWFG(I -6, I-6)
CTOX (I -6, I-6)




DUMP0 (1-10) = 0.0
DUMP1 (1-10) = 0.0
DUMPZ (I - i0) = 0.0
DUMP3 (I-I0) = 0.0
DUMP4 (I - I0) = 0.0
DUMP5 (I-I0} = 0.0
DUMP6 (I-I0) = 0.0
DUMP7 (I-I0) = 0.0
DUMP8 (I - I0) = 0.0



































Initial or launch azimuth
Kick at end of vertical rise
Initial angle between local
vertical and velocity vector






Launch data - year, month,






Dump vector - data to dump
after input
Dump vector - data to dump
after trajectory
Dump vector - data to dump









































Dump vector - data to dump
after section set-up
Dump vector - data to dump
after discontinuity
Dump vector - data to dump
after integration
Dump vector - data to dump
after end-of-flight
Dump vector - data to dump
in case of trajectory error
Dump vector - data to dump
dlter derivative calculations





Flag to compute partials
Print flag
Flag for number of sections
Flag for type of run
Surface gravitational force

















































Maximum altitude of atmosphere ft
Minimum altitude before crash ft
Sizes of mach number tables
"Infinity"
Sizes of pitch tables
Input tape
Sizes of thrust tables --
Independent variables
Sizes of flow rate tables
Sizes of yaw tables
Interpolation degree for C A
Interpolation degree for C N
Interpolation degree for pitch
Interpolation degree for thrust
Interpolation degree for flow rate --
















































Chamber fuel flow rate
influence coefficients
G_ seous fuel flow rate
influence coefficients
Chamber oxidizer flow rate
influence coefficients
Gaseous oxidizer flow rate
influence coefficients
Initial latitude































































Tables of axial force
coefficient, C A
Tables of normal force
coefficient, C N
Initial time
Tables of Mach number
Tables of pitch angle
Transfer time to target
body
Tables of pitch time










































De scription Unit s
Tables of thrust time sec
Tables of flow rate time sec
Tables of yaw time sec
Tables of flow rate lb/sec
Tables of yaw angle degrees
Initial velocity ft/sec






























C_t.IN_N/TAPES/I TAPE ,_TAPE ,STAPE
INTEGER _TAPE ,STAPE
DATA I TAPE, 0TAPE ,STAPE/5,6,6/
C_HN@H/CONST/RSUBO, FLAT,GSUBO,GSUB1, _MEGA, PSL ,CMAX ,HNI N,HMAX,
TAGS(7_,INFIN,°I,PI02,DTRAD,bPRA0
L'?L' I V/_[ L_!CE (kSUE_i, RSUBO), (GSUB0, GSUBO)
REAL I NFI N
DATA RSUBO,FLAT,GSUBO,GSUB1,0MEGA,PSL,CMAX,HMIN,HMAX,TAGS,INFIN,
P I,P I_2, DTRAD, DPRAD/2.092643E 7,O. 3352105E-2,32. 1740485,
32. 174,7. 2921158E-5,14. 6959243,922.78,-1OOO. O, 300000. O,
57. 2957795,0. 164579163E-3,O. 3048OO6E-3,-I .0,3*0.0, IO.OE IO,
3. 14159265, I. 57079633,0. 1745329252E-I ,57. 2957795/
/INPUT/TI,VI ,HI ,LATI,LONGI,BETAI,AZI,BETAO,WI ,NPL,SIDETI,
DATE (7), TARGET, TRANS ,FLTR, FLSC, FLPRT, Dbi_i(7),
SE(;Tb"_,_ _L_ '_]A;:_5,_°O 0_ HEAu(11 15"), j , Z.. , . , j
t<LAL LAT I , L0i'4G I
I IL_:_Lt_ ,,_i;._t. I
: _i ._E ,< I-i. TF:, FLSC, FLPRT
DATA TI ,Vl ,HI ,LATI,LONGI,BETAI ,AZI,BETAO,WI ,WPL,SIDETI,DATE,
TARGET, TRANS,FLTR,FLSC,FLPRT,SECTS,STAGS,HEAD/















































11"0.O,6"I .0,3*0.0,1 I'O.0,6"I .0,3*0.0,11"0.O,6"I .0,3*0.0,
11 "0.O,6"I .0,3*0.0,1 I'O.O,6"I .0,3*0.0,1 I'O.0,6"I .0,3*0.0,
165"6H I
C(3HM_JN /IPRIIIT/ PRNT_N(6),PRNT_F(6)
DATA PRHT(2)N,PRNT(,_F /6"O. O, 6-O. O /
C_NHF_N /GAIND/ FLPAR, IVAR(10),DVAR(10)
INTEGER FLPAR, DVAR
0ATA FLPAR, IVAR, DVAR/O, I0,O, IO*O/
C_MI'lr_N/TABLES/TMACH(30,6), TCSBNf 30,6), TCSBA(30,6),












FIGURE 49. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE BLKDTA
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$ TWDOT! 180*0. O, 180*0. O, 180*0 .O, 180*0.0, !80*0_ .O, 180*0_ .O,
$ 180"0.0,180"0.0,180"0.0,180"0.0,180"0.0/,
$ JCSBN, JCSBA, JP I T, JYAW, JTRUS, JWD_T/6*I, 6"1,6"1,6"1,6"1,6"1 /
$ ,LP I T, LYAW, LTRUS, LWD_T/6*0,6*0,6*0,6"O/,






$ /30*0. O, 30*0. O, 36*0. O, 36*0. O, 36*0. O, 36*0. O, 36*0. O, 36"0.0,
$ 36*0.0,36*0.0,180.0.0,180"0.0/
CI_MM_N /DUMPY/ DUMPO(10J,DUMPl(lOJ,DUMP2(10J,DUMP3(IO,_,DUMP4(101,
$ DUMP 5 ( 101, DUMP6 ( 101, DUMP 7 ( 10 ,_, DUMP8 ( 10 i, DUMP9 ( 10 I




DATA PR_PD/30.O, 5.O, 26.0.0/
CCMM_N/ASTR_/KSUBS, KSUBE, ECL IP, K INVE
REAL KSUBS,KSUBE,KINVE
DATA KSUBS ,KSUBE ,ECL IP, K INVE/O .0172020989,O.O7436574,0.409183473,
$ 13.44705/
END
FIGURE 49. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE BLKDTA (cont.)
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XXXVI. SUBROUTINE UNPACK
This subroutine is used to "decode" and execute logical control
data input by FINPUT using the "A"-prefix conversion code option. This
code sets up a 4-part word -- address, tag, decrement, and prefix --
where the address and decrement are locations and the tag and prefix are
integers from 0 to 7. There are 6 entry points.
I. Entry UNPACK
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL UNPACK (WORD, ARRAY)
WORD -- data word to be decoded
ARRAY (1) -- ADD;
ARRAY (2) -- TAG ;
ARRAY(3) -- DEC;
ARRAY (4) -- PRE ;
address portion of WORD
tag portion of WORD
decrement portion of WORD
prefix portion of WORD
USAGE
The decrement of WORD is tested. If it is non-zero, but less
than PROG(PROG is defined to be equivalent to 150010 , i.e., the
approximate computer location where the system ends and the program
begins), the decrement is assumed to be a subscript associated with the
48Z
address specified in WORD, rather than an independent location; the






FUNC is tested and if it is zero, a return is made. If FUNC
is non-zero, it is assumed to contain the location of a subroutinewhich
is called before returning.
A logical word input using the "A"-prefix conversion code may
Z- .... Z .......................
CALLING SEQUENCE
CLA is a function routine and is "called" by using it as a
function.
USAGE
A = CLA (ADD)
CLA is used to set A equal to the value of the location whose
address is contained in ADD.
A logical word input using the "A"-prefix conversion code will





CALL STO (ADD, X)
USAGE
STO is used to store the value of X in the location specified
in the address portion of ADD.
5. Entry LOC
CALLING SEQUENCE
LOC is a function routine and is
function.
"called" by using it as a
LX = LOC (X)
USAGE
LOC sets LX to be equal to the location of X.
LOC is used to compare parameter locations with locations
specified in the "A"-prefix conversion code input.
6. Entry MASKA
CALLING SEQUENCE
MASKA is a function routine and is
function.
"called" by using it as a
MX = MASKA (X)
484
USAGE
MASKA sets MX equal to the Boolean Product (logical and) of
X and the 12- character octal word 000000077777; this is equivalent to
preserving the address portion of a logical word while setting the tag,
decrement and prefix portions to zero.
MASKA is necessary when using Subroutine LOOKUP to look-































TX I *+I ,2,-I
SXD _+I ,2





UN PACK (WORD, ARRAY )






ADD - ADDRESS (+ DECREMENT - I IF DECREMENT .LT.
TAG - TAG -, 0-7
DEC - DECREMENT (IF DECREMENT .GT. 1500) OR ZER_




IF CONTENTS OF FUNCG ARE NON-ZERO, FUNCG
IS ASSUMED TO BE A SUBROUTINE TO BE EXECUTED
1500)
















S TA *+ I
CALL _'_*
RETURN XEC








RETURNS WITH C(_NTENTS (_F L(_CATI(_N GIVEN IN ADDRESS


























FIGURE 50. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE UNPACK (cont.)
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XXXVII. SUBROUTINE LOOKUP
This subroutine searches the /BCIPZE/ symbol table for the
Hollerith name corresponding to a parameter location.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL LOOKUP (LOC, NAME)
LOC contains the parameter location•
NAME is the location to store the Hollerith name.
This subroutine uses COMMON block /BCIPZE/.
SOLUTION METHOD
A table search is done in the following manner:
1. M = {TABLE(I) I + 1
2. Do 3, I = 3, M, 2
• If LOC = TABLE (1), go to 4









Although TABLE is defined to be of dimension 3, its actual




















$!BFTC LOOKU _ FUL!ST,REF
SUBROUTINE LOOKUP(LOC,LNAME)
C LOOK UP BCI NAME OF LOC IN F INK SYMBOL TABLE
COMMON /BCIPZE/TABLE(3)
INTEGER TABLE
M = lABS(TABLE(I)') + 1
D0 IO I=3,M,2
10 IF (LOC .EQ. TABLE(1)) G0 TO 11








This subroutine is used for communication of error conditions.











CHKERR is used to check the status of the error flag.







ANSERR resets the error flag to the 36-bit Boolean Product





ORSERR resets the error flag to the 36-bit Bollean Sum (logical
or) of Z and the error flag.
5. Entry ANAERR
CALLING SEQUENCE
ANAERR is a function routine and is
function.
A = ANAERR (Z)
"called" by using it as a
USAGE
ANAERR is used to check individual bits in the 36-bit error flag.
A will be set to the Boolean Product (logical and) of Z and the error








ORAERR is used to check individual bits in the 36-bit error flag.
A will be set to the Boolean Sum (logical or) of Z and the error flag; the



































R_UTINES TO SET, RESET, TEST, AND CHECK ERROR FLAG
SETERR(Z)
WILL STORE CONTENTS OF Z IN ERROR FLAG
CHKERRfZ)
WILL STORE CONTENTS OF ERROR FLAG IN Z
ANSERR(Z)
WILL :_ANDC_ Z TO THE ERROR FLAG IN STORAGE
ORSERR(Z)
WILL ,_)_R_ Z T0 ERROR FLAG IN STORAGE
FUNCTION ANAERR(Z)
WILL '__AND® Z AND ERROR FLAG IN ACCUMULATOR
FUNCTION 0RAERR(Z)


























FIGURE 5_-. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ERROR
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XXXIX. SUBROUTINE DUMPS
This subroutine will dump any named COMMON block identified
in the FINK symbol table, together with the names of the "items" if
they are also in the symbol table, on input option without recompiling
the program. The type of dump is also specified on input.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL DUMPS (LIST, ILIST, ITAPE)
SOLUTION METHOD
Each element of the LIST array, if non-zero, is assumed to
have the location of the common block to be dumped in the address
portion of the word. The decrement specifies the length of the block,
and the tag specifies the type of dump desired. The type options are
as follows:
0 = octal dump
1 = real dump
2 = integer dump
3 = Hollerith dump (BCD)
496
The names of the various dump options are generated in the
TYPESarray by a DATA statement.
IT = IIT El
2. Do 57, I = I, ILIST
3. LDUMP = lUST(I) I
A zero entry terminates processing of LIST, if not, all entries
are used:
4. If LDUMP = 0, return
If LDUMP _ 0, go to 5
Look up the name of _ _--' ...... uumpea in the
symbol table:
5. CALL UNPACK (LDUMP, ARRAY)
6. NLOC = LDUMP-(TAG)(215) - (PRE)(233)
7. CALL LOOKUP (NLOC, NAME)
Division by 218 is equivalent to shifting the decrement portion
to the address portion where it can be used as an integer:
8. LENGTH = LDUMP/218
9. ITAG = TAG + 1
i0. TYPE(l) = TYPES(I, ITAG)
ii. TYPE(Z) = TYPES(Z, ITAG)
497
The location to start dumping is found by removing all portions
of the word LDUMP but the address:
12. LOC = NLOC - (LENGTH)(Z 1"8)
If for some reason the length is zero, dump 1 item only:
13. If LENGTH = O, LENGTH = 1
If LENGTH # O, continue
Write the header identification on the output unit(s):
14. If IT = 0, go to 17
If IT # 0, go to 15
15. Write NAME, LENGTH, and TYPE on tape IT using
Format Statement #18
16. If ITAPE > 0, go to 19
If ITAPE < 0, go to 17
17. Print NAME, LENGTH, and TYPE on the on-line
printer using Format Statement #18
Go to 19
18. Format (1H ,/1H ,/1H ,/1H ,SX,9HDUMP OF /,
A5,12H/, LENGTH =,I6,10H, TYPE =,2A6)
19. I = 1
498
Z0. Do 25, K = 1,6
Find names, if any, and values of each item in the block:
21.
2Z. VALUE(K)
Z3. J = I+l
Z4. If J >
IfJ
25. LOC =







_rite the names of the items:
£ T£ Tq _ = /_ _ _-_ "_t'_
If IT _ 0, go to 27
27. Write (NAMES (i), L = I, K) on tape IT using
Format Statement #30
28. If ITAPE _ 0, go to 31
If ITAPE < 0, go to 29
29. Print (NAMES (L), L = 1, K) on the on-line printer
using Format Statement #30
Go to 31
30. Format (IH ,/IH ,6(5X,A6,5X))
499
Write the item values in the desired format:
31. If ITAG = i, go to 3Z
If ITAG = 2, go to 38
If ITAG = 3, go to 44
If ITAG = 4, go to 50
Octal dump print:
32. If IT = 0, go to 35
If IT _ 0, go to 33
33. Write (VALUE(L), L= i, K) on tape IT using
Format Statement #37
34. If ITAPE > 0, go to 56
If ITAPE < 0, go to 35
35. Print (VALUE(L), L = I, K) on the on-line printer
using Format Statement #37
36. Go to 56
37. Format (IH ,6(2X,OIZ,2X))
Real dump print:
38. If IT = 0, go to 41




Write (VALUE(L), L = i, K) on tape
Format Statement #43
If ITAPE > 0, go to 56
If ITAPE < 0, go to 41
41. Print (VALUE(L), L = I, K)
using Format Statement #43
42. Go to 56
43. Format (IH ,6(E16.8))
Integer dump print:
IT using
on the on-line printer
44. If IT = 0, go to 47
If IT _ 0, go to 45
45. Write ('VALUE (L), L = 1, K)
Format Statement #49
46. if ITAPE > 0, go to 56
If ITAPE _< 0, go to 47
on tape IT using
47. Print (VALUE (L), L = l, K) on the on-line printer
using Format Statement #49
48. Go to 56
49. Format (IH ,6(2X,I12,ZX))
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Hollerith dump print:
50. If IT = 0, go to 53
If IT # 0, go to 51
51. Write (VALUE(L), L = l, K) on tape IT using
Format Statement #55
52. If ITAPE > O, go to 56
If ITAPE < O, go to 53
53. Print (VALUE(L), L = I, K) on the on-line printer
using Format Statement #55
54. Go to 56
55. Format (IH ,6(5X,A6,5X))
56. If J _ LENGTH, go to 20



























item in LIST array being
Length of block being
dumped
Input array of blocks to be
dumped
Location of item to be
dumped
Hollerith name of block
being dumped
Array of Hollerith names
for items being dumped
Starting location and length






l, 14, 15, 27, 33, 38,
39, 44, 45, 50, 51
9, 10, ll, 31
CALL, I, 16, 28, 34,
40, 46, 52
3, 4, 5, 6, 8
8, 12, 13, 15, 17, ?-4,
56
CALL, DIM, 3
12, 21, 22, 25
7, 15, 17












Hollerith name for current
type of dump
Array of dimension (Z,6) of
Hollerith names for types of
dump options
Array of dimension (6) of
values of items to be
dumped on one line of
output
Reference
INTEGER, EQUIV, 6, 9
DIM, 10, 11, 15, 17
DATA, DIM, I0, 11
DIM, 22, 33, 35, 39, 41,




DIMEHSigN I !ST(It !STI
C I iST !S A VECTORI_F DIME_,_SII_NI @RLESS _F THE NAMESAND
C LE_.!GTHS @F THE BLG_CKS T_ BE DUMPED
C "_ZE BI gCK,,tENGTH MA _ F(_RMAT
C DU,M_S CALLS [(_KU _ T_ FIHD THE NAMES I_F THE ITEMS AS S_ECIFIED
C ',N THE F INK IN_UT TAB[ E
C _TAT'E iS THE TAPE TO WRITE DUMP ON
C IF ZER(_ -- ON-LINE "_RINTER
C IF MEG. -- B(_TH (_N-LINE AND I_N TA_E
C
b I I,IE,_S I ._N TY_ES (2,4) ,TYPE (21
DATA TY_ES 16H_CTAI ,6H ,6HREAtI ,6H ,6HI NTEGE,6HR
6HBC D ,6H /
b!tIEHS !_IH VALUE (6) ,_AMES (6)
D if,_E,HSI_N ARRAY(4)
E3UI VAt E_CE (ARRAYq I _ ,ADDI, (ARRAY(21, TAG), (ARRAY(3), DEC),
rARRAY(4) ,DREI
NTEGER ADD, TAG, DEC,_RE
T = IABS(ITA_E
D_ 1OO _=I,ILIST
IF)UM_ = !ABSrL!ST _!))
iF (LDUF_ _ .L_. O) RETURN
CALL Ur_ACK(LDUM_,ARRAY)
_C = LDUHP - TAG*2**i5 -PRE*2**33
CALL L0_IKUP(NL_C,NAME)
LI_GTH = LDUM_/2**18
Ti:Au = TAG + I
TY_E(1) = TYPES(I,iTAG'_
TY_E(2) = TY_ES(2, iTAG_
!gC = NL_C - LENGTH*2*_18
!F !LENGTH .EQ. O) I.ENGTH = I
F _iT .EQ. O) G¢ T# I0
t,!RTE(IT,I) NAME, LENGTH, TY3E
IF (ITAPE .GT. O_ G_ T(_ 15
10 _R NT I, MAME,LENGTH,TY_E
I FI_RI.IAT(IH /IH ,/IH ,/IH ,5X,gHDUMP I_F /,A5,12H/,
$ IOH, TYP : ,2A6)
LENGTH :,16,
15 J = I




!F (J .GT. IENGTH) G(_ T_I 21
20 LOC = L0C + I
21 IF _'IT .EQ. O) G0 T0 23
FIGURE 5_. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE DUMPS
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WRITE(IT,2) (NAMES(L),L:I,K)
IF (ITADE .GT. O) G0 T0 30
25 °RINT 2, (NAMES(LI,L:I,K)
2 F_RMAT(IH ,/IH ,6(SX,A6,5XI)
C
30 G(_ T0 (40,50,60,70), ITAG
C (_CTAL DUM _
40 IF (IT .EQ. O) G(2}T0 45
\'tRlTE(I T,3) (VALUE(L_,I =I ,K)
IF (ITAPE .GT. 01 G_ T(_ 80




50 IF (IT .EQ. O1 G(_ T(_ 55
',,RI TEr I T,4) rVALUE (L},L=I,K)
IF (ITAPE .GT. 0') G0 TO 80
55 PRINT 4, ('VALUE(L),I.=I,K}
G(_ T_ 80
4 FORMAT(IH ,6(E16.8))
C INTEGER DUM °
60 IF (IT .EQ. O} G(_ T_ 65
':vRITE( IT,5] (VALUE (LI ,L:I ,K)
IF (ITAPE .GT. O} G_ T0 80
65 °RINT 5, (VALUE(L),I.=I,K)
G_ T_) 80
5 F_RMAT_IH ,6(2X,I12,2X})
C BC D DUM _
70 IF (IT .EQ. O} GO T_ 75
t.!RITE f IT,6) fVAI UE(LI,L:I ,K)
IF (ITAPE .GT. O) G_ T_ 80
75 PRINT 6, (VALUE(L},L-I,K)
G(_ T0 80
6 F(2}RMAT(IH ,6(5X,A6,5X})




FIGURE 53. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE DUMPS (cont.)
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XL. SUBROUTINE PRNTKY
This subroutine prints an output key of the trajectory output.
CALLING SEQUENCE
METHOD
This subroutine uses COMMON block TAPES.
,
Z.
I = IOTAPE I
If I = 0, go to5
If I / 0, go tO 3
3. Write the output key on tape I
4. If OTAPE > 0, return
If OTAPE _ 0, go to 5
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SVITY-(X_ GRAVI TY-(Y) GRAVI TY-(Z)/
SIO2H (POUNDSI (POUNDS)
$ ISEC**2) (FTISEC**2) (FTISEC**2) I
SIO2H 9 DRAG-(X) DRAG-(Y_
SI. I FT-(X) [ IFT-(YI LIFT-(Z)/
$ IO2H (POUNDS) (POUNDS)
$ ( P@U_!DS _ (POU_IDS) (POUNDS)//
$IO2H _PT
$ /I
4 F_RMATf IO2H 10 T_
RH_F _TO
$IO2H _DEG. R.) (LBIFT**3)
SB ,'i:T-',""_33 f lib I/I _I_'¢_'2 ) (LB/I N**2) /
_IO2H 11 _,'_ WF
VF D0 PFI
I02H (P_UHDS) (POUNDS)
S (FT**3_ ([.B z I N**2) (LBI I N**2)/




$10214 13 ' _(_(E)-D_T WF(E)-DCT
MR(El ISP(EI THRUST(E'_ /
e,I02H ([.B/SEC ) (LB ISEC )
$ (SECONDS) (POUNDS)I
$IO2H 14 WO(S)-DOT WF(S)-D_T
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XLI. SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
This subroutine is the main output routine for Blocks II and III.





Convert from radians to degrees.
i. BETAD = (BETA)(DPRAD)
2. AZD = (AZ) (DPRAD)
3. PITD = (PIT) (DPRAD)
4. PRATED = (PRATE)(DPRAD)
5. YAWD = (YAW) (DPRAD)
6. YRATED = (YRATE)(DPRAD)
Set output tape assignment.
7. TAPE = i or El
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Check error flag.
8. CALL CHKERR (Z)
9. If Z _ 0, go to 34
If Z = 0, go to I0
Set input print flag.
I0. PFLAG = FLPRT
Check type of run.
II. If FLTRW _ 0, PFLAG = (FLPRT)/(8)
If FLTRW = 0, go to IZ
Check for end of flight.
12. If FLEOF not true, go to 21
If FLEOF true, go to 13
Check for end-of-flight print option.
13. If ((PFLAG)/(2)) (2) = PFLAG, return
If ((PFLAG)/(Z))(Z) _ PFLAG, goto 14
End of flight print.
14. IT= IST EI
Check if printout to be off-line.
15. If IT = 0, go to 18
If IT _ O, go to 16
16. WRITE TIME (1), VSUBR, HATM, BETAD, RANGE, W ( 1 ),
ERATIO on Unit IT
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Check if printout to be on-line also.
17. If STAPE > 0, go to 19
If STAPE _ 0, go to 18
Print on-line.
18. PRINT TIME(1), VSUBR, HATM, BETAD, RANGE,
W (l), ERATIO
Write extra print line if desired.
19. CALL XPRINT(PRNTON, STAPE)
20. Return
Check for discontinuity.
21. If FLDSC = 0, go to 24
If FLDSC # 0, go to 22
Check for discontinuity print option.
22. If ((PFLAG)/(4))(2) = (PFLAG)/(Z), go to 24
If ((PFLAG)/(4))(2) # (PFLAG)/(2), go to 23
23. Go to 27
Check for time to print.
24. If FLTP not true, return
If FLTP true, go to 25
Check for print-interval print option.
25. If ((PFLAG)/(8))(2) = (PFLAG)/(4), return
If ((PFLAG)/(8))(2) / (PFLAG)/(4), go to 26
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26. Go to 27
Print output.
27. If TIME _ TI, go to 34
If TIME = TI, go to 28
Check if printout to be on-llne only.
28. If TAPE = 0, go to 32
If TAPE / 0, go to 29
Write output off-line.
29. WRITE headings on Unit TAPE
Check if output to be on-llne also.
30. If OTAPE < 0, go to 32
If OTAPE > 0, go to 31
31. Go to 34
Write headings on-line.
32. PRINT headings on the on-line printer
33. Go to 38
Time history print.
Check if output to be off-line only.
34. If TAPE = 0, go to 38
If TAPE _ 0, go to 35
Write output off-line.
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35. WRITE TIME(l), STIND, TYSC, VSUBR, HATM, BETAD,
AZD, RANGE, W(1), VSUBI, THRST, ACCEL,
LAT, LONG, WDOT, MACH, QATM, CSUBL,
CSUBD, LIFT, DRAG, ALPHAD, SREF, CATM,
RATM, PATM, TATM, PITD, PRATED, YAWD,
YRATED, GRAV, WPL, TFLIT, TSTAG, TSECT,
ERATIO, RXIN, RYIN, RZIN, XDIN(1)
YDIN(1), ZDIN(1), THRSTX, THRSTY, THRSTZ,
GRAVX, GRAVY, GRAVZ, DRAGX, DRAGY, DRAGZ,
LIFTX, LIFTY, LIFTZ on Unit TAPE
Check if output to be on-line also.
36. If OTAPE < O, qo to 38
If OTAPE m O, go to 37
37. Go to 39
Print output on-line.
38. PRINT TIME { t), STIND, TYSC, VSUBR, HATM, BETAD,
AZD, RANGE, W(1), VSUBI, THRST, ACCEL,
I_AT, LONG, WDOT, MACH, QATM, CSUBL,
CSUBD, LIFT, DRAG, ALPHAD, SREF , CATM,
RATM , PATM , TATM , PITD, PRATED , YAWl) ,
YRATED, GRAV, WPL, TFLIT, TSTAG, TSECT,
ERATIO, RXIN , RYIN, RZIN , XDIN ( 1 ),
YDIN (1), ZDIN(1), THRSTX, THRSTY, THRSTZ,
GRAVX, GRAVY, GRAVZ, DRAGX, DRAGY, DRAGZ,
LIFTX, LIFTY, LIFTZ on the on-line printer
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Write extra print llne if desired.
39. CALL XPRINT(PRNTOF, OTAPE)
Check for engine printout.
40. If THIND < 4, go to 47
If THIND _ 4, go to 41
Check if printout on-line only.
41. If TAPE = 0, go to 45
If TAPE _ 0, go to 42
Write output off-line.
4Z. WRITE TO, RHOO, TF, RHOF, PTO, PTF, WO(1),
WF(1), VO, VF, PO, PF, WOCDT, WFCDT,
PC, MRC, CSUBF, FCHMBR, WOEDT,
WFEDT, WEDOT, MRE, ISPE, FENGIN,
WOSDT, WFSDT, WSDOT, MRS, ISPS, FS
on Unit TAPE
Check if printout on-line also.
43. If OTAPE < 0, go to 45
If OTAPE a 0, go to 44
44. Go to 47
Print on-line.
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45. PRINT TO, RHOO, TF, RHOF, PTO, PTF, WO(1),
WF (1), VO, VF, PO, PF, WOCDT, WFCDT,
PC, MRC, CSUBF, FCHMBR, WOEDT,
WFEDT, WEDOT, MRE, ISPE, FENGIN,
WOSDT, WFSDT, WSDOT, MRS, ISPS, FS
on the on-line printer
46. Go to 47
Check end-of-section flag.
47. If FLEOS not true, return
If FLEOS true, go to 48
Check if section head!n_ en-!inc only.
48. If TAPE = 0, go to 52
If TAPE # 0, go to 49
Write off-line.
49. WRITE section heading on Unit TAPE
Check if on-line also.
50. If OTAPE < 0, go to 52
If OTAPE a 0, go to 51
51. Return



























Angle between local ver-
tical and velocity vector
Angle between local ver-





















































































































REAL, /DATA/, 35, 38
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stag nation pres sure
Print flag














REAL, /DATA/', 35, 38
REAL, /GOMP/, 35, 38
REAL, /COMP/, 35, 38
REAL, /COMP/, 35, 3 8
REAL, /DATA/, 35, 38






































Array of parameters to be
output on optional print line
Array of parameters to be
output o_-_ optional print iine
rue_ _an_ top pressure













































































X-component of vehicle thrust
Y-component of vehicle thrust




















INTEGER, 7, Z8, 34,
































Initial time s ec
Oxidizer tank propellant OR
temperature
Section time s ec
Stage time sec
Section tally







Engine oxidizer flow rate
Thrust chamber fuel flow rate
Engine fuel flow rate
Fuel propellant weight


















































Engine oxidizer flow rate
Oxidizer propellant weight
Stage oxidizer flow rate
Payload weight
Missile weight























































LOblVAtEHCE (RS[!B_ RSUBO_ tGSUB_J GSUBO_
REAl 1HF !!',!
CStlHffN / INPUT ZT I , Vl , HI , LATI , L_NGI , BETAI ,AZ I , BETAO , _I_I" ' , _ ' "_ _ _ [ " , S t _E T ,
S bATE (7l TARGET,TRANS FLTR FLSC,FL, RT,CL;':(7"_
SECTS' 20, I2) ,STAGS (20,6_ ,HEAO' l1,1 5_
REAl I ATI , L OtIG I
I !!TEGER TARGET
I HTEG[ R FL TR,FI.SC, FLPRT
C@lffl.gf't ZI?RII_Tf PRHT@N(G1,PRHTI_Fr6_
Cr!,HM,I_f/'..;F[ AG/F[ E_F,FLEOS, FLTP,FLDSC ,TYSC, FLTRW
L#GICAL FLEgF, FLEetS, FLTP
_!4TEGER FLDSC, TYSC, F l. TR'_"
,,.,.-,5/PARAt,,VE, W I,,TJJ,S T It!u,THI _D, AT Ilib,DTSES, L,TS BP,
S PDOT, Yb,!T, PK I K, YK I K, VGX, VGY, VGZ, SEC T,_:_,
S _ADSK, VESK, PADRTI, PADRT2,
S SREF,_,_t _'_;JS ,W_I I S,WF I S ,WPRPS ,WB_S ,FVAC ,WD_TV,EPS 1S,
S ASUBTS, I SP,KSUBF,KSUBW,KSUBP,KSUBY,KSUBI,,,KSbBA(4)
ELAI tsr_,;",S['CF,KSbL'.,',KSdBP,,.,SUBY,KSUBN,KSUBA
;fl_3fR :'..: :.',•.......... S
C ;SlIi"I'_iGiLL/i i;IL(?_,Xit!_'2I,YIr.I(Z),ZIM(2},XDII,._(21,YDIr.!(2),ZDIN(2),
S "(2),w'!(2) "'F(2)'.'PR_P(2) VGAI_'_F2) TBURt!(2'_
_, ' ';_.3_T,ACCEL , TBD'!T,KPASS,QUE (26)
"_r ", •
,.,4lq .'uATA _ TFI__T,TSTAG,TSECT,TSUBP,DTI.ST,RXI,' RYI.'_ RZi;_ F,.VCTR
•' , , , , ,
:1 :;HI,THETA,t4ATtI,VSUBI,GAMIN AZiN VSUBR GAMt.IA AZ BETA
GAI,!RF, AZRE F, P I T, YAW, PRATE, YRATE, RATM, CA lt,i, TATM, PATM,
$ OATM,HACH,AL PHAP,ALPHAY,ALPHA,ALPHAD,CSUBN,CSUBA,
S CSUBL ,CSUBD, L I FT, DRAG, THRST,GRAV,LAT, LP.NG,RANGE,
S ESUBP, ESUBK, ERAT 1
REAL IAT,10NG,HACH,[_IFT
C_ttfI_H/C_HP/THRSTX, THRSTY, THRSTZ,GRAVX ,GRAVY,GRAVZ,
S DRAGX, DRAGY, DRAGZ, I I FTX, L I FTY,L I FTZ,
S VRX, VRY, VRZ
FdTA[ L I FTX, I. I FTY, L ! FTZ
COld:II! IEI!GII,.!_/ PC PF T..'! TF CSTR,RHI_,RHBF DT_,PTF V_m, VF Hg,HF
S ' I_CDT,\/FCL)T,NRC ,PC ,WOJGDT,WFGDT,CVTH, CFTH,CSUBF, FCIIt,'I_F,,
$ FENG 1N,\'_EDT,WFEDT,MRE,WED_T, I SPE ,W_PDT,_,'FPDT,





EETAD = BETA _,_DPRAD
AZD = AZ * DPRAD
PITD : PIT ;_ DPRAD






_RATEb = _'RATE * DPRAD
YAWD = YAW * DPRAD
YRATED = YRATE * DPRAD
TAPE = IABS(0TAPE)
CALL CHKERR(Z_
IF (Z .ME. O.O) G0 T0 510
"_FLAG = FI.?RT
F (FI.TRW .NE. O_ _'FLAG =
CHECK F0R END OF FLIGHT
F (.NOT. FLEOF) GO TO 1OO
F ((PFLAG/2)*2 .EQ. PFLAG)
EI'ID 0F FLIGHT PRINT
m : IABS(STAPE)




IF (STA_E .GT. O) GO T0 51
50 PRINT I, TIHE(1),VSUBR,HATM,BETAD,RANGE,W(1),ERATI0
31 CAI_L XPRINT(PRNTON,STAOE)
RETURN



















CHECK F0R D ISCONTINUITY
(FLDSC .EQ. O) G0 T0 200
((PFLAG/4)*2 .EQ. PFLAG/2)
T0 500





(TIME .ME. TI) G0 T0 510
(TAPE .EQ. 0] G0 TO 5O5
TE (TAPE,2) (HEAD(I,13),I:1,11)
TE (TAPE, 3) (HEAD(I,14),I=1,11)
TE (TAPE, 3) (HEAD(I ,15), I=1,11)















IF (TAPE .EQ. O) G0 T0 515









































LT. O_ G0 T_ 515
TIME (I) ,ST I ND, TYSC ,
VSUBR, HATH, BE TAD, AZD, RANGE , W( I I ,
VSUB I , THRST,ACCEL ,LAT,LI_NG,WDOT,
HACH,QATH,CSUBL,CSUBD,L I FT,DRAG,
ALPHAD,SREF,CATM,RATM,PATM,TATM,
D I TD,PRATED,YAWD, YRATED,GRAV,WPL,
TFL I T,TSTAG,TSECT,ERATII_,
RX I N,RY I N, RZ I N,XD I N(' 1 ) ,YDI N(1 ) , ZDI N(' 1 ),
THRSTX, THRSTY,THRSTZ,GRAVX,GRAVY,GRAVZ,
DRAGX, DRAGY, DRAGZ,L I FTX,L I FTY,L t FTZ
/1H ,12X,6HTIME --,F12.6,6X,7HSTAGE ---,12,6X,9HSECTION
IH ,/6H 1,6FI6.3/6H 2,6F16.31
3,4F16.6, 2F16. 316H 4,F16.5,F16.3,4F16.81
5,4F16.6, 2F16.3/6H 6,4F16.61/
7,6E 16.8/6H 8,6E 16. 816H 9,6E16.8)
520 CALL XPRINT(PRNT_F,_TAPE)
530 IF (THIND .LT. 4) G_ T_ 900
IF (TAPE .EQ. Ol G_ T_ 535
_,-'_( 11, WF ( I ), V_, VF, P(_, PF,
'.s_CDT,WFCDT,PC,,_4RC ,CSUBF,FCHt_BR,
I'_EDT,WFEDT,WED_T,HRE, I SPE, FENG I N,
'-,..r_SDT,WFSDT,\qSD_T,MRS, I SoS, FS
•LT. O) G_ T_ 535
T_, RH(3(_, TF, RH_F,PT(_,PTF,
_,s_(1 ) ,t._F( 1 _ ,V_,VF, P_, PF,
_.!(3CDT,WFCDT, PC ,MRC ,CSUBF ,FCHHBR,




















900 IF (.NOT. FLEfJS) RETURN
IF (TAPE .EQ. O) G(_ T_I 905
WRITE (TAPE ,4) (HEAD(I ,TYSC), I:1,11)
IF ((_TAPE .LT. O) G_ T_ 905
RETURN
90.5 PRINT 4, (HEAD(I ,TYSC), I:1,11)
RE TURN
4 F_RHAT (1H ,/1H ,5X,11A6)
END
FIGURE $5. SYMBOUC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE OUTPUT (cont.)
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XLII. SUBROUTINE XPRINT
This subroutine writes a line of output, on any tape, consisting
of up to 6 parameters specified by program input, together with their
input names.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL XPRINT (LIST, TAPE)
LIST is an array of dimension
FINPUT A-prefix option.
6 containing data read in via the
SOLUTION METHOD
I. If I/ST(1) = 0,
If I/ST(1) _ 0,
return
go to Z
Look up items to be printed:
2. Do IZ, J= l, 6
3. If UST(1) = O,




4. K = I
5. CALL UNPACK (LIST(I),ARRAY)
6. NLOC = MASKA (I/STCJ))
Get Hollerith name of parameter:
7. CALL LOOKUP (NLOC, NAMES (I, I))
Calculate parameter array subscript:
8. NAMES(Z, I) = ADD - NLOC + 1
Execute routine to calculate parameter, if any:
9. CALL XEG (DEC)
Find conversion factor for parameter:
I0. CONV = TAGS(TAG)
II. If TAG = 0, CONV = 1.0
If TAG # 0, CONV = CONV
12. VAR(J) = (CLA(ADD))(CONV)
Print item s:
3. IT = ITAPE!
14. If IT = 0, go to 17
If IT # 0, go to 15
529
15. Write K names and K variables on unit IT:
16. If TAPE > 0, go to 18
If TAPE < 0, go to 17


















Address portion of LIST (J)
Array containing addres s,
tag, decrement and prefix
of LIST (J)
Conversion factor for variable --
Decrement portion of LIST (I)
Tape unit to write on
Do loop counter
Number of items to print
.Array specifying parameters
to be output
Hollelrith names and subscripts --
of parameters to be output
Base location of parameter for --
table lookup
Tag portion of LIST(J)
Array of conversion factors
Output unit(s) to use
Array of parameter values
for output
Reference










DIM, 7, 8, 15, 17
6,7,8
INTEGER, EQUIV, i0, II
/CONST/, I0
CALL, INTEGER, 13, 16






C(_HH_N/C_NST/RSUBO,FLAT,GSUBO,GSUBI ,_HEGA,PSL ,CMAX ,HM I N,HMAX ,
$ TAGS(7_ , I NFIN,PI ,P I _2,DTRAD, DPRAD
EQUIVALENCE (RSUB_, RSUBO) , (GSUB(_,GSUBO)
REAL. I NFI N
¢)PTI_NA[. PRINT LINE _F UP TI_ 6 PARAHETERS
DIMEHSI_N [_ IST(6) NAMES (2,6), MAR(6)
DIMENS I(3N ARRAY(41
EQUIVALENCE (ARRAYf I ),ADD), (ARRAY f 2),TAG), (ARRAY (3),DEC),
$ (ARRAY (4) ,PRE)
INTEGER ADD,TAG,TAPE
IO
IF (LIST(1) .EQ. O) RETURN
D_ 10 Jr1 6




CALL 1._0KUD (NL(_C, NAMES ( 1, J) )
NAMES(2,J) = ADD - NL_C + I
CALL XEC(DEC)
CONV = TAGSKTAG)
IF (TAG .EQ. O_ C_NV = 1.O
VAR(J) = CLA(ADD) _ CONV
C_NTI NUE
2O IT : IABS(TAPE)
IF (IT .EQ. 0) G(3 T_ 25
_"RITE (IT,l) ((NAHES(1,1),NAMES(2,1)),I"I,K)
_.'/RI TE (IT,2) (VAR(I), I-1,K)
.GT. O) GQ T(_ 30











FIGURE 56. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE XPRINT
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XLIII. SUBROUTINE PLOAD
This subroutine provides the capability to optimize the pro-
pellant loading for each of as many stages as desired. Optimization
of propellant loading implies minimization of residual propellants.
Optimum propellant loading may be achieved with constant or variable
missile weight. In either case, minimum ullage requirements are
always maintained.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL PLOAD (FUNCG)
This subroutine uses COMMON blocks TAPES, CONST, INPUT,
SAVE, ENGINI and PROPL.
SOLUTION METHOD
Set maximum iteration limit.
1. MXIT1 = IPROPD(1)
Set maximum consecutive error limit.
2. MXIT2 = IPROPD(Z)
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Set option indicator. If OPTION = 0, vehicle weight will
vary. If OPTION _ 0, payload weight will vary and vehicle weight
will remain constant.
3. OPTION = PROPD(3)
Set number of stages for weight buildup.
4. NSTAGE = IIPROPD(4) I
Set output tape unit.
s IT = ISTAP I
Clear Storage Block
6. Do 7 I = I, 78
7. WARRAY(1) = 0
Set the constant qF-_.
8. SQRTZ = (2) "5
Maximum Propellant Weiqht Computations
9. Do 58 I= i, NSTAGE
Determine tank pressures.
10. If TANKS(4, I) _ 0,
If TANKS (4, I) = 0,
go to 14
go to 1 1
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iI. PTO = TANKS (5, I) + PSL
IZ. PTF = TANKS (6, I) + PSL
13. Go to 16
14. PTO = TANKS (8, I)
15. PTF = TANKS(I3, I)
Determine propellant densities.
16. CALL PRPDEN (1, PTO, MISC(Zl, I) - 459.688,
Z, Z, PVO, RHOO)
17. CALL PRPDEN (ITANKS(I, I) + I, PTF, MISC(23, I)
-459.688, TANKS(Z, I), TANKS(3, I), PVF, RHOF)
Set minimum ullage volumes.
18. VOULL = PROPD((4)(1) + 3)
19. VFULL = PROPD ((4)(I) + 4)
Set oxidizer tank geometry.
Z0. X = TANKS(19, I)
Zl. R = TANKS(Z0, I)
ZZ. B = R
Gompute volume of oxidizer tank upper header.
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23. If MOD(IFIX(TANKS(21, I) + .5), Z) = O, B = (R)/SQRTZ)
Otherwise, B = B
MOD and IFIX are FORTRAN functions used for
remaindering and converting from real to integer,
respectively.
VUH = (Z) (PI)(B) (Rz)/(3)
If TANKS(Z1, I) < Z.5, go to 28
If TANKS (21, I) _ 2.5, go to 26
Z6. VUH = (PI)(B)(R 2) -VUH
Z7. X = X-B
Compute volume of oxidizer tank lower header.
Z8. B = R
29. If MOD(IFIX(TANKS(22, I) + .5), 2) = O, B = (R)/(SQRTZ)
Otherwise, B = B
30. VLH = (2)(PI)(B)(R2)/(3)
31. If TANKS(22, I) < 2.5, go to 34
If TANKS(22, I) _ 2.5, go to 32
32. VLH = (PI)(B)(R 2) -VLH
Set length of cylindrical portion of oxidizer tank.
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33. X = X-B
34. Continue
Compute maximum weight of propellant in oxidizer tank.
35. WOTNK(I) = ((X)(PI)(Rz ) + VUH + VLH - VOULL) (RHOO)
Compute weight of oxidizer below bulkhead.
36. WOBB(I) = (MISC (ZS, I))(RHOO)
Compute total stage oxidizer weight.
37 "_ _,_ ,r• _ru_O_ (I) = WOTNK (!) -_ WOBB (i)
Compute .v_i ._ ,-.-.,._._,,_1 .... --_.. _-, .......
38. WOEPSI(I) = (MISC(S, I))(RHOO)
Set fuel tank geometry.
39. X = TANKS(Z3, I)
40. R = TANKS(Z4, I)
41. B = R
Compute volume of fuel tank upper header.
42. If MOD(IFIX(TANKS(Z5, I) + .5), 2) = 0, B = (R)/(SQRT2)
Otherwise, B = B
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43. V JH = (Z)CPI)CBIcRZ)/(3)-
44. If TANKS(Z5, I) < Z.5, go to 47
If TANKS (25, I) _ 2.5, go to 45
45. VUH = (PI)(B)(R z) -VUH
46. X = X-B
Compute volume of fuel tank lower header.
47. B = R
48. If MOD (IFIX(TANKS(Z6, I) + .5), Z) = 0, B = (R)/(SQRT2)
Otherwise, B = B
VLH = (2) (PI)(B) (R2 )/( 3)
If TANKS (26, I) < Z.5, go to 53
If TANKS(26, I) > Z.5, go to 51
51. VLH = (Pl)(B) (R2 ) - VLH
Set length of cylindrical portion of fuel tank.
5Z. X = X-B
53. Continue
Compute maximum weight of propellant in fuel tank.
54. WFTNK(1) = ((X)(PI)(R 2) + VUH + VLH - VFULL)(RHOF)
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Compute weight of fuel below bulkhead.
55. WFBB(I) = (MISC(26, I))(RHOF)
Compute total stage fuel weight.
56. WFTOT(1) = WFTNK(1) + WFBB(1)
Compute fuel residual weight convergence tolerance.
57. WFEPSI (I)
58. Continue
Save Nominal Case Values
= (MISC(8, I))(RHOF)
59. Do 67 I = I, NSTAGE
60. WOIN(I) = STAGS(3, I)
61. WFIN(1) = STAGS(4, I)
62. If PROPD((4)(1)+ I)= 0, or PROPD(4) > 0, go to 65
Otherwise, go to 63
63. STAGS(3, I) = WOTOT(I)
64. STAGS(4, I) = WFTOT(1)
65. Continue
66. WPRPN(I) = STAGS(3, I) + STAGS (4, I)
67. Continue
68. WPLN = WPL
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69. NN = 40
70. Go to 164
Maximum Propellant Weiqhts Print Out
71. If IT = 0, go to 74
If IT ¢ 0, go to 72
7Z.
73.
Write K, WOTNK(K), WOBB(K), WOTOT(K), WFTNK(K),
WFBB (K), WFTOT(K) on Unit IT
If STAPE > 0, go to 75
If STAPE g 0, go to 74
74. Write K, WOTNK(K), WOBBIK), WOTOTIK), WFTNK(K),
WFBB (K), WFTOT (K) on the on-line-printer
75. Continue
Minimize Residual Propellants
76. Do 129 ITER1 = 1, MXIT1
Compute residual propellants.
77. CALL FUNCG
Check if an error occurred during the generation of propellant
residuals.
78. CALL CHKERR (Z)
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79. If Z _ 0, go to 136
If Z = 0, go to 80
Set error counter to zero.
8O. ITER2 = 0
Write out propellant weight data.
81. If IT = 0, go to 84
If IT _ 0, go to 8Z
82. Write STAGS(3, K), WOR(K), STAGS(4, K), WFR(K),
K on Uu-t IT
. _ o_r_. 0 go to 85
If STAPE < 0, go to 84
84. Write STAGS(3, K), WOR(K), STAGS(4, K), WFR(K),
K on the on-line-printer
85. Continue
86. Do I_7 I = i, NSTAGE
87. J = NSTAGE -I+ 1
Starting from top of vehicle, check if each stage is to be
optimally loaded.
88. If PROPD((4)(J) + I) = 0, go to 127
If PROPD((4)(J) + I) _ 0, go to 89
541
Set loaded propellant weights.
89. WOIL(I) = STAGS(3, J)
90. WFIL(J) = STAGS (4, J)
Compare oxidizer residual with convergence tolerance.
91. If WOR(I) _ WOEPSI(I), go to llZ
If WOR(J) > WOEPSI(I), go to 9Z
Compare fuel residual with convergence tolerance.
92. If WFR(J) _ WFEPSI(J), go to 103
If WFR(J) > WFEPSI(J), go to 93
Both Oxidizer and Fuel Residuals
Check if stage burnout criterion is propellant depletion.
93. If PROPD((4)(J) + I) < 0,




94. CALL SETERR (6 HRESID)
95. Go to 14Z
Reduce loaded propellant weights by amount of residuals.
96. STAGS(3, J) = WOIL(J) -WOR(J)
54Z
97. STAGS(4, I)
98. Go to iZZ
99. STAGS(3, I)
I00. Go to 122
I01. STAGS(4, I)
i02. Go to 122
= WFIL (I) - WFR(I)
= WOIL (I) - WOR (I)
= WFIL (I) - WFR(I)
Only Oxidizer Residual
Check if stage burnout criterion is propellant depletion.
103. If PROPD ((4}(1)+ I} < 0, go to 99
If PROPD((4)(1)+ I) m 0, go to 104
Compute required fuel propellant weight.
104. WF = WFIL(J)+ (WOR(1))/(I.0 +AVMR(!))
I_, kl_Test if required fuel ..... _=_'÷ weight is greater than al_va_
105. If WF > WrFTOT (I), go to 109
If WF < WFTOT(I), go to 106
Set new propellant weights.
106. STAGS(3, I) = WPRPN(1) -WF
107. STAGS(4, I) = WF
108. Go to IZZ
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STAGS (4, J) = WFTOT(1)
STAGS (3, J) = WOIL (J) - WOR (J) +
(WFTOT (1) - WFIL (J))(AVMR (J))
Go to IZZ
Compare fuel residual weight with convergence tolerance.
llZ. If WFR(J) < WFEPSI (J), go to lZ7
If WFR(J) > WFEPSI (J), go to 113
Only Fuel Residual
Check if stage burnout criterion is propellant depletion.
113. If PROPD ((4) (I) + 1) < 0, goto 101
If PROPD ((4) (J) + 1) > 0, go to 114
Compute required oxidizer propellant weight.
114. WO = WOIL(J) + (WFR(I))(AVMR(J))/(I +AVMR(1))
Test if required oxidizer propellant weight is greater than
allowable.
115. If WO > WOTOT(I), go to 119
If WO _ WOTOT(I), go to 116
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Set new propellant weights.
116. STAGS (3, J)
117. STAGS(4, J)
118. Go to 122
= WO
= WPRPN (J) - WO
Maximize oxidizer tank load and calculate fuel load.
119. STAGS (3, J)
120. STAGS (4, J)
121 :'-• _u to 122
Payload %'Veiqht Gom putation
= WOTOT (J)
= WFIL (J) - WFR (J) + (WOTOT (J)
- WOIL (J))/(AVMR (J))
122. If OPTION # 0, WPL =WPL -(STAGS(3, I)
- WOIL (J)) - (STAGS (4, I) - WFIL(I))
Otherwise, WPL = WPL
Test for negative payload.
123. If WPL < 0, go to 159
If WPL
124. NN = 410
125. Go to 164
126. Go to IZ9





Maximum Iterations Error Print
130. If IT = 0, go to 133
If IT _ 0, go to 131
131. Write error message on Unit IT
132. If STAPE > 0, go to 134
If STAPE _ 0, go to 133
133. Write error message on the on-line-printer
Set error indicator.
134. CALL SETERR(5HPLOAD)
135. Go to 142
Error Control
136. If ITER1 > 1, go to 151
If ITER1 _ l, go to 137
Write error message.
137. If IT = 0, go to 140





Write error message on Unit IT
If STAPE > 0, go to 141
If STAPE _ 0, go to 140





Do 145 I= I, NSTAGE
Reset nominal propellant weights.
143. STAGS (3, I)
!44 _ IA T_
145. Continue
Reset nominal payload.
146. WPL = "WrPLN
147. NN = 820









Test if maximum number of consecutive errors has been
exceeded.
15Z. If ITER2 _> MXIT2, go to 130




WOTRY = (WOIL(J) + STAGS(3, J))/(2)
WFTRY = (WFIL(J) + STAGS(4, J))/(Z)
Calculate payload weight.
155. If OPTION _ 0, WPL=WPL -(WOTRY- STAGS(3, J))
- (WFTRY - STAGS (4, J))
Otherwise, WPL = WPL




STAGS (3, J) = WOTRY
STAGS (4, I) = WFTRY
Go to IZZ
Negative Payload Error Print
159. If IT = 0, go to 162
If IT _ 0, go to 160
160. Write error message on Unit IT
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161. If STAPE > 0, go to 141
If STAPE _ 0, go to 16Z
16Z. Write error message on the on-line-printer
163. Go to 141
Weight Buildup Computations
Compute initial weight of each stage starting from top of
vehicle.
164. STAGS (Z, NSTAGE) = STAGS (3, NSTAGE) +
STAGS(4, NSTAGE) + PROPD((4) (NSTAGE) + Z)
165. NSTOP = NSTAGE- !
166. Do !69 N = !, NS!YOP
167. M1 = NSTAGE - N
168. MZ = M1 + 1
169. STAGS(Z, MI) = STAGS(Z, MZ) + STAGS(3, MI) +
STAGS(4, Nil) + PROPD((4)(MI) + Z)
170. If NN = 40, go to 71
If NN = 410, go to 126























Height of elliptical or spher- ft
ical portion of the tank
Function generator
Counter




Tape unit for output
Counter
Counter for weight buildup
Counter for weight buildup





/SAVE/, 104, 110, ll4,
120
22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 3Z, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52
CALL, 77
86, 87









/ENGINI/, REAL, 16, 17,
36, 38, 55, 57
I, 76
2, 152
69, 124, 147, 170
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Indicator for loading option
0 = vehicle weight varies




























/CONST/, 24, Z6, 30,
32, 35,43, 45, 49, 51, 54
/PROPL/, EQUIV, 3, 18,







17, 54, 55, 57
16, 35, 36, 38
21,22,23, 24, 26,28,
29,30,32,35, 40, 41,
42, 43, 45, 47, 48, 49
51,54
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Stage data input array
Summary tape for propellant
loading data
Tank data input array
Fuel ullage volume
Volume of lower header
Oxidizer ullage volume
Volume of upper header
Dummy array name for
clearing storage
Array of saved initial fuel
weights
Array of nominal fuel
weights










Re fere nc e








60, 61, 63, 64•






73, 83, 13Z, 139, 161
/ENGINI/, EQUIV, 10,
11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20,
21, 23, Z5, 29, 31, 39,
40, 42, 44, 48, 50
19, 54
30, 32, 35, 49, 51, 54
18, 35
24,26,35, 43, 45, 54
DIM, EQUIV, 7
DIM, EQUIV, 90, 97, i01,
104, II0, 120, 122, 154
DIM, EQUIV, 61, 144
DIM, EQUIV, 55, 56, 72,
74
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Fuel weight convergence lb
tolerance
Fuel weight lb
Array of residual fuel lb
weights
Maximum weight of fuel in lb
tank
Total maximum fuel weight lb
Trial fuel weight ib
Weight of oxidizer below lb
bulkhead
Oxidizer weight convergence lb
tolerance
Array of saved initial lb
oxidizer weights
Array of nominal oxidizer lb
weights
Oxidizer weight lb








DIM, EQUIV, 57, 9Z, 112
104, 105, 106, 107
/SAVE/, 82, 84,92, 97,
101,112, 114,120
DIM, EQUIV, 54, 56, 72,
74
DIM, EQUIV, 56, 64, 72,
74, 105, 109, II0
154, i55, 157
DIM, EQUIV, 36, 37, 72,
74
DIM, EQUIV, 38, 91
DIM, EQUIV, 89, 96, 99,
II0, 114, 120, iZZ, 153
DIM, EQUIV, 60, 143
114, 115, 116, 117
/SAVE/, 82, 84, 91, 96,
99, 104, II0
DIM, EQUIV, 35, 37, 72,
74
DIM, EQUIV, 37, 63, 7Z,
74, I15, i19, 120
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//INPUT/, 68, 122, 123,
146, 155
68, 146
DIM, EQUIV, 66, 106,
117

































EQUIVALENCE ( I TANKS (1,1),TANKS (1,1 _ ;
DIMENSt0N I PROPD(28)































CALCULATE MAX PROPELLANT WEIGHTS
FIGURE 57. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PLOAD
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CD0 25 I=I,NSTAGE
IF (TANKS(4.,IJ .NE. O.O) GO T0 12
PT0 = TANKS(5,1) + PSL
PTF - TANKS(6,1] + PSL
GO T(_ 13










IF (HOD(IFIX(TANKS(21,1J+.S),2J .EQ. OJ B = R/SQRT2
VUH., 2.O*PI * B * R*'2/3.O
IF (TANKS(21,1) .LT. 2.5) G0 T0 14
VUH = P I * B * R**2 - VUH
X=X -B
14B=R
IF (MOD(IFIX(TANKS(22,1J+.5),2) .EQ. O; B - R/SQRT2
VLH = 2.O*PI * B * R*'2/3.O
IF (TANKS(22,1) .LT. 2.5J Ggl T0 15
VLH = P I * B * R**2 - VLH
X=X -B
15 C(_NTINUE
WOTNK(I) = (X * P I * R**2 + VUH + VLH - VOULLJ * RH00
W(_BB(IJ - MISC(25,1J * RH00
W_IT(_T(I) = WOTNK(I) + W(_BB(I)
W(_EPSI(1) - MISC(B,IJ * RH00
X = TANKS(23, IJ
R = TANKS(24., IJ
B = R
IF {M(_D(IFIX(TANKS(25,1)+.5),2] .EQ. O) B- R/SQRT2
VUH = 2.O*PI * B * R*'2/3.O
IF (TANKS(25,1) .LT. 2.5) G0 T(_ 19
VUH ,, P I * B * R**2 - VUH
X=X-B
19 B=R
IF (,MOD(IFIX(TANKS(,26,1J+.5),2) .EQ. O,I B - R/SQRT2
VLH - 2.0*PI * B * R*'2/3.O
IF (TANKS(26,1) .LT. 2.5) G0 T0 20
VLH = P I * B * R**2 - VLH
X=X -B
20 CONI INUE
WFTNK(I) - (X * P I * R**2 + VUH + VLH - VFULL) * RHOF
WFBB(1) = MISC(26,1) * RHOF
9





WFEPSI(1) = MISC(8,1) * RHOF
25 CONTINUE

























O.O .(_R. PROPD(4} .GT. O.O) G0 T0 29
+ STAGS(4,1)
F0R NOMINAL VALUES
PRINT 0UT MAXIMUM PRePELLANT WEIGHTS
(IT .EQ. O) G0 T0 45
TE (IT,2) ((K,WOTNK(K),WOBB(K),WOTOT(K),WFTNK(K),WFBB(K),
WFTOT(K}},K=I,NSTAGE)
(STAPE .GT. O) G0 T0 50
NT 2, ((K,WOTNK(K),WOBB(KI,WOTOT(K),WFTNK(KI,WFBB(K),
WFTOT(K}),K-I,NSTAGE)
FORMAT((IH ,SX,SHSTAGE,12,SX,7HWOTNK =,EI6.8,SX,6HWOBB =,E16.8,
5X,7HWOTOT =,E16.B/18X,7HWFTNK =,E16.8,SX,6HWFBB =,E16.8,
5X,7HWFTOT =,E16.8)}
CONTINUE
100 De 600 ITERI = I,MXITI
CALL FUNCG
CALL CHKERR(Z)
IF (Z .NE. O.O} Ge T0 800
JTER2 = O
IF (IT .EQ. O) G0 T(_ 105
WRITE (IT,5) ( (STAGS (3,K) ,W0R(K ),STAGS (4,K) ,WFR(K } ,K) ,K=I, NSTAGE )
IF (STAPE .GT. O) G0 T0 110
105 PRINT 5, ((STAGSII3,K),WOR(K),STAGS(4,K),WFR(KI,K),K=I,NSTAGE)
5 FI_RMAT((IH ,5X,5HW01 -,EI6.8,3X,5HW0R =,E16.8,
$ 5X,5HWFI -,EI6.8,3X,SHWFR -,EI6.B,SX,5HSTAGE,12)}
110 CONTINUE
De 500 I=I ,NSTAGE
J = NSTAGE - I + 1
IF (PROPD(4*J+I} .EQ. O.O) G0 T0 500
WelL(J} = STAGS(3,J)
WFIL(JI = STAGS(4,J}
IF (WOR(J) .LE. W0EPSI(J)) G0 T0 300
IF (WFR(J) .LE. WFEPSI(J}} G0 T0 200
FIGURE 57. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PLOAD (cont.)
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C B_TH _X AND FUEL RESIDUALS
IF (PR_PD(4*J+I) .LT. 0.0) G¢ T_ 150
CALL SETERR(6HRESID.)
G_ T_ 811
150 STAGS(3,J) - W_IL(J) - WCR(J)
STAGS(4,J) - WFIL(J) - WFR(J)
G_ TI_ 400
160 STAGS(3,J) - W_IL(J) - WCR(J)
G_ TI_ 400
170 STAGS(4,J) - WFIL(JI - WFR(J)
G_ T_) 400
C _NLY _XIDIZER RESIDUAL
200 IF (PR_PD(4*J+I) .LT. O.O) G_ T_ 160
WF = WFIL(J) + W_R(J)/(I.O + AVHR(J)}
IF (WF .GT. WFT_T(J)) G(_ T_ 250
STAGS(3,J) = WPRPN(J) - WF
STAGS(4,J) - WF
GI_ T_ 400
C T¢_ MUCH _XIDIZER F_R FULL FUEL TANK
250 STAGS(4,J} - WFTCT(J)




300 IF (WFR(J) .LE. WFEPSI(J)) G_ T_} 500
C _NLY FUEL RESIDUAL
IF (PR_PD(4*J+I) .LT. O.O_ G_ T(_ 170
W0 = W_IL(J) + WFR(J) * AVMR(JJ/(I.O +AVMR(J)J
IF (We .GT. W9T¢T(J)J G_ T¢ 350
STAGS(3,J) = W_
STAGS(4,J) - WPRPN(J) - W_
G_ T_ 400
C T_(_ MUCH FUEL F_R FULL _XIDIZER TANK
350 STAGS(3,J) - W_T_T(J)
STAGS(4,J) - WFIL(J) - WFR(J) + (WCT_T(J) - W¢IL(J))/AVMR(J)
G_ T_ 400
C D_ WEIGHT BUILD-UP
400 IF (¢PTI_N .NE. O.O) WPL-WPL - (STAGS(3,J) -W(_IL(J))
$ - (STAGS(4,J) - WFIL(J)_
IF (WPL .LT. 0.0) G_ T_ 890
ASSIGN 410 T¢ NN
Gg T¢ 900









601 IF (IT .EQ. O) G_ T_ 605









IF (STAPE .GT. O) Gg TO 610
605 PRINT 1




800 IF (ITERI .GT. 11 GO TO 850
IF (IT .EQ. O) G0 T0 805
WRITE (IT,3)
IF (STAPE .GT. O) G0 T0 810
B05 PRINT 3
3 FORHAT('31H NOMINAL TRAJECTORY FAILED)
810 CALL SETERR(SHPROPL)









B50 ITER2 - ITER2 + I
IF (ITER2 .GE. MXIT2) GO T0 601
w0TRY = (W01L(J) + STAGS(3,J))/2.O
WFTRY = (WFIL(J) + STAGS(4,J))/2.O
IF (OPTION .NE. 0.0@ WPL- WPL- (WOTRY- STAGS(3,J))





890 IF (IT .EQ. O) GO TO 895
WRITE (IT,4@
IF (STAPE .GT. O) GO TO BIO
895 PRINT 4
4 FORMAT(22H NEGATIVE PAYLOAD)
GO TO 810
WE IGHT BU IL D-UP
900 STAGS(2,NSTAGE) - STAGS(3,NSTAGE) + STAGS(4,NSTAGE)
$ + PROPD(4*NSTAGE+2)
NSTOP = NSTAGE-1
DO 910 N- 1,NSTOP
HI - NSTAGE - N
M2 = M1 + I
FIGURE 57. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PLOAD (cont.)
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C910 STAGS(2,MI) - STAGS(2,M2) + STAGS(3,MI) + STAGS(4,MI}
$ + PR_PD(4*HI+2)
G_ T_ NN, (40,410,820_
END
FIGURE 57. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PLOAD (cont.)
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XLI'V. SUBROUTINE SKIP
This subroutine executes Subroutine TRNSFR and skips to the
start of the re-ignition section. It therefore bypasses trajectory integra-
tion during coast.
CALLING SEQUENCE






2. TIME = TIME + (TCST)(60.O)




= (RXR) (RSUB0) - ROX
= (RYR) (RSUB0) - ROY
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5. ZIN - (RZR)(RSUB0) - ROZ
Compute velocity conversion factor.
6. CON = (RSUBO)/((13.44705Z)(60.0))
Compute components of velocity vector at re-ignition.
7. XDIN = (RDXR)(CON)
8. YDIN = (RDYR)(CON)
9. ZDIN = (RDZR)(CON)





















velocity vector at re-
ignition
Y-component of inertial
velocity vector at re-
ignition
Z-component of inertial
velocity vector at re-
ignition
X-component of initial






















































































$ IBFTC SKIP FUL !ST,REF
SUBROUTINE SKIP
C














C_MM_N/PBART/RXB, RYB, RZB, RXBD, RYBD, RZBD,






TIME - TIME + TCST*60.O
XIN = RXR * RSUBO - R_X
YtN = RYR * RSUBO - R_Y
ZIN - RZR * RSUBO - RgZ
C_N - RSUB¢/(13.447052*60.O;
XDIN - RDXR * C_N
YDIN = RDYR * C_N








This subroutine executes Subroutine TRNSFR and stores the
coast ending time in the section working data to provide a criterion for






Specify time as the section ending criterion.
Z. PARAM = 0
Convert coast ending time to seconds.
3. VE = (TCST)(60.0)
Set thrust indicator for coast option.



















_ I I.;FFC C9ASI FULI ST,REF
SUBR_UTIHE COAST
(.
C FXt:-CUTFSTRNSFRAND STI_RESC_AST ENDING TIME 111SECTII_N W_RKING
C DATA IN ORDERTO INTEGRATETO RE-IGNITII_N
C
cr_HHON IU,gRKDIPARAH,VE ,WI BWJ,ST I ND,TH I ND,AT I ND, DTSBS , DTSBP,
$ PD_T, YD_T, PK IK, YK IK, VGX ,VGY, VGZ, SECTNI_ ,
PADSK, VESK,PADRTI ,PADRT2,
$ SRE F, W I_V.IJS,W_ IS, WF IS,,WPRPS ,NBgJS ,FVAC, _D_JTV ,E PS IS
ASUBTS ,ISP, KSUBF ,KSUBW, KSUBP ,KSUBY, KSUBN, KSUBA (4 i
R[/-_,L ISP ,I:,SUBF,KSUBI,",KSUBP, KSUBY,KSUBN,KSUBA
I_IT[!GER ST II_D,THI HD,AT IND_SECTN_
C 11_IIr_H/?BART/RXB,RYB, RZB, RXBD, RYBD, RZBD,
RXR,RYR,RZR,RDXR,RDYR,RDZR,













This subroutine is the main control routine for Block III. It
executes Subroutine PATCH or LUNAR, and BART. It is called by Sub-
routines COAST or SKIP.
CALLING SEQUENCE




I. If TARGET _ 0, go to 4
If TARGET = 0, go to 2
Lunar Transfer
Z. GALL LUNAR (JD, TRANS, (RVGTR)/(RSUB0))
3. Go to 5
Planetary Transfer




Convert booster burn-out azimuth to degrees.
6. AZB = (AZIN) (DPRAD)
Convert booster burn-out latitude to degrees.
7. DIATB = (PHI) (DPRAD)
Compute booster burn-out east longitude.
8. DLONB = 360- LONG
Compute east longitude of launch point.
9. DLONL = 360 - LONGI
Set average vehicle thrust and mass during re-ignition.
10. RAT = FVAC
Ii. RMAS = (W)/(GSUBI)
Convert booster burn time to minutes.
12. TIMB = (TFLIT)/(60)
Compute velocity conversion factor.
13. CON = (RSUBO)/((13.447052)(60))
Convert velocities at end of re-ignition and at end of boost to
14. VMF = (VMF) (CON)
15. VMB = (VMB) (CON)




16. CALL BART (RVCTR, RSUBO, (OMEGA)(60))
Reset initial conditions for corrected launch time.
17. DSID = AMOD ((THEL)/(DPRAD) - THETAO, (2)(Pl))
Compute launch sidereal time.
18. THETAO = THETAO + DSID
Compute initial Greenwich sidereal time.
19. SIDETO = SIDETO + DSID
Compute launch Cartesian coordinates.
20. CALL GIOB (RSUB0, FIAT, PHIO, THETAO, HI, 0, 0, 0,
ROX, ROY, ROZ, U, U, U, I)
Compute sine and cosine of THETAO.
Zl. STHETO = Sin (THETAO)
22. CTHETO = Cos (THETAO)
Compute components of the integrated position vector at end
23. )fiN = (RXB) (RSUBO) - ROX
24. YIN = (RYB) (RSUBO) - ROY
25. Z/N = (RZB) (RSUBO) - ROZ
Set components of inertial velocity vector at end of boost.
26. XDIN = (RXBD) (CON)
27. YDIN = (RYBD) (CON)
28. ZDIN = (RZBD) (CON)
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Compute pitch and yaw angles for re-ignition.
Z9. CALL GZOB (ROX, ROY, ROZ, SOX- (RDXR)(CON),
SOY - (RDYR) (CON), SOZ - (RDZR) (CON),
RSUBO, O, U, U, U, U, PITR, YAWR, I)
30. PITR = PIO2 - PITR
31. YAI_R = YAIWR - AZIR
Calculate sidereal time correction in hours, and pitch and yaw
angles in degrees.
3Z. DSIDH = (DSID) (DPRAD)/(15.0)
33. PITD = (PITR) (DPRAD)
34. YAWD = (YAWR) (DPRAD)








= O, go to 39
= 0, go to 37
WRITE DISDH, TCST, VMF, PITD, YAWD, SOX,
SOY, SOZ on IT
If OTAPE > O, go to 40
If OTAPE < O, go to 39























Booster burn-out azimuth deg







Latitude at end of boost deg
East longitude at end of deg
boost
East !ongi__Jde of launch deg
point
Conversion factor deg/rad
Launch time correction rad
factor




Weight-to -mas s con - lb/slug
version factor
Initial altitude




















































the X direction at the
beginning of re-ignition
Velocity component in
the Y direction at the
beginning of re-ignition
Velocity component in




































































Magnitude of position ft
vector
X-component of inertial
velocity vector at end
of boost
X-component of position
vector at end of boost
Y-component of inertial
velocity vector at end
of boost
Y-component of position
vector at end of boost
Z-component of inertial








/SAVE/, Z0, Z3, Z9
/SAVE/, Z0, Z4, Z9
/SAVE/, Z0, Z5, Z9
/CONST/, EQUIV,
2, 4, 20
EQUIV, 13, 16, 23, 24,
25, Z9




























SUBROUTINE TRNSFR NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Description
Z-component of position


































/PBART/, Z9, 37, 39
/PBART/, Z9, 37, 39













SUBROUTINE TRNSFR NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Symbol Description Units Reference
VMB Magnitude of inertial































































C DRIVER T_ EXECUTE PATCH, LUNAR AND BART






















































AZB - AZIN * D._RAD
DLATB = PHI * DPRAD
DLONB = 360.0 - LONG





VMF = VMF * C0N
VMB = VMB * C0N
CALL BART (RVC TR, RSUBO, 0MEGA*60. O )
RESET INITIAL CONDITIONS F0R CORRECTED LAUNCH
DSlD = AMOD(THEL/DDRAD-THETA0,2.0QPI)
THETA0 = THETA0 + DSID
SIDET0 = SIDET0 + DSID
CALL G10B(RSUBO,FLAT,PHI 0,THETA0,H I ,0.O,O .O,O.O,ROX, ROY, ROZ,U,U,U,
I)
STHET0 = S IN(THETA0)
CTHET0 = COS(THETA0;
XIN = RXB * RSUB0 - R0X
Y!N = RYB * RSUBO - R0Y
Z IN = RZB * RSUB0 - ROZ
XDIN = RXBD * C0N
¥DIN = RYBD * C0N
ZDIN = RZBD * C0N
C CALCULATE PITCH AND YAW ANGLES F0R RE-IGNITION
CALL G20B(R0X,ROY,ROZ,S0X-R+XRQCON,S0Y-RDYR*CON,SOZ-RDZR*CON,
S RSUB0,O.O,U,U,U,U,PITR,YAWR,I)
_ITR = _102 - PlTR







DSIDH = DSID * DPRAD/15.O
OlTD = PITR * DPRAD
YAWD = YAWR * DPRAD
IT = IABS(0TAOE)
IF (IT .EQ. O) GO TO 905
WRITE (IT,l) DS I DH, TCST, VMF, P I TD,YAWD,SOX, SOY,SOZ
IF (OTAOE .GT. O) GO TO 910




,IH ,32HSIDEREAL TIME CORRECTION (HOURS),E16.8,5X,
23HTIME 0F COAST (MINUTES),E16.8/1X,
26HTRANSFER VELOCITY (FT/SEC),E16.8,2X,
21HOlTCH ANGLE (DEGREES),E16.8,2X,










4HVX -,E16.8,5X,4HVY =,E16.8,5X,4HVZ =,E16.8//)
FIGURE 60. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE TRNSFR (cont.}
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XLVII. SUBROUTINEPATCH
This subroutine determines three-dimensional geocentric launch
coordinates for direct, single-maneuver interplanetary transfers.
CALLING SEQUENCE
<,__u,'_*.......r_lu, n (TARGET, LDATE, DELT, RSUB0, GAM0)
SOLUTION METHOD
Compute arrival date.
i. TDATE = LDATE + DELT
EFEM provides orbital data for the planets, Find orbital
elements, mean anomaly, mass, and radius of earth at launch and at
impact.
Z. CALL EFEM (LDATE, 3, VI1, MUI, RRI)
3. CALL EFEM (TDATE, 3, VIZ, MUI, RRI)
Find similar information for target planet.
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4. CALL EFEM(LDATE, TARGET, VJI, MUJ, RRJ)
5. CALL EFEM(TDATE, TARGET, VJZ, MUJ, RRJ)
earth.
Compute times since perifocal passage.
5 -I •5
6. Nil = (KSUBS)(MUI)" (VI1 (I))
Find mean motion of
Divide mean anomaly by mean motion to find time.
7. TII = (VII(3))/(NII)
Refer to epoch of pericenter passage.
8. Vll(3) = o.o
Repeat calculations for earth at time of impact.
9• TIZ = (VIZ(3))/(NII)
i0. VIZ(3) = 0•0
Repeat calculations for target planet at launch time .




- (KSUBS)(MUI) (VJI (I))
(VJI (3))/(NIl)
= 0.0
• . and at impact time•
14. TJZ = (VJZ (3))/(NII)
58Z
15. VJZ(3) = 0.0






DTPRD computes the scalar product of two vectors.
Z0. CALLDTPRD (VOI1, VOI1, RI1)
CALL TORB(VI1, VOI1, O, MUI, TI1, KSUBS, ICON)
CALL TORB(VIZ, VOIZ, O, MUI, TIZ, KSUBS, ICON)
CALL TORB (VJ1, VOJ1, 0, MUJ, TJ1, KSUBS, ICON)
CALL TORB (VJZ, VOJZ, 0, MUJ, TJZ, KSUBS, ICON)
s radius vector at launchCompute magnitude of earth'
21. RI1 = (RII) "5
22. CALL DTPRD (VO12, VOI2, R/Z)
• . . and at impact.
5
Z3. R:2 = (R_Z)"
Compute magnitude of target planet radius vector at launch .
24. CALL DTPRD (VOJI, VOJl, RJI)
5
Z5. RJI = (RJI)"
Z6. CALL DTPRD (VOJZ, VOJZ, RJZ)
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• . . and at impact.
27. RJ2 - (RJ2)'5
Use magnitudes to compute unit position vectors.
Z8. Do 32 J = I, 3
29. UII(J) = (VOII(J))/(RII)
30. uIz(j) - (volz(J))/(R:Z)
31. UIl(J) = (gOJl(J))/(RJl)
32. UJZ (J) - (VOJ2 (I))/(RIZ)
Find angle between earth at launch and target planet at impact.
33. CALL DTPRD (UI1, UJZ, CPHII)
Compute normal to transfer plane.
34. CALL CRPRD (UII, UJZ, WI4)
CRPRD computes the vector product of two vectors.
35. If W14(3) _ 0, go to 39
If W14(3) = 0, go to 36
If transfer angle is zero, or a straight angle, slightly perturb
final position . . .
36. Do 38 J = l, 3
37. VO_Z(_) -- VO_Z(_) - (.0001)(VO_2(_+ 3))
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• . . and repeat calculation for new values.
38. Go to 28
Compute unit vector normal to orbital plane.
39. GALL DTPRD (WI4, WI4, WI4P)
40. WI4P = (WI4P) "5
41. Do 42 J = i, 3
42. Wl4(J) = (Wl4(J))/(Wl4p)
Compute central transfer angle.
43. PHIl = ACOS(CPHIi)
Determine proper quadrant of transfer angle.
44. If V_r14(3) < 0, PHI1 = T%¥OPI- PHI1
If W14(3) > 0, go to 45
Compute inclination of orbital plane.
45. I = ACOS(WI4(3))
Calculate launch and target azimuths.
46. CAZl - (UII(Z))(WI4(1))
47. AZl -- ACOS(CAZI)
48. CAZ4 = (UJ_(Z))(WI4(1))
- (UII (I))(WI4 (2))
- (UJ2 (I))(WI4 (2))
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49. AZ4 = ACOS(CAZ4)
Compute angle between transfer orbit and target orbit; find
normal to target-planet orbit.
50. CALL CRPRD(UJl, UJZ, WZ4)
51. CALL DTPRD (W24, WZ4, WZ4P)
5Z. WZ4P = (WP4p)'5
Compute unit vector in direction of normal.
53. Do 54 J = I, 3
54. W24 (J) = (W24 (J))/(WZ4P)
Compute cosine of angle
55. CALL DTPRD (WZ4, W14, CETA)
and angle between transfer orbit and target-planet orbit.
56 ETA = "ACOS (CETA)




CNODE = (-WI4(Z))/((WI4(1) z + WI4(Z)Z) "5)
NODE = ACOS (CNODE)
If VOII(Z) < 0, NODE = PI+ NODE
If VOII(Z) _ O, go to 60
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60. Do 6Z J= 1,3
Store variables for input to VITER.
61. Pa(D = voI:(j)
6z. RI(I + 3) = VOJz(J)
Set times for VITER.
63. TI(1) = LDATE
64. TI (Z) = TDATE
Set constants for VITER.
Solar gravitational constant:
65. CON(1) = KSUBS
Sum of masses:
66. CON(Z) = 1.0
Tolerance in anomaly:
67., CON(3) = .00001
VITER performs an iteration on the true anomaly to solve Kepler'
equation and develops the velocities corresponding to two positions in
an orbit, given the time between observations.
68. CALL VITER (RI, RO, TI, CON, I)
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Calculate velocity in orbit relative to earth at launch.
69. Do 70 J = 1,3
70. RDOT(J) = VELI(J) - VOII(J + 3)
Transform to earth equatorial coordinates.
71. CECLIP = Cos(ECLIP)
7Z. SECLIP = Sin(ECLIP)
73. RPDOT(1) = RDOT(1)
74. RPDOT (Z) = (RDOT (Z))(CECLIP) - (RDOT (3))(SECLIP)
75. RPDOT(3) = (RDOT(Z))(SECLIP) + (RDOT(3))(CECLIP)
Compute right ascension and declination of pierce point.
76. DENOM = (RPDOT(1) z + RPDOT(Z) z)'5
77. SALFA- (RPDOT(Z))/(DENOM)
78. CALFA = (RPDOT (I))/(DENOM)
Find right ascension.
79. CALL Q UAD (CALFA, SALFA, ALFA)
Find declination.
80. DELTA = (ATAN(RPDOT(3)))/(DENOM)
Calculate residual velocity.
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81. CALL DTPRD (RPDOT, RPDOT, SDOT2)
Convert heliocentric units to geocentric units.
8Z. VP = (SDOTZ)((KSUBS)/(KSUBE))2/(((RRI)(1440)) z )
Calculate semi-major axis of escape hyperbola.
83. AH = (-I. 0)/(VP)
Calculate launch velocity.
5
84. V0 = ((2.0)/(RSUB0) + VP)"
......... ity_uu_ u_cu_ar orbit veloc .
5
85. VCO = ((I.0)/(RSUB0))"
Calculate eccentricity of escape hyperbola.
86. EH = (((vo)/(vco)) z (((vo)/(vco)) z - z. 0)
(Cos (CAM0)) z + 1.0) .5
Calculate semi-parameter of escape hyperbola.
87. PH = (-AH)(EH 2- 1.0)
Calculate true anomaly of launch position.
88. VSUB0 = ACOS((PH - RSUB0)/((EH)(RSUB0)))
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Calculate true anomaly of asymptote.
89. VINFIN = ACOS((-I.O)/(EH))
Calculate planetocentrlc transfer angle.
90. VBAR = VINFIN - VSUBO
Determine allowable range of declinations.
91. DMIN = DELTA- VBAR




















Semi-major axis of escape c.u.
hyperbola




Cosine of right ascension
of pierce point
Cosine of launch azimuth
Cosine of impact azimuth
Cosine of obliquity of
ecliptic
Cosine of angle between
launch and target orbit planes
Cosine of longitude of
ascending node






















DIM, 65, 66, 67, 68
33, 43
CALL, 1






















Maximum . . .





Angle between transfer plane
and target orbit plane
Flight-path angle of vehicle
at inj ection
Control variable in TORB
(see TORB documentation)




Sum of masses of initial
planet and sun (from EFEM)
Sum of masses of target















86, 87, 88, 89
56
CALL, 86
16, 17, 18, 19
REAL, 45
REAL, /ASTRO/, 8Z
REAL, /ASTRO/, 6, II,
16, :7, 18, 19, 65, SZ
CALL, DP, I, Z, 4, 63
REAL, 2, 3, 6, 16,
17
REAL, 4, 5, Ii, 18,
19
59Z

















Mean motion of earth
Mean motion of target
planet
Longitude of ascending node
Transfer angle from earth to
target
Semiparameter of escape c.u.
hyperbola
3. 14159265
Velocity relative to earth at c.u.
launch
Magnitude of radius vector c.u.
to earth at launch
Magnitude of radius vector c .u.
to earth at impact
Input array to VITER n
(see VITER documentation)
Magnitude of radius vector c.u.
to target at launch
Magnitude of radius vector c.u.
to target at impact
Output array from VITER g
( see VITER documentation)








REAL, 6, 7, 9





DIM, 70, 73, 74, 75
20, 21, 29
22, 23, 30




DIM, 73, 74, 75, 76
77, 78, 80, 81
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Radius of earth from EFEM
Radius of target planet
Injection altitude
Sine of right ascension of
pierce point
Residual velocity
Sine of obliquity of ecliptic
Identification index for target
planet for input to EFEM
Target date
Input array to VITER
(see VITER documentation)
Time since perifocal passage
of earth at launch . . .
• . . and at impact
Time since perifocal passage
of target planet at launch . .
. . . and at impact
2_
Unit vector to position of
earth at launch



















CALL, INTEGER, 4, 5
DP, i, 3, 5, 64






DIM, Z9, 33, 34, 46
DIM, 30
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Unit vector to position of c.u.
target planet at launch
Unit vector to position of c.u.
target planet at impact
Angle from launch position to
asymptote of escape hyperbola
Circular parking orbit velocity c.u.
Inertial velocity in transfer c.u.
orbit at injection
True anomaly of asymptote of c.u.
escape hyperbola

















DIM, 3 I, 5O
DIM, 32, 33, 34,
48, 50




DIM, Z, 6, 7, 8, 16
DIM, 3, 9, 10, 17
DIM, 4, II, IZ, 13, 18
DIM, 5, 19
DIM, 84, 86
DIM, 16,20, Z9, 59,
61, 70


















True anomaly of launch
po s ition
Vector normal to transfer c .u.
plane
Magnitude of W14 c.u.
Vector normal to target planet c.u.
orbit





DIM, 18, 24, 31




DIM, 34, 35, 39, 42,
44, 45, 46, 48, 55, 57
39, 40, 42




















SUBROUT ! NE TO DE TEPJ4 ! NE 3-D i HENS I 0NAL GEOCENTR I C LAUNCH




TARGET = TARGET PLANET (1-8,_
LDATE = JULIAN DATE CF LAUNCH TIHE
DELT = DESIRED TRANSFER TIHE IN DAYS
RSUBO = LAUNCH RADIUS FROM CENTER _F EARTH (EARTH RADII,_
GAHO = VEHICLE INITIAL GE¢CENTRIC FLIGHT PATH ANGLE (RAD_
USES SUBROUTINES AC(_S, CRPRD, DTPRD, EFEH,ELEH,QUAD,TCRB,VITER
DIHENSION VI1(6_,Vi2(6_,VJ1(61,VJ2(6_,V_IIl(61,V_I2(61,V_J1(6J,





C(_HH_N/_BART/DELTA ,ALFA, VO, VBAR, VC(_
DOUBLE PRECISli_N LDATE,TDATE
EQUIVALENCE (VEL1 (1),R0(1 ) ), (VEL4(1 J,R_(4) )
DATA P! ,TW_PI/3.14159265,6.28318531/
CALCULATE IHPACT DATE
TDATE = LDATE + DELT
GET CLASSICAL ELEHENTS OF PLANETARY ORBITS
CALL EFEM(LDATE, 3 ,Vil,MUi,RRij
CALL EFEH(TDATE, .3 ,VI2,HUI,RRIJ
CALL EFEH(LDATE,TARGET,VJi,HUJ,RRJ}
CALL EFEH(TDATE,TARGET,VJ2,HUJ,RRJ)
C_NVERT HEAN ANOHALY T_ TIHE SINCE PERIFgCAL PASSAGE




















IC P_SITI_N AND VELOCITY FR_H ELEHENTS
,O,HUI ,TI I ,KSUBS, IC_N]
,O,HUI ,TI 2,KSUBS, IC_NJ
,O,HUJ,TJ1 ,KSUBS, IC_NJ
,O,HUJ,TJ2,KSUBS, IC_NJ
ITUDE _F HELIOCENTRIC P_SITI_N VECTORS
I1,RI1J
12,RI2)
FIGURE 61. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PATCH
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CALL DTPRD(V(_JI,VOJ1,RJ1
R J1 = SQRT(RJ1
CALL DTPRD(V_J2,VOJ2,RJ2}
R J2 = SQRT(RJ2)
C CALCULATE UNIT VECTORS ALONG POSITION VECTORS




11 UJ2(J} = VOJ2(J)/RJ2
C CALCULATE CENTRAL TRANSFER ANGLE
CALL DTPRD(UI1,UJ2,CPHI1)
CALL CRPRD(UI1,UJ2,W14/
IF (W14(3} .NE. 0.0) GO TO 21
DO 20 J-1,3




DO 22 J=l ,3
22 W14(J) = W14(J)/WI4P
PHI1 - ACOS(CPHI1}
IF (W14(3} .LT. 0.0) PHI1 -- TWOPI -PHI1
C CALCULATE INCLINATION (_F TRANSFER ORBIT
I = ACOS(W14(3))
C CALCULATE LAUNCH AND TARGET AZIMUTHS
CAZ1 - UI1(2}*WI4(l_ - UIl(1}*W14(2}
AZ1 = ACOS(CAZ1)
CAZ4 - UJ2(2)*W14(1) - UJ2(1)*W14(2}
AZ4- ACOS(CAZ4)





30 W24(J) ,,, W24(J)/W24P
CALL DTPRD(WZ4,W14,CETA)
ETA - ACOS(CETA)
C CALCULATE LCNGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE
CNODE - -W14(2}/SQRT(W14(11**2 + W14(2)*-2)
NODE - ACOS(CNODE)
IF (VOII(2) .LT. 0.0) NODE- PI + NODE
C GET ELEMENTS AND TRUE ANOHALIES OF TRANSFER ORBIT
DO 40 J-1,3
RI(J} - VOlt(J)





FIGURE 61. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PATCH (cont.)
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C_N(3,_ - .00001
CALL V! TER(R! ,R_, TI ,C_N, 1_
C CALCULATE RELATIVE VELOCITY
D(_ 60 J,,1,3
60 RDCT(J) - VELI(J) - V_II(J+3J




RPDCT(2) - RD_T(2) * CECLIP - RD_T(3) * SECLIP
RPD_T(3J - RD_T(2) * SECLIP + RD_T(3J * CECLIP
C CALCULATE RIGHT ASCENSICN AND DECLINATICN IJF PIERCE P_INT
DEN_H - SQRT(RPD_T(1J**2 + RPD_T(2}**2)
SALFA- RPD_T(2J/DENI_M
CALFA - RPD_T(1J/DEN_H
CALL QUAD(CALFA, SALFA,ALFA )
DELTA- ATAN(RPD_T(3)/DEN_MJ
C CALCULATE RESIDUAL VELOCITY
CALL DTPRD(RPD_T, RPD_T,SD_T2J
C CgNVERT HELIOCENTRIC VELOCITY T_ GEOCENTRIC VELOCITY
VP- SDCT2 * (KSUBS/KSUBE}**2 / (RR1-1440.O)*-2
C CALCULATE SEHI-HAJ_R AXIS gF ESCAPE HYPERBgLA
AH - -1.O/VP
C CALCULATE LAUNCH VEL¢ClTY
VO - SQRT(Z.O/RSUBO + VP_
C CALCULATE SURFACE CIRCULAR VELOCITY
VC_ - SQRT(1.O/RSUBO)
C CALCULATE ECCENTRICITY _F ESCAPE HYPERBOLA
EH - SQRT((VO/VC_J**2 * ((VO/VC_J**2 - 2.OJ * C_S(GAMO_**2 + 1.OJ
C CALCULATE SEMI-PARAMETER F_R ESCAPE HYPERBOLA
PH ,, -AH * (EH**2 - 1.OJ
VSUBO ,, AC_S((PH - RSUBOJ/(EH * RSUBOJ)
VINFIN ,= AC_S(-1.0/EHJ
VBAR - VINFIN - VSUBO
C EVALUATE LIMITS _F LAUNCH AZIMUTH AND RIGHT ASCENSION
DMIN ,, DELTA - VBAR
DHAX ,, DELTA + VBAR
RE TURN
END
FIGURE 61. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PATCH (cont.)
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XLVIII. SUBROUTINE EFEM
This subroutine provides the classical set of orbital elements
for the planets Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune at a given Julian date. A set of mean planetary elements
for epoch 1960 January 1.5 (ephemeris time) are stored within this routine.
The classical set of orbital elements are computed for the given date.
The orbital elements are referenced to a heliocentric coordinate system
with the ecliptic plane as the fundamental plane. The stored elements
are from Ref. [3].
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL EFEM (DATE, PLANET, V, MU, RR)
PLANET is the planetary designator such that:
1 is for Mercury
Z is for Venus
3 is for Earth
4 is for Mars
5 is for Jupiter
6 is for Saturn
7 is for Uranus
8 is for Neptune
6OO
The array V contains the classical set of orbital elements at












longitude of ascending node, radlans
argument of perifocus, radians
COMMON blocks MATCON and ASTCON.
SOLUTION METHOD
Set value of planetary radius:
I. RR = PR (PLANET)
Compute argument of perifocus:
Z. QMEGA = PMEGA(PLANET) - NODE (PLANET)
Compute mean anomaly at epoch:
3. M = L(PLANET) - PMEGA(PLANET)
Compute sum of masses:
4. MU = 1 + MASS (PLANET)
Set value of semi-major axis:
5. V(1) = A(PLANET)
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Set value of eccentricity:
6. V(2) = E(PLANET)
Compute mean motion:
7. N = (KSUBS)(MU'5)(V(1) -1'5)
Compute mean anomaly at given date:
8. V(3) = (M)(DTR) + (N)(DATE - 2436935)
Compute mean anomaly at given date between 0 - Z _r :
. V(3) = AMOD(V(3), TWOPI)
AMOD is a FORTRAN function used for remaindering.
Compute orbital inclination in radians:
I0. V(4) = (I(PLANET)) (DTR)
Compute longitude of ascending node in radians:
Ii. V(5) = (NODE (PLANET))(DTR)
Compute argument of perifocus in radians:


















































DATA, 8, 10, 11, 12
DIM, DATA, 6
DIM, REAL, DATA, 10
a.u. " day /ASTRO/, REAL, 7
degrees DIM, REAL; DATA, 3







CALL, REAL, 4, 7
DIM, REAL, DATA, 2, II
7,8
CALL, INTEGER, I, Z, 3,
4, 5, 6, I0, II




















CALL, DIM, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, i0, II, IZ
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S IBFTC EFEM FUL IST,REF
SUBROUTii.!E EFEM(DATE,PLANET,V,MU,RR)
C SUBROUTINE T0 DETERMINE MEAN ELEHENTS OF PLANETARY 0RBITS
C FOR ENOCH 196o JANUARY 1.5 EPHEMERIS TIME




COMMON/ASTRO/KSUBS,KSUBE,ECI. I P,K I NVE
REAL KSUBS,KSUBE,KI NVE
DATA TWOPI,DTR!6.28318531,O.0174532925/
DIMENSION V(6_ ,A(8_ ,E (8_, I(8_ ,NODE (8), PHEGA(8_ ,L (8) ,MASS (8)
DIMENSION ,"R (8 _
DATA (PR(J) ,J=1 ,8)/0.000016172,0.000041075,0.000042569,
$ O. 000022258,0.OO0466989,O.O00384408,O.00OI!_8602,
O. 000144086/
)ATA (HASS (J), J=1,8)/16.3E-8,2.4472E-6,3.O0763E-6,3. 238E-7,
9. _379E-4,2. 85907E-4,4. 3684E-5,5. 1776E-5/,
(A(J), J=1,8)/0. 387099,0. 723322, I .0,I. 523691,5. 202803,
$ 9.538843,19.181951,30.0_7779/,
(E(J),J=1,8)/O.205627,0.O06793,.016726 ,O.093368,O.048435,
$ O. O_682,0. 047209,0. O08575/,
._ (I (J),J=1,8)/7.00399,3.39423,0.O,1.84991,1.30536,2.48991,
$ O. 77306, I. 77375/,
$ (N_DE(J) ,J=1 ,8)/47. 85714,76. 31972,O.0,49. 24903, I00.04_44,
e I I_ "_r._;,-7 -7 .,'.7 , ,.33980/,.: "' .>_i_t ;3 _630 131
e (?I_,EGA(j_ ,J=1 ,8)/76. 83309,131 .O0831 ,102. 252.63,335.32269,




QHEGA = PHEGA(PLANET) - N_DE(PLANET)
H = L(PLANET) - PHEGA(PLANET_
MU = 1.0 + HASS(PLANET)
V(I_= A(PLANET)
V(2_-- E (PLANET)
N = KSUBS * SQRT(MU_ * V_'I_**(-1.5)
V(3) = H * DTR + N * (DATE - 2436935.O_
V(3)=AM_D(V(3), TW_PI )
V(4) = I(PLANET) * DTR
V(5) = N_DE(PLAHET_ * DTR
V_6) = QIIEGA * DTR
RE TURN
E_'D
FIGURE 6:'. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE EFEM
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XLIX. SUBROUTINE JULDT
This subroutine computes a double precision Julian date and
corresponding Greenwich sidereal time, given the local time and time
zone.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL JULDT (TIME, OMEGA, TJD, THETG)
The local time and time zone are brought into the subroutine in

















Determine if year is a leap year.
1. X2 = AMOD(TIME(1), 4.0)
AMOD is a FORTRAN function used for remaindering.
2. If X2 -- 0, go to 3
If )(2 _ 0, go to 4
3. x(2) = 29.o
Convert local time to universal time.
4. UTIME(4) = TIME(4) + TIME(7)
5, If UTIME(4) < 24,0, go to 10
If UTIME(4) _, 24.0, go to 6
6. UTIME(3) = TIME(3)+ 1.0
7. UTIME(4) = UTIME(4) - 24.0
8. K = TIME (2)
9. If UTIME(3) _ X(K), go to 17
If UTIME(3) _ X(K), go to 10
10. UTIME(2) -- TIME(2)+ 1°0
11. UTIME(3) = 1.0
12° If UTIME(2) _ 12.0, go to 18
If UTIME(2) > 12.0, go to 13
13. UTIME(1) = TIME(I)+ 1.0
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14. UTIME(2) = 1.0
15. Go to 19
16. UTIME(3) = TIME(B)
17. UTIME(Z) = TIME(Z)
18. UTIME(1) = TIME(l)
Determine number of days in transpired years since
January 0 1948 U.T.
19. YR = UTIME(1)
20. Y(2) = (365.0)(YR- 1948.0)
Correct for number of leap years since 1948.
Zl. Y(3) = AINT((YR- 1945.0)(.25))
AINT is a FORTRAN function used for truncation.
Determine number of days in transpired months since
beginning of year.
2Z. J = IFIX(UTIME(2)- 1.0)









> 0, goto 25
= Y(4) + X(I), I = I, J





27. Z = (UTIME (4)) /(24) + (TIME(5))/(1440) + (TIME(6))/(86400)
Compute double precision Julian date.
YD = Z
T]'DD = D
TJD = YD + TIDD






T = (D- Z436935.0)/(365Z5.0)
ALPHA1 = 100.15Z475 + (36000)(T) +
(.7694 + (.0003871) (T) ) (T)
ALPHA2 = AMOD(ALPHAI, 360.0)




















Right ascension of Green-
wich at zero hours U.T. of
computed Julian date
Right ascension (0- 27r) of
Greenwich at zero hour U.T.
of computed Julian date
Julian date at zero hours












Number of Julian centuries Julian 31, 32
since Jan 0.5 1960 centuries










CALL, DIM, I, 4, 6, 8,
I0, 13, 16, 17, 18, 27
days CALL, DP, 30
days DP, 29, 30
DIM, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, I0,
II, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17,











Array containing number of





Z in double precision
Portion of Julian date
(cont.)
Re ferenc e
DIM, DATA, 3,9, Z5,
35
I,Z






$1BFTC JULDT REF,FUL IST
SUBROUTINE JULDT (TIME,OMEGA,TJD,THETG)
C CALCULATES JULIAN DATE AND CORRESPONDING
C TIME IS A VECTOR CONTAINING YEAR, MONTH,
C IN THAT ORDER .
C OMEGA IS INPUT IN RADIANS/MINUTE
C ASSUMES YEAR GREATER THAN 1947. AND LESS
C MONTH LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 12.
C DAY NOT GREATER THAN NO. OF DAYS
DOUBLE PRECISION TJD,YD,TJDD
DIMENSION TIME (75 ,X( 125 ,Y('4.) ,UTIME (45
THETAG •
DAY, HOUR, MIN., SEC.,ZONE
THAN 2100.
IN YR. AND MONTH ABOVE





C CONVERT LOCAL TIME TO UNIVERSAL TIME
6 UT I ME (45..T IME (4)+T IME (75
IF ('UT IME (4)-24.O) 37,10,10
10 UT IME (35..T IME (35+1.0
UT I ME (4.)=,UT I ME (4)-24.. O
K-TIME(25
IF (UT IME (' 3)-X ('K)) 38,38,20
20 UTIME(2)-TIME(2)+I .0
UTIME (3)..1 .O
IF (UTIME (2)-12 .O5 39,39,30






C DAYS IN TRANSPIRED YEARS SINCE JANUARY O 1948
40 YR,,UTIME (I)
Y(25-365.O*(YR-1948.O)
C LEAP YEAR CORRECTION
Y(35=AI NT( (YR-1945.O)*. 255




45 DO 50 l-1,J
50 Yf4):Y(4)+X(1)





C COMPUTE R.A. OF GREENWICH AT O HOUR (GMT5
C OF GIVEN JULIAN DATE (DEGREES).




ALPHA 2=AMO D (ALPHA I, 360. O )





FIGURE 63. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE JULDT (cont.)
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L. SUBROUTINE TORB
This subroutine computes the position and velocity vectors of
an orbiting body at a particular time, given the classical set of orbital
elements.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL TORB (V, VO, L, AMU, TI, FK, ICON}
The orbital elements are brought into the subroutine in the
array V with:
V(1) = semi-major axis for elliptical and hyperbolic orbits
= perifocal distance for parabolic orbits
V(2) = eccentricity
V(3) = time of perifocal passage
V(4) = orbital inclination
V(5} = longitude of ascending node
V(6) = argument of perifocus
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The semi-major axis and perifocal distance are in canonical
units (c.u.) while the orientation angles are in radians. The time of
perifocal passage must possess units which are consistent with those
for the gravitational constant FK.
The position and velocity vectors of interest are in the array
VO with VO(I) through VO(3) containing the position components, and
VO (4) through VO(6) containing the velocity components. Both the
position and velocity components are in canonical units.
The parameter L must be set to a non-zero quantity if the conic
is a parabola. Otherwise, it must be set to zero.
SOLUTION METHOD
Store input array V into array Vl :
I. VI(I) = V(I) , I = 1 to 6
Determine sines and cosines of orientation angles:
Z. Q000FL = Cos (VI(6))
3. CAND = Cos (VI(5))
4. SOM = Sin (VI(6))
5. SAND = Sin(VI(5))
6. COSl = Cos (VI(4))
7. SINI = Sin(VI(4))
Determine a unit vector _P which points toward perifocus:
8. PX = (Q000FL) (CAND) - (SOM) (SAND) (COSI)
9. PY = (Q000FL) (SAND) + (SOM) (CAND) (COSI)
I0. PZ = (SOM)(SINI)
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Determine a unit vector Q which lies in the orbit plane and is
advanced from P by 90 degrees:
11. QX =
12. QY =
13. QZ = (Q000FL)(SINI)
Determine if conic is a parabola:
14. If L = 0, go to 15
If L _ 0, go to 67
Determine if conic is a hyperbola:
15.
- (SOM) (CAND) - (Q000FL) (SAND) (COSI)
- (SOM) (SAND) + (Q000FL) (CAND) (COSI)
If VI(1) < 0, go to 44
If VI(1) > 0, go to 16
Computations for Ellipse or Circle
Compute mean anomaly:
16. EN = (FK)((AMU)/(VI(1))3) "5
17. AM = (EN)(TI -VI(3))
Determine if conic is an ellipse or a circle:
18. If VI(2) = 0, go to 19
If VI(2) _ 0, go to 21
19. ICON = 1
20. Go to 23
21. ICON = 2
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I
Determine mean anomaly between 0 and
< 21T, go to 25
2 _, go to 23
2_:
]'IX = (AM)/(6.z8318530)
AM = AM - (6.ZSBlS530)(FLOAT(JIX))
FLOAT is a FORTRAN function which
converts the argument from integer to real.
Approximate eccentric anomaly:
25. CEJ = AM + (VI(2))(Sin(AM))
+ (°5)(\r!(2))-(Sin (2AM))
, (.I_5)nrr__,_(_,,_u3'1_J1_L,_'_-1(3)'A_U_v*- i,,- _L,_'IAMU_- ,l
Initialize iteration counter:
26. N = 0
Compute eccentric anomaly:
CEJ - (VI(2))(Sin(CEJ))











If N < 15, go to 32
If N > 15, go to 81
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32. If I AM-AMV I < I0 -7 , go to 33
If IAM-AMV I > I0 -7 , go to 27













(VI (I))(Cos (CEJ) - VI (Z))
(VI(1)) ( Sin (CEJ)) (l - VI(2)2) "5
= (PX)(XO) + (QX)(YO)
= (PX) (XO) + (QY) (YO)
= (PZ) (XO) + (QZ) (YO)
(VO(1) z + VO(2) z + VO(3)z) "5
- (Sin (CEJ)) ((AMU) (VI (1)))" 5/(RI)
((AMU) (VI (I))(1 - VI (2)2))'5 (Cos (CEJ))/(RI)
= (XO) (PX) + (YO) (QX)
= (XO)(PY) + (YO)(QY)






(FK) ((AMU)/(- VI (I)3 ))
= 4




D47. RATIO = (VI(z) - I)/(VI(Z))
48. Q = (vI(1))(1 -v1(z))
49. RAD3 = ((3)(AM) + ((9)(AM) 2 + (8)(Q)
50. FJ = RAD3 - (2)(Q)/(RAD3)




55. N = N+I
56. If N < 15, go to 57
T4: AT 1_ gO tn g 1
57. If (RATIO)( [ DFI/FI [ ) -< (.5) 110-6), go to 58
If (RATIO)( [ Drl/FI [ ) > (.5)(10-6). go to 52
3).5)1/3
(VI (Z))(exp (FJ) - exp (-FJ))/(2) - FJ







62. VO(3) = (XO)(PZ) + (YO)(QZ)
Compute magnitude of position vector:
63. RI = (VO(1) 2 +VO(Z) 2 +VO(3) 2)
(VI (I))((exp (FJ) + exp (-FJ))/(2) - VI (2))
- (VI(1))(VI(Z) 2 - I).5 (exp(FJ) - exp(-FJ))/(2)
= (XO) (PX) + (YO) (QX)






= - (- (AMU) (VI (I)))"
(exp (FJ) - exp (-FJ))/((2) (RI))
= ((AMU)(VI(1))(I -VI(2)2)) "5
(exp(FJ) + exp(-FJ))/((2) (RI))
Compute velocity vector:




67. EN = (FK)(AMU)"
68. ICON = 3
69. AM = (EN)(TI -VI(3))
Compute position vector:
= ((3)(AM) + ((9)(AM) z + (8)(VI(I))3)"
RAD3 - (2) (VI (1))/(RAD3)
VI(1) - (.5)(DJ) z
5
(DJ) ((2)(VI (I)))"
= (XO) (PX) + (YO) (Ox)
= (XO) (PY) + (YO) (QY)
= (xo) (PZ) + (YO) (QZ)
70. RAD3






Compute magnitude of position vector:
77. RI = (VO(1)2 +VO(2)2 +VO(3)2)"
)1/3
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78. XO = -(DJ)/(RI)
79. YO = ((Z)(VI(1))'5/(RI)
Compute velocity vector:
80. Go to 41
Error return









































Ref ere nc e
17, 22, 9.3,24, 25, 28,
32, 46, 49, 53, 69, 70
52 , 53
radtans
CALL, 16, 39, 40, 44,
64, 65, 67
27, 28, 32
3, 8, 9, II, IZ
radians Z5, Z7, Z8, Z9, 33, 34,
39, 40
6, 8,9, II, 12
radians 28, 29
radians 53, 54, 57






16, 17, 44, 46, 67, 69
50, 52,53,54,57,58,
59, 64,65
CALL, 16, 44, 67
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Indicator to determine if
conic is a parabola
L=0, conic is not a parabola
L#0, conic is a parabola
Iteration counter
X component of unit vector P
which points toward perifocus
Y component of unit vector P
Z component of unit vector __P --
Cosine of the argument of
of perifocus
Perifocus radius c. u.
X component of unit vector Q --
which lies in orbit plane and
is advanced from _P by 90°
Y component of unit vector Q --
Z component of unit vector Q --
(eccentricity - 1 ) / eccentricity --
Units Reference
CALL, 19, 2 i, 45, 68
Z3, Z4
CALL, 14
Z6, 30,31, 51, 55, 56
8, 35, 41, 60, 74
9, 36, 4Z, 61, 75
I0, 37, 43, 6Z, 76
Z, 8, 9, ii, IZ, 13
48, 49, 50
II, 35, 41, 60, 74
iZ, 36, 4Z, 61, 75

















Magnitude of position vector
Sine of the longitude of the
ascending node
Sine of the inclination angle
Sine of the argument of
perifocus







components of position and
velocity vectors
X component of position or
velocity vector in a two-
dimensional coordinate frame
with the x-axis pointing
along _P and the y-axis point-
ing along Q
Y component of position or







38, 39; 40, 63, 64, 65,
77, 78, 79
5, 8, 9, Ii, lZ
7, I0, 13
4, 8, 9, I0, II, 12
CALL, 17, 46, 69
CALL, DIM, 1
DIM, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
15, 16, 17, 18, 25, 27, 28,
33, 34, 39, 40, 44, 46, 47,
48, 52, 53, 58, 59, 64, 65,
69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 79
CALL, DIM, 35, 36, 37,
38, 63, 77
33, 35,36, 37, 39, 41,
42, 43, 58, 60, 61, 6Z,
64, 72, 74, 75, 76, 78
34, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41,
42, 43, 59, 60, 61, 6Z,
65, 73, 74, 75, 76, 79
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$1BFTC TORB REF,LIST
C COM"UTION OF _OSITION AND VELOCITY VECTORS
SUBROUTINE TORB (V ,VO,L,AMU,TI,FK, ICON)
C I N°UT
C V(1)-A (Q FOR PARABOLA)
C V(2)=E
C V(3),,,T
C V(4)=l IN RAD I ANS
C V(5)-NODE IN RADI ANS
C V(6)=OMEGA IN RADIANS
C L=O CONIC IS NOT A DARABOLA
C L=I CONIC IS A PARABOLA--IN°UT
C AMU = SUM OF MASSES






C FK= GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT
C 1CON=I C I RCLE
C I CON=2 ELL I PSE
C I CON=3 _ARABOLA
C I CON=4 HYPERBOLA
C
FROM A,E,T,I,NODE,OMEGA
Q IN V(1) AND SET V(2)=I.









C DIMENSION Vl(6),VOt'6) ,V(65






COS l=COS (VT (4))
SINI=SIN(VI (4))
_X=QOOOFL *CAND-SOH*SAN D'COS I
PY=QOOOFL *SAND+SOM*CAND*COS I
"_Z=SOM*S I N I
QX=-SOM*CAND-QOOOFL*SAND*COS I
QY=-SOH*SAN D+QOOOFL*CAND*COS I
















J I X-AM/6. 28318530




16 AMV-CEJ-VI (2)*S IN(CEJ)
DEJ-(AM-AMV)/(I .O-Vl (2)*COS(CEJ))
CE J-CE J+DE J
N-N+I
IF (N-15) 18, 18,50
18 IF (ABS(AM-AMV)-I.E-7) 20,20,16
20 XO- VI (1)*(COS (CEJ)-VI (27)
YO-VI (1)*SQRT( 1.0-VI (2)**2)*SIN(CEJ)
VO ( 1 )-PX*XO+QX*YO























34 IF (ABS(DFJ/FJ)*RATIO-.5E-6) 36, 36,32
36 XO -VI ( 1)*((EX_'(FJ)+EXP(-FJ))/2.O-Vl (2))
YO --VI(1)*SQRT(VI(27**2-1.O)*(EXP(FJ)-EXP(-FJ))/2.0
VO ( I)-XO*PX +YO*QX
VO (2)=XO*PY +YO*QY
vo (3)=XO*PZ +YO*QZ
R I =SQRT(VO ( 1 )**2+VO (2)*'2+VO (3)**2)
XO = -SQRT(-AMU*VI('I))/RI* fEXP(FJ)-EXP(-FJ))/2.O
YO - SQRT(AMU*VI(17*(I.0-VI(2)**2))/RI *(EXP(FJ)+EXP(-FJ))/2.0
GO TO 25
_ARABOLA




F i,J__(_ NDT t" Ak4i i _ -_-W
ICON:3
AM=EN*(TI-VI(3))
RAD3: (3. O*AM+SQRT(9.0*AM**2+8.O*Vl (I)*'3) )**. 333333333
DJ:RAD3-2.O*Vl fI)/RAD3
XO : V I(I)-. 5*D J**2
Y0 : DJ*SQRT_2.O*VI(1))
VO (I ):XO*PX+YO*QX
VO (2 )=X O*P Y+Y0*QY









FIGURE 64. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE TORB (cont.)
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LI. SUBROUTINEVITER
This subroutine computes an orbit from two observations of
position and time, and computes the velocity in orbit at the first position.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL VITER (RI, RO, TI, CON, L)
RI(1) = Xl
RI (2) = Y1
RI(3) = Zl
RI(4) = XZ
RI (5) = YZ





RO (5) = YZ
RO (6) = ZZ
6Z8
TI(1) = T1
TI (2) = T2
CON (I) = k (gravitational constant)
CON(Z) = ;_ (sum of masses)
CON (3) = tolerance on iteration
L = 1 for direct motion
L = 2 for retrograde motion
VITER requires Subroutines QUAD and DTPRD
SOLUTION METHOD
Define arithmetic functions:
COSH(x) = 0.5 (Exp(x) + Exp(-x))
SINH(x) = 0.5 (Exp(x) - Exp(-x))
Set iteration counter:
1. LZ = 0
Define constant equal to square root of mass sum:
2. SQMU = SQRT(CON(Z))
Find time difference:
3. DT = TI(2) - TI(1)
Scale time with gravitational constant:
4. T = (CON (1))(DT)
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5. Do6, K= I. 3
Get separate array for second position:
6. RF(K) = RI(K+ 3)
Find magnitudes of position vectors:
7. CALL DTPRD(RI, RI, R1)
DTPRD finds the dot product of two vectors:
8. RI = SQRT(RI)
9. CALL DTPRD(RF, RF, R2)
I0. R2 = SQRT(R2)
Find cosine of angle between positions:
11 . CALL DTPRD (RI, RF , CVZVI)
Find sine of angle between positions:
12. CVZVI = (CVZVI)/((RI)(RZ))
13. SV2V1 = SIGN (SQRT(I -((CVZVI)(CV2V1))),
((RI(I))(RF(2)) - ((RI(2))(RF (i)))
SIGN is a FORTRAN function. The use of SIGN (A, B)
the algebraic sign of B to the magnitude A.
assigns
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Reverse sign of angle for retrograde motion:
14. If L _ I, SVZVI = -SVZVI
If L = l, go to 15
Find angle between positions:
15. CALL QUAD (CV2VI, SVZVI, VZVl)
QUAD is a subroutine for computing an angle given its cosine
and sine.
Test for straight angle between positions:
16. If [ VZVl - 3.1415927 ] > .00005, go to 19
If I VZVl - 3.1415927 [ < .00005, go to 17
Indeterminate solution.
17. CALL SETERR (6HVITER I)
18. Go to i00
Start iteration to find anomalies, arbitrarily setting:
19. V1 = 0
Set indicator at 1 until physically feasible anomaly is found:
20. NV = 1
Compute anomaly at second position:
21. V2 = V1 + V2VI
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Define cosine of VI:
ZZ. COSVl = Cos(Vl)
Define cosine of VZ:
Z3. COSVZ = Cos(VZ)
Compute eccentricity of orbit:
Z4. E = (RZ -RI)/(((RI)(COSVI)) - ((RZ)(COSV2)))
Check tolerances:
zs. If I r I < .oooooi,
If l I "°°°°°1,
26. If E _ 0, go to 29
If E < 0, go to 27
E = 0
go to 26
Make new guess to find feasible anomaly:
Z7. V1 = V1 + 1
Loop back:
28. Go to 21
Compute semi-major axis: First, define
Z9. ECVll = 1 + ((E)(COSVI))
30. EIZ = I - ((E)(E))
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31. ECVZ1 = 1 + ((E)(COSVZ))
Get semi-major axis:
3Z. A = (R1)(ECVll)/(E12)
Check for physical compatibility of A and E:
33. If E < 1 and A < 0, or if E > 1 and A > 0, go to Z7.
If the motion is not feasible, loop back for new estimate of V1.
Otherwise, go to 34
34. If A < 0, go to 56 (hyperbola)
Check tolerances:
35. If IE- 1 I < .000001, E = 1
If IE - 1 I >- .000001, go to 36
36. If E = 1, go to 49 {parabolic}
If E # I, go to 37
37. If E > 1, go to Z7
(physically unreal, loop back}
If E _< I, go to 38
Elliptical or circular orbits:
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Compute sines and cosines of eccentric anomalies.
38. SEI = (SQRT(EIZ))(Sin(VI))/(ECVII)
39. CEI = (COSVI + E)/(ECVII)
40. SE2 = (SQRT(EIZ))(Sin(VZ))/(ECVZl)
41. CEZ = (COSVZ + E)/(ECV21)
Find eccentric anomalies:
42. CALL QUAD (CEI, SEI, El)
43. CALL QUAD (CE2, SEZ, E2)
Set difference positive:
44. If E2 - E1 < 0, EZ = EZ + 6.28318531
If EZ - E1 _> 0, go to 45
Define difference in eccentric anomalies:
45 EZEI = E2 - E1
Compute time error from Kepler's equation:
46. F = T - ((E2EI + ((E)(Sin (EI) - Sin (EZ)))(AI'5))/(SQMU)
Set flag for circular or elliptic orbit:
47. KON = 1
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48. If NV = l, goto 63
(physically feasible region found, arbitrarily perturb
anomaly estimates first time through)
If NV = 2, go to 68
(get next successive approximation)
Parabolic case:
Compute semi-latus rectum.
49. P = (Rl)(1 + ((E)(COSVI)))
50. SQRTP = SQRT(P)
Define auxiliary va_lauie_.-"_.......
5i. Di = (SQRTP)(Tan((Vi)/(2)))
52. D2 = (SQRTP)(Tan((V2)/(2)))
Compute time error in parabolic case:
53. F = T - (((.5)(P) (D2 -DI)) - ((D23 -DI 3)/(6)))/(SQMU)
Set flag for parabola:
54. KON = 2
Continue successive approximations:








= (SQRT (Ez - I))(SIN (VI))/(I +((E) (COSVI)))
= (SQRT (Ez - I))(SIN (VZ))/( 1 + ((E)(COSVZ)))
Z
ALOG(SINHFI + SQRT(I + SINHFI ))
ALOG (SINHFZ + SQRT (1 + SINHFZ 2 ))
Find error in time of flight from hyperbolic form of Kepler's
equation:
60. F = T -(((E) (SINHF2 -SINHFI) +FFI -FF2) (-A) 1"5 )/(SQMU)
Set flag for hyperbola:
61. KON = 3
Continue successive approximations:
6Z. Go to 48
Successive approximations to true anomaly, temporarily store
initial estimate:
63. VII = V1
The firsttime through, arbitrarily perturb anomaly:
64. V1 = V1 + (.17453292)(I0 -I)
Set flag for succeeding passes:




66. F1 = F
Loop back to compute time error with revised estimate of true
67. Go to 21
Step counter:
68. LZ = LZ + 1
69. If LZ / 30, go to 72 (next approximation)
If LZ = 30, go to 70
Divergent solution.
70. CALL SETERR (6HVITERZ)
71. Go to I00
Get numerical derivative of time with respect to anomaly:
72. FP = (F - FI)/(VI -VII)
Get approximate anomaly change corresponding to time error:
73. DVI = (F)/(FP)
Store last estimate of anomaly:
74. VII = V1
Correct anomaly:
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75. Vl = Vl - DVI
Store last time error:
76. F1 = F
Is anomaly change within tolerance?
77. If I DVI I > CON(3), go to 21
If IDVI I g CON(3), go to 78
78. If KON = i, go to 87
If KON = 2, go to 79
If KON = 3, go to 82
F and G coefficients for velocities.







Get corresponding F and
((0.5) (P - D2 z ) + (D2) (DI))/(RI)
= (0.5)((P - (DZ)(DI))(D2 + DI))/SQMU
(SQMU) (D2 - DI)/((RI)(R2))
((0.5)(P - D1 z) - (DI)(D2))/R2
Go to 96
G coefficients.
(No: get next approximation)









90. Go to 96
91. Continue
-A
- FF2 - FF1
1 - ((A)/(RI}) (COSH (F2F1) - 1}
T - ((AI-5)/((SQMU) (FZFI - SINH(FZFI))))
((SQMU) (A)"5 SINH (FZFI))/((RI)(R2))
I. - (A/R2) (COSH (FZFI) - i.)





1 - ((A)/(RI)) (I - Cos (EZEI))
T - (((AI'5)/(SQMU)) (EZEI - Sin(EZEI)))
- ((SQMU)(A).5 Sin(EZEI))/((RI)(R2))
= i. - (A/R2)(I. - Cos(E2EI)
Get output positions and velocities:
96. Do 99, K= 1,3
97. RO(K) = (RF(K)- (F)(RI(K)))/(G)






















Cosine of eccentric anomaly
at first position
Cosine of eccentric anomaly
at second position
Array of input constants (see
comments on calling sequence)
Cosine of true anomaly at
first position
Cosine of true anomaly at
second position
















32, 33, 34, 46, 60,
84, 86, 87, 88, 89,
92, 93, 94, 95
39, 4Z
41, 43
DIM, CALL, 2, 4, 77
22, 24, 39, 49, 57
23, 24, 31, 41, 57
II, 12, 13, 15, 29
51, 53, 79, 80, 81,
82




24, 25, 26, 29, 30,
31, 33, 35, 36, 37,

















SUBROUTINE VITER NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
De scription




Auxiliary variable (1 -E 2 )
Eccentric anomaly difference
Auxiliary variable
(I + E CosVl)
Time error
f coefficient of fg series





Coefficient in fg velocity
series
Numerical derivative of time
with respect to anomaly
g coefficient in fg series










4Z, 44, 45, 46
43, 44, 45, 46
30, 3Z, 38, 40
45, 46, 88, 89
Z9, 3Z, 38, 39
6O46, 53, , 66, 7Z,
73, 76
79, 86, 9Z, 97
66, 7Z, 76
85, 86, 87, 88, 89
58, 60, 85
59, 60, 85
81, 88, 94, 98
72, 73
80, 87, 93, 97
8Z, 89, 95, 98
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Indicator for type of conic
= 1 for ellipse
= 2 for parabola
= 3 for hyperbola
Indicator for type of motion
= 1 for direct motion
= 2 for retrograde motion
Iteration counter
Flag indicator
= 1 for arbitrary correction
of true anomaly






Array for storing second
position
Input array
RI(1), RI(Z), RI(3) first
position











49, 50, 53, 72, 79,
80, 82
7, 8, 12, 24, 49, 72,
79, 81, 86, 88, 94
9, I0, IZ, Z4, 8Z, 88,
89, 94, 95
6, 9, 11, 13















SUBROUTINE VITER NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Description
Output array c. u.
RO(1), RO(2), RO(3) first
velocity
RO(4), RO(5), RO(6) second
velocity
Sine of eccentric anomaly
at first position
Sine of eccentric anomaly
at second position
Hyperbolic sine of parameter
at first position
Hyperbolic sine of parameter
at _,_ p:,_H_n
Square root of sum of masses c.u.
Square root of semi-latus
rectum for parabolic motion
Sine of transfer angle
Transfer time
TI ( 1 ) = first time
TI(2) = second time
True anomaly at first position
Previous value of true


















4, 46, 53, 60, 87, 93
DIM, CALL, 3
19, 21, 22, 27, 38, 51,
56, 63, 64, 72, 74, 75
63, 72, 74
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2-I, 23, 40, 52, 57
15, 16, 21
644





























(I)=XI R0(I)=X DOT I
(2)=YI R0(2'I=Y D(_T |
(3):ZI RO(3_=Z DOT I
(4)=X2 RO(4)=X DOT 2
(5)=Y2 RO(S)=Y DOT 2
(6)=Z2 RO(6)=Z DOT 2








CON(2)=MU (SUM 0F MASSES)
CON(3)=TOLERANCE ON
I TE RAT I ON
I=I (DIRECT M_TION) ,L=2 (RETROGRADE MOTION)
















C V2VI=C V2Vl/RI IR2
SV2VI=SIGN(SQRT(I.-CV2VI*CV2VI),RI(1)*RF(2)_RI(2'D.RF(1))
iF (L NE I) SV2VI = -SV2Vl
12 CALL QLIADiCV2VI.SV2VI,V2VI)










IF (ABS(E) .LT..000001) E = 0.0
IF (E .GE. 0.0) G(3 TO 19
18 V1=VI+1.
Gr_ TP 16
19 ECVI I=I. O+E*CI3SVI
E12= I.O-E*E




II-,((I._.L A.]..A i,J./',._ (.U.)._;F",.,_E.GT.I..AND.A.GT.O.))GO T_ 18
IF (A .LT. O.0) GO TQ 200
IF (ABS(E- 1.O) .LT..000001) E- 1.0
IF (E .EQ. 1.0) G(_ T0 300
IF (E .GT. 1.0) G(_ TI_ 18
C ELLIPTICAL OR CIRCULAR 0RBIT






IF ((E2 - El) .LT. 0.O) E2 = E2 + 6.28318531
212 E2EI:E2-EI
215 F = T- (E2EI +E*tSIN(EI}-SIN(E2))) *A**I.5/SQMU
I<r_H= I
400 G(i T_ (22,30), NV
C PARABOLIC C_RBIT
3o0 : = RI * (I.0 + E * C_SVI_
S)RT'? = SQRT(P)
,51 = SORTP * TAN(VI/2.O_
D2 = SQRT_ * TAN(V2/2.0)
F= T-(.5*P*rD2-DI )-(D2**3-DI**3)/6. )/SQHU
K_II= 2
G__ T_ 4oo
C HYPERBO[ IC _:_}RBITS
200 S IHHF1 = SQRT(E**2-1.)*SIN(V1)I(1.+E*CI_SV1)
SINHF2 -- SQRT(E**2-1.)*SIN(V2)/(1.+E*COSV2)
FF1 = ALCG(SINHF1 + SQRT(1.0 + SINHFI**2)I
FF2 -- ALCG(SINHF2 + SQRT(1.0 + SINHF2**2))









IF (LZ .NE. 30) GfJ T(3 33
C D IVERGEI'!T S(_LUTII_N
CAIL SETERR(6HVITER2)
G_ T_I 66
33 FP = (F - FI)/(VI - VII)
DVI = F/FP
Vll -- V1
V1 = V1 - DVl
F1 = F
FIGURE 65. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE VITER (cont.)
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_)
_F (ABS(DV!) .GT. CON(3)) G0 T_ 16
Gd T_, (2,3,4),KFJN
3 F= (O. __*r!_-L)2**2)+D2*DI )/RI






F=I .-A/RI*FCOSH (F2FI)-I. )





F = 1.0 - A/RI * (1.O - C(3S(E2EI))





R:I_'/,+3)= FV:,_Rt (K_+ GV*RO(K_
C ,-';HT I !',U[
RI TURI_
FIGURE 65. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE VITER (cont.)
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LII. SUBROUTINE CRPRD
This subroutine computes the component terms of the cross
product of two vectors, such that Vc = Va x Vb .
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL CRPRD (A, B, C)
A and B are arrays containing, for each of the two vectors
V_a_and Vb respectively, the magnitudes of the projections of the
vectors along the coordinate Ox, Oy and Oz axes.
SOLUTION METHOD





(A(2)) (B(3)) - (A(3)) (B (2))
(A(3))(B(1)) - (A(1)) (B (3))








Table of first vector Ox,
Oy and Oz coordinates
Table of second vector Ox,




CALL, DIM, l, Z, 3
CALL, DIM, 1, Z, 3







DIMENSION A(3) B(3 *B(2)C(1)- A(2)*B( i-A(_i c(3)
C(2)- A(3)*B(1) - A('I)*B(3)
C(3) - A(1)*B(2) - A(2)*B(1)
RETURN
END
FIGURE 66. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE CRPRD
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LIII. SUBROUTINE DTPRD
This subroutine determines the dot product of two vectors.
CALLING SEQUENCE
_ai_ir,g sequence is:
CALL DTPRD (A, B, C)
A and B are arrays containing, for each of the two vectors
V a and Vb respectively, the magnitudes of the projections of the vectors
along the coordinate Ox, Oy and Oz axes.
SOLUTION METHOD
The appropriate equation is:









Table of first vector Ox,
Oy and Oz coordinates
Table of second vector








$1BFTC DTPRD REF,FUL IST
C SUBROUTINE TO FIND THE DOT PRODUCT OF 2 VECTORS
SUBROUTINE DTPRD(A,B,C)
DIMENSION A(3),B(3)
C : A(1)*B(1) + Af2)*B(2) + A(3)*B(3)
RETURN
END
FIGURE 67. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE DTPRD
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LIV. SUBROUTINE MOON
This subroutine provides lunar ephemeris data as given in
Battin, Astronautical Guidance, pages 379-383. This is a truncated
form of the Brown lunar theory and is accurate to about three minutes of
arc. The input is a double-precision Julian date, and the outputs are a
unit vector pointing to the moon in a geocentric equatorial coordinate
system and the distance to the moon in earth radii.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL MOON (DATE, SEL, RSEL)
SOLUTION METHOD
Define a function for expressing in radians an angle given as a
time series with coefficients given in revolutions, degrees, minutes,
and seconds.
1. ANG(A, B, C, D, E) = AMOD(AMOD((B)(TC),
AINT((B)(TC))) (TWOPI) + AMOD(A+ (TC)(C +
(TC) (D + (TC) (E))), 1 Z96 000) (RPS), TWOPI)
Find time in Julian centuries after epoch Jan 0., 1900 as
argument of time series.
Z. TC = (DATE - 2415020. DO) (.27378507E - 4)
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Evaluate geocentric mean longitude of moon.
3. ELM = ANG(973571.71, 1336, 1108406.06, 7.14,
.0068)
Evaluate difference between longitude of moon and sun.
4. A = ANG(1262663.67, 1236, 1 105637.93, 6.05, .0068)
Evaluate difference between lunar longitude and longitude
of perigee.
5. B -- ANG (1065 985.31, 1324, 715883.54, 44.31, .0518)
Evaluate difference between longitude of sun and its perigee.
6. C = ANG(1290513, 99, 1292579.10, -.54, -.012)
Evaluate difference between lunar longizude and node.
7. D = ANG(40511.92, 1342, 295317.29,-.34,-.00iZ)
Lunar longitude, latitude, and parallax are expressed in a
trigonometric series involving algebraic sums of simple multiples of
A, B, C, and D.
Evaluate true longitude in the plane of the ecliptic.
8. SLONG = ELM + ((22 639. 5) ( Sin (B)) - (4586.426)
(Sin (B - (2) (A)))) + (2369.902) (Sln((2) (A)))
+ (769. 016) (Sin ((2)(B))) - (668.11 I)(Sin (C))
- (411.608)(Sin((Z)(D)))- (211.656)
(Sin((2) (B- A))) - (205.962) (Sin (B+ C
- (2)(A))) - (125.154)(SIn(A)) + (191.953)
(Sin(S + (2)(A)))- (165.145)(Sin(C- (2) (A)))
+ (147.693) (Sin(B-C)) - (109.667)
(Sin(B+ C)) (RPS)
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Evaluate latitude above the
9. SLAT = ((18461.48)(
plane of the ecliptic.
Sln(D)) + (1010 .18) (SIn (B+ D))
- (999.695) (
- (2)(A))) + (
+ (199.485) (
(Sln(B + D -
+ D)) (RPS)
Sin (D- B)) - (623. 658) (Sln (D
117.262)(Sln(D + (2)(A)))
Sin(D + (2)(A) - B)) - (166.577)
(2) (A))) + (61.913) (Sln((2)(B)
Evaluate the "horizontal parallax" (half the angular diameter
of the earth as seen from the moon).
I0. SPAR = (3422.7 + (186.5398)(Cos(B)) + (34.3117)
(Cos (B - (2) (A)))+ (28.2333) (Cos ((2)(A)))
+ (10.1657) (Cos ((Z)(B))) + (3 .0861) (Cos (B
+ (2) (A))) + (1.9202) (Cos (C - (Z) (A)))
+ (l.4455)(Cos(B + C - (2)(A)))+ (1.1542)
(Cos (B - C))) (RPS)
Find obliquity of the ecliptic in radians.
II. E = (ECUP) (PI)/(180)
Flnd slne of obliquity of the ecllptlc.
12. SE = Sin (E)
Flnd cosine of obliquity of the ecliptic.
13. CE = Cos(E)
Flnd y component of unlt vector In ecliptic system.
14. Y = (Cos (SLAT)) (SIn(SLONG))
Find z component of unlt vector In ecliptic system.
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15. Z = Sin(SLAT)
Find x component of unit vector (same in ecliptic and
equatorial systems).
16. SEL(1) = (Cos (SLAT)) (Cos (SLONG))
Change y coordinate to equatorial system.
17. SEL(Z) = (Y)(CE) - (Z)(SE)
Change z coordinate to equatorial system.
18. SEL(3) = (Y)(SE)+ (Z)(CE)
Compute distance to moon in earth radli.




















Function to evaluate func-
tional form of time series
Difference between longi-
tude of moon and sun
Difference between longi-
tude of moon and perigee
Cosine of obliquity of
ecliptic
Difference between longi-









Radians per second of arc
= (0.48481368) (i0-5)
Distance to moon














I, 3,4, 5, 6, 7
1,4, 8, 9, I0







I, II, IZ, 13
DATA, 11




SUBROUTINE MOON NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Symbol Description Unit.__s Reference
SEL Unit vector in direction of
moon in geocentric equa-
torial coordinate system
length CALL, DIM, 16, 17, 18
SLAT Latitude of moon above
ecliptic
radians 9, 14, 15, 16
SLONG Longitude of moon in
ecliptic
radians 8, 14, 16
SPAR Horizontal parallax radians 10, 19




T'VVOPI (2.) (PI) DATA, 1
Y y coordinate of unit vector
in ecliptic system
!4, 17, 18












TC--(DATE-241 5020. DO)*O. 27378507E-4
ELM=ANG(973571.71,1336. ,1108406.06,7.14,.0068)
A=ANG(1262663.67,1236.,1105637.93,6.05,.0068)
B=ANG( 1065985.31,1325., 715883.54,44.31, .O518)
C=ANG(1290513.00, 99., 1292579.10,-. 54,-.O12)
D=ANG( 40511.92 ,1342.,295317.29,-.34,-.O012)
SLONG-ELM+(22639.5"S IN(B)-4586.426*S IN(B-2.*A)+2369.902*S IN(2.*A)
I+769. 016*SIN(2.*B)-668.11 I'SIN(C)-411. 608*SIN(2.*D)-211. 656"SIN(2.
2*(B-A))-205.962*S IN(B+C-2.*A)-125. 154*SIN(A)+191 .g53*SIN(B+2.*A)-
3 165. 145"S IN(C-2.*A)+147. 693"S IN(B-C)-IOg. 667"S IN(B+C) )*RPS
SLAT-( 18461.48*S IN(D)+IOIO. 18*SIN(B+D)-999. 695*SIN(D-B)-623. 658*
I S IN(D-2.*A)+117. 262"S IN(D+2.*A)+199.485*S IN(D+2.*A-B)-166. 577*
2 SIN(B+D-2.*A)+61.913*SIN(2.*B+D))*RPS
SPAR=(3422.7+I 86. 5398"CeS (B)+34.3117*CeS(B-2.*A)+28. 2333"CeS (2.*A)
I +10.1657*CeS(2.*B)+3.O861*CeS(B+2.*A)+I.9202*CeS(C-2.*A)+I.4455*




Y:COS (SLAT )*S IN (S L(_NG )
Z=S IN(SLAT)






FIGURE 68. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE MOON
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LV. SUBROUTINELUNAR
This subroutine computes the angle required for a transfer
from a circular parking orbit to lunar impact. The angle is measured
from perigee of the elliptical transfer orbit. The required inputs are
launch date, flight time in the transfer orbit from injection to impact
(hours), and altitude of the circular parking orbit (feet). Outputs are
declination and right ascension of the vector to the moon at impact,
the transfer angle, and the velocity magnitudes in the parking orbits
unu at injection.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL LUNAR (LDATE, DELT, RL)
SOLUTION METHOD
Set iteration counter.
i. K = 0
Set iteration tolerance.
2. N = 6
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Convert transfer time to minutes.
3. TFL = (DELT)(60)
Compute Julian date at impact.
4. TID = LDATE + (DELT)/(Z4)
Get direction cosines and distance of moon at impact.
5. CALL MOON (TJD, SEL, RT)
Get declination and right ascension of moon at impact.
. PIAT = ASIN(SEL(3))
(ASIN is the inverse sine function.)
Define equatorial projection of unit vector to moon.
7. D = (SEL(1) z + SEL(Z)2) "5
Find right ascension.
8. CRA = (SEL(1))/(D)
9. SRA = (SEL(Z))/(D)
I0. CALL QUAD (CRA, SRA, PSIDT)
Compute parabolic transfer time, which is the elliptic limit,
to see if elliptic transfer is possible.
11. TLIM = (0. 33333333) (CON) ((Z)(RT -RL))'5(RT + (2)(RL))
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12. If TFL _ TLIM, go to 39 (error exit)
If TFL > TLIM, go to 13
Arbitrary initial guess at transfer angle.
13. CTA = 3
Test for consistency of transfer angle with elliptic orbit.
14. If (1 + Cos (CTA))
If (1 + Cos (CTA))
< ((2)(RL)/(RT)), go to 17
((2)(RL)/(RT)), go to 15
Re-estimate transfer angle in feasible region.
15. CTA = (.5)(CTA+ PI)
Loop back for test of feasibility.
16. Go to 14
Compute semimajor axis of estimated transfer orbit.
17. A = (R.L)(RL - (RT) (Cos (CTA)))/((Z) (RL) - (RT)
(I + Cos (CTA)))
Compute chord between injection and impact.
IS. CC = (RL)(RL)+ (RT)(RT) -(2)(RL)(RT)(Cos(CTA))
19. C = CC "5
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Define semiperimeter of triangle.
20. S = (.5)(RL+ RT + C)
Define auxiliary variables.
21. ALP = (Z)(PIBYZ -ACOS (((.5) (S)/ (A))"
5 ))
Z2. BET = (Z)(PIBYZ -ACOS(((.5)(S - C)/ (A))"5 ))
Compute error in time of flight.
23. ERR = (A3/Z)(CON)(PI +SIGN(I, Sin (CTA)) ((ALP -
Sin (ALP) - PI) - (BET - Sin (BET)))) - TFL
Check tolerance.
-N
24. If I(ERR)/(TFL) I < l0 , go to 36
-N




26. If K _ I0, go to 41
If K < I0, go to 27
Check special case of straight angle.
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27. If CTA = PI, go to 31
If CTA # PI, go to 28
Compute derivatives for Newton-Raphson.
ZS. DSDCT =
29. DADCT =
30. Go to 33
31. DTDCT =
32. Go to 34
33. ]'3T]'3(qT=
(.5)(RL) (RT) (Sin (STA))/(C)
(-z) (RT) (A - RL)(Sin (CTA)/((RL)(RL) +
CC - (RT) (RT))
3 5
((.5)(RT) (RL+ RT)/(RL))" (CON)
5
(!.5)(TFL)(DADCT) + (A)" (CON)
(SIGN(i, Sin (CTA)) (Tan ((.5) (ALP))
(DSDCT - (S)(DADCT)) + Tan ((.5)(BET)))
(DSDCT + (S - C)(DADCT)))
Get next approximation for transfer angle.
34. CTA = CTA - (ERR)/(DTDCT)
Loop back for iteration on transfer angle.
35. Go to 14
Compute transfer velocity magnitude from vis-viva equation.
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5
36. TRVEL = ((2)/(RL) - (1)/(A))"
Compute circular-orbit velocity magnitude.
.5
37. COVEL = ((1)/(RL))
38. Return
39. CALL SETERR (6HLUNARI)
40. Return




















(Sin (ALP/Z) = (S/(ZA))")




(Sin (BET/Z) = ((S - C)/(ZA))'5)





e .r ./K min
e








axis with respect to
transfer angle





















19, 20, 2Z, 28, 33
EQUIV, 13, 14, 15, 17,






















SUBROUTINE LUNAR NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
De scription Units Reference
Derivative of time with
respect to transfer angle








Right ascension of moon
Distance of injection point
from center of earth
Distance of moon at impact
from center of earth
Unit vector to moon
Sine of lunar right ascension
Semiperimeter of triangle
formed by RL, RT, C

















DATA, 15, Z3, 27
/OBART/, 6
/OBART/, I0
CALL, l l, 14, 17, 18,
zo, zs, zg, 31, 36, 37
5, ii, 14, 17, 18, 20,
28, 29, 31
DIM, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
9, i0
20, ZI, 2Z, 33
Z, 12, Z4, 33
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SUBROUTINE LUNAR NOMENCLATURE (cont.)





Julian day at lunar days
impact















$ I BFTC LUNAR FULIST,REF
SUBROUTINE LUNAR(LDATE,DELT,RL)
C_HM_N/AS TRi_/KSUBS ,KSUBE ,ECL I P,KI NVE
REAL KSUBS,KSUBE,KINVE








C GET P_SITI_N AND DISTANCE _F HI_¢N AT IHPACT
TFL - DELT * 60.0
TJD - LDATE + DELT/24.O
CALL H_N(TJD,SEL,RT)





CALL QUAD(CRA,SRA, PS I DT)
C Q IS ELLIPTIC TRANSFER Pi_SSIBLE IN TIME
TL I H- O. 33333333"C¢N* SQRT(2.*( RT-RL))W(RT+2.*RL )
IF(TFL.LE.TLIH) G(_ T_ 30
C C_HPUTE TRANSFER ANGLE
C START ITERATION WITH ESTIHATE _F TRANSFER ANGLE
C TA- 3.
2 IF(1.+C_S(CTA_.LT.2.*RL/RT) G¢ T_ I
CTA-. 5*(CTA+P I )
Gt_ T9 2
C FIND SEHI--HAJ_R AXIS _IF TRANSFER ELLIPSE
1 A-RL*(RL-RT*CDS (CTA) _/(2.*RL-RT*( 1 .+C¢S(CTA) _ )
CC-RL*RL +RT*RT- 2. *RL*RT*C ¢S ( C TA )
C-SQRT(CC )
S-. 5* (RL+RT+C)
ALP-2.*(PI BY2-AC_S(SQRT(. 5*S/A) ))
BE T-2. *( P I BY2-AC¢S (SQRT (. 5"( S-C )/A ) ) )
C T IME-(_F-FL I GHT ERROR
ERR-A**(1.5)*C_N*(PI+S IGN(1. ,S I N(CTA))*((ALP-S I N(ALP)-PI )-(BET
1 -SIN (BET)))) - TFL
IF(ABS(ERR/TFL).LT.IO.**(-N)) G¢ T¢ 3
K-K+1
I F(K.GE.10)G¢ T_ 31
IF(CTA.EQ.PI) GI_ T_ 10
C C_HPUTE DERIVATIVES F_R NEWTCN-RAPHSCN
DS DCT-. 5*RL*RT*S I N ( C TA )/C
DADC T--2. *RT*(A-RL )*S I N (CTA) / (RL*RL+CC-RT*RT)
G_ T_ 11
IO DTDCT- SQRT(.5*RT**3*(RL+RT)/RL)*C¢N
FIGURE 69. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE LUNAR
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G¢ T_ 12
11 DTDCT- 1.5*TFL*DADCT+ SQRT(A_*CON*SIGN(1.,SIN(CTA))*(TAN(.5*ALP_
1 *(DSDCT-S*DADCT_+ TAN(.5*BET)*(DSI)CT+(S-CI*DADCT_)
C REVISE TRANSFER ANGLE
12 CTA= CTA - ERR/DTDCT
G_ T¢ 2















The chief functions of Subroutine BART are to compute the time
of lift-off of the booster, the time of reignition, and the reignition guidance
parameters. These functions may be broken into the following ten sub-
functions:
a , Compute the sidereal time of the vehicle at
end -of-boost.
b , Compute the sidereal time of the launch point
on the Earth at end-of-boost.
C . Compute the sidereal time of the launch point
on the Earth at the time of launch.
e . Compute the direction cosines of the pierce
point.
f. Compute the direction cosines of the position
vector at end-of-boost.
g , Compute the position and velocity vectors at
end-of-boost in Earth centered inertial (ECI)
coordinates.






Predict position and velocity vectors at
reignition.
Compute thrust attitude (direction cosines
TX, TY, TZ) during reignition.
Compute required velocity vector at the
end of thrusting of the reignition rocket.
BART is utilized in the simulation of interplanetary and lunar
missions. Its inputs are the position and velocity at the end-of-boost
in local Earth coordinates and the outputs of Subroutine PATCH (for
interplanetary missions) or Subroutine LUNAR (for lunar missions).
LIMITATIONS OF SUBROUTINE BART
The assumptions which limit the flexibility of Subroutine
are:
a. Firing azimuth of the booster is 90 ° (due east).
b. The coasting orbit is circular.
c. The latitude of the pierce point must be equal to
or less than the latitude of the vehicle at the
end -of-boost.
d. All free-flights (free-falls) are considered to be
two-body or Keplerian motion.
BART
Assumption (c) allows assumption (a) as will be seen later in this analysis.
A due east launch takes maximum advantage of the Earth's rotation and
it will be shown that such a firing azimuth is almost always possible for
the missions being considered. Assumption (b) is realistic since the
least energy coasting orbit is a circular orbit just above the atmosphere.
Assumption (d) is considered quite satisfactory for the accuracies re-
quired for this program.
D
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The reignition powered flight simulation may hold the thrust at
a constant attitude, or it may steer so as to achieve the required velocity.
All of the computations (Sub-functions (a) through (k)) are easily under-
stood except perhaps (a), (g) and (h}. They will be derived in detail in
the next section.
END-OF-BOOST TIME AND COAST ANGLE
The launch position and the altitude of the desired circular orbit
are known, therefore, since the firing azimuth is always 90 ° , the boost
trajectory may be simulated before the launch time is determined. The
position and velocity at the end-of-boost in local Earth coordinates
(latitude, longitude, altitude, azimuth, etc.) are inputs to Subroutine
BART. Since the boost flight must remain in or very near a plane (to
minimize aerodynamic moments and heating), the azimuth of the velocity
vector at the end-of-boost will also be approximately 90 °.
A launch azimuth of due east is always possible and will still
cause the vehicle to pass over the pierce point as long as the declination
(latitude) of the vehicle at the end-of-boost is greater than the declination
of the pierce point (another effect of the due east launch is that the lati-
tude at end-of-b0ost is essentially the launch latitude). This assumption
concerning the declinations is valid for lunar and planetary missions.
Consider the ecliptic inclinations of the following orbits:












The latitude of the Atlantic Missile Range is 28.45 ° and the equator
plane is inclined 23. 444 ° to the ecliptic. Therefore, on only rare
occasions, for lunar and Mercury mission, may the latitude of the
pierce point be greater than the latitude at launch. (The maximum pos-
sible latitude of the pierce point is the sum of the target body orbital
inclination and the inclination of the equator plane.) In the rare in-
stances where the pierce point latitude is greater than the launch latitude,
a near east launch would be desired; a small out-of-plane maneuver
would be utilized in the insertion into the escape orbit. This situation
is not considered here.
In order to launch east and pass over the pierce point, the time
of launch can be one of two values, depending on whether it is desired
to pass over the pierce point during the first half (0 -180 °) of the
coasting orbit or the second half (180 - 360 ° ). Only the first half is
considered here. Figure 70 illustrates the first condition when the point
of injection into the escape orbit (r o ) is between the end-of-boost
position (r b ) and the pierce point position (rp). The North Pole, r b ,
and r _. constitute _ right-spherica! triangle since the !a,,nch azimuth is
--I J
90"-'. The angle at the pole is the difference in right ascensions (sidereal
times) of rp and _rb and can be computed from a spherical geometry
formula from two known sides:
coS(_p- _b ) = tan(90- 6 b) cot(90- 8p) (I)
or
and
cos (_p _b ) cot(6b) tan(6p) (2)
0 < ap ab < 900 for 6p > 0 , (3)
O_p-_b = 900 for 6 = 0 (4)P
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90 < Olp - _b < 180 for 6p < 0 (5)
_p - _b = 180 for 6p - -6 b (6)
These equations assume that the magnitude of 6b is equal to or greater
than the magnitude of 8 p , and that launch Is In the northern hemisphere.
The mid-point of reignition thrusting will occur after passing
through the angle # (Figure 70) from the end-of-boost position. To find
¢ first solve for the total angle (¢ + _7):
where:
r • r
cos(#+ v) = -b -p (7)
r b r P
0 _ (#+ v) < 180 ° for _rb " r m 0
-p
180 < (¢+ 9) < 360 ° for _rb " r < 0 a
-p
The angle from end-of-boost to the mid-point of reignition is then:
¢, = (¢, + 5") - (8)
If # is negative, its complement with 360 ° must be taken as # since





r = position vector at mld-polnt of relgnitlon
-o












FIGURE 70. GEOMETRY OF THE LAUNCH CONDITIONS
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PREDICT POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTORS AT REIGNITION
The position and velocity vectors at reignition are predicted by
means of the closed form expressions of the f and g series. The general
form of the position and velocity at reigntion based on the position and
velocity at end-of-boost is:
r = f r + g "_r (9)
-r -b b






position and velocity at reignition
r b
position and velocity at end-of-boost
and
f = 1 -a [I -cos(AE)]/r b (Ii)
g = r b _ sin(AE) + (r b • "_rb)
oos(A . ]1 (12)
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rb)r = rb+ all-cos(AE)]r a
-rb" rb
+ - _-_ sin(AE) (15)
v-p
,_,_e_..=_g_ ^ E is the _,A{;_"......._,,_ _in eccentric anomalies of r r and r h




AE = AM = Tcst 3,,_ (16)
where:
k = gravitational constant,
e
a = semi-major axis of circular
coasting orbit.
It is easily seen from inspection that the expressions (i I), (12), (13)
and (14) may be reduced for the special case of a circular orbit to:








Expressions (17) through (Z0) are the ones actually implemented in
Subroutine BART.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL BART
SOLUTION METHOD
Define earth equatorial radius.
I. RE = RSUBO
Convert plerce-polnt declination to degrees.
2. DLATP = (PLAT) (RTD)
Convert pierce-point right ascension to degrees.
3. THEP = (PSIDT) (RTD)
Convert transfer angle to degrees.
4. VBAR -- (TRANG) (RTD)





If l ou TBI Iou TPI, go to 7
Otherwise,
6. CALL SETERR (4HBART)
Return.
Compute sidereal time of booster burnout from spherical geometry
(assume a firing azimuth of 90 degrees):
7. CTPL = ((Cos((DTR) (DLATB)))/(Sin((DTR) (DLATB))))
(Tan ((DTR) (DLATP)))
8. CALL QUAD (CTPL, (1 - CTPLZ) "5, TPL)
9. THEB = (THEP)(DTR) - TPL
Compute sidereal time at launch (booster lift-off) :
i0. THELB = (YHEB) (RTD) - (DLONB - DLONL)
II. THEL = THELB- (OMEGA) (TIMB) (RTD)
Compute coast angle from end of boost to mid-point of re-
ignition. Begin by computing direction cosines of pierce-point vector:
12. UPX = (Cos ((DLATP) (DTR))) (Cos ((THEP) (DTR)))
13. UPY = (Cos ((DLATP) (DTR))) (Sin((THEP) (DTR)))
14. UPZ = Sin((DLATP) (DTR))
Compute direction cosines of end-of-boost position vector:
15. UBX = (Cos ((DLATB) (DTR))) (Cos (THEB))
16. UBY = (Cos ((DLATB) (DTR))) (Sin(THEB))
17. UBZ = Sin((DLATB) (DTR))
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Compute position and velocity vectors at end of boost:
18. SIGMA = (RVCTR)/(RSUBO)
19. RXB = (SIGMA) (UBX)
20. RYB = (SIGMA) (UBY)
21. RZB = (SIGMA) (UBZ)
22. CALL ROT (0, 0, (VMB) (60)/((RE) (DGC)), AZB, I, I,
SXI, SYI, SZI)
23. CALL ROT (SXl, SYI, SZI, DLATB, I, 2, SX2, SY2, SZ2)
24. CALL ROT (SX2, SY2, SZ2, -THEB, 2, 3, RXBD,
RYBD, RZBD)
(ROT computes a coordinate transformation for
rotation about an axis .)
Compute the range angle from end of boost to the plerce-polnt:
25. CSVB = (UPX) (UBX) + (UPY) (UBY) + (UPZ) (UBZ)
26. SSVB = (I - CSVB z).5
Compute auxiliary quantity SIGMA1.
27. SIGMA1 = SIGMA 1"5
Determine sign of SSVB:
28. PON -- (RXBD) (UPX) + (RYBD) (UPY) + (RZBD)(UPZ)
29. If PON < 0, go to 30
If PON > 0, go to 31
30. SSVB = -SSVB
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31. CALL QUAD (CSVB, SSVB, SVB)
(QUAD determines the proper quadrant for
an angle given its cosine and sine .)
Calculate range angle:
32. SI = (SVB) (RTD)- VBAR
33. If SI < 0, go to 34
If SI > 0, go to 35
34. SI = 360 + SI
Compute period of coasting orbit:
35. DP = (2) (PI)(SIGMAI)/(DGC)
Estimate thrusting time of re-ignition rocket:
36. TIMR = (RMAS)(
Compute coasting time:
37.
IVMF- VMB I ) /((RAT) (60))
TCST = (DP) (SI) (DTR)/((2) (PI)) - (.5)(TIMR)
38. If TCST < 0, go to 39
If TCST _ 0, go to 40
TCST =39. DP + TCST
Predict position and velocity at re-ignition in canonical units:
Compute coast angle.
40. DEA = (TCST) (DGC)/(SIGMAI)
Compute f and g coefficients.
41. F = Cos(DEA)
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4Z. G -- (SIGMA1) (Sin(DEA))
43. FD = -(Sin(DEA))/(SIGMA1)
Compute position components.
44. RXR = (F) (RXB) + (G) (RXBD)
45. RYR = (F) (RYB) + (G) (RYBD)
46. RZR = (F) (RZB) + (G) (RZBD)
Compute velocity components.
47. RDXR = (FD) (RXB) + (F) (RXBD)
48. RDYR = (FD)(RYB) + (F) (RYBD)
49. RDZR = (FD)(RZB) + (F) (RZBD)
Perform transformation to oblate spheroidal coordinates.
50. CALL G2OB (RXR, RYR, RZR, RDXR, RDYR, RDZR, l,
FLAT, DR, THER, H, VR, GAMR, AZR, 0)
Compute time at mid-point of re-ignition.
51. TTE = TCST+ (.5)(TIMR)
Estimate range angle from start of re-ignition to mid-point.
52. DTEA = (DEA)(TTE)/(TCST)
Compute transformation coefficients.
53. FE = Cos (DTEA)
54. FED = (FD) (Sin(DTEA))/(Sin(DEA))
Compute thrust attitude.
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55. TX - (FED) (RXB)4- (FE) (RXBD)
56. TY = (FED) (RYB) + (FE) (RYBD)
57. TZ = (FED) (RZB) + (FE) (RZBD)
Normalize thrust.
58. DNM = (TXz +YY2 + TZ2).5
59. TX = (TX)/(DNM)
60. TY = (TY)/(DNM)
61. TZ = (TZ)/(DNM)
Allocate required transfer velocity in specified direction.
, s = ( (TX)62 <OX VMF)
63. SOY = (VMF) (TY)





















at end of boost
Azimuth of re-ignition
thrust vector midway into
thrusting period
Cos (SI + VBAR)
Cos (THEP - THEB)
Coast angle from end of
boost to re-ignition
Gravitational constant
Latitude at end of boost
Latitude at pierce-point
Longitude east at end of
boost
Longitude east at launch
point
Temporary storage
























40, 41, 4Z, 43, 5Z, 54
EQUIV, 2Z, 35, 40
/TOL/, 5, 7, 15, 16,
17, 23
2, 5, 7, 12, 13, 14
/TOn/, lO
/TOL/, 10


























f coefficient of the f and g




to mid-point of re-ignition
{ transformation coefficient
to mid-point of re-ignition
Flattening of Earth
g coefficient of f and g
series for the coasting orbit
Flight path angle with deg
respect to geoid
Height above reference e.r.
spheroid
Spin rate of the Earth
3. 14159269
Pierce-point declination rad
Plus or minus test value
Sidereal time of pierce- rad
point






DATA, 7, 9, It, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 37
41, 44, 45, 46,
48, 49
47
43, 47, 48, 49, 54
53, 55, 56, 57
54, 55, 56, 57
DATA, 50

























the X direction at the
beginning of re-ignition
Velocity component in
the Y direction at the
beginning of re-ignition
Velocity component in
the Z direction at the
beginning of re-ignition
Earth equatorial radius









in the X direction at
end of boost
ECI velocity component
in the X direction at
end of boost
ECI position component





















DATA, Z, 3, 4, i0,
II, 32
CALL, 18
/PBART/, 19, 44, 47,
55


















in the Y direction at
end of boost
ECI velocity component
in the Y direction at
end of boost
ECI position component








in the Z direction at
end of boost
ECI position component
of vehicle in the Z
direction at re-ignition
eor.
Range angle from end of




nent in the X direction at
the end of re-ignition in ECI
ft/s ec
Required velocity compo-
nent in the Y direction at
the end of re-ignition in ECI
ft/sec
Required velocity compo-
nent in the Z direction at





/PBART/, Z0, 45, 48,
56
/PBART/, Z4, Z8, 45,
48, 56
/PBART/, 45, 50
/PBART/, Z l, 46, 49,
57
/PBART/, Z4, Z8, 46,
49, 57
/PBART/, 46, 50




















Sin (SI + VBAR)
Sum of SI and VBAR
First intermediate com-





component in the series
of rotations which pro-
duce RXBD, RYBD, RZBD
velocity vectors
First intermediate com-
ponent In the Y direction
Second intermediate com-
ponent in the Y direction
First intermediate com-
ponent in the Z direction
Second intermediate com-




Coast time from end of
boost to re-Ignition


























Z7, 35, 40, 42, 43
/PBART/, 37, 38,
39, 40, 51, 52
9, I0, 15, 16, Z4
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Sidereal time at launch deg
Sidereal time of launch deg
point at end of boost
Sidereal time at the deg
pierce-point
Sidereal time at mid-point deg
of re-ignition
Time of booster thrusting rain
Estimated time of thrusting rain
durinq r e-ig icition
THEP - THEB tad
Central transfer angle tad
(injection to pierce-point)
Time at mid-point of rain
re-ignition
Direction cosines of thrust
component during re-
ignition in ECI
Direction cosines of thrust
component during re-
ignition in the Y direction
Direction cosines of thrust
component during re-
ignition in the Z direction
Direction cosines of the
position component at end































Direction cosines of the
position component at end
of boost in the Y direction
Direction cosines of the
position component at end
of boost in the Z direction
Direction of the pierce-
point vector in ECI
Direction of the pierce-point
vector in the Y direction
Direction of the pierce-point
vector in the Z direction
Angle from mid-point of
re-ignition to pierce-point
Magnitude of the inertial
velocity at end of boost
Magnitude of the required






































C TEST T0 SEE IF EASTERN LAUNCH IS DOSSIBLE.
IF (ABS(DLATB] .GE. ABS(DLATP)) G0 T0 210
CALL SETERR(4HBART)
RETURN




C COMPUTE SIDEREAL TIME AT LAUNCH (B00STER LIFT-0FF).
THELB= THEB*RTD-(DLONB-DLONL)
THEL = THELB-0MEGA*TIMB*RTD
C COMPUTE COAST ANGLE Si (FROM END-0F-B00ST T0 MID-P01NT 0F REIGNITION)








C COMPUTE P0SITION AND VELOCITY AT END OF B00ST.
SIGMA = RVCTR/RSUB0
302 RXB = SIGMA * UBX
RYB = SIGMA * UBY








FIGURE 7 1. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE BART
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C DETERMINE SIGN OF SSVB
C P0N - RXBD*UPX+RYBD*UPY+RZBD*UPZ
IF (PON) 304,306,306
304 SSVB I -SSVB
306 CALL QUAD(CSVB,SSVB,SVB)
S I - SVB *RTD-VBAR
IF (SI} 308,310,310
308 Sl,,. 360.O+ SI
C COMPUTE PERIOD OF COASTING ORBIT
310 DP - (2.O*PI*SIGHA1)/DGC
C ESTIMATE REIGNITION THRUSTING TIME,TIMR.
T I HR- RMAS*ABS ( VHF-VHB ) / ( RAT*60. O )




C PREDICT POSITION AND VELOCITY AT REIGNITION.
314 DEA I TCST*DGC/SIGHA1
F= COS (DEA)
G - SIGMA1 * SINfDEA)








SGAMR, A ZR, O )
C COMPUTE THRUST ATTITUDE(DIRECTION COSINES TX,TY,TZ) DURING REIGNITION
TTE-TCS T+O. 5*T IMR
DTEA- DEA*TTE/TCST
FE-- C0S (DTEA_
FED- FD*S I N(DTEA }/S I N(DEA)
TX- ( FE D*RX B+FE*RX BD )
TY-- ( FE D*RYB÷FE*RYB D )
TZ,, ( FE D*RZB+FE*RZB D










FIGURE 7 1. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE BART (cont.)
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LVII. SUBROUTINE ROT
This subroutine computes the components of a vector in an
orthogonal set which has been rotated about one axis from another
orthogonal set. The rotation is assumed to be counterclockwise,
looking toward the origin along the axis of rotation.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL ROT (XO, YO, ZO, BET, IB, N, Xl, Y1, Z1)
SOLUTION METHOD
Set degrees-to-radians conversion factor:
i. DTR = .017453292
Test if rotation angle is in degrees or radians:
Zo If IB _> 2, go to 5
If IB < 2, go to 3
Convert rotation angle to radians:
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3. BETA = (BET)(DTR)
4. Go to 6
5. BETA = BET
Determine axis of rotation:
6. If N = I, go to 7
If N = Z, go to II
If N = 3, go to 15






Y! = (TO) (Cos (BETA)) + (ZO) (Sin (BETA))
Zl = - (TO) (Sin (BETA)) + (ZO) (Cos (BETA))
Go to 18




(XO) (Cos (BETA)) - (ZO) (Sin (BETA))
YO
(XO) (Sin (BETA)) + (ZO) (Cos (BETA))
14. Go to 18
Rotation about Z- axis:
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15. Xl = (XO)(Cos(BETA))+ (YO)(Sin(BETA))
16. Y1 = -(XO) (Sin(BETA)) + (YO)(Cos (BETA))























IB = l, BET in degrees




N = Z, Y-axis


















CALL, 7, II, 13, 15, 16
CALL, 7, II, 15
CALL, 8, 9, 12, 15, 16
CALL, 8, 12, 16
CALL, 8, 9, II, 13, 17




C GIVEN THE COMPONENTS OF A VECTI_R (XO,YI_,ZI_) IN AN I_RIGINAL C00RD
C INATE SYSTEM. R0T FINDS THE COM_0NENTS (XI,YI,ZI) IN A C00RDINATE
C SYSTEH _IHICH IS ROTATED THRU BETA (CCW L0_KING T_NARD 0RIGIN ALONG
C AXIS _F R(_TATION) FROM THE _RIGINAL.
C N=I F(_R ROTATION ABOUT X0 AXIS, N,,2 F0R Y0 AXIS, N-3 F0R Z(_ AXtS.





20 BETA = BET
29 GI_ T0 (30,40,50), W
30 X I=X0
Y I= Y0*COS (BETA)+Z0*S IN (BETA)






50 X I=X0-COS (BETA)+Y_*S IN(BETA)




FIGURE 72. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ROT
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LVIII. SUBROUTINE INJEC
The purpose of this subroutine is to store the guidance velocity
componenfs required to transfer the vehicle into the transfer orbit.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL INJEC
SOLUTION METHOD
Compute velocity conversion factor.
I. CON - (RSUBO)/((13.44705Z)(60.0))
Specify inertial velocity as the section ending parameter.
Z. PARAM - LOC(VSUBI)
Specify magnitude of velocity for section ending.
3. VE -- (VR)(CON)
Compute required pitch and yaw kicks.
4. PKIK = (PITR - PIT) (DPRAD)
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5. YKIK = (YAWR - YAW) (DPRAD)
Set pitch and yaw rates to zero.
6. PDOT = 0.0
7. YDOT = 0.0
Set components of veloclty-to-go.
8. VGX = SOX
9. VGY = SOY

























Pitch angle at reignition
Pitch kick






























































Name of section ending
parameter
Yaw angle at re-ignition
Yaw rate
Yaw kick
















$1BFTC INJEC FUL IST,REF
SUBROUTINE INJEC
C
C STORE GUIDANCE VELOCITIES FOR INJECTION
C
COMMON/CONST/RSUBO,FLAT,GSUBO,GSUBI ,OMEGA,PSL ,CMAX,HMI N,HMAX,
$ TAGS ( 7 ) , I NF I N, P I , P 102, DTRAD , DPRAD
EQUl VALENCE (RSUB0, RSUBO) , (GSUB0,GSUBO)
REAL I NFI N
COMMON/WORK+/PARAM,VE,WIOWJ,STI ND,THI NO, ATI ND,DTSBS,DTSBP,
$ PDOT,YDOT,PKIK,YKI K,VGX,VGY,VGZ,SECTNO,
$ PADSK,VESK,PADRT| ,PADRT2,
$ SREF,Wl OWJS,WOI S,WFIS,WPRPS,WBOS,FVAC,WDOTV,EPSIS,
$ ASUBTS, I SP,KSUBF,KSUBW,KSUBP,KSUBY,KSUBN,KSUBA(4)
REAL ISP,KSUBF,KSUBW,KSUBP,KSUBY,KSUBN,KSUBA
INTEGER ST I ND, TH I ND,AT I ND,SECTNO
COMMON /SAVE/JD,SIDETO,PHIO,SPHIO,CPHIO,THETAO,STHETO,CTHETO,
$ AZ I R,ROX,ROY,ROZ,TSTG,TSUBS,PSUBS,YSUBS,
$ WOR(6) ,WFR(6) ,AVMR(6)
DOUBLE PRECISION JD
COMMON /DATA/ TFLIT,TSTAG,TSECT,TSUBP,DTLST,RXIN,RYIN,RZIN,RVCTR,
$ PHI ,THETA,HATM,VSUBI ,GAMI N,AZI N,VSUBR,GAMMA,AZ,BETA,
$ GAMRF,AZREF,P IT,YAW,PRATE,YRATE,RATM,CATM,TATM,PATM,
$ QA TM, MACH, AL PHAP, AL PHAY, ALPHA, AL PHAD, CS UBN, CSUBA,









VE = SQRT(SOX**2 +
PKIK = (PITR- PIT)

















This subroutine calculates the value of an angle between 0 and
2 _ radians, given the sine and cosine of the angle.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL QUAD (Y, X, A)
SOLUTION METHOD
PI = 3. 14159265












If Y > 0 go to 6
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5. If Y < 0, go to I0
If Y = 0, go to 19
If Y > 0, go to 12
6. A = AB
7. Go to 23
8. A = PI- AB
9. Go to 23
i0. A = PI + AB
1I. Go to 23
12. A = (Z.0)(PI)-AB
13. Go to Z3
14. If Y < 0, go to 17
If Y > 0, go to 15
15. A = 0
16. Go to 23
17. A = PI
18. Go to Z3
19. If X < 0, go to 22
If X > 0, go to 20
Z0. A = (PI)/(Z.0)
Zl. Go to Z3
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CALL; 6, 8, I0, IZ,
15, 17, Z0, ZZ
Z, 6, 8, I0, IZ
I, 8, I0, IZ, 17, Z0,
ZZ
CALL, Z, 3, 19













































FIGURE 74. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
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LX. FUNCTION TAN














De scription Units Reference



















Function ASIN calculates the value of an angle between + 90
degrees, given the sine of the angle.
CALLING SEQUENCE
•u**uaiu**_**, is used in _u^ ;_11_,_,_,-
_,_*_,_, :,,9way:
Z = ASIN (X)
"where Z is any legal FORTRAN variable and X is the sine of the angle
being sought.
SOLUTION METHOD
= (1.O -X z)'5
= I (X)/(Y) 1
= Arctangent (T)
O, go to 5






































FIGURE 76. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ASIN
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LXII. FUNCTION ACOS
Function ACOS calculates the value of an angle between 0 and
180 degrees, given the cosine of the angle•
CALLING SEQUENCE
The function ACOS is used in the following way:
Z = ACOS (X)









Y = (I.0 -X2) "5
= (X)/(X) IT
A = Arctan(T)
If X < 0, go to 5
If X _ 0, go to 6





































FIGURE 77. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ACOS
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LXIII. SUBROUTINE CNTROL
CNTROL is the control routine for Block I (non-linear engine
balance/rebalance package) of the TENSOR I computer program. It con-
trols input and output for Block I along with logically sequencing the
flow of these programs.
iilpu:f_. Block I IS e..._....._ .......... _ ............
NAMELIST feature (see section "Input for Engine Programs"). Input and
output for Block ii ' _., .... -_..1_.-___•,,gh- and Block !H (interp!an-
_powereu _ ,L I 11U_% CI I._t.2 i_/
etary transfer simulation) are handled internal to those routines,
A breakdown of correct operation and running instructions for
the TENSOR computer program is outlined in the following sections.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL CNTROL (F)
OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM
TENSOR Header Card
This card is checked before each case. (One TENSOR header
card is needed for each case.)
Columns 1 - 6 =
Columns 7- IZ =
"TENSOR"
a digit from 0 to 5 (or blank)
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A digit from 1 to 4 represents the particular engine related
to the stage number. The digit codes for the engines are:
1 = HI type engine
2 = F1 type engine
3 = J2 type engine
4 = RLI0-AI type engine
Zeros or blanks wlll end the particular vehicle configuration
If less than slx stages are to be run.
The digit 5 signifies that the particular stage's influence
coefficients wlll be input to the trajectory portion of the program.
Since there may be a maximum of 6 stages for the vehicle,
each column represents a stage (Gol. 7 = Stage I, Gol. 8 = Stage Z,
..., ..., Col. 12 I. Stage 6).
Gol. 15 m 0 or I: A 0 (zero) signals that the engine programs
wlll be run, but the trajectory programs wlll not be run. A 1 (one)
signals that the trajectory program wlll be run along with any specified
engine programs.
See Figure 78 for a sample TENSOR HEADER card.
Input for Engine Programs
As stated previously, input to the engine programs is accom-
plished wlth the standard FORTRAN IV NAMELIST feature.
The NAMELIST names for the various engines are:
ENGHI = HI type engine
ENGFI = F1 type engine



























Thi s HEADER card signifies:
1. The flight of a three-stage vehicle will be simulated•
Z • Block I will be used to generate F-I and I-Z nominal
engine performance and influence coefficients for use
on Stages 1 and Z respectively.
. Influence coefficients will be input to Block II for the
third stage of the vehicle.





= RL10 type engine
= signals the end of engine (Block I)
input data for this case




H1 Enqine: PPI, TPIR, TRSG, SG, DPI, DPD, DELl,
DEL2, DEL3, DLTP, C1, RGG, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7,
DRI, DRD, DEL4, DEL5, DLTR, R, PTI, PTES, ATI,
DW, TN, IPB, GR, XNTST, WMIS, ETAGR, HPAUX,
DEL6, ATE, DELTX, RX, AXD, DEL7, PA, DELS, KBAL,
ETCF, EPS, PNS, ATC, FX, FEN, ETCS, XMRTC, INDPR,
XMREN, DEL9, CON, CPCX, IINFL
F1 Enqine: PPI, TPIR, TRSG, SG, DPI, DPD, DELl,
DEL2, DEL3, DLTP, C1, RGG, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7,
DRI, DRD, DEL4, DEL5, DLTR, R, PTI, PTES, ATI, DW,
IPB, GR, XNTST, WMIS, ETAGR, DEL9, DEL6, ATE,
XMREN, RX, FEN, DEL7, PA, DELS, KBAL, ETCF, EPS,
PNS, ATC, INDPR, ETCS, XMRTC, CON, CPCX, TN,
IINFL
12 Engine: PPI, TPIS, TRSG, SG, DPI, DPD, DELl,
DEL2, DEL3, DEL4, DEL5, DEL7, DEL20, DEL21, DELZ2,
DELZ3, DEL24, DEL25, DEL26, DEL27, DEL28, DEL29,
DEL35, DLTP, CI, C3, C4, C5, C6, C8, DRI, DRD, DLTR,
R, PTI, ATI, DW, IPB, XNTST, HPAUX, ATE, PA, KBAL,
ETCF, EPS, PNS, ATC, FEN, ETCS, XMRTC, INDPR, XMREN,
CON, IINFL, TTI, FAUX, CNSTI, CNST2, CNST3, CNST4,
CNSTS, CNST6, EPSM, ABPNI, PUCOF, PUSEC, DMOO,
DMFO, WPRESO, WPRESF
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de RL10 Enqtne: ATC, KBAL, PCEL, XMRTC, Q, TPIS,
TOLl, TOLZ, XNPN, CON1, CONZ, CON3, CON4,
CONS, CD2, PPI, XNP, RHPI, TOL3, TOL4, TOL5,
CON6, CON7, CONS, TOL6, TOL7, TOL9, FCL, AVT,
HPAUX, ETGER, CON9, CON10, CONll, CONIZ,
CON13, CON14, CON15, TOLl0, CON, IINFL, EPS
The input data should be stacked with all the H 1 data first,
followed by all the F1, J2 and RL10 data for the first case. For sub-
sequent cases, the procedure is repeated, starting with the TENSOR
HEADER card.
After the nominal data for each engine has been input once,
there is no need to input them again during one computer run. Only
changes from the nominal need to be input, and these must be input for
_h___....-_t=g=_ '_{_.the ,,_..1^_..._..=. If a ,,u_,,,,_a, case is to be run. one of the
nominal input variables should be re-entered as change data. Also, if
more than one stage of the vehicle is comprised of the same engine with
an identical configuration, the change data for the subsequent engine(s)
should contain the variable IINFL set equal to 1. This will allow the
program to bypass recalculating the influence coefficients, and it will
use the same set that was generated for the previous engine.
The very last card for the engine input data, for each case,
should be a SENDENG EEND = 0.$. This card signals the end of
Block I data and the beginning of Block II data.
See Figure 79 for a sample deck setup.
Changing Variables for Subroutine INFL
If an addition, deletion, or change of any variables used to
compute influence coefficients is desired for a specific engine, the
following must be done:
ao The value of the independent or dependent variable
must be set into Table TABI or TABD (removed for a







;ENDENG EEND = 0.$
SENRL 10
Change Data for RL10 Engine
;ENRLI 0
Nominal Input Data for RL10 Engine
$ENGJZ
Change Data for Jg Engine
SENGJZ
Nominal Input Data for 12 Engine
;ENGF 1
Change Data for F1 Engine
;ENGF 1
Change Data for F1 Engine
$ENGF1
Nominal Input Data for F1 Engine
;ENGH 1
Change Data for HI Engine
SENGH I
Change Data for HI Engine
Change Data for H1 Engine
_H1





FIGURE 79. SAMPLE DECK SETUP FOR RUNNING OF ONE CASE
THROUGH TENSOR PROGRAM
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b, The appropriate counter, NIND or ND, must be
modified (if needed).
c. Revise the appropriate DATA statement.
The program, as now written, includes the following independ-
ent and dependent variables used to compute influence coefficients:







Ind epe nde nt
WCO




































Determine if error indicator set from Subroutine ESTM.
1. If F = 0, go to Z
If F _ 0, go to 177







READ ITENSR, ISTG, ITRJ
L= 0
If ISTG - 5 _ 0, go to 5
If ISTG- 5 > 0, go to 174
If ISTG _ O, go to 174
If ISTG > 0, go to 6
Do lZK=2, 6
If ISTG(K) < 0, go to 174
If ISTG(K) - 0, go to 8
If ISTG(K) > 0, go to l0
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8. L = 1
9. Go to iZ
10. If L / O, go to 174
If L = O, go to 11
Ii. If ISTG(K)- 5 ( O, go to IZ
If ISTG(K)- 5 > O, go to 174
IZ. Continue
13. If (ITENS - ITENSR) _ 0, go to 174
If (ITENS - ITENSR) = 0, go to 14
S_[ luup uun6-ol for engine number and stages.
14. Do 166 I = I, 4
15. Do 167 I = i, 6
Clear indicator flags.
16. KEND = 0
17. JA = 0
18. JB = 0
19. JC = 0
z0. ID = 0
Check if stage I (2, 3.... 6) equal to engine number I
(2, 3, 4).
7Z7
21. If ISTG(1)- J _ 0, go to 168
If ISTG(I) - J = 0, go to 2z
Go to correct engine control section.
22. If J = i, go to Z3
If J = 2, go to 58
If J = 3, go to 93
If J = 4, go to 130
H1 Enqtne Control
Check if nominal input data has been read in previously.
23. If JJA = o, go to z4
If JJA / 0, go to 25
Read nominal data.
24. READ
Set nominal input data for re-use, or reset previously-set
nominal data.
25. CALL SETNOM (J, JJA)
Set indicator to reset nominal values for re-entry to this
engine subroutine.
26. JJA = 1
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Read changes to nominal data.
27. READ
Print out input data.
28. CALL EPRINT (J,JA)
See whether engine routine to be bypassed.
Zg. If IINFL fl O, go to 163
If IINFL = O, go to 30
Enter H1 engine subroutine.
30. CALL HI (NERR)
Check if output required.
31. If JA = 0, go to 32
If JA _ O, go to 34
Reset print control counter and print output.
32. JA = 1
33. CALL EPRINT (J, JA)
34. If NERR fi O, go to 177
If NERR = O, go to 35
Check if Subroutine INFL to be entered.
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35. If CON = 0, go to 168
If CON _ 0, go to 36
Set up independent variables for Subroutine INFL.
36. TABI(1) = PPI(2)
37. TABI(2) = PPI(1)
38. TABI (3) = TPIR (2)
39. TABI(4) = TPIR(1)
40. TABI(5) = ETCS
41. TABI(6) = FEN
Set counter for number of independent variables.
4Z. NIND = 6
Set up dependent variables for Subroutine INFL.
43. TABD(1) = WCO
44. TABD(Z) = WCF
45. TABD(3) = WGO
46. TABD(4) = WGF
47. TABD(5) = PNS
Set counter for number of dependent variables.
48. ND = 5
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Enter Subroutine INFL.
49. CALL INPL (CON, /(END, TABI, TABD, INDV, DEPV,
NIND, ND, Y, VIND, VDEP , NLIST (J))
Check if INFL has been entered for each independent variable.
50. If KEND = 0, go to 51
If KEND _ 0, go to 163
Reset independent variable with perturbed value.
51. PPI(Z) = TABI(1)
52. PPI(i) -- TABi (2)
53. TPIR(2) = TA_B!(3)
54. TPIR(1) = TABI(4)
55. ETCS = TABI(5)
56. FEN = TABI(6)
57. Go to 30
F1 Enqine Control
58. If _B = 0, go to 59





Set nominal data for re-use, or reset prevlously-set nominal
60. CALL SETNOM (I, JIB)
Set indicator to reset nominal values for re-entry to to this
engine subroutine.
61. JJB = 1
Read changes to nominal data.
6Z. READ
Print out input data.
63. CALL EPRINT (J, JB)
See if engine program to be bypassed.
64. If IINFL / 0, go to 163
If IINFL = 0, go to 65
Enter FI engine subroutine.
65. CALL F1 (NERR)
Check if output required.
66. IF JB = 0, go to 67
If JB # 0, go to 69
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Reset print control counter and print output.
67. JB = 1
68. CALL EPRINT (J, JB)
Determine if error occurred in engine program.
69. If NERR _ O, go to 177
If NERR = O, go to 70
Determine if Subroutine INFL to be entered.
70. If CON = O, go to 168
If CON _ O, go to 71
Set up independent variables for Subroutine INFL.
71. TABI(1) = PPI(Z)
7Z. TABI(Z) = PPI(1)
73. TABI(3) = TPIR(2)
74. TABI(4) = TPIR(1)
75. TABI(5) = ETCS
76. TABI(6) -- FEN
Set counter for number of independent variables.
77. NIND = 6
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variable.
Set up dependent variables for Subroutine INFL.
78. TABD(1) = WCO
79. TABD(2) = VCCF
80. TABD(3) = WGO
81. TABD(4) = WGF
82. TABD(5) = PNS
Set counter for number of dependent variables.
83. ND = 5
Enter Subroutine INFL.
84. CALL INFL (CON, KEND, TABI, TABD, INDV, DEPV,
NIND, ND, Y, VIND, VDEP, NLIST(J))
Determine if INFL has been entered for each independent
85. If KEND = 0, go to 86
If KEND _ 0, go to 163
Reset independent variable with perturbed value.
86. PPI(2) = TABI(1)
87. PPI(1) = TABI(Z)
88. TPIR(2) = TABI(3)
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89. TPIR(1) = TABI(4)
90. ETCS = TABI(5)
91. FEN = TABI(6)
9Z. Go to 65
J2 Engine Control
Check if nominal input data has been read In previously.
93. If _C = 0, go to 94
If JJC / O, go to 95
Read nominal data
data.
Set nominal data for re-use, or reset previously-set nominal
95. CALL SETNOM (J, JIG)
Set indicator to reset nominal values for re-entry to this
engine subroutine.
96. ]_C = I
Read changes to nominal data.
97. READ
Print out Input data.
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98. CALL EPRINT(J, JC)
See if engine subroutine to be bypassed.
99. If IINFL _ 0, go to 163
If IINFL = 0, go to 100
Enter JZ engine subroutine.
i00. GALL j2 (NERR)
Determine if output required.
101. If JC = 0, go to 10Z
If JC _ 0, go to 104
Reset print control counter and print output.
10z. IC = I
103. CALL EPRINT (J, JC)
Determine if error occurred in engine program.
104. If NERR / O, go to 177
If NERR = O, go to 105
Determine if Subroutine INFL to be entered.
105. If CON = 0, go to 168
If CON _ 0, go to 106
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Set up independent variables for Subroutine INFL.
106. TABI(1) = PPI(2)
107. TABI(2) = PPl(1)
108. TABI(3) = TPIS(2)
109. TABI(4) = TPIS(1)
II0. TABI(5) = ETCS
iii. TABI(6) = PUVA
i12. TABI(7) = FEN
Set counter for number of independent variables.
113. NIND = 7
Set up dependent variables for Subroutine INFL.
114. TABD (1) = "vVCO
115. TABD(2) = WCF
I16. TABD(3) = WOO
i17. TABD(4) = WGF
i18. TABD(5) = PNS
Set counter for number of dependent variables.




120. CALL INFL (CON, KEND, TABI, TABD, INDI, DEPV,
NIND, ND, Y, VIND, VDEP, NLIST(1))
Determine if INFL has been entered for each independent
iZl. If KEND = 0, go to IZ2
If KEND # 0, go to 163
Reset independent variable with perturbed value.
122. PPI(2) = TABI(1)
123. PPI(1) = TABI(2)
124. TPIR(2) = TABI(3)
125. TPIR(1) = TABI(4)
126. ETCS = TABI(5)
127. PUVA = TABI(6)
128. FEN = TABI(7)
129. Go to I00
RLI0 Engine Control
Check if nominal input data has been read in previously.
130. If JID = 0, go to 131





Set nominal data for re-use or reset previously-set nominal
1 3Z. CALL SETNOM (J, JJD)
Set indicator to reset nominal values for re-entry to this
engine subroutine.
133. JJD = 1
Read changes to nominal data.
134. READ
Print out input data.
1 35. CALL EPRINT (J, JD)
See if engine program to be bypassed.
136. If IINFL _ 0, go to 162
If IINFL = O, go to 137
Enter RLIO engine subroutine.
1 37. CALL RLIO (NERR)
Determine if output required.
138. If JD = O, go to 139
If JD _ 0, go to 141
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Reset print control counter and print output.
139. ID = i
140. CALL EPRINT (I, JD)
Determine if error occurred in engine program.
141. If NERR _ 0, go to 177
If NERR = 0, go to 142
Determine if Subroutine INFL to be entered.
142. If CON = 0, go to 168
If CON / 0, go to 143









TABI (3) = TPIS (2)
TABI(4) = TPIS(1)
TABI(5) = ETCS
TABI (6) = FCL
Set counter for number of independent variables.
149. NIND = 6
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variable.
Set up dependent variables for Subroutine INFL.
150. TABD(1) = WCO
151. T_BD(Z) = WCF
15Z. TABD(3) = PNSPR
Set counter for number of dependent variables.
153. ND = 3
Enter Subroutine INFL.
154. CALL INFL (CON, KEND, TABI, TABD, INDD, DEPD,
NIND, ND, Y, VIND, VDEP, NLIST (J))
Determine if INFL has been entered for each independent
155. If KEND = 0, go to 156
If KEND / 0, go to 163
Reset independent variable with perturbed value.
156. PPI(Z) = TABI(1)
15"/. PPI{1) = TABI(Z)
158. TPIS(Z) = TABI(3)
159. TPIS(1) = TABI(4)
160. ETCS = TABI(5)
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161. FCL = TABI(6)
16Z. Go to 137
Enter Subroutine STINFL to relocate influence Coefficients
for use by the trajectory program.
163. GALL STINFL
164. EAE(I, I) = EPS
165. EAE(2, I ) = ATC
166. EAE(3, I) = ETCF
167. IINFL = 0
168. Continue
169. Continue
Read to end of case data.
170. READ
Determine if trajectory program is to be called.
171. If ITRJ
If ITRJ
172. F = 1
173. Return
< O, go to 173




Read to end of case data.
175. READ






178. Go to 175
179. If ITRJ _ 0, go to 182
If ITRJ > 0, go to !80
T-T_D _-- _ n 0
Go to 183
HEP = 0.
Call Subroutine COMONS to return to MNCNTL.

















Thrust chamber expansion in z
area ratio
Amount to perturb independent
variables in Subroutine INFL















Indicator to determine if
Block II is to be run or if
an error was detected during
processing





/ENGH I/, /ENGFI/, /ENGJZ/,
/ENRLI0/, /INCON/, 35, 49,
70, 84, 105, 120, 14Z, 154
DIM, DATA, 154







7S, 90, lZ6, 147, 160




















Loop control counter for
vehicle stage numbers
Indicator to determine if













Used for error checking
of TENSOR HEADER card
Used for error checking
of TENSOR HEADER card
Indicator to determine
if Block II to be run
Loop control counter







56, 76, 91, ll2, 127
180, 182, 183
15, 21





DIM, DATA, 49, 84, IZ0





14, 21, 2Z, 25, 28, 33,
49, 60, 63, 68, 84, 95,
98, 103, 120, 132, 135,
140, 154



















Indicator used for setting
or resetting nominal input
data for H1 engine
Indicator used for setting
or resetting nominal input
data for F1 engine
Indicator used for setting
or resetting nominal input
data for I2 engine
Indicator used for setting
or resetting nominal input












17, 28, 31, 3Z, 33
18, 63, 66, 67, 68
19, 98, i01, i0_., 103
20, 135, 138, 139, 140
DATA, ?-3, ZS, Z6
DATA, 58, 60, 61
DATA, 93, 95, 96
DATA, 129, 13Z, 133
6, 7, II
16, 49, 50, 84, 85, iZ0,
IZI, 154, 155
3, 8, 10
/INFLTB/, 48, 49, 83,
84, I19, 120, 153, 154
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30, 34, 65, 69, I00,
104, 137, 141
/INFLTB/, 4Z, 49, 77,
84, 113, iZ0, 149, 154







/ENRLI0/, 36, 37, 51,
52, 71, 7Z, 86, 87,
122, 123, 143, 144,
156, 157
/CIZIN/, 11 1, 127
DIM, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 49, 78, 79, 80,
81, 8Z, 84, 114, ll5,
116, 117, 118, 120,
150, 151, 15Z, 154
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Storage for Subroutine INFL
Storage for Subroutine INFL
















DIM, 36, 37, 38, 39,
40, 41, 49, 51, 5Z, 53,
54, 55, 56, 71, 7Z, 73,
74, 75, 76, 84, 86, 87,
88, 89, 90, 91, 106,
107, 108, 109, 110, III,
IZ0, IZ2, IZ3, IZ4, 125,
126, IZ7, 143, 144, 145,
146, 147, 148, 154, 156,
157, 158, 159, 160, 161
/CMAIN/, /ENGHI/,
/ENGF1/, /ENGIZ/, 38,
39, 53, 54, 73, 74, 88,
89, 124, 125
/CPUMP/, /ENRL10/,
145, 146, 158, 159
/INFLTB/, 49, 84, 120,
154
/INFLTB/, 49, 84, IZ0,
154
/CCHAM/, 44, 79, ll5,
151
/CCHAM/, 43, 78, 114,
5O
/CMAIN/, 46, 81, 117
/CMAIN/, 45, 80, 116























IWCF1 (1) ,T(_L6(1 ),T_L7(1 },C¢N10(1 ),AVT(1 )
C_MM_N /CHRLIO/ T_LB(1),TCL9(1),FCL(1)
C_MM_N /_PRL10/ XRATI_(2), T_L1, T_L2, XNPN(2)
COMM_N /TBRLIO/C_N9(1},ETGER(1),C_N11(1),C_N12(1),C_NI3(I},C_N14(I
1 } ,C(_N15(1 ),T_L10(1 ), HP1(11,HP2(1}
















COMMON ICTURBX/ TXD(lI,TXI(1J, DELTX(1),PXDS(1),PXIS(1),RX(1},
1RGX (1) ,TXIS(1 ) ,WX(1 ),CSXD(1 ),XCMX (1),GAMX ( 1 ) ,XMXD(1 } ,PRXD(1 ),
2DXD(1 ),AXD(1 ),FX(1 ),TXDS (1),CPCX(1 !
CgMM_N ICCHAM/ I ND_'R(11,CF(11
1 ,ATC(1 ),FAUX(1 ) ,FEN(1 },DEL7(1
21 I,WCF(I },WC_(I )
,CFTHE (1) ,ETCF(1 ),EPS (1), PNS(1 ) ,FC (1)
) ,CS(1 } ,CSTHE(1 ,I,ETCS(1 ) ,WC(1 ),XMRTC(
COMMON /CBAL/ KBAL(11 /CPA/ PA(1} /CRESGG/ RES_G(I),RESFG(11
CgMMgN /CMAIN/ WHIS(4},HPAUX(2J,ETAGR(2},DEL6(2),GR(2),PPDA(2),
1TN(1 ),_RES (4 J ,WG(1 _ ,WGg(1 I ,WGF(1 _ ,PC IE(I ) ,XMRE (1 I ,PGG(1 ) ,XISPC(1 ),
2X ISDE (1),FE(1 ) ,WEg(1 ),WEF(1),TPI R(2_

















ICNST2,CNST3,CNST4,CNST5,CNST6,PUCgF(6, IO),DUSEC (IO),r, UVA,
2 E_SM,ABPNI, DM(_O, DMF(_ ,WPRESF, WPRES_ ,DEL27,DEL28,DEL29,CNST7
3,DEL35
DIMENS I_N NL IST(4) I NDJ(1,0 )I I(_N TABI(IO),'I'ABD(IO) INDV(IO),DEPV(IO;,INDD(IO),DEPD(IO)
DATA (NLIST(I),I=I,4)/ 5H H1,5H F1,5H J2,6H RLIO /
DATA (DEPV(1),I=I,IO)/6H WC_,6H WCF,6H WGO,6H WGF,6H PNS
A, 6HXXXXXX, 6HXXXXXX, 6HXXXXXX, 6HXXXXXX, 6HXXXXXX/
DATA (DEPD(1),I=I,IO)I6H WCi_,6H WCF,6H PNSPR, IHX,IHX,IHX,IHX,
A1HX,1HX,1HX /
DATA (INDV(I),I=,I,IO) 16HPPI(2),6HPPI(1),6HTPIR-2,6HTPIR-1,
A6H ETCS,6H FEN, 1HX, 1HX,1HX, 1HX /
DATA (INDD(I),I==I,IO; /6HPPI(2),6HPPIY1H,6HTPlS-2,6HTPIS-1,
A6H ETCS,6H FCL,1HX,1HX,1HX,1HX /
DATA (INDJ(I),I==I,IO)/6HPPI(2),6HPPI(1),6HTPIS-2,6HTPIS-1,
A6H ETCS,6H DUVA,6H FEN,1HX,1HX,1HX /
DATA I TENS /6HTENSi_R/
DIMENSI(_N I INFL(1)
DATA IINFL /0/
NAMELIST /ENGJ2/ TTI, R ,XMRTC,PNS,EPS,ETCS,ATC,ETCF,PA,KBAL,
IFAUX,FEN,C3,C4,CS,C6,ATI,PTI,CNSTI,XMREN,DEI.20,DEL21,DEL22,DEL23,
2DEL24,DEL25,DEL26,DLTP,POVA,DEL7,DPD,PPI,TPIS,DPI ,IPB,TRSG,SG,
3DEL I, DEL2, DEL3,CI ,C8, DW,ATE,CNST4, XNTST, EPSM, CNSTS,HPAUX ,CgN,
4ABONI ,CNST6,PUCgF, PUSEC, DMI_O,DMFI_,WPRESg,WPRESF,CNST2,CNST3, DEL4,
5DELS,DRI,DRD,DLTR ,INDPR ,DEL27,DEL28,DEL29,CNST7,DEL35, IINFL
NAMELIST/ENRLIO/ ATC,KBAL,PCIEL,XMRTC,Q,TPIS,T_LI,T_L2,XNPN,C(_NI,
IC_N2,CI_N3,C_N4,CI_NS,CD2,PP I,XNP,RHP I, T_L3, TOL4, TI_LS,C_N6,C_N7,
2C(_NS,T(_L6, T(_L7, T(_L8,T_L9,FCL,AVT,HPAUX,ETGER,C_N9,C_NIO,C_NI I,











DATA NERR/O/, JJAIO/, JJB/O/, JJC/O/, JJD/O/
IF(F)7777,9000,7777
READ(5,1) ITENSR, (ISTG( I ), 1=1,6), I TRJ
F_RMAT(A6,61 I, 2X, 11 )
L = 0
FIGURE 80. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE CNTROL (cont.)
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iF( I STG-5 )89,89,9999
89 I F ( I S TG ) 9999,9999,90




95 _F (L )9999 ,97,9999
97 $F(ISTG(K) - 5)1OO,100,9999
1O0 C _INT I NUE
IF( I TENS-I TENSR)9999,2,9999















iF( I I NFL )9,39,9
39 CALL HI(NERR)
IF (JA)33,32,33




C SET UP INDEPENDENT VARIABLES F_R SUBROUTINE INFL *HI*






C SET COUNTER FOR NUMBER _F INDEPENDENT VARIABLES *Hi*
N I ND-,6






C SET C_UNTER F_R NUMBER CF DEPENDENT VARIABLES *HI*
ND = 5
CALL INFL (C_N,KEND,TABI,TABD, INDV,DEPV,NIND,ND,Y,VIND,VDEP,




C RESET PERTURBED INDEPENDENT VARIABLES













IF(I I NFL J9,49,9
49 CALL F1 (NERR_
IF(JB_43,42,43




C SET UP NDEPENDENT VARIABLES F(_R SUBROUTINE INFL *FI*
45 TAB (1_ -. PPI(2)
TAB (2) - PPI(1)
TAB (3) = TPIR(2)
TAB (4) = TPIR(1)
TAB (51 = ETCS
TAB (6) - FEN
C SET C(_UNTER FI_R NUMBER (_F INDEPENDENT VARIABLES *FI*
NIND - 6






C SET C(_UNTER F_R NUMBER _F DEPENDENT VARIABLES *FI*
ND= 5
CALL INFL (CON,KEND,TABI,TABD, INDV,DEPV,NINO,ND,Y,VIND,VDEP,
1NLIST(J)
I F (KEND,tg,4B,9
C RESET PERTURBED INDEPENDENT VARIABLES






































C SET COUNTER FOR NUMBER 0F INDEPENDENT VARIABLES *J2*
NIND = 7






C SET COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS VARIABLES *J2*
ND- 5
CALL INFL (CON,KEND,TABI,TABD, INDV,DEPV,NIND,ND,Y,VlND,VDEP,
1NLIST(J) )
IF(KEND)9,58,9
NDEPENDENT VARIABLESC RESET PERTURBED




















FIGURE 80. SYMBOUC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE CNTROL (cont.)
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TAB (6) = FCL
C SET COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES *RLIO*
NIND = 6




C SET COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF DE_'ENDENT VARIABLES *RLIO*
ND= 3


























DATA SHOULD N0W BE DOSITIONED F0R TRAJECTORY PROGRAM








FIGURE 80. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE CNTROL (cont.)
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9977 F_RHAT(SSHO ERRI_R ENC_IIkITI:'g';n n=m=N G l:>OOlr',:'¢elMc: r^ec TEPu_INATED }
G_ Tg 79
81 IF(ITRJ)178,178,77
77 HED - -10.
G¢ T_ 179
178 HEP -0.
1 79 CALL C_HgNS (HEP)
RE TURN
END
FIGURE 80. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE CNTROL (cont.)
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LXIV. SUBROUTINE HI
This subroutine provides the logic required to simulate the
steady-state performance of an H-1 type engine system. It may be
used to perform a balance or a rebalance. The variable KBAL is the
balance/rebalance indicator which controls the program flow. When
KBAL is set equal to l, a balance is performed. When KBAL is set
equal to 2, a rebalance is performed,
Figure 81 is a schematic of the type engine system which
may be simulated.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL HI (NEGGG)
This subroutine uses COMMON blocks CPUMP, CGPROP,
CRES, CTURB, CTURBX, CCHAM, HIFIJ2, CBAL, CRESGG and
CMAIN.
SOLUTION METHOD
Set propellant density indicators:
1. KPO = INDPR
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2. KPF = INDPR+ 1
Test for balance or rebalance:
3. If KBAL = I, go to 6
If KBAL = 2, go to 4
Initialize variables for rebalance:
4. CALL SWITCH (6, DRI(7), DRI7, DRD(7), DRD7,
DRI(10), DRII0, DRD(10), DRDI0, R(II),
RESFG, R(I2), RESOG)
5. Go to I0
initialize variables for balance:
6. CALL SWITCH (5, DRI7, DR/(7), DRD7, DRD (7),
DR/IO, DR/(IO), DRDI0, DRD(10), T, TN)
7. Do 9, J = i, z
8. PPDA(J) = 0
9. ORES(J) = 0
Initialize control indicators:
I0. CALL SWITCH(10, IPBO, O, IPBR, O, IDLT, 0, IDLFE,
0, IDLMRC, 0, IDLPX, 0, IDLPGF, 0, IDLPGO,
0, IGGLUP, 0, IPB2, 0)
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Convert pump inlet propellant temperatures from degrees
Rankine to degrees Fahrenheit:
II. TPIS(1) = TPIR(1)
IZ. TPIS(Z) = TPIR(Z)
- 459.688
- 459.688
Compute gas generator gas properties as a function of com-
bustion temperature:
13. CALL GPROP (T)
Test magnitude of IGGLUP. IGGLUP is set to 1 in a rebalance
if a gas generator oxidizer side injector end pressure balance is not
accomplished.
14. If IGGLUP < 0, go to 15
If IGGLUP > 0, go to 18
Compute thrust chamber performance:
15. FAUX = FX
16. CALL CHAMBR
17. PCIE = (1.084)(PNS)
Compute gas generator flow rates:
18. WG = (32.174)(ATI(1))(PTI(1))/(CSG)
19. WGF = (WG)/(XMRG + I)
Z0. WGO = WG -WGF
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Compute pump flow rates:
Zl. WP(1) = WCF +WGF+WMIS(1)
ZZ. WP(Z) = WCO+WGO +WMIS(Z)
Compute engine flow rates:
Z3. WEO = WCO +WGO
24. WEF = WCF +WGF
Compute engine mixture ratio:
Z5. XMRE = (WEO)/(WEF)
If in a balance, compare calculated engine mixture ratio with
desired value. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied r_-_,_h,_*_
thrust chamber mixture ratio:
Z6. If KBAL = I, go to Z7
If KBAL = Z, go to 30
Z7. If iX_MRE -XMREN I < DEL9, go to 30
If IXMRE -XMREN I > DELg, go to Z8
Z8. CALL ESTM (IDLMRC, Z, XMRCT, DXMRCT,
XMRE-XMREN, XMRTC, LUPI)
29. Go to 15
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Main Line Pressure Drop Computations
The pressure drops in the main lines are computed working
from injector end pressure up to pump discharge. Subroutine SWITCH
is used to initialize variables for Subroutine RES. Subroutine RES
performs the actual pressure drop calculations.
Fuel side:
30. TRIS(1) = TPIS(1) + DLTP(1)
31. CALL SWITCH (3, PRI(1), PCIE, WRI(1), WCF,
WRD ( 1 ), WEF)
32. CALL RES (i, I, -I, -I, KPF)
33. CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(Z), TRDS(1), PRI(2), PRD(1),
WRI(Z), WRD(1), WRD(Z), WP(1))
34. CALL RES (Z, I, -I, -I, KPF)
35. If KBAL = I, go to 38
If KBAL = 2, go to 36
36. CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(13), TRDS(Z), PRI(13),
PRD(2), WRI(13), WRD(2), WRD(13), WRI(13))
37. CALL RES (13, I, -i, -I, KPF)
Oxidizer side:










CALL SWITCH (3, PRI (3), PCIE, WRI (3), WCO,
WRD (3),WEO)
CALL RES (3, Z, -1, -1, KPO)
CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(4), TRDS(3), PRI(4), PRD(3),
WRI(4), WRD(]), WRD(4), WP(Z))
CALL RES (4, Z, -I, -I, KPO)
If KBAL = I, go to 49
If KBAL = Z, go to 44
CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS (14), TRDS (4), PRI (14), PRD (4),
_^rDT,,_ _/RD(4) _"RD(14) "vVRI(i4))







51. JC = 1
Compute oxidizer pump performance:
5Z. CALL PUMP (Z, KPO)
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Test magnitude of IPBO:
53. If IPBO = I, go to 67
If IPBO _ l, go to 54
Test magnitude of IPBR:
54. If IPBR = i, go to 56
If IPBR = i, go to 55
Set desired fuel pump speed equal to oxidizer pump speed:
55. XNPP(1) = XNP(2)
Compute fuel pump performance:
56. CALL PUMP (1, KPF)
Test magnitude of IPBR:
57. If IPBR = i, go to 58
If IPBR _ l, go to 67
Test for balance or rebalance:
58. If KBAL = l, go to 59
If KBAL = 2, go to 64
If the computed fuel pump speed is greater than the desired
fuel pump speed in a balance, the fuel pump, rather than the oxidizer
pump, will have to determine pump speed:
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59. IPBO = 1
60. XNPP(2) = XNP(1)
61. IPB2 = IPB(2)
62. IPB (Z) = 1
63. Go to 52
In a rebalance, iterate on thrust chamber mixture ratio to
match pump speeds:
64. CALL ESTM (IDLMRC, 2, X/VIRCT, DXMRCT,
XNPP (l) - XNP (I), XMRTC, LUP5)
65. IPBR -- 0
66. Go to 15
Test for balance or rebalance:
67. If KBAL = i, go to 68
If KBAL = 2, go to 89
Main Line Orifice Requirements
68. Do 88, J = 1,2
Compare actual pump head with pump head without main line
orifice. For at least one pump these will be equal:
69. If H (J) <
If H(J) =
If H(J) >
HPRIM (I), go to 88
HPRIM(I), go to 70
HPRIM (I), go to 71
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Test value of JC. JC is used for loop control and is initially
set to 1 (Statement 51) before the pump computations are performed.
The initial pump computations are based upon pump discharge pressures
which do not include the effect of a main line orifice. Therefore, the
pump discharge densities are not quite right. In order to obtain better
values of pump discharge density, and pump performance, the pump
computations are performed twice if required. The second time is
based upon a more accurate pump discharge pressure.
70. If JC = 1, go to 88
If JC = z, go to 71
head:
Compute pump discharge pressure based upon actual pump
71. PPDA(J) = PPI(J) + (RHP (J))(H (J))/(144)
Test value of JC:
72. If JC = 1, go to 73
If JC = z, go to 78
Compare pump discharge pressures with and without main line
orificing. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied, recompute
pump performance for the side (oxidizer or fuel) requiring an orifice:
73. If I PPDA(J) -PPD(J) I
If I PPDA(J) - PPD(J) I
74. PPD(J) = PPDA(J)
75. HPRIME = HPRIM (J)
76. JC = 2
< I, go to 79
> I, go to 74
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77. If J = 1, go to56
If J = Z, go to5Z
78. HPKIM(J) = HPRIME
Test value of J and determine main line orificing for either
fuel or oxidizer side:
79. If J = 1, go to80
If J = 2, go to 84
80. ORES(1) = (72)(RHPD(1) + RHRD(Z))(PPDA(1)
- PRD(Z))/(WP(1) z )
81. R(13) =
82. PPD(1)
83. Go to 89




- PRD(4))/(WP (Z)z )
85. R(14) = ORES (2)
86. PPD(Z) = PPDA(Z)
87. Go to 89
88. Continue
Reset control parameters:
89. CALL SWITCH (4, IPBR, 0, IPBO, 0, IDLMRC,
0, IPB(Z), IPBZ)
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90. If KBAL = I, go to 91
If KBAL = 2, go to I18
Turbine Performance Computations
Compute turbine inlet temperature and turbine speed:
91. TTI(1) = T + 459.688
92. XNT(1) = (GR(1))(XNP(1))




CALL SWITCH (4, CPT(1), CPG, RGT(1), RG,
GAMT(1), GAMG, CST(1), CSG)
CALL TURBIN (I)
Compute required turbine horsepower:
95. HPTR = (BHPP(1) + BHPP(Z))(ETAGR(1))
Compare required turbine horsepower with available turbine
horsepower. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied, iterate on
turbine inlet pressure in a balance, or thrust chamber nozzle stagnation
pressure in a rebalance:
96. If I HPTR - HPT(1) I
If I HPTR - HPT(1) I
97. If KBAL = I, go to 98
If KBAL = 2, go to 100
< DEL6, go to I07














CALL ESTM (IDLT, 2, RTHP, DRTHP,
HPTR -HPT(1), PARAM, LUP2)
If KBAL = I, go to I03





Initialize variables for Subroutine TURBEX and determine turbine
exhaust system performance:
107. CALL SWITCH (7, IDLT, 0, TXI, TTD(1}, RGX, RG,
TXIS, TTDS(1}, WX, WT(1}, XOMX, XOMG,
GAMX, GAMG}
108. CALL TURBEX
Compare turbine discharge static pressure with turbine exhaust
duct inlet static pressure. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied,
iterate on turbine discharge static pressure:
109. If I PXIS -PTES(1) I < DEL8, go to i12
If I PXIS - PTES(1) I > DEL8, go to Ii0
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110. CALL ESTM (IDLPX,
PXIS - PTES (1),




In a balance, compare computed thrust
with desired thrust. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied, iterate
on thrust chamber nozzle stagnation pressure:
I12. FE = FC + FX
I13. IDLPX = 0
I14. If KBAL = I, go to 115
If KBAL = 2, go to 157
i15. If I FE - FEN I < DEL7, go to I18
If I FE-FEN I > DEL7, go to 116
116. CALL ESTM (IDLFE, 2, FET, DFET, FE -FEN,
PNS, LUP4)
117. Go to 15
Compute gas generator injector end pressure working from the
turbine inlet:
I18. PGG = PTI(1) + (RG)(TTI(1))(RGG)(WG z)
/ ((207 36) (PTI (I)))













CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(5), TRDS(1), PRI(5),
PRD(1), WRI(5), WEF, WRD(5), WGF)
CALL RES (5, i,-I, I, KPF)
CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS (6), TRDS (5), PKI (6), PRD(5),
WRI(6), WRD(5), WRD(6), WRI(6))
CALLRES (6, I, I, I, KPF)
If KBAL = I, go to 124
If KBAL = Z, go to IZ9
GALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(7), TRDS(6), PRI(7), PGG,
7"% ,_%(7),WGF, v,_ (,j,_ (7))
CALL RES (7, I, I, -I, KPF)
R(II) = (PRD(6) - PRD(7))(RHRD(6) + RHRD(7))
(7z)/(wGF z)
RESFG = R(II)
If RESFG < 0, go to 160
If RESFG > O, go to 137
CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(II), TRDS(6), PRI(II), PRD(6),
WRI(II), WRD(6), WRD(II), WRI(II))
CALLRES (11, I, i, I, KPF)
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131. CALL SWITCH (6, TRIS(7), TRDS(II), PRI(7),
PRD(II), WRI(7), WRD(II), WRD(7), WRI(7),
DRI(7), DRD7, DRD(7), DRI7)
132. CALL RES (7, I, I, I, KPF)
Compare the gas generator fuel side injector end pressure, as
computed from pressure drop calculations through the gas generator
bleed lines, with PGG. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied,
iterate on turbine inlet pressure:
133. If { PRD(7) - PGG { < DEL4(7), go to 136
If I PRD(7) -PGG { > DEL4(7), go to 134
134. CALL ESTM (IDLPGF, Z, PGGFT, DPGGFT,
PRD(7) - PGG, PTI, LUP6)
135. Go to 18
Reset gas generator fuel side injector end pressure balance
iteration loop counter:
136. IDLPGF = 0
Oxidizer side:
137. CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS (8), TRDS (3), PRI (8),
PRD(3), WRI(8), WEO, WRD(8), WGO)
138. CALL RES(8, Z, -I, I, KPO)
139. CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS (9), TRDS(8), PRI(9),
PRD(8), WRI(9), WRD (8), WRD(9), WRI (9))
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BB
140. CALL RES (9, 2, 1, 1, KPO)
141. If KBAL = 1, go to 142






CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(10), TRDS(9), PRI(10),
PGG, WRI(10), WGO, "WRD(IO), WGO)
CALL RES (I0, 2, I, -I, KPO)
R(12) = (PRD(9) - PRD(10))(RHRD(9) + RHRD(10))
(72)/(WGO 2 )
RESOG = R(12)
if RESOG < 0, go to !60
Tt: wv.qNc'_ -. 0, go to I my
147. CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(I2), TRDS(9), PRI(I2),
PRD(9), WRI(I2), WRD(9), WRD(I2), WRI(I2))
148. CALLRES (iZ, 2, 1, 1, KPO)
149. CALL SWITCH (6, TRIS(10), TRDS(I2), PRI(IO),
PRD(12), WRI(10), WRD(I2), WRD(10), WRI(10),
DRI(10), DRDI0, DRD(IO), DRIIO)
150. CALL RES (I0, 2, I, I, KPO)
Compare the gas generator oxidizer side injector end pressure,
as calculated from pressure drop calculations through the gas generator
bleed lines, with PGG. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied,






If [ PRD(10) - PGG I < DEL4(10), go to 155
If I PRD(10) - PGG [ > DEL4(10), go to 152
CALL ESTM (IDLPGO, 2, PGGOT, DPGGOT,
PRD(IO) - PGG, T, LUP7)
IGGLUP = 1
Go to 13
Reset gas generator oxidizer side injector end pressure balance
iteration loop counter:
155. IDLPGO = 0
156. Go to 91





= (FE)/(WEO + WEF)
Set error indicator and print message if a gas generator orifice
is negative:
160. NEGGG = 1
































Engine thrust tolerance lb
Turbine exit static psi
pre s sure tolerance
Engine mixture ratio
tolerance




























Symbol De scription Units Reference
DPGGFT Storage array for dependent
argument, PRD(7) - PGG,
in Subroutine ESTM
DIM, 134
DPGGOT Storage array for dependent
argument, PRD(10) - PGG,
in Subroutine ESTM
DIM, 15Z
DRD10 DRD(10) in 4, 6, 149
DRD7 DRD (7) in 4, 6, 131
DRD Resistance exit diameter in /CRES/, 4, 6, 131, 149
DRI 10 DRI (10) in 4, 6, 149
DRI7 DRI (7) in 4, 6, 131
DRI Resistance inlet diameter in /CRES/, 4, 6, 131, 149
DRTHP Storage array for dependent
argument, HPTR - HPT(1),
in Subroutine ESTM
DIM, 101
DTPXT Storage array for dependent
argument, PXIS - PTES (1),
in Subroutine ESTM
DIM, 110
DXMRCT Storage array for dependent
arguments, XMRE - XMREN
or XNPP(1) - XNP(1), in
Subroutine ESTM
DIM, 28, 64
ETAGR Turbine to pump gearing
efficiency
/CMAIN/, 95



























Storage array for independent --
argument, PNS, in Subroutine
ESTM
Turbine exhaust thrust lb
Gas generator gas specific
a.heat ....
Turbine gas specific heat
ratio
Turbine exhaust gas specific --
heat ratio
Turbine to pump gear ratio
Pump head without main ft
line orificing
Pump head without main line ft
orificing









































Engine mixture ratio balance
or pump speed balance
iteration counter
















Pump speed balance loop
control indicator
Indicator used in pump speed
balance loop























































7, 8, 9, 68, 69, 71, 73,
74, 75, 77, 78, 79
/CBAL/, 3, 26, 35, 43, 58,
67, 90, 97, I02, I14, 123,
141
Z, 32, 34, 37, 56, 120,
12Z, 125, 130, 132
I, 40, 4Z, 45, 5Z, 138,









/CMAIN/, 9, 80, 81, 84,
85

















Storage array for independent
argument, PTI, in Subroutine
ESTM
Storage array for independent










Pump discharge total pressure psia
Pump discharge total pressure psia
Pump inlet total pressure psia
Resistance exit total pressure psia
Resistance inlet total pressure psia
Reference
/CMAIN/, 17, 31, 39
DIM, 134
DIM, 15Z
/CMAIN/, 118, 124, 133,
134, 14Z, 151, 152
/CCHAM/, 17, 100, 105,
116
/CMAIN/, 8, 71, 73, 74,
80, 8Z, 84, 86
/CPUMP/, 46, 47, 49, 50,
73, 74, 8Z, 86
/CPUMP/, 71
/CRES/, 33, 36, 41, 44,
46, 47, 49, 50, 80, 84,
119, lZl, IZ6, 129, 131,
133, 134, 137, 139, 144,
147, 149, 151, 15Z
/CRES/, 31, 33, 36, 39,
41, 44, 119, 121, IZ4,
129, 131, 137, 139, 142,
147, 149
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Turbine exit static pressure psia
Turbine inlet total pressure psia
Units
Turbine exhaust inlet psia
static pres sure
Gas generator fuel line secZ/ft 5
control orifice resistance
Gas generator oxidizer line secZ/ft 5
control orifice resistance
Gas generator re sistance sec _/ft_
Gas generator ya_ constant ft/°R
Turbine gas constant ft/°R
Turbine exhaust gas ft/°R
constant
Pump discharge propellant lb/ft 3
density
Pump average propellant lb/ft 3
density
Resistance exit liquid lb/ft 3
density
Resistance value sec Z/ft5





/CTURB/, 18, 98, 103,
118, 134
/CTURBX/, I09, II0
/CRESGG/, 4, 127, 128
/CRESGG/, 4, 145, 146
/H1FIJ2/, 118





/CRES/, 80, 84, 126,
144
























Storage array for independent






























/CPUMP/, II, IZ, 30, 38
DIM, 110
/CRES/, 33, 36, 41, 44,
119, IZl, 124, 129, 131,
137, 139, 142, 147, 149
/CRES/, 30, 33, 36, 38,
41, 44, 119, 121, 124,
129, 131, 137, 139, 142,
147, 149




























Engine fuel flow rate
Engine oxidizer f!ow rate
























/CCHAM/, Zl, Z4, 31
/CCHAM/, ZZ, Z3, 39
/CCHAM/, 157
/CMAIN/, Z4, Z5, 31,
119, 158
/CM_IN/, 23, 25, 39,
137, 158
/CMAIN/, 19, 20, Zl, 24,
119, 124, IZ6
/CMAIN/, 20, 2Z, 23,
137, 14Z, 144
/CMAIN/, 18, 19, Z0,
118
/CMAIN/, 21, ZZ
/CPUMP/, Zl, ZZ, 33,
41, 80, 84
/CRES/, 31, 33, 36, 39,
41, 44, 119, 121, 124,
IZ9, 131, 137, 139, 142,
147, 149
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Turbine gas flow rate
Turbine exhaust flow rate
Thrust chamber specific
impulse
Engine specific impulse sec
Storage array for independent --
argument, XMRTC, in
Subroutine ESTM
Nominal engine mixture ratio --
Engine mixture ratio














/CRES/_ 31, 33, 36, 39,
41, 44, I19, IZl, IZ4,








/CMAIN/, 25, 27, 28
/CGPROP/, 19
/CCHAM/, Z8, 64
/CPUMP/, 55, 60, 64






! ! l UOllOxidizer .! Turbine / / -- -- --"/ '/ /..
Pump I / " / i 1 I,Pump,
R(14} _ R(131
1 -
_< R(4) IR( z}































COMMON /CTURBX/ TXD,TXI ,DELTX,PXDS,PXlS,RX,RGX,TXlS,WX,CSXD,XOMX,
1GAMX , XHXD, PRXD, PXD,AXD, FX , TXDS ,CPCX
COMMON /CCHAM/ INDPR ,CF ,CFTHE,ETCF,EPS,PNS,FC,ATC,FAUX,FEN,
IDEL7,CS,CSTHE,ETCS,WC,XMRTC,WCF,WCO
COMMON /CDENITRSG(2),SG(2)




DIMENSION XMRCT (20), DXMRCT(20), FET(20), DFET(20)
DIMENSION PGGFT(20),DPGGFT(20),PGGOT(20),DPGGOT(20)
DATA LUPI/6H XMRE /,LUP'2/6H HPT /,LUP3/6H PTES /,LUP4/6H








4 CALL SWITCH (5,DRI7,DRI (7),DRD7,DRD(7),DRIIO,DRI(IO),DRDIO,DRD(IO)
1, T, TN)
11 DO 12 J=I,Z
PPDAf J)=O.O
l z ORESrJ)-O.O
14 CALL SWITCH(10, IPBO,O, IPBR,O, IDLT,O,IDLFE,O,IDLMRC,O,IDLPX,O,
I IDLPGF,O,IDLPGO,O,IGGLUP,O,IPB2,0) "
FIGURE 8Z. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE HI
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13 WG-32. 174-ATI (I)*PTI (I )/CSG
WG F=WG /fXM RG+ I. O)
WGO=WG-WGF
WP _'1 )=WCF+WGF+WM I S (1)
WP ( 2 ),,WCO+WGO+WM I S (2)
V!EO,,WC O+WGO













22 CALL SWITCH (4,TRiS(i3),TRDS(2),PRI(13},PRD('2),WRI(13),WRD(2),
IWRD(13) ,WRI (13))
CALL RES _'13,1,-1,-I.0,KPF)







24 CALL SWITCH (4,TRIS(14),TRDS{4),PRI(14),PRD(4),WRI(14),WRD(4),









IF(' I PBO-1 )36,50,36
36 IF(IPBR-I)38,40,38
38 XNPP( I )-XNP(2)














51 DO 60 J..1,2
IF (H(J)-HPRIM(J)) 60,48,55
48 GO TO (60,5S),JC
55 PPDA(J).=PPI(J)+RHP(J)*H(J)/144.O
GO T0(52,53) ,JC
52 IF(ABS(PPDA(J)-PPD(J)) - 1.O)59,59,54




53 HPRIM(J) = HPRIME
59 GO TO(57,58),J









56 CALL SWITCH(4,1PBR,O,IPBO,O,IDLMRC,O,IPB(2},IPB2 )
GO TO(62,310) ,KBAL
62 TTI(1) : T + 459. 688



















IXOMX, XOMG, GAMX, GAMG)
CALL TURBEX






240 I F (ABS (FE-FEN)-DEL7) 310,310,3OO
300 CALL ESTM(IDLFE,2,FET,DFET,FE-FEN,PNS,LUP4)
GO TO 17







312 CALL SWITCH(4,TRIS(7),TRDS(6),PRI (7) ,PGG,WRI (7),WGF,WRDf7),WRI (7))
CALL RES(7, I , 1,-1.O,KPF)
R ( 11 )- ( PRD (6) -P RD (7) )* _'RHRD(6) +RHRD (7) ) *72./WG F**2
RESFG - R(ll)
IF(RESFG)/450,3!4,3!4
313 CALL SWITCH (4,TRiS(II),TRDS(6),PRI(1I),PRD(6),WRI(11),WRD(6),
1WRD(11) ,WRI (11))
CALL RES _II,I,I,I.O,KPF)
CALL SWITCH (6,TRIS(7),TRDS(11),PRI (7),PRD(11),WRt (7),WRD(11),
IWRD(7) ,WRI (7),DRI (7), DRD7,DRD(7) ,DRI 7)
CALL RES r 7,1,1,1.0,KPF)








CALL RESt9,2, I ,I .O,KPO)
GO TO (316,317),KBAL
316 CALL SWITCH(4,TRIS(IO _ ,TRDSrg) ,ORI (10),PGG,WRI (10) ,WGO,WRD(IO) ,WGO
1)
CALL RESfIO,2,1,-I.0,KPO)
R( 12)- (PRD (9)-PRD(10) ) * (RHRD (9) +RHRD (10) )*72./WGO**2
RESOG = R(12)
IF(RESOG)450,318,318
317 CALL SWITCH (4,TRISt12),TRDS(9),PRI(12),PRD(9),WRI(12),WRD(9),
1WRD(12) ,WRI (12))
CALL RES (12,2,1,I.O,KPO)




























FIGURE 8Z. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE H1 (cont.)
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LXV. SUBROUTINE F1
This subroutine provides the logic required to simulate the
steady-state performance of an F-1 type engine system. It may be
used to perform a balance or a rebalance. The variable KBAL is the
balance/rebalance indicator. When KBAL is set equal to l, a balance
is performed. When KBAL is set equal to 2, a rebalance is performed.
Figure 83 is a schematic of the type engine system which may
_ simulated
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL F1 (NEGGG)
This subroutine uses COMMON blocks CPUMP, CGPROP,
CRES, CTURB, CTURBX, CCHAM, H1FIJ2, CBAL, CRESGG and CMAIN.
SOLUTION METHOD
Set propellant density indicators:
I. KPO = INDPR
Z. KPF = INDPR+ 1
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Test for balance or rebalance:
3. If KBAL = i, go to 6
If KBAL = Z, go to 4
Initialize variables for rebalance:
4. CALL SWITCH (6, DRI(10), DRII0, DRD(10), DRDI0,
DRI(IZ), DRII2, DRD(IZ), DRDI2, R(17),
RESFG, R(18), RESOG)
5. Go to 7
Initialize variables for balance:
6. CALL SWITCH (II, DRII0, DRI(10), DRDI0, DRD(10),
DRII2, DRI(I2), DRDIZ, DRD(I2), PPDA(1), 0,
PPDA(2), 0, ORES(1), 0, ORES(Z), 0, ORES(3),
0, ORES(4), 0, T, TN)
Initialize control indicators:
7. CALL SWITCH(10,1PBO, 0, IPBR, 0, IDLT, 0, IDLFE,
0, IDLMRC, 0, IDLPX, 0, IDLPGF, 0, IDLPGO,
0, IGGLUP, 0, IPBZ, 0)
Convert pump inlet propellant temperatures from degrees
Rankine to degrees Fahrenheit:
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8. TPIS(1) = TPIR(1) - 459.688
9. TPIS(Z) = TPIR(2) - 459.688
Compute gas generator gas properties as a function of com-
bustion temperature:
10. CALL GPROP (T)
Test magnitude of IGGLUP. IGGLUP is set to 1 in a rebalance
if a gas generator oxidizer side injector end pressure balance is not
accomplished:
11. If IGGLUP _ 0, go to 12
If IGGLUP > 0, go to 15
Compute thrust chamber performance:
12. FAUX = 0
13. CALL CHAMBR
14. PCIE = (1.146)(PNS)
Compute gas generator flow rates:
15. WG = (32.174)(ATI(1))(PTI(1))/(CSG)
16. WGF = {WG)/(XMRG + I)
17. WGO = WG -WGF
Compute pump flow rates:
18. WP(1) = WCF +WGF+WMIS(1)
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19. WP(2) = WCO+WGO+WMIS(Z)
Compute engine flow rates:
20. WEO = WCO + WGO
21. WEF = WCF +WGF
Compute engine mixture ratio:
Z2. XMRE = (WEO)/(WEF)
If in a balance, compare calculated engine mixture ratio with
desired value. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied, re-evaluate
thrust chamber mixture ratio:
23. If KBAL = I, go to 24
If KBAL = Z, go to 27
Z4. If I XMRE -XMREN I _< DELg, go to Z7
If I XMRE -XMREN I > DEL9, go to 25
25. CALL ESTM (IDLMRC, Z, XMRCT, DXMRCT,
XMRE - XMREN, XMRTC, LUPI)
Z6. Go to 12
Main Line Pressure Drop Computations
The pressure drops in the main lines are computed working
from injector end pressure up to pump discharge. Subroutine SWITCH
is used to initialize variables for Subroutine RES. Subroutine RES
performs the actual pressure drop calculations.
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Fuel side:
?7. TRIS(1) = TPIS(1) + DLTP(1)
ZS. CALL SWITCH (3, PRI (I), PCIE, WRI (I), WCF,
WRD (I), WCF)
?-9. CALL RES (I, I, -i, -I.0, KPF)
30. GALL SWITCH (7, TRIS(?-), TRDS(1), PRI(Z), PRD(1),
TRIS(3), TRDS(1), PRI(5), PRD(1), WRI(Z),
(WRD(1))/(Z), WRD(?-), WRI(2), WRI(3), WRI(Z))
31. CALL SWITCH (3, WRD(3), WRI(3) +WGF, WDOT,
WRI(2), IDLW, O)
3z. (z, l, -I, -,.0, KPF)
33. CALL RES (3, l, -I, -I.0, KPF)
34. CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(4), TRDS(3), PRI(4), PRD(3),
WRIt4), WRD(3), WRD(4), WRI(4))
35. CALL RES (4, 1, -1, -1.0, KPF)
36. If KBAL = I, go to 43
If KBAL = 2, go to 37
37. CALL SWITCH (8, TRIS(13), TRDS(Z), PRI(I3), PRD(Z),
WRI(13), WRD(?-), WRD(13), WRI(13), TRIS(14),
TRDS(4), PRI(14), PRD(4), WRI(14), WRD(4),
WRD (14), WRI (14))
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38. CALLRES (13, I, -I, -l.0, KPF)
39. CALLRES (14, I, -I, -I.0, KPF)
Compare pressures in each main fuel line at the fuel pump
discharge juncture. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied, iterate
on the flow rates through these lines:
40. If I PRD(13) - PRD(14) I
If I PRD(13) -PRD(14) [
45.
< DEL4(13), go to 47
DEL4(13), go to 41
41. CALL ESTM (IDLW, 2, WDOTT, DWDOTT,
PRD(13) - PRD(14), WDOT, LUP8)
42. Go to 45
43. If I PRD(4) - PRD(2) I < DEL4(Z), go to 47
If I PRD(4) - PRD(2) I > DEL4(2), go to 44
44. CALL ESTM (IDLW, 2, WDOTT, DWDOTT,
PRD(4) - PRD(2), WDOT, LUP8)
CALL SWITCH (4, WRI(2), WDOT, WRI(3), WCF -WDOT,
WRD(2), WRI(2), WRD(3), WEF -WDOT)




TPIS (2) + DLTP (2)
CALL SWITCH (3, PRI(5), PCIE, WRI(5), WCO,
WRD(5), WRI (5))
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49. CALL RES (5, Z, -1, -I.0, KPO)
50. CALL SWITCH (7, TRIS(6), TRDS(5), PRI(6), PRD(5),
WRI(6), (WRD(5))/(2}, WRD(6), WRI(6), TRIS(7),
TRDS(5), PRI(7), PRD(5), WRI(7), WRI(6))







Z, -1, -1.0, KPO)
Z, -1, -I.0, KPO)
CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(8), TRDS(7), PRI(8), PRD(7),
_NRI (8), _%TRD (7), _v%"gD(g), "W-Ri(8))
55. CALL RES (8, 2: -l, -] o0, I</PO)
56. If KBAL = i, go to 63
If KBAL = 2, go to 57






_VRD(8), WRD(15), WRI(15), TRIS(16),
PRI(16), PRD(6), WRI(16), WRD(6),
WRI (16))
2,-1, -1.0, KPO)
2, -I, -1.0, nPO)
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Compare pressures in each main oxidizer line at the oxidizer
pump juncture, If the convergence criterion is not satisfied, iterate
on the flow rates through these lines:
60. If
If
I PRD(15) -PRD(16) I < DEL4(15), go to 67
{ PRD(15) - PRD(16) { > DEL4(15), go to 61
CALL ESTM (IDLW, Z, WDOTT, DWDOTT,
PRD(15) - PRD(16), WDOT, LUP9)
Go to 65
If {PRD(6) - PRD(8) I < DEL4(6), go to 70
If {PRD(6) - PRD(8) I > DEL4(6), go to 64
CALL ESTM (IDLW, Z, WDOTT, DWDOTT,
PRD(6) - PRD(8), WDOT, LUP9)
CALL SWITCH (4, WRI(6), WDOT, WRI(7),
WCO - WDOT, WRD(6), WRI(6),






66. Go to 52
67. PPD(1) = PRD(13)
68. PPD(Z) = PRD(I5)
69. Go to 73
70. PPD(1) = PRD(Z)
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71. PPD(Z) = PRD(6)
pump Performance Computations
72. ]C = 1
Compute oxidizer pump performance:
73. CALL PUMP (Z, KPO)
Test magnitude of IPBO:
74. If IPBO = 1, go to 88
If IPBO # 1, go to 75
Test magnitude of IPBR:
75. If IPBR = I, go to 77
If IPBR # I, go to 76
Set desired fuel pump speed equal to oxidizer pump speed:
76. XNPP(1) = XNP(Z)
Compute fuel pump performance:
77. CALL PUMP (I, KPF)
Test magnitude of IPBR:
78. If IPBR = 1, go to 79
If IPBR # 1, go to 88
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Test for balance or rebalance:
79. If KBAL = I, go to 80
If KBAL = Z, go to 85
If the computed fuel pump speed is greater than the desired
fuel pump speed In a balance, the fuel pump, rather than the oxidizer
pump will have to determine pump speed:
80. IPBO = 1
81. XNPP(Z) = XNP(1)
82. IPBZ = IPB(2)
83. IPB(2) = 1
84. Go to 73
In a rebalance, iterate on thrust chamber mixture ratio to match
pump speeds:
85. CALL ESTM (IDLMRC, 2, XMRCT, DXMRCT,
XNPP(1) - X_NP(1), XMRTC, LUP5)
86. IPBR = 0
87. Go to IZ
Test for balance or rebalance:
88. If KBAL = I, go to 89
If KBAL = 2, go to I13
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Main Line Orifice Requirements
89. Do 112, J = 1,2
Compare actual pump head with pump head without main line
orifice. For at least one pump these will be equal;
90. If H(J) _ HPRIM(J), go to ll2
If H(J) > HPRIM(J), go to 91
head:
Compute pump discharge pressures based upon actual pump
91. PPDA(J) = PPIg) + (RHP (J)) (H (D)/ (144)
Test value of JC. JC is used for loop control and is initially
set to i (Statement 72) before the pump computations are performed.
The initial pump computations are based upon pump discharge pressures
which do not include the effect of a main line orifice. Therefore, the
pump discharge densities are not quite right. In order to obtain better
values of pump discharge density, and pump performance, the pump
computations are performed twice if required. The second time is based
upon a more accurate pump discharge pressure:
92. If JC = 1, go to 93
If JC = 2, go to 98
93. If IPPDA(J) - PPD(J) I < I, go to 99
If IPPDA(J) - PPD(J) I > i, go to 94
94. PPD(J) = PPDA(J)
95. HPRIME = HPRIM (J)
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96. JC = z
97. If J = I, go to 77
If J = 2, go to 73
98. HPRIM (J) = HPRIME
Test value of J and determine main line orificing for either




If I = 1, go to 100
If J = 2, go to 106
ORES(l) = (72)(RHPD(1) + RHRD(2))
(PPDA(1) - PRD(2))/(WRD(2) 2)
ORES (Z) = (72) (RHPD(1) + RHRD (4))
(PPDA (i) - PRD (4))/(WRD (4)2 )
10Z. R(13) = ORES(1)
103. R(14) = ORES(Z)
104. PPD(1) = PPDA(1)
105. Go to 113
106. ORES (3) =
107.
(72) (RHPD(2) + RHRD(6))
(PPDA(2) - PRD (6))/(WRD (6)2 )
ORES (4) = (72)(RHPD(2) + RHRD(8))
(PPDA (Z) - PRD (8))/(WRD (8)2 )
108. R(15) = ORES(3)
8OO
109. R(16) = ORES(4)
ii0. PPD(2) = PPDA(Z)
iii. Go to 113
11Z. Continue
Reset control parameters:
i13. CALL SWITCH (4, IPBR, 0, IPBO, 0, IDLMRC,
0, IPB(Z), IPB2)
Test for balance or rebalance:
ii4. if KBAL = l, go to !15
If I<RAL = _, _ to !42
..... _v
Turbine PeTformance Computations
Compute turbine inlet temperature and turbine speed:
115. TTI(1) = T + 459.688
116. XNT(1) = (GR(1))(XNP(1))
Initialize variables for Subroutine TURBINE and determine
turbine performance:
117. CALL SWITCH (4, CPT(1), CPG, RGT(1), RG,
GAMT(1), GAMG, CST(1), CSG)
118. CALL TURBIN (I)
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Compute required turbine horsepower:
119. HPTR = (BHPP(1) + BHPP(Z))(ETAGR(1))
Compare required turbine horsepower with available turbine
horsepower. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied, iterate on
turbine inlet pressure in a balance, or thrust chamber nozzle stagnation
pressure in a rebalance:






If I HPTR -HPT{1) I
If KBAL = I, go to IZ2







< DEL6, go to 131
> DEL6, go to 121
PARAM = PNS
CALL ESTM (IDLT, 2, RTHP, DRTHP,
HPTR- HPT(1), PARAM, LUP2)
If KBAL = 1, go to 127





130. Go to 12
Initialize variables for Subroutine TURBEX and determine
turbine exhaust system performance:
131.
132.
CALL SWITCH (3, IDLT, 0, RGX, RG, WX, WT(1))
CALL TURBEX
Compare turbine discharge static pressure with turbine exhaust
duct inlet static pressure. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied,
iterate on turbine discharge static pressure:
133. If I PXIS - PTES(1) ] < DEL8, go to 136
If I PXIS - PTES(1) ! _ DEL8, go to 134
134.
135.
CALL ESTM (IDLPX, 2, TPXT, DTPXT,
PXIS -PTES(1), PTES(1), LUP3)
Go to 118
Compute engine thrust. In a balance, compare computed
thrust with desired thrust. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied,
iterate on thrust chamber nozzle stagnation pressure:
136. FE = FC
137. IDLPX = 0
138. If KBAL = 1, go to 139
If KBAL = Z, go to 177
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139. If [ FE -FEN [ < DEL7, go to 14Z
If [ FE -FEN [ > DELT, go to 140
140. CALL ESTM (IDLFE, Z, FET, DFET, FE -FEN,
PNS, LUP4)
141. Go to IZ
Compute gas generator injector end pressure working from the
turbine inlet:
142. PGG = PTI(1) + (RG)(TTI(1))(RGG)
(WG z )/((PTI (I))(Z0736))
Gas Generator Line Pressure Drop Computations
Fuel side:
143. CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(9), TRDS(3), PRI(9),
PRDS (3), WRI (9), WGF, WRD(9), WGF)
144. CALL RES (9, I, -I, I, KPF)
145. If KBAL = I, go to 14"6
If KBAL = Z, go to 151
146. CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(10), TRDS(9), PRI(10), PGG,
WRI(10), WGF, WRD(10), WGF)





R(17) = (PRD(9) - PRD(10))(RHRD(9) + RHRD(10))
(TZ)/(WGF z )
RESFG = R(17)
If RESFG < 0, go to 180
If RESFG _ 0, go to 159
151. CALL SW_TCH (4, TRIS(17), TRDS(9), PRI(17), PRD(9),
WRI(17), WGF, WRD(17), WGF)
152. CALL RES (17, i, I, I, KPF)
153. CALL SVCITCH (6, TRIS(10), TRDS(17), PRI(10), PRD(17),
WR!(10), WGF, WRD(10), _VGF, DRI(10), DRDi0,
DRD (I0), DRII 0)
154. CALL RES (I0, I, I, I, KPF)
Compare the gas generator fuel side injector end pressure, as
computed from pressure drop calculations through the gas generator
bleed lines, with PGG. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied,
iterate on turbine inlet pressure:
155. If I PRD(10) -PGG I
If I PRD(10) - PGG I
156.
< DEL4(10), go to 158
> DEL4(10), go to 156
CALL ESTM (IDLPGF, Z, PGGFT, DPGGFT, PRD(10) - PGG,
PTI, LUP6)
157. Go to 15
8O5
L_
Reset gas generator fuel side injector end pressure balance
iteration loop counter:
158. IDLPGF = 0
Oxidizer side:
159. CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(ll), TRDS(7), PRI(II), PRDS(7),
WRI(ll), WGO, WRD(II), WGO)
160. CALLRES (ii, Z, -I, I, KPO)
161. If KBAL = I, go to 16Z
If KBAL = Z, go to 167
162. CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(IZ), TRDS(II), PRI(I2), PGG,
WRI(I2), WGO, WRD(IZ), WGO)
163. CALLRES (IZ, Z, I, -I, KPO)
164. R(18) = (PRD(II) - PRD(IZ))(RHRD(II) + RHRD(I2))
(7z)/(WGO z )
165. RESOG = R(18)
166. If RESOG < 0, go to 180
If RESOG > 0, go to 177
167. CALL SWITCH (4, TRIS(18), TRDS(II), PRI(18), PRD(II),
WRI(18), WGO, WRD(18), WGO)
168. CALLRES (18, Z, I, I, KPO)
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169. CALL SWITCH (6, TRIS(1Z), TRDS(18), PRI(IZ},
PRD(18), WRI(1Z), WGO, WRD(lZ), WGO,
DRI(12), DRDI2, DRD(12), DRIlZ)
CALL RES (1Z, Z, l, I, KPO)170.
Compare the gas generator oxidizer side injector end pressure,
as computed from pressure drop calculations through the gas generator
bleed lines, with PGG. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied,
iterate on gas generator combustion temperature:
171. PRD(IZ) - PGG
PRD (12) - PGG
I < DEL4(12), go to 175
I > DEL4(lZ), go to 17Z
17Z CALL ESTM CTr_TD___
. _-_=_v, ?, PGGOT, DPGGOT,
PRD(iZ) -PC-G, T, LUP7)
173. IGGLUP = 1
174. Go to l0
Reset ga__ generator oxidizer side _._n_'t,-,,'.,v_ end pressure
balance iteration loop counter:
175. IDLPGO = 0
176. Go to I15
Compute thrust chamber and engine specific impulses:
177. XISPC = (FC)/(WC)
807
178. XISPE = (FE)/(WEO + WEF)
179. Return
Set error indicator and print message if a gas generator orifice
is negative:
180. NEGGG = 1





































Storage array for dependent















































Storage array for dependent
argument, PRD (10) - PGG,
in Subroutine ESTM
Storage array for dependent








Storage array for dependent
argument, HPTR - HPT(1),
in Subroutine ESTM
Storage array for dependent
argument, PXIS - PTES (1),
in Subroutine ESTM
Storage array for dependent
arguments, PRD (13) -PRD(14),






















DIM, 41, 44, 61, 64
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Storage array for dependent
arguments, XMRE - XMREN
or XNPP{1) - XNP(1), in
Subroutine ESTM






Storage array for independent
argument, PNS, in Subroutine
ESTM
Gas generator gas specific
heat ratio
Turbine gas specific heat
ratio
Turbine to pump gear ratio
Pump head without main
line orificing

















































Engine mixture ratio balance




















































SUBROUTINE F1 NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
De scription Units
Pump speed balance loop
control indicator
Indicator used in pump speed
balance loop












7, 74., 80, 113
/CPUMP/, 7, 75, 78,
86, 113
/CPUMP/, 82, 83, 113
72, 92, 96
89, 90, 91, 93, 94, 95,
97, 98, 99
/CBAL/, 3, Z3, 36, 56,
79, 88, i14, i2i, i26,
138, 145, 16]
2, 29, 32, 33, 35, 38,
39, 77, 144, 147, 15Z,
154
I, 49, 52, 53, 55, 58,



























Main line control orifice
re s i stanc e
Dummy parameter
(PTI (1) pr PNS)
Thrust chamber injector
end pressure
Storage array for independent
argument, PTI, in Subroutine
ESTM
Storage array for independent



















/CMAIN/, 6, I00, I01,
102, 103, 106, 107,
108, 109
IZZ, 124, 125, 127,
128
/CMAIN/, 14, Z8, 48
DIM, 156
DIM, 172
/CMAIN/, 142, 146, 155,
156, 16Z, 171, 172
/CCHAM/, 14, 124, lZS,
140
/CMAIN/, 6, 91, 93, 94,
100, 101, 104, 106, 107,
II0
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Resistance : ".....J.F_c a LULal
pre ssure
Turbine exit static pressure
Turbine inlet total pressure
Turbine exhaust inlet static
pre s sure
Gas generator fuel line
control orifice resistance
















/CPUMP/, 67, 68, 70,
71, 93, 94, 104, ll0
/CPUMP/, 91
/GRES/, 30, 34, 37, 40,
41, 43, 44, 50, 54, 57,
60, 61, 63, 64, 67, 68,
70, 71, 100, 101, 106,
107, 148, 151, 153, 155,
156, 164, 167, 169, 171,
172
/CRES/, 143, 159
/ORES/ 28, 30 34, 37
48, 50, 54, 57, 143, 146,
151, 153, 159, 162, 167,
169
/CTURB/, 133, 134
/CTURB/, 15, 122, 127,
142, 156
/CTURBX/, 133, 134
/CRESGG/, 4, 149, 150
/CRESGG/, 4, 165, 166
/HIFll2/, 142
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Storage array for independent














/CGPROP/, I17, 131, 14Z
/CTURB/, 117
/CTURBX/, 131
/CPUMP/, 100, 101, 106,
107
/CPUMP/, 91
/CRES/, 100, 101, 106,
107, 148, 164
/CRES/, 4, 10Z, 103, 108,




/CPUMP/, 8, 9, Z7, 47
DIM, 134
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WRI (2) or WRI (6)
Storage array for independent
argument, WDOT, in
Subroutine ESTM
Engine fuel flow rate












/CRES/, 30, 34, 37, 50,
54, 57, 143, 146, 151,
153, 159, 16Z, 167, 169
/CRES/, Z7, 30, 34, 37,
47, 50, 54, 57, 143, 146,
151, 153, 159, 16Z, 167,
169
6, i0, 115, 172
/CTURB/, I15, 14Z
/CCHAM/, 18, Zl, 28,
45
/CCHAM/, 19, Z0, 48,
65
/CCHAM/, 177
31, 41, 44, 45, 51, 61,
64, 65
DIM, 41, 44, 61, 64
/CMAIN/, 21, 22, 45,
178
/CMAIN/, Z0, ZZ, 65,
178
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Gas generator fuel flow rate
Gas generator oxidizer
flow rate
Gas generator total flow rate
Miscellaneous flow rate





Turbine gas flow rate

















/CMA!N/, 16, 17, 18,
21, 31, 143, 146, 148,
151, 153
/GMAIN/, 17, 19, Z0,
51, 159, 162, 164, 167,
169




/CRES/, ZS, 30, 31,
34, 37, 45, 48, 50, 51,
54, 57, 65, I00, I01,
106, 107, 143, 146,
151, 153, 159, 16Z,
167, 169
/CRES/, 28, 30, 31,
34, 37, 45, 48, 50, 51,
54, 57, 65, 143, 146,





















Gas generator mixture ratio













/CPUMP/, 76, 8!, 85










































IGAMX,XMXD, _RXD, PXD,AXD,FX ,TXDS ,CPCX
COMMON /CCHAM/ INDPR ,CF ,CFTHE,ETCF,EPS,PNS,FC,ATC,FAUX,FEN,
IDEL7,CS,CSTHE,ETCS,WC,XMRTC,WCF,WCO
COMMON /CMA INIV_I'IS (4) ,HPAUX(2) ,ETAGR(2), DEL6(2), GR(2), PPDA(2), TN,
IORES{4}.......WG.WGO,WGF,PC IF,¥MRI:,PGG,X_SPC,X !SPE,FE ,,.,t-,-,r,.v,WEF,TPlr_t_,)""
COMMON /CDEN/TRSG(2) ,SG(2)
COMMON /CBAL/KBAL /CPA/PA /CRESGG/ RESOG,RESFG
DIMENSION RTHP(20),DRTHP(20),TPXT(20) DTPXT_'20)
DIMENSION XMRCT('20),DXMRCT(20),FET(20I,DFET(20)
DIMENSION PGGFT (20), DPGGFT (20), PGGOT(' 20 5, DPGGOT (20)
DIMENSION ',VDOTT(20),DWDOTT(20)
DATA LUPI/6H XMRE /,LUP2/6H HPT /,LUP3/6H PTES /,LUP4/6H
DATA LUP5/6HXNP(1)/,LUP6/6H PGGF /,LUP7/6H PGGO /






IDRD12, R(I 75, RESFG,R(18),RESOG)
GO TO 14
4 CALL SWITCH(II,DRIIO,DRI(IO),DRDIO,DRD(IO),DRII2,DRI(12),DRD12,
IDRD(I 2), PPDA(I ), .0, PPDA(2), .O,ORES( I), .O,ORES(2), .O,ORES(3), .0,
2ORES (4), .0, T,TN)
14 CALL SWITCH(IO, IPBO,O, IPBR,O, IDLT,O, IDLFE,O, IDLMRC,O, IDLPX,O,
IIDLPGF,O,IDLPGO,O,IGGLUP,O, IPB2,O)
FIGURE 84. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE F1
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IN GPROP T IS GIVEN IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
TPIS(1)=TPIR(1)-459. 688







WG F=WG /_XMRG+ 1.0)
WGO=WG-WG F
WP( I )=WCF+WGF+WM I S(` I )





18 I F (ABS (XMRE-XMREN)-DELg) 21,21,19
19 CALL ESTM(IDLMRC,2,XMRCT,DXMRCT,XMRE-XMREN,XMRTC,LUP1)
GO TO 17




I,PRD(1),WRI (2),WRD(1)/2. ,WRD(2),WRI (2),WRI (3),WRI (2))
CALL SWITCH (3,WRD(3),WRI(3)+WGF,WDOT,WRI(2),IDLW,O)






22 CALL SWITCH(8,TRIS(13),TRDS(2),PRI(13),PRD(2),WRI 413),WRD(`2),
1WRD(13),WRI(13) TRIS(14) TRDS(4) PRI(14) PRD(4),WRI414) WRD(4)
2WRD(14) ,WRI (14) 1 ' ' ' ' '
CALL RES (13,1,-I,-I.0,KPF)
CALL RES _14 I,-I _;O KPF)
IF (ABS(PRD(13)-PI_L,_,-,i)-DEL4(13)) 23,23 ,111
111 CALL ESTM (IDLW,2,WDOTT,DWDOTT,PRD(13)-PRD(14),WDOT ,LUP8)
GO TO 114
112 IF (ABS(PRD(4)-PRD(2))-DEL4(2))23,23,113
113 CALL ESTM (IDLW, 2,WDOTT,DWDOTT,PRD(4)-PRD(`2),WDOT ,LUP8)
114 CALL SWITCH (4,WRI(2),WDOT,WRI(3),WCF-WDOT ,WRD(2),WRI(2),WRD(3),
IWE F-WDO T )
GO TO 109
23 TRI S (5)=TP IS (2)+DLTP (2)
CALL SWITCH(3,PRI(5),PClE,WRI(5),WCO,WRD(`5),WRI(5))
CALL RES (5{_,-I,-I.0,KP0)CALL SWITCH ,TRIS(6),TRDS(`5),PRI(6),PRD(5),WRI(6),WRD(5)/2.,
1WRD(6) ,WRI (6),TRI S(` 7),TRDS (5),PRI (7), PRD(5),WRI (7),WRI (6))
FIGURE 84. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE F1 (cont.)
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CALL SWITCH (3,WRD(7),WRI(7)+WGO,WDOT,WRI(6),IDLW,O)
ii5 CALL RES (6,2,-i,-i.O,KPO)









CALL RES (16,2,-I ,-I .O,KPO)
IF (ABS(PRD(15)-PRD(16))-DEL4(15)) 26, 26,116
116 CALL ESTM(IDLW,2,WDOTT,DWDOTT,PRD(15)-PRD(16),WDOT ,LUP9)
GO TO 119























47 CALL ESTH(IDLMRC,2,XMRCT,DXMRCT,XNPP(I )-XNP(1),XMRTC,LUP5)
IPBR=O
GO TO 17
50 GO TO (51,56) ,KBAL
51 DO 60 J:I,2
















































































IF (ABS _FE-FEN)-DEL7)3 I0,310,300
CALL ESTM(IDLFE,2,FET,DFET,FE-FEN,PNS,LUP4)
GO TO 17





FIGURE 84. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE F1 (cont.)
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IWRDf 10) ,WGF,DRI {10),DRD10,DRD(IO),DR110)
CALL RES (10,I,I,I.0,KPF)


















IWRD(12) ,WGO,DRI (12) ,DRDI2,DRD(12) ,DRI 12)
CALL RES (12,2,1,1.O,KP0)
IF (ABS (PRD(I 2)-PGG)-DEL4(12) )321,321,322














FIGURE 84. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE F I (cont.)
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LXVI. SUBROUTINE RLI 0
This subroutine performs the preliminary calculations of the
initial values require d by the program and provides the necessary logic
to control the subroutines which describe the operation of the various








Thrust chamber injector and pressure
Thrust chamber throat area
Balance/rebalance indicator
This subroutine uses COMMON blocks
CMAIN, MNRL10, CPUMP, CTURB, and PNSPRI.
CALLING SEQUENCE





Reset iteration loop counters for Subroutine ESTM.
1. IDLC = 0
2. IDLE = 0
3. IDLF = 0
LOX pump inlet density:
4. CALL UVAR (TPIS (Z), 2, RHPI (2))
Initialize thrust chamber mixture ratio:
5. XMRTCL = XMRTC
Determine if balance o: :ebalance:
6. If KBAL- 1 _< O,
If KBAL- 1 > O,
Engine mixture ratio:
7. XMRTC = 5 +
go to 1 1
go to 7





+ (.095) (TPIS (1) - 38.7)
- (.017) (POIEL - 302.6361)
O, go to 9
0, go to 14
827
Fuel pump speed:
9. XNP (I) =
I0. Go to 14
Z7319 - (15) (PPI(Z) - 77.9)- (6)(PPI(1)- 35.49)
+ (Z3)(TPIS(Z) - 176)+ (80) (TPIS (1) - 38.7)
+ (59)(PCIEL- 30Z.6361)
Ground mixture ratio control valve flow loss coefficient:
ll. CON3 = 4.8509 - (4.75)(XMRTCL- 5)




13. XNP (i) =
14. If Q (Z) <
If Q(Z) >
< O, go to 13
O, go to 14
27319 + (43)(PCIEL - 302.6361)
- (800)(XMRTC- 5)
O, go to 15
0, go to ZZ
The following equations calculate an initial LOX volume
flow rate.
Characteristic velocity efficiency:
15. ETCS = (1.03694- (.019841)(XMRTC))(I.01) - .0136
8Z8
Thrust chamber nozzle stagnation pressure:
16. PNS = (.97)(PCIEL)
Theoretical characteristic velocity:
17. CALL BIVAR (XMRTC, PNS, 33, CSTHE)
Actual characteristic velocity:
18. CS = (ETCS)(CSTHE)
Chamber total mass flow rate:
. _. _, *_,l_-_,l _.. • _11 _CS)
C_xidizer mass flow rate:
Z0. WCO = (WC) (XMRTC)/(I + XMRTC)
Oxidizer pump inlet volume flow rate:
21. Q(Z) = (WCO)/(RHPI(Z))
Set indicator for correct entry point into Subroutine LOX:
ZZ. IND = 0
Oxidizer system performance:
23. CALL LOX (IND)
829
Fuel system performance:
24. CALL FUEL (IND, IDLC)
Check indicator to see whether Subroutine LOX is to be re-entered:
25. If IND = O, go to Z6




27. CALL CHMBER (IND, IDLE, IDLF)
Check indicator to see whether Subroutine LOX is to be re-entered:
Z8. If IND < 2, go to Z9
If IND = 2, go to Z3
If IND > 2, go to ZZ
INFL:
Thrust chamber nozzle stagnation pressure for use in Subroutine















Ground mixture ratio control













Indicator to determine correct

















32, 33, 24, 25, 27,
28
/CBAL/, 6










SUBROUTINE RL10 NOMENCLATURE (cont.)





Value of thrust chamber
nozzle stagnation pressure











Pump inlet total pressure
















Pump inlet static temperature
Thrust chamber total flow rate
Thrust chamber oxidizer
flow rate
Thrust chamber mixture ratio










13, 15, 17, 20
/M NRL 10/, 5
ii,











2. Fuel Pump Discharge Orifice
3. Fuel Jacket Inlet Manifold








12. Ground Mixture Ratio
Control Valve
D
FIGURE 85. RL10-A1 TYPE ENGINE SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
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SIBFTC Rt IOS FULIST,REF
SUBROUTI NE RI 10
C_IMH@N I_NS'_RI I "_NS'_R
COHMON /MNRt10/ _CIEL,Q(21,XMRTCL,_II(21








O/ TOIL8, TIll. 9 ,FC[
O/ XRATI0(2), T_LI, T_L2, XNPN(21
Ol CON9,ETGER,C_N11,C_N12,C_N13,CC_N14,C_N15,TOL10
CI_MMON /C_UMO/ -_P I (21 ,T" I S (21 ,XNDSH(21, _vr_ I (2) ,RHP I (21,
1VHP I f 2) ,W_ (2), DP I ( 2), DEL 1 ( 21, TPDS ( 21, DLTD ( 21, P_DS ( 21, D"D (2), nVPD( 2
2), RH._D(2), VHPD(2), DPD(21, DEL2( 2_, RH _ (2/,QP(2) ,H(21 ,XN_(2) ,C1 (6,2),




2,XNTST(2_ , TTDS (21 ,XMTE (23 ,ATE (21 , RGT (21 , PTE t' 2) , TTDf' 2) , PRTf' 2)
C@41'4_N /CCHAM/ IND"R ,CF ,CFTHE,ETCF,EOS,PNS,FC,ATC,FAUX,FEN,
1DEL7,CS ,CSTHE ,ETCS,WC ,XMRTC ,WCF,WC0
C(_MM_N /CBAL/KBAL /C_A/PA /CRESGG/RESI_G,RESFG
C_MM_N /CMA IN/WM I S (41 ,HPAUX(' 21, ETAGR( 21, DEL61' 21 ,GR(2), _PDA(2), TN,
I_RES (4) ,WG ,WG0 ,WGF, PC I E ,XMRE,._GG,X I SPC ,X t S_E, FE ,WE_,WEF, TPlR(2)
999 I DLC = O
IDLE = O
IDLF = O




I01 XMRTC = 5.+.017"('PPI (21-77.9_-.01-(D'_I (II-35.491-
1.026*(TP I S (21-1 76. )+. 09 5*(T ") t S ( 11-38.71-.O1 7*(PC t EL-302. 6361 )
I F(XN_(I )) 103,103,104
103 XN-'(11- 27319.-15.*(PPI(21-77.91 -6.*!'PPI(I)-35.491 +
123.*(TPIS(21-176.1 + 80.*(TPlS(11-38.71 + 59.*_PCIEL-302.63611
G0 TO 104
102 C(_N3 = 4.8509 -4.75*(XMRTC-5.) - .0725"(_CIEL-302.6361)
IF(XN°(I _) 105,105,104
105 XN_(1) : 27319. + 43.*(PCIEL-302.63611 - 8OO.*(XMRTC-5._
104 IF(Q(2)_ IO6,106,108
CTHE F01L_WING EQUATII_NS CALCULATE AN INITIAL
106 ETCS : (1.O3694 - .OI9841*XMRTC)*I.OI
_NS = .97 * PCIEL
CALL BIVAR(XMRTC,DNS,33,CSTHE)
CS = ETCS * CSTHE
WC : (DNS*ATC*32. 174)/CS
[!C0 = (WC * XNRTC)/(I. + XNRTC)
Q(21 = WC0 / RH_I(2)
108 IND = O
L0X VfJlUME FLOWRATE
.O136




IF( IND)I 10,111 ,I IO
111 CALL TRBINE
115 CALL CHMBER(IND,IDLE,IDLF)
IF( IND-2) 120, 110,108
120 C_NTINUE
_NSPR = .97 * PCIEL
RETURN
END
FIGURE 86. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE RLIO (cont.)
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LXVII. SUBROUTINE CHAMBR
This subroutine calculates the operating performance of a
thrust chamber, based upon a given chamber pressure and mixture ratio.
A thrust balance loop is included to assure that a reasonable chamber
pressure is used in the case of an engine balance.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL CHAMBR





Determine theoretical thrust coefficient and characteristic
2. CALL TCPROP (INDPR, XMRTC, PNS, EPS, CSTHE, CFTHE)
Compute actual characteristic velocity:
3. CS = (CSTHE) (ETCS)
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Compute chamber flow rates:
4. WC = (3Z.174)(PNS)(ATC)/(CS)
5. WCF = (WC)/(1.0 + XMRTC)
6. WCO = WC-WCF
Compute actual thrust coefficient:
7. CF = (CFTHE) (ETCF) - (EPS)(PA)/(PNS)
Compute chamber thrust:
8. FC = (CF)(PNS)(ATC)
Test for balance or rebalance:
• If KBAL = 1, go to 10
If KBAL = Z, go to 14
In balance only, iterate on chamber pressure to obtain a
thrust balance:
I0. FEPR = (FC) (FAUX)
Ii. If I FEPR - FEN I < DEL7, go to 14
If I FEPR - FEN I > DEL7, go to IZ
IZ. CALL ESTM (IDLTC, Z, TTC, DTTC, (FEPR- FEN),
PNS, LUPI)






















Throat area in z
Thrust coefficient




Engine thrust tolerance Ib
Storage array for dependent




Auxiliary engine thrust lb
Chamber thrust lb
Nominal engine thrust lb
Calculated engine thrust lb







































Ambient pres sure lb/in 2
Nozzle stagnation pressure lb/in 2
Storage array for independent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Chamber total flow rate
Chamber fuel flow rate

























COMMON /CCHAM/ INDPR ,CF ,CFTHE,ETCF,EPS,PNS,FC,ATC,FAUX,FEN,
DEL7,CS,CSTHE,ETCS,WC ,XMRTC,WCF,WCO
COMMON /CBAL/KBAL /CPA/PA
DIMENSION TTC(20), DTTC (20)
















FIGURE 87. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE CHAMBR
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LXVIII. SUBROUTINE PUMP
This subroutine computes the operating performance of a pump
assuming that the following information are available:
a. Inlet and discharge total pressures
b. Flow rate
c. Inlet propellant temperature
d. Propellant temperature rise across pump
e. Pump performance characteristics
f. Propellant characteristics
Since most liquid propellant rocket engine systems contain two
propellant pumps, storage is reserved for two sets of pump performance
data.
This subroutine uses COMMON blocks CPUMP, CDEN and
CBAL.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:




I. IP = IP
Z. IIDP = 0
q
Approximate pump inlet static pressure:
3. PPIS(IP) = PPI (IP)
Initialize iteration loop control counter:
4. IDLP = 0
Compute pump inlet propellant density:
• CALL PRPDEN (KP, PPIS (IP), TPIS (IP), TRSG (IP),
SG (IP), PVPI(IP}, RHPI (IP))
Compute pump inlet velocity head:
6. VHPI(IP) = (3.627845)(WP(IP)Z)/((RHPI(IP))(DPI(Ip)4))
Compute pump inlet static pressure:
7. PPISP = PPI(IP) - VHPI(IP)
Compare assumed and calculated values of pump inlet static
pressures. If convergence criterion is not satisfied, iterate on PPIS:
. If I PPIS(IP) - PPISP I < DELI(IP), go to ll
If I PPIS(IP) - PPISP I > DELI(IP), go to 9
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9. CALL ESTM (IDLP, 2, PUMT, DPUMT, PPIS(IP) - PPISP,
PPIS (IP), LUP1)
10. Go to 5
Compute pump discharge propellant temperature:
ll. TPDS (IP) = TPIS (IP) + DLTP (IP)
Approximate pump discharge static pressure:
12. PPDS (IP) = PPD(IP)
Initialize iteration loop control counter:
13. IDLP = 0
Compute pump discharge propellant density:
14. CALL PRPDEN (KP, PPDS (IP), TPDS (IP), TRSG (IP),
SG(IP), PVPD (IP), RHPD(IP))
Compute pump discharge velocity head:
15. VHPD(IP) = (3.627845)(WP(IP)Z)/((RHPD(IP))(DPD(Ip)4))
Compute pump discharge static pressure:
16. PPDSP = PPD(IP) - VHPD(IP)
Compare assumed and calculated values of pump discharge
static pressures. If convergence criterion is not satisfied, iterate on
PPDS:
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17. If I PPDS(IP) - PPDSP I < DEL2 (IP), go to Z0
If I PPDS(IP) - PPDSP I > DELZ(IP), go to 18
18. CALL ESTM (IDLP, Z, PUMT, DPUMT, PPDS(IP) -PPDSP,
PPDS (IP), LUP2)
19. Go to 14
Compute average propellant density:
Z0. RHP(IP) = (RHPI(IP) + RHPD(IP))/(2.0)
Compute volumetric flow rate:
21. QP(IP) = (448.8311)(WP(IP))/(RHP(IP))
Compute pump head:
Z2. H(IP) = (144.0)(PPD(IP) - PPI(IP))/(RHP(IP))
23. HPRIM (IP) = H (IP)
Initialize iteration loop control counter:
24. IDLP = 0
Compute pump speed:
Z5. XNP(IP) = {(CI(I, IP))(QP(IP)) + ((CI(2, IP))(QP(IP) 2)
+ (Ci(3, IP))(H(IP))) "5 {
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Test to determine if speed balance should be accomplished:
Z6. If IPB(IP) = 0, go to 38
If IPB (IP) # 0, go to 27
Test for balance or rebalance:
27. If KBAL = I, go to 28
If KBAL = 2, go to 36
Compare desired speed with computed speed:
Z8. If XNPP(IP) <
If XCqPP(IP) =
if XNPP(IP) >
XNP (IP), go to 29
XNP(IP), go to 38
k3qP (IP), go to 30
Test magnitude of IIDP. If IIDP has been set to l, the program
is iterating on pump head in an effort to match computed pump speed with
desired pump speed.
zg. If IIDP = I, go to 31
If IIDP # I, go to 34
For the case where the desired speed is greater than the com-
puted speed, iterate on pump head until the convergence criterion is
satisfied:
30. If I _PP(IP) - _P(IP) I
If I XNPP(IP) - XNP(IP) ]
< DELB(IP), go to 38
> DEL3 (IP), go to 31
845
31. CALL ESTM {IDLP, Z, PUMT, DPUMT, XNPP{IP) -XNP{IP),
H(IP), LUP3)
32. IIDP = 1
33. Go to 25
Set indicator to denote that pump speed balance cannot be
accomplished:
34. IPBR = 1
35. Go to 38
Compare desired speed with computed speed:
36. If [ X/qPP(IP) - X/qP(IP) ] < DEL3 (IP), go to 38
If [ XNPP(IP) -XNP(IP) [ > DEL3(IP), go to 37
Set indicator to denote that pump speed balance has not been
accom pli shed:
37. IPBR = 1
Return
Compute pump efficiency:
38. ETAP(IP) = {C1(4, IP))((QP{IP))/(XNP(IP))) 2
+ (C1 (5, IP)) ((QP (IP))/(XNP (IP))) + C1 (6, IP)
Compute net positive suction head:
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39. XNPSH(IP) = (144.0)(PPI(IP) - PVPI(IP))/(RHPI(IP))
Compute specific speed:
40. XNS(IP) = (XNP(IP))(QP(Ip)'5)/(H(IP) "75)
Compute suction specific speed:
41. XNSS(IP) = (XNP(IP))(QP(IP) •5 )/(XNPSH (IP)"7 5 )
Corn pute horsepower:




















Pump brake horsepower bhp
Array of coefficients for
pump performance curves
Pump inlet static pressure psi
tolerance
Pump discharge static psi
pres sure tolerance
Pump speed tolerance rpm
Pump propellant temperature OF
rise
Pump discharge flange in
diameter
Pump inlet flange diameter in
Storage array for dependent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Pump efficiency
Pump head ft
Pump head without main line
orificing
Iteration loop counter













DIM, 9, 18, 31
/CPUMP/, 38, 4Z
/CPUMP/, ZZ, Z3, Z5,
31, 40, 4Z
/CPUMP/, 23
4, 9, 13, 18, Z4, 31
2, Z9, 3Z
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0 = By-pass pump speed
balance loop
= Enter pump speed
balance loop
Indicator used in pump
speed balance loop
*,,u=x designating storage
location of pump performance





Pump discharge total pressure psia
Pump discharge static psia
pressure
Reference
I, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, II,
IZ, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
Z0, Zl, ZZ, Z3, 25, Z6,










/CPUMP/, IZ, 16, ZZ



















Pump discharge static psia
pre s sure
Pump inlet total pressure psia
Pump inlet static pressure psia
Pump inlet static pressure psia
Storage array for independent --
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Pump discharge propellant psia
vapor pre s sure
Pump inlet propellant vapor psia
pre s sure























/CPUMP/, 21, 25, 38,
40, 41
/CPUMP/, ZO, Zl, ZZ
/CPUMP/, 14, 15, 20























Pump inlet velocity head
Pump mass flow rate
Calculated pump speed
Pump net positive suction
head
Pump specific speed















/CPUMP/, 6, 15, Zl, 4Z
/CPUMP/, Z5, Z8, 30,
3i. 36, 38, 40, 4i






$ IBFTC PUHP FUL IST, REF,H94, OECK
SUBRi_UTINE PUHP (JP,KP)
C_HH_N /CPUHP/ PPI(2),TPIS(2),XNPSH(2), PVPI(2),RHPI(2),
1VHPI (2),WP(2),DPI (2),DELl (2) ,TPDS(2),DLTP(2),PPDS(2),PPD(2),PVPD(2
2),RHPD(2),VHPD(2),DPD(2),DEL2(2),RHP(2),QP(2),H(2),XNP(2),C1 (6,2),




DATA LUP1/6HPPIS /,LUP2/6HPPDS /,LUP3/6HXNP /
I P-JP
I I DP-O
PPIS( I P )-PP I (IP)
I DL P-O
2 CALL PRPDEN (KP,PPIS(IP),TPIS(IP),TRSG(IP),SG(IP),PVPI(IP),RHPI(IP
VHPI ( I P)-3. 627845"_/P( I P)**2/RHPI (IP)/DPI ( I P)**4
PP ISP-PP I ( I P)-VHPI (IP)






11 CALL PRPDEN (KP,PPDS(IP),TPDS(IP),TRSG(IP),SG(IP),PVPD(IP),RHPD(IP
1)1
VHPD( I P)-3. 627845"WP( I P)**2/RHPD( I P)/DPD( IP1--4
PPDSP-PPD( I P)-VHPD(IP)
I F(ABS(PPDS ( IP)-PPDSP)-DEL2(IP)) 18,18,17
17 CALL ESTH( I DLP,2,PUHT,DPUHT,PPDS( IP)-PPDSP,PPDS(IP) ,LUP2)
G¢ Tg 11
18 RHP(IP)-(RHPI(IP)+RHPD(IP))/2.0
QP( IP)-448.831 l*WP( I P )/RHP(IP)






















XNPSH( I P.}-I44.O*(PP ! ( IP )-PVP I (I P))/RHP! (' IP}
XNS( IP)-XNP( IP)*QP(I P)**.5/H( IP_**. 75
XNSS ( IP )-XNP (IP )*QP ( IP )**. 5/XNPSH (IP )**. 75
BHPPf I P)-WP (I P )*H( I P)/( 550.O*ETAP(IP))
RE TURN
END
FIGURE 88. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PUMP (cont.)
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LXIX. SUBROUTINE TURBIN
This subroutine calculates the operating performance of a




Subroutine TURBIN uses COMMON block CTURB.
SOLUTION METHOD
Compute total to static pressure ratio:
I. PRT (IT) = (PTI (IT))/(PTES (IT))
Compute weight flow rate:
Z. WT(IT) = (3Z.174)(ATI(IT))(PTI(IT))/(OST(IT))
Compute gas enthalpy change across turbine:
• DELHT (IT) = (CPT (IT))(TTI (IT))
(1 - ((I)/(PRT (IT)))((GAMT (IT) I)/ (G;UVIT (IT)))
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Compute velocity ratio:










IT) + (C7(Z, IT))(PRT(IT))
IT))(PRT (IT))z )(UVRAT (IT))
IT) + (C7 (5, IT)) (PRT(IT))
IT)) (PRT (IT)) 2 ) (UVRAT (IT)) 2
IT) + (C7(8, IT)) (PRT(IT))
IT))(PRT (IT))z
Compute brake horsepower:
6. HPT(IT) = (I.414836)(VCT(IT))(ETAT(IT))(DELHT(IT))
Compute exit static pressure:
7. TTDS(IT) = (TTI (IT))(1 - (ETAT (IT))(1 - ((I)/
(PRT (IT)))((GAMT (IT) - I)/(GAMT (IT)))
Compute exit Mach number:
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8. XMTE(IT) = (_ArT(IT))((RGT (IT))(TTDS (IT))/
((32. 174) (GAMT (IT))))"5/((ATE (IT))(PTES (IT)))
Compute exit total pressure:
9. PTE (IT) = (PTES(IT))(I + ((GAMT(IT) - I)/(Z))
(XMTE (IT))z )((GAMT (IT))/(GAMT (IT) - I)))
Compute exit total temperature:
10. TTD (IT) = (TTDS (IT))((PTE (IT))/





















Turbine exit flange area in
Turbine inlet nozzle area in 2








Turbine wheel diameter in
Turbine efficiency







Turbine exit total psia
pres sure













iuiu_X*_l , 3, 4, 6
/CTURB/, 4
/CTURB/, 5, 6, 7
/CTURB/, 3, 7, S, 9, I0
/CTURB/, 6
CALL, I, Z, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, I0
/CTURB/, 1, 3, 5, 7
/CTURB/, 9, i0













SUBROUTINE TURBIN NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Description Units
Turbine inlet total psia
loressure
Turbine gas constant ft/°R
Turbine exit total OR
temperature
Turbine exit static OR
temperature
Turbine inlet total OR
temperature
Turbine velocity ratio
Turbine gas flow rate lb/sec
Turbine exit gas Mach
number
Turbine speed rpm






/CTURB/, 7, 8, i0
/CTURB/, 3, 7
/CTURB/, 4, 5








lC_T(T 2),TTI (2),GAMT (2), UVRAT(2), DW(2) ,XNT(2),ETAT (2),C7(9,2),HPT(2)
2,XNTST(2},TTDS(2),XMTE (2} ,ATE('2),RGT(2),PTE(2), TTD(2),PRT(2)
_RT(IT):PTI(IT)/PTES(IT)
',VTKIT}=32.1 74*ATI ( IT}*PTI (IT}/CST(I T)
DELHT(IT}=CPT(IT)*TTI(IT)*fI.O-(I.O/PRT(IT}) **r(GAMT(IT}-I.O)/
IGAMT( IT} _ )
UVRAT( IT)=2. 7576E-S*DW(IT)*XNT(IT)/KDELHT( IT)/XNTSTf IT))**. 5
ETAT rIT}=(C7(I, IT)+C7(2, IT)*PRT( IT}+C7(3, IT)*PRT(IT)**2)*UVRAT(IT)
I+rC7(4, IT)+C7(5, IT)*PRT( IT)+C7(6, IT)*PRT( IT)**2)*UVRAT ( IT)**2
2+C7(7, IT}+C7(8, IT)*PRT(I T}+C7(9, IT)*PRT( IT)**2
H°T( IT)--I .414836-WT (IT)*ETAT ( IT)*DELHT( IT)
TTDS (IT)=TTI (IT)*(I .O-ETAT(IT}*(I .O-f I.O/PRT(IT) )**( (GAMT( IT)-I .0)
I/GAMT( IT_ } ))
XMTE (IT)=WT( IT)/ATE (IT)/PTES ( IT)*(RGT ( lT)*TTDS f IT)/32.174/GAMT (IT)
I)**.5
_TE (IT)-F_TES( IT)*(I .O+(GAMT( IT)-I .O)/2.0*XMTE( IT)**2)**rGAMT( IT)/_'
IGAMT( IT)-I .0) }
TTD( IT)=TTDS ( IT)*f PTE ( IT)/PTES (IT) )**f (GAMT( IT}-I .O)/GAMT( IT))
RE TURN
END
FIGURE 89. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE TURBIN
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qLXX. SUBROUTINE TURMAP
This subroutine computes the performance of a turbine by using
a turbine map.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL TURMAP (IN)
SOLUTION METHOD
Set LOX-fuel side indicator.
1. IT = IN
2. PRT (IT) =
3. PP (IT) =
+
4. HPT (IT) =
5. DELHT (IT)
(PTI (IT))/ (PTES (IT))
(C8(1, IT) + (C8(2, IT)) (PRT(IT)))
(C8(3, IT)+ (C8(4, IT)) (PRT(IT)))
(DW (IT)) (XNT (IT))/ ((RGT (IT)) (TTI (IT)))"5
(PP (IT)) (PTES (IT)) (ATI (IT)) (XNT (IT)) (DW (IT))
= (CPT(IT)) (TTI(IT)) (I. -





9. PTE (IT) =
i0. TTD (IT) =
1I. UVRAT(IT) =
Return.
(HPT (IT))/((WT (IT)} (DELHT (IT)) (I. 414836))
(TTI (IT))(I. - (ETAT (IT)) (I. -
((I. )/(PRT (IT)))((GAMT (IT) - I.)/ (GAMT (IT)))))
(WT (IT))/((ATE (IT)) (PTES (IT)))
((RGT(IT)) (TTDS(IT))/((GAMT(IT))(3Z. 174))).5
(PTES(IT)) ((I. + ((GAMT(IT) - l.)/(Z.))
(XMTE (IT))z )((GAMT (IT))/ (GAMT (IT) - 1.)))
(TTDS (IT)) (((PTE (IT))/
(PTES (IT)))((GAMT (IT) - i. )/(GAMT (IT))))
(Z.7576) (lO-5) (DW(!T)) (XNT (IT))/





















Turbine exit flange area
Turbine inlet nozzle area
Turbine gas specific heat










Indicator ( = IN)
Turbine power parameter
Turbine pressure ratio
Turbine exit total pressure
Turbine exit static
pressure
















/CTURB/, 5, 6, 11
/CTURB/, 3, 4, ll
/CTURB/, 6, 7




1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, I0, II
/CTURMP/, 4
/CTURB/, Z, 3, 5, 7
/CTURB/, 9, I0












SUBROUTINE TURMAP NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Description
Turbine gas constant
Turbine exit total tern-
perature
Turbine exit static tem-
perature
Turbine inlet total tern-
perature
Turbine velocity ratio
Turbine gas mass flow
rate
Number of turbine pres-
sure stages
Units









/CTURB/, 7, 8, 10






























1DR I ( 20 ), DE LL_(20), TRDS (20), DL TR ( 201, RHRD ( 20 ), RHRA ( 20 ), PRD ( 20 ),
2R(20) ,VHRD(201,DRD(20),PRDS(20),PVRD(20),DELS(20),WRI (20) ,PRIS (20)
C_HH_N /CTURB/ PTI(2),PTES(2),WT(2),ATI(2),CST(Z),DELHT(2),
1CPT(2) ,TTI (2),GAHT(2), UVRAT (2), DW(2 ),XNT(2), ETAT (2),C7(9,2),HPT(2 )
2,XNTST(2),TTDS(2),XHTE(2),ATE(2),RGT(2),PTE(2),TTD(2),PRT(2)
CCHH_N
I, ATC ( 1 )
21 ) ,WCF(
/CCHAH/ I NDPR( 1 ), CF( 1 ), CFTHE( 1), ETCF ( 1 ), EPS( 1), PNS(1 1, FC( 1)
,FAUX(1),FEN(I ),DEL7(1J,CS(1),CSTHE(1 ),ETCS(1),WC(1),XHRTC(
1 _,wc¢(1 )
























FIGURE 90. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE TURMAP
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_TnctlT.__^"ct t'r,(IT,t.! | cT,_TI 'I '°B'rtlT_
I ( (GAHT( I T)-I. )/G/_'IT{ i T) ) J )
XHTE{ I T}--WT_' I T)I(ATE( I T}*PTE5(IT) J*(RGT( I T)*TTD5( I T)I(G/_IT( IT)*
1 32,174) )**.5
PTE(iT}--PTES(IT)*( I.+(GAHT(IT)-I.)/Z.*XMTE(IT)**2 )**(GAHT(IT)/
1 (GAHT(IT} - 1. )}
TTD( IT,_-TTDS{ I T}*(PTE( ITJ/PTES( IT))**{(GAHT( IT)-1. )/GAHT(IT) _}
UVRAT ( I T )=2. 7576E-5*DW( I T )*XNT( i T ) / ( DELHT ( I T )/XNTS T ( i T ) )**. 5
RETURN
END
FIGURE 90. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE TURMAP (cont.)
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LXXl. SUBROUTINE TURBEX
This subroutine calculates the operating performance of a
rocket engine turbine exhaust system. Either a "straight duct" or a
"loop-tube" type system may be simulated.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL TURBEX
This subroutine uses COMMON blocks CTURBX, CTURB,
CCHAM and CPA.
SOLUTION METHOD
Determine type of system to be simulated.
1. If CPCX < 0, go to Z
If CPCX > 0, go to 23
Straiqht Duct
Compute turbine exhaust duct exit temperature and gas
characteristic velocity.
866
Z. TXD = TXI - DELTX
3. CSXD = (((3Z.174)(RGX)(TXD)) .5 )/(XOMX )
Compute exit critical pressure ratio:
4. GAMR = (GAMX)/(GAMX - I)
5. PRXDC = ((Z)/(GAMX + I))GAMR
Compute exit total pressure assuming choked flow:
6. PXDC = (WX)(CSXD)/((3Z.174)(AXD))
Compute exit static pressure based upon 5 and 6:
7. PXDSC = (PXI)C) (PRXDC)
Compare exit static pressure with ambient pressure:
, If PXDSC _< PA, go to 9
If PXDSC > PA, go to 16
Unchoked flow; exit static pressure is equal to ambient
pre s sare:
9. PXDS = PA
I0. TERM = (32. 174) (PXDS) (AXD)/((XOMX) (CSXD))
Compute exit pressure ratio:
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II. PRXD= ((((GAMR2 )(TERM4) + (2)(GAMR)((IA/X)(TERM))z )
_ (GAMR)(TERMz ))/(WX z ))GAMR
.5
Compute exit total pressure:
12. PXD = (PXDS)/(PRXD)
Compute exit static temperature:
13. TXDS = (TXD)(PRXD)((1)/(GAMR))
Compute exit mach number:
14. XMXD = (WX)((RGX)(TXDS)/((32. 174)(GAMX)))"
/((AXD) (PXDS))
15. Go to 21
Choked flow; exit static pressure is based upon critical
pressure ratio:
16. PXDS = PXDSC
17. PXD = PXDC
18. XMXD = 1
19. PRXD = PRXDC
20. TXDS = (TXD)(PRXD) ((1)/(GAMR))
Compute turbine exhaust thrust:
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ZZl. FX = (((C_MR)(AXD) (PXDS))
+ (Z} (GAMR)((_vVX)(XOMX) (CSXD)/{ 3Z. 174))2 )
+ (AXD) (PXDS - Pi - (PXDS) (GAMR))
Compute turbine exhaust system inlet static pressure:




Compute thrust chamber wall pressure at injection point:
23. PCX : (CPCX)(PNS)
Compute turbine exhaust system inlet static pressure:




















Turbine exhaust discharge in
area
Ratio of thrust chamber




Turbine exhaust system OR
temperature drop





















/CTURBX/, 6, I0, 14, Zl
/CTURBX/, I, Z3
/CTURBX/, 3, 6, 10, Zl
/CTURBX/, Z
/CTURBX/, 21
4, 5, II, 13, Z0, Zl
/CTURBX/, 4, 5, 14
/CPA/, 8, 9, 21
Z3, Z4
/CCHAM/, 23





























































/CTURBX/, 9, I0, 12,
14, 16, 21, 22
7, 8, 16
/CTURBX/, 22, 24





/CTURBX/, Z, 3, 13, Z0
/CTURBX/, 13, 14, 20,
22
/CTURBX/, Z
/CTURBX/, 6, Ii, 14, 21,
22, 24
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/CTURBX/, 3, I0, 21
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_ iBFTC TRBX FUL IST,REF
SUBR_UT!NE TURBEX
C_MM_N /CTURBX/ TXD,TXI,DELTX,PXDS,PXIS,RX,RGX,TXIS,WX,CSXD,XOMX,
1GAMX ,XHXD, _RXD, PXD,AXD, FX, TXDS ,CDCX
C_MMON /CTURB/ _TI(2),PTES(2),WT(2),ATI(2),CST(2),DELHT(2),
IC°T(25 ,TTI (25, GAMT(2),UVRAT(2), DW(2),XNT(2),ETAT(2),C7 (9,2),HPT(2)
2,XNTST_2),TTDS(2),XMTE (25 ,ATE r 2),RGT(2),PTE (2),TTD(2),DRT(2)













RX D: (((GAM R**2*TE RM**4+2.0*GAMR* (WX *TERM )**2 )**. 5
I-GAMR*TE RM**2 )/WX**2)**GAMR
_XD:PXDS/PRXD
TX DS: TX D*P RX D** (I.O/GAMR)







80 FX=((GAMR*AXD*PXDS)**2+2.0*GAMR*rWX*XI_MX*CSXD/32. 174_*-2)**. 5 +




"X t S=PCX+RX*RGX*TTDSr 1 )*WX**2/144.0/PTES ( 1
RE TURN
END
FIGURE 91. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE TURBEX
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LXXII. SUBROUTINE GPROP
This subroutine calculates the gas generator hot gas properties
using fifth-degree polynomial equations.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL GPROP (T)
This subroutine uses COMMON block CGPROP.
SOLUTION METHOD
Compute specific heat ratio:
I. GAMG = C3(I) + (C3(Z))(T) + (C3(3))(T 2)
+ (C3(4))(T 3) + (C3(5))(T 4) + (C3(6))(T 5)
Compute specific heat:
2. CPG = C4(I) + (C4(Z))(T) + (C4(3))(T Z)
+ (C4(4))(T 3) + (C4(5))(T 4) + (C4(6))(T 5)
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Compute molecular weight:
3. XMA_G = C5(I) +(OS(Z))(T) +(C5(3))(T z)
+ (05(4))(T 3) + (05(5))(T 4) + (05(6))(T 5)
Compute mixture ratio:
4. XMRG = C6(I) +(C6(Z))(T) + (C6(3))(T z)
+ (06(4))(T 3) + (C6(5))(T 4) + (C6(6))(T 5)
Compute gas constant:
5. RG = (1545.31)/(XMWG)
6. XOMG = ((GAMG)(((Z)/(GAMG + I))((GAMG + I)/(GAMG - 1)))).5
Compute characteristic velocity:



















Array of coefficients for
specific heat ratio curve
Array of coefficients for
specific heat curve
Array of coefficients for
molecular weight curve


























IBFTC GPR_ _ REF,LIST
SUBROUTINE GPRO _ fT)
COMM(_N /CG°R(_/ C 3(6) ,C4 (6) ,C5 (6) ,C6(6) ,CSG, GAMG ,CPG,XMWG,
IXMRG, RG,X(_MG
GAMG=C 3 (I)+C 3 (2 )*T+C 3 (3 )*T**2+C 3 (4) *T** 3+C 3 (5 )* T**4+C 3 (6) *T**5
C PG:C4 (I )+C4( 2)*T+C4 (3)*T*'2+C4 (4)*T*'3+C4 (5)*T*'4+C4 K6)*T*'5
XMWG=C5(I )+CSr2)*T+CS(3)*T**2+C5(4)*T**3+C5(5)*T**4+CS(6)*T**5
XMRG=C 6( 1)+C 6 (2)*T+C 6 (3)*T*'2+C6 (4)*T*'3+C6 (5)*T*'4+C 6 (6)*T*-5
RG:1545.31/XMWG
XI_MG=(GAMG*((2.0/(GAMG+I.0) )**r (GAMG+I .0)/(GAMG-I .0))) )**. 5
CSG= (32.1 74"f T+459. 688) *RG )**. 5/X_MG
RETURN
END
FIGURE 92. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE GPROP
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LXXIII. SUBROUTINE RES
This subroutine computes the pressure drop across a resistance
through which a liquid flows. The following data are required:
a. Resistance inlet total pressure
b. Liquid flow rate across resistance
c. Resistance inlet liquid temperature
d. Liquid temperature change across resistance
e. Resistance inlet and discharge flow diameters




The subroutine calling sequence is:
GALL RES (JR, IL, IWR, XWD, KP)




1. IR = JR
Approximate resistance inlet static pressure:
Z. PRIS (IR) = PRI (IR)
Initialize iteration control loop counter:
3. IDLR = 0
Compute resistance inlet propellant density:
. CALL PRPDEN (KP, PRIS (IR), TRIS (IR), TRSG (IL), SG (IL),
PVRI (IR), RHRI (IR))
Compute resistance inlet velocity head:
5. VHRI(IR) = (3.627845)(WRI(IR)Z)/((RHRI(IR))(DRI(IR)4))
Compute resistance inlet static pressure:
6. PRISP = PRI(IR) - WHRI(IR)
Compare assumed and computed values of resistance inlet
static pressure. If convergence criterion is not satisfied, iterate on
PRIS:
7. If I PRIS (IR) - PRISP I < DEL4(IR), go to I0
If I PRIS(IR) - PRISP I > DEL4(IR), go to 8
879
8. CALL ESTM (IDLR, Z, REST,
PRIS(IR), LUPI)
9. Go to 4
DREST, PRIS(IR) - PRISP,
I
Compute resistance discharge temperature:
I0. TRDS(IR) = TRIS(IR) + DLTR(IR)
Approximate resistance discharge propellant density:
ll. RHRD(IR) = RHRI(IR)
Initialize iteration loop control counter:
12. IDLR = 0
Compute resistance propellant average density:
13. RHRA(IR) = (RHRI(IR) + RHRD (IR))/(2.0)
Determine flow rate upon which pressure drop is to be based:
14. If IWR < 0, go to 15
If IWR _ 0, go to 17
15. WR = WRI(IR)
16. Go to 18
17. WR = WRD(IR)
Compute resistance discharge total pressure:
88O
18. PRD(IR) = PRI(IR) - (XWD) (R (IR)) (wRZ )/ ((144. 0)
(RHRA (IR)))
Compute resistance discharge velocity head:
19. VHRD(IR) = (3.627845)(_fRD(IR)Z)/((RHRD(IR))
(DRD (IR)4 ))
Compute resistance discharge static pressure:
Z0. PRDS (IR) = PRD(IR) - VHRD(IR)
Determine resistance discharge propellant density:
21 . CALL PRPDEN (KP, PRDS (IR), TRDS (IR), TRSG (IL), SG (IL),
PVRD (IR), RHRDP)
Compare assumed and calculated values of resistance discharge
propellant density. If convergence criterion is not satisfied, iterate on
RHRD:
22. If I RHRD(IR) - RHRDP I -< DELS(IR), go to 25
If I RHRD(IR) -RHRDP I > DELs(IR), go to 23
Z3. CALL ESTM (IDLR, Z, REST, DREST, R/-IRD (IR) - RHRDP,
RHRD (IR), LUP2)




















Liquid temperature change OF
across resistance
Resistance exit diameter in
Storage array for dependent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Resistance inlet diameter in
Iteration loop counter
Index designating storage






+ 1 = Compute pressure
drop based on exit
flow rate
- 1 = Compute pressure











3, 8, 12, 23
CALL, 4, 21
I, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
I0, ll, 13, 15, 17,
























Resistance exit total psia
pre s sure
Resistance exit static psia
pFe s=__r_
_i_Ldl_(.5_ iill_L ht)idl psid
pre ssure
Resistance inlet static psia
pre ssure
Resistance inlet static psia
pre ssure
Resistance exit liquid psia
vapor pres sure
Resistance inlet liquid psia
vapor pres sure
Resistance value











it.,RE,_I, Z, 6, i8










































Resistance mass flow rate



















/CRES/, II, 13, 19, 22,
23
21, 22, 23
/CRES/, 4, 5, II, 13
















+I.0 = Upstream con-
ditions known






$1BFTC RES REF,L I ST
SUBROUTINE RES (JR, IL,IWR,XWD,KP)
COMMON ICRESI PRI(20),TRIS(20),PVRI(20),RHRI(20),VHRI(20),WRD(20),
IDRI (20),DEL4(20),TRDSI' 20),DLTR(20),RHRDf 20),RHRA(20),PRD(20),
2R(20), VHRD_' 20), DRD(20), PRDS (20), PVRD(20), DELS(20),WRI (20), PRI S (20)
COMMON ICDENITRSG(2),SG(2)
DIMENSION REST(20), DREST(20)






6 VHRI (I R)--3. 627845"WRI (I R)**21RHRI (IR) IDRI (I R)**4
DRISP-_PRI(IR)-VHRI(IR)
IFfABSfDRIS( IR)-PRISP)-DEL4(IR)) 9,9,8
8 CALL ESTM (IDLR,2,REST,DREST,PRISI'IR)-PRISP,PRIS(IR),LUPI)
GO TO 2
9 TRDS(IR)--.TRIS(IR)+DLTR(IR)






13 WR:WRD( I R)
14 PRD(IR),=PRI (IR)-XWD*R( IR)*WR **2/(144.0*RHRA(IR))










FIGURE 93. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE RES
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LXXIV. SUBROUTINE TCPROP
This subroutine computes the theoretical thrust coefficient and
characteristic velocity for liquid oxygen/RP-1 and liquid oxygen/liquid
hydrogen propellant combinations. Curve fits are used to obtain the de-
sired quantities.
The liquid oxygen/RP-1 computations are based upon frozen
composition, while the liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen computations are
based upon shifting composition.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL TCPROP (INDP, XlvIRC, PC, EP, CSTH, CFTH)
The variable INDP is used to denote the propellant combination
of interest, such that:
INDP = 1
INDP = 2
for liquid oxygen / RP-I
for liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen
SOLUTION METHOD
Determine propellant combination of interest:
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1. If INDP = 1, go to Z
If INDP = 2, go to 55
Liquid Oxygen/RP- 1




























Cl3 = 700. 30026
C14 = -1245.0609
C15 = 830.64172
17. C16 = -264.34673
888
DD
18. C17 = 40.430077
19. C18 = -2. 3862895
20. LNPC = LnCPC)
Compute characteristic velocity:
21. CSTH = (CI + (C2) (XMRC) + (C3) (XMRC 2 } + (C4) (XMRC 3)
+ (C5) (XMRC 4 ) + (C6) (XMRC 5 ) + (C7) (LNPC)
+ (C8) (XMRC) (LNPC) + (C9) (XMRC 2 ) (LNPC)
+ (C10)(XMRC3)(LNPC) + (Cll)(XMRC4)(LNPC)
+ (C12) (XMRC 5) (LNPC) + (C13) (LNPC 2 )
+ (C14)(XMRC)(LNPC Z) + (C15)(XMRCZ)(LNPC 2)
+ (C16) (XMRC 3 ) (LNPC 2) + (C17) (XMRC 4) (LNPC 2 )
+ (C18) (XMRC 5 ) (LNPC 2 })/(XMRC 1" 5 )











(-I .6518414) (lO )
(-6.6045816) (10 -2)
(3.6782834} ( 10-2 )
(-7.417031) (IO -1 )
2.3071612
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29. A8 = -5. 6948143
30. A9 = 6.4492257
31. AI0 = -3.000598
32. All = -1.1999626
-I33. AIZ = (5.8599377)(I0 )
34. A13 = {-4.327889)(I0 -2)
35. A14 = (-1.165337)(i0 -1)
36. AI5 = {5.3700486){I0 -1)
37. A16 = {I.0577987)(I0 -z)
38. A17 = .99303665
-4
39. A18 = (-7.8752103)(I0 )
40. AI9 = (1.9191969)(10 -3)
-3
41. A20 = (-3.5133906)(10 )
4Z. A21 = (1.1578578)(I0 -4)
-5
43. A2Z = (3.6707999)(10 )
44. A23 = (4.3197244)(10 -4)
45. A24 = (4.1092356)(10 -6)
46. A25 = (-5.2376584)(I0 -5)
-5
47. A26 = (1.4744636)(10 )
48. ERe = 1.0 -exp((-3)(XMRC) + 3.9)
49. EPRT = EP "5
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50. ERCZ = ERCZ
51. ERO3 = ERC3
5Z. LNRO = Ln(XMRC)
Compute thrust coefficient:
53. CFTH = (A1 + (A2) (LNRC) + (A3) (LNRC Z ) + (A4) (LNRC 3 )
+ (A5)(LNRC 4) + (A6)/(EPRT) + (A7)/(EP)
+ (AS)/(EpI. 5 ) + (A9)/(Ep2) + (AI0) (EP 2" 5)
+ (A11)(LNRC)/(EPRT) + (A12)(LNRC)/(EP)
+ (AI 3)(LNRC 3 )/EPRT) + (AI4)(LNRC 3)/(EP)
+ (A15)(LNRC 2)/(EPRT))(AIT) + A16
+ (AIg)(ERCZ) (EPRT)(LNPC)
+ (A20)(ERC3) (EPRT) (LNPC)
+ (AZI)(ERC) (EPRT) (LNPC 2 )
+ (AZZ)(ERCZ) (EPRT) (LNPC 2 )
+ (AZ3)(ERC3) (EPRT) (LNPC 2 )
+ (AZ4)(ERC) (EPRT) (LNPC 3 )
+ (AZ5)(ERC2)(EPRT) (LNPC 3 )
3
+ (AZ6)(ERC3) (EPRT) (LNPC)
+ (AI8)(ERC)(EPRT)(LNPC)




Set up variables for characteristic velocity calculation:
55. C1 = (-1095.6897)( 104 )
56. CZ = (II77.5ZOZ)(IO 5)
57. C3 = (-4888.403)(105 )
58. C4 = (9945.6205)(105 )
5
59. C5 = (-9962.3336)(10)
60, C6 = (3935.112)(105 )
3
61. C7 = (4608.3401)(10)
62. C8 = (-4698.5585)(104 )
63. C9 = (1902.431)(105 )
64. CIO = (-3817.931)(105 )
65. CII = (3792.6895)(105 )
5
66. CIZ = (-1489.9681)(I0)
67. C13 = (-4000.8759)(102 )
68. C14 = (4096.6833)(103 )
69. C15 = (-1663.2141)(104 )
70. 016 = (3343.4745)(104 )
71. C17 = (-3324..822)(104 )
72. C18 = (1306.9946)(104 )
89Z
73. LNPC = Ln(PC)
74. FMU = XMRC
75. FMU12 = XMRC "5
76. FMU32 = XMRC 1.5
77. FMU2 = XMRC 2
78. FMU52 = XMRC 2.5
Compute characteristic velocity:
79. CSTH = (C1 + (C2)/(FMU12) + (C3)/(FMU)
+ (C4)/(FMU32) + (C5}/(FMU2)
+ (C6},, (FMU52) + (LNPC}(C7
•* (C8),, (FMU12) _- (Cg)/(FMU}
t (CI0)/(FMU32) + (Cll)/(FMU2)
+ (C 12)/(FMU52)}
+ (LNPC_)(Ct3 + (Ci4}/(FMU12}
+ (C15)/'(FMU) + (C16)/(FMU32)
+ (C17)/(FMU2) + (C18)/(FMU52)))/(FMU32)
Set up variables for thrust coefficient calculation:
80. A1 = 1.5283438
81. A2 = 1.0474001
82. A3 = -1.1688996
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83. A4 = .6142599
84. A5 = -.104119
85. A6 = -.70660583
86. A7 = .6324424
87. A8 = .21869441
88. A9 = -1.9625851
89. AI0 = 1.4593124
90. All = -.141305
-2
91. AI2 = (-6.6680344)(10
92. AI3 = -.12259043
93. AI4 = (7.9118236)(10 -2 )
94. AI5 = (9.2647573)(10 -2 )
-3
95. AI6 = (-5.7726734)(i0
96. AI7 = 1.0038964
97. AI8 = -129.79613
98. AI9 = 266.52457
99. A20 = -136.73502
100. A21 = 44.700008
I01. A2Z = -91.783763

















A26 = -3. 9661493
A27 = (1.8912772)(I0 -4)
-4
A28 = (Z.1775238)(I0 )
FLNMU = Ln(XMRC)
G = 1.0 - exp((-3)(XMRC) + 3.0)
G2 = G 2
FLNP = LNPG
El2 = EP "_
_i .5E3Z - _.=
EZ = EP z
E52 = Ep2.5
Compute thrust coefficient:
1 16. CFTH = (A1 + (A2) (FLNMU) + (A3) (FLNMU z)
+ (A4)(FLNMU 3) + (A5)(FLNMU 4) + (A6)/(E12)
+ (A7)/(EP) + (A8)/(E32) + (A9)/(E2) + (AI0)/(E5Z)
+ (AII)(FLNMU)/(EI2) + (AI2)(FLNMU)/(EP)
+ (AI3) (FLNMU 3)/(E12) + (AI4) (FLNMU 3 )/(EP)
+ (AIS)(FLNMUZ)/(EIZ))(AI7) + (AI6)
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117. Return
+ (G) (FLNP) (EIZ) (AI8 + (AI9) (G) + (AZ0) (GZ))
+ (G) (FLNP z) (EIZ) (A21 + (AZZ) (G) + (AZ3) (GZ))
+ (G) (FLNP 3) (EIZ) (AZ4 + (AZ5) (G) + (AZ6) (GZ))
+ (FMU) (exp ((-PG)/(243.0))) (A27











































ZZ, 53, 80, 116
Z3, 53, 81, 116
24, 53, 8Z, 116
Z5, 53, 83, 116
26, 53, 84, 116
Z7, 53, 85, 116
28, 53, 86, ]16
29, 53, 87, 116
30, 53, 88, 116
31, 53, 89, 116
32, 53, 90, 116
33, 53, 91, 116
34, 53, 92, 116
35, 53, 93, 116
36, 53, 94, 116
37, 53, 95, 116
38, 53, 96, 116
39, 53, 97, 116
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40, 53, 98, 116
41, 53, 99, 116
42, 53, 100, 116
43, 53, I01, 106
44, 53, 10Z, 116
45, 53, 103, 116
46, 53, 104, 116
47, 53, 105, 116
106, 116
107, 116
Z, ZI, 55, 79
3, Zl, 56, 79
4, ZI, 57, 79
5, ZI, 58, 79
6, Zl, 59, 79
7, Zl, 60, 79
B, Zl, 61, 79
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9, Zl, 6Z, 79
I0, Zl, 63, 79
II, Zl, 64, 79
IZ, Zl, 65, 79
13, Zl, 66, 79
14, Zl, 67, 79
15, Zl, 68, 79
16, Zl, 69, 79
]7, 21, 70, 79
18, Zl, 71, 79







CALL, 49, 53, IIZ,
I13, 114, 115, 116
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REAL, 20, 21, 53,
73, 79, iii
REAL, 52, 53
CALL, Z0, 73, 116
CALL, Zl, 48, 5Z,




























CSTH = ( CI + C2 * XMRC +C3 * XMRC**2 +C4 *XMRC**3 +C5 *XMRC**4 +
I C6" XMRC**5 +C7 * LNPC +C8" XMRC*LNPC +C9 *XMRC**2 *LNPC +CI0 *XM
2RC **3 * LNPC +C11" XMRC**4 *LNPC+C12 *XMRC**5 *LNPC +C13" LNPC**2
_-_ _,-,,,r_n._*LNPC**2 +C15" XHRC**2 *LNPC **2 +C16" XMRC**3 *LNPC**2






















FIGURE 94. S_BOLIC I/STING OF SUBROUTINE TGPROP
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CFTH- (AI +A2* LNRC +A3 *LNRC**2 +A4*LNRC**3 + AS*LNRC**4 + A6/EPR
IT +A7/EP +A8/(EP**I.5) +A9/(EP**2) + AIO/(EP**2.5) +AII*LNRC/
2EPRT + A]2 * LNRC/EP +A13 * LNRC**3 /EPRT + AI4 *LNRC**3/EP + AI
35 *LNRC **2/EPRT )* AI7 +AI6 +AI9*ERC2 *EPRT *LNPC +A20*ERC3 *EPRT
4*LNPC +A21*ERC *EPRT* LNPC**2 +A22 *ERC2 * EPRT *LNPC **2 + A23"
5ERC3 *EPRT *LNP£**2 +A24 *ERC *EPRT*LNPC**3 + A25" ERC2*EPRT*LNPC



























CSTH = (CI+C2/FMU12 +C3/FMU +C4/ FMU32 +CS/FMU2 +C6/FMU52 + LNPC
I*(C7+C8/FMU12 +C9 /FMU +CIO/FMU32+ C11/FMU2 +C12/FMU52) +LNPC**2*





























A27,, I. 891 2772E-O4
A28,, 2.1775238E-O4
FL NMU,, ALOG(XMRC)







CFTH= (AI +A2 * FLNMU +A3 *FLNMU**2 +A4*FLNMU**3 +A5*FLNMU**4 +A6/
IE12 +A7/EP+A8/E32 +A9/E2 +A10/E52+(A11 *FLNMU)/E12 +(AI2*FLNMU)/EP
2+_A13- FLNMU *-3)/E12 +(AI4*FLNMU**3)/EP+( AI5*FLNMU**2}/EI2}*A17+
3A16+ G* FLNP *E12 *(A18+A19 *G + A20 *G2} +G*FLNPWW2*E12 *(A21+A22
4*G +A23*G2)+G*FLNP**3 *E12 *(A24+A25*G +A26*G2) +FMU *EXP(-PC/243.
50) *(A27 +A28 *FMU *E12 )
60 RE TURN
END
FIGURE 94. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE TCPROP (cont.)
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LXXV. SUBROUTINE PRPDEN
This subroutine calculates the propellant density and vapor
pressure, given the static pressure and temperature. The propellants
considered are liquid oxygen, RPI, and liquid hydrogen.
The computational method employed includes the evaluation of
a number of polynomial equations. The coefficients of these equations
are internally stored in a DATA statement in arrays CLISTI through
CLIST9. Evaluation of the polynomials is accomplished with Subroutine
VPOLY.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL PRPDEN(K, P, T, ARGA, ARGB, PV, DENS)
SOLUTION METHOD
The following initial data are defined:
1. PSL = 14.696
2. TR = T + 459. 688
3. Tn = (TR)/(I.8)
904
DThe appropriate set of equations is established:
4. If K= I, go to 5
If K= 2, go to II
If K= 3, go to 18
Liquid Oxygen Calculations
5. CALL VPOLY(3, CLISTI, (I.0)/(TK), TEMPI)
6. PV = (PSL) exp(TEMPI)
7. CALL VPOLY(3, CLIST2, TK, TEMPI)
8. CALL VPOLY(3, CLIST3, TK, TEMP2)
9. TEMP2 = (62.428227)(TEMP2)
i0. DENS = (TEMPZ)(I.0 + (10.0)(TEMPI)(P-PV)) 0"I
Return
RP 1 Calculations
II. CALL VPOLY(4, CLIST4, TR, TEMPI)
IZ. TEMPI = TEMPI +(146230.05)/(TR)+(776.60607)(Ln(TR))
13. PV = exp(TEMPI)
14. CALL VPOLY(3, CLIST5, T, TEMPI)
15. TEMPI = TEMPI-(I.1786)(10)-I0(p)
16. TEMPZ = (0 .000394) (ARGA-T) + (0 .9991) (ARGB)












CALLVPOLY(6, CLIST6, (Z00.0)/(TK), TEMPI)
PV = (PSL) exp ((Z.30Z58) (TEMPI))
CALL VPOLY(4, CLIST7, TK, TEMPP)
CALL VPOLY(4, CLIST8, TK, TEMP3)



























Reference temperature, o F
RP 1 option only
Specific gravity at reference












K = 1, Liquid oxygen
K = 2, RP1
K = 3, Liquid hydrogen
Static pre s sure lb/i n 2














CALL, 10, 17, 25
CALL, 4
CALL, 10, 15, 17, 23
1,6, 19,23
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Vapor pressure lb/in z










CALL, 6, 10, 13, 19
CALL, 2, 14, 16
5, 6, 7, I0, II, 12, 13,
14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 23





3, 5, 7, 8, 18, 20, 21, 22








SUBROUTINE PRPDEN (K, P, T, ARGA,ARGB, PV, DENS)
K = PROPELLANT TYPE
I = LIQUID OXYGEN
2 = RPI
3 -- LIQUID HYDROGEN
P = STATIC PRESSURE, LB/IN**2
T = STATIC TEMPERATURE, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
ARGA = REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, RPI OPTION ONLY
ARGB = SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT REF. TEMP., RPI OPTION ONLY
_V = VAPOR PRESSURE, LB/IN**2
DENS - DENSITY, LB/FT**3
_RPDEN CALCULATES PROPELLANT DENSITY AND VAPOR PRESSURE FROM
PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE FOR LOX, Re1, LH2
DIMENSION CL IST1('3) ,CL IST2(3) ,CL IST3(3) ,CL IST4(4) ,CL IST5(3),
CLIST6(6) ,CLIST7(4) ,CLIST8(4) ,CLIST9(5)
DATA ('CL ISTI( I ), I=1,3)/5.238279,-7. 29534181 ,-41958.931/,
(CL IST2(I ), I=1,3)/8.05790431E-5,-1.8993851E-6, 1. 2860036E-8/,
(CL IST3(I), I=1,3)/1.414202,-1.033016E-3,-2.23E-5/,
(CL IS T4 (I), I= I ,4 )/-4536.4149 ,-I. 4305354,5. 7028733E-4,
-I .O132155E-7/,
(CL IST5( I), I=I, 3)/3.9389E-6, I. 9325E-8,-8.75E-121,
(CLIST6(I), I=I ,6)/4.9259175,-I. 1789812,. 14833835 ,-. O12457985 ,
.53989697E-3, -. 9468439E-5/,
/'t" r_QE
,_LIST7(1) I=I 4)/ ,)_I_i, n_n_a1145 .94!,,.,.,44E-3,
. , t . li.,lllill# i # #"i= , _ s ll,._iL, t_.#li.._l !
-. 14947327E-4/,
(CLIST8(I), I=I ,4)/183.81 304 ,-4.71 66549,-. 14768532,
•33075926E-2/,
(CL IST9( I), I-I ,5)/.01526718,. 62675344E-2,. 14973511E-2,
-. IB306903E-3,-. 2069318E-4/
* (P - PV))**0.1
776.60607 * ALOG(TR)
DATA PSLI14. 696/
TR = T + 459.688
TK : TR/I. 8
GO TO (IO,20,30), K
LIQUID OXYGEN CALCULATIONS
CALL VPOLY(3,CLISTI,I.0/TK,TEMPI)
_V = PSL * EXP(TEMPl)
CALL VPOLY(3,CLIST2,TK,TEHPI)
CALL VPOLY(3,CL IST3, TK, TEMD2)
TEMP2 = 62.428227 * TEMP2




TEMPI = TEMPI + 146230.O5/TR +
_V = EXP(TEMPl)
CALL VPOLY(3,CLIST5,T,TEMPI)
TEMPI = TEMPI - 1.1786E-I0 * P
TEMP2 ...000394 * (ARGA - T) + .9991 * ARGB
DENS = 62.4266 * TEMP2 * (I.O + TEMPI * P)

















PSL * EXP(2.30258 * TEMPI)
VPOLY(4,CL IST7,TK,TEMP2)
VPOLY(4,CL IST8,TK,TEMP3)
VPOLY(5,CLIST9,(32.976 - TK)**.33333333 TEMP4)
= (TEMP3 + P/PSL)/(TEMP3 + 10 O**TEMPIi
(1.O - TEMP2 * ALOG(TEMPS))/TEMP4
125.83517/TEMP6




This subroutine calculates the chamber performance of an
engine.









Injector end chamber pressure
Mixture ratio
Thrust chamber throat area
Oxidizer mass flow rate
Fuel mass flow rate
Desired thrust
Thrust chamber expansion area ratio
COMMON blocks
CHRL10, CBAL, MNRL10, and CMAIN.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CCHAM, CMAIN,






= Indicator which determines the correct
entry point into Subroutine LOX
= Iteration loop control counter
= Iteration loop control counter
SOLUTION METHOD
Thrust chamber nozzle stagnation pressure:
1. PNS = (PCIZ}/(1.037}
Theoretical characteristic velocity and thrust coefficient:
2. CALL TCPROP (2, XMRTC, PNS, EPS, CSTHE, CFTHE)
Characteristic velocity efficiency:
3. If XMRTC - 4.3
If X/k4RTC - 4.3
4. ETCS = .95152
5. Go to 7
6. ETCS =
< 0, go to 4
> 0, go to 6
1.01 - (XMRTC)(.0136)
Actual characteristic velocity:
7. CS = (CSTHE)(ETCS)
912
Total chamber mass flow rate:
8. WC = (3Z.174}(PNS}(ATC}/(CS}
Test to determine if total chamber flow rate matches the sum
of the flow rates obtained by balancing the LOX and fuel systems:
. If ] WC -WCO -WCF I - ((TOL8)(WC)) < 0, go to 13
If IWC -WCO -WCF I - ((TOL8)(WC)) > 0, go to I0
New value of fuel pump speed:
10. CALL ESTM (IDLE, 2, TXNP, TTXNP, (WC- WCF- WCO),
X'NP (i), LUPS)
!!. !ND = 3
12. Go to 25
13. IDLE = 0
Thrust coefficient efficiency:
14. ETCF = .9996 - (XMRTC)(.0056)
Actual thrust coefficient:
15. CF = (ETCF)(CFTHE)
Thrust:
16. FC = (CF)(PNS)(ATC)
913
17. If KBAL - i < 0, go to 18
If KBAL - 1 > 0, go to Z2
thrust:
Test to determine if calculated thrust matches the loaded
18. If I FC -FOL I - ((TOL9)(FC)) < 0, go to 22
If I FC - FCL I - ((TOLg)(FC)) > 0, go to 19
New value of desired injector end chamber pressure:
19. CALL ESTM (IDLF, 2, TPCIE, TTPCIE, FC - FCL,
PCIEL, LUP9)
20. IND = 2
Zl. Go to Z5
22. IDLF = 0
Specific impulse:
Z3. XISPE = (FC)/(WC)
























































































Storage array for inde-
pendent argument in
Subroutine ESTM
Storage array for dependent
argument in Subroutine
ESTM
Storage array for dependent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Storage array for independ-







lbf/in z /CMAIN/, 1
ibf/inz /MNRLI 0/, 19
lbf/in z
ibm/sec








/CCHAM/, 8, 9, 10, 2.3
916
D



































DATA LUP8/6HXN_(1)/ ,LUDg/6H mCIEL /
C(_MMI_N /MNRLI0/ PC IEL,Q(2),XMRTCL, _I I(2)
C0HMI_N /CHRL I0/ TQL8, TQL9,FCL
C_MMON /CPUMD/ _PI(2),TnlS(2),XNPSH(21, _VPI(2),RHPI(2),
IVHPI t 2) ,WDt2) ,DP I ( 2),DELl (2) ,TPDSf 2), DLTP(2),_PDS (2), PPD(2), _VPD(2
2), RHDD(2), VHPD(2),DPD(2), DEL2(2) ,RH°r 2) ,QP(2) ,H(2),XNP(2),CI (6, 2),
31PB(2_ ,XNP_ _ 2), DEL3(2) ,HPRIM(2),ETAP(2) ,XNS (2) ,XNSS (2),BHPP(2),
4_PISf2), IPBR
C_t,IM_N /CCHAMI IND-_R ,CF ,CFTHE,ETCF,EPS,PNS,FC,ATC,FAUX,FEN,
I DEL7 ,CS, CSTHE ,ETCS ,WC, XMRTC ,WCF ,WC_
C_MM_N ICBAL/KBAL ICOAIPA /CRESGG/RESOG,RESFG
C_MM_N ICMAINIWMIS(4},HPAUX(2_,ETAGR(2_,DEL6t2),GR(2),UPDA(2),TN,
I_RES (4) ,WG,WGI_,WGF, )C I E ,XMRE ,°GG,X I SPC ,X I SPE ,FE ,WE_,WEF,TD I R(2)
THRUST CHAMBER EQUATIONS
_NS = PClE / I.O37
CALL TC PR_ (2,XMRTC, -_NS, EPS ,CSTHE ,CFTHE )
IF(XMRTC-4.3)301 ,301,302
301 ETCS = .95152
G0 T0 303
302 ETCS = 1.01 - XMRTC* .O136
303 CS = CSTHE * ETCS
WC = 32.174 * PNS * ATC / CS
IF(ABS(WC-WC_-WCF) -(T_L8*WC ))305,305,30/+
30/+ CALL ESTM(IDLE,2,TXNP,TTXN m,WC-WCF-WCI_,XNP(1),LUP8
IND = 3
G0 TQ 310
305 IDLE = O
ETCF = .9996 - XMRTC * .0056
CF = ETCF * CFTHE






308 I DLF - O




FIGURE 96. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE CHMBER
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LXXVII. SUBROUTINE PUMP1
This subroutine calculates the fuel and oxidizer pump per-
formance parameters of an RLI0-AI engine. The following input data
is required:
a. Actual pump speed
b. Nominal pump speed
c. Pump inlet volume flow rate
d. Pump head
e. Pump inlet conditions
This subroutine uses COMMON blocks
MNRL10.





Indicator denoting fuel or oxidizer pumD. Must




I. IN = IP
Ratio of actual pump speed to nominal pump speed:
Z. XRATIO(IN) = (XNP(IN))/(XNPN (IN))
Dimensionless flow coefficient:
3. PHI(IN) = ((Q (IN))/(XNP (IN))) (PCON (IN))
Set ESTM iteration loop control counter:
4. IDL = 0
Do LOX or fuel calculations according to indicator:
5. If IN = I, go to Z5
If IN = 2, go to 6
LOX Side Calculations
Dimensionless head coefficient:
6. CALL UVAR (PHI (IN), 3, SI (IN))
7. SI(IN) = (SI(IN))(I.01168)
920
Head:
8. H (IN) = (SI (IN)) (XNP (IN))Z/(115600)
Discharge total pressure:
9. PPD(IN) = PPI(IN) + ((H(IN))(RHPI(IN)))/(144)
Volumetric efficiency:
I0. CALL UVAR((XNP(IN))(.001), 4, ETAPV)
Thermal efficiency:
ll. CALL UVAR((Q(IN)/(kT_ATiO(iN)), 5, ETAPY)
Efficiency:
IZ. ETAP (IN) = (ETAPV) (ETAPT)
Inlet constant pressure specific heat:
13. CALL UVAR(TPIS(IN), 6, CPI)
Discharge constant pressure specific heat:
14. CALL UVAR(TPIS (IN) + Z, 6, CPD)
heats:
Average of inlet and discharge constant pressure specific
15. CPAVE(IN) = (CPI + CPD)/(Z)
921
Temperature rise across pump:
16. TDEL(IN) = (H(IN))/((778.Z6)(CPAVE(IN)))
Discharge static temperature:
17. TPDS = TPIS(IN) + TDEL(IN)
Continue with LOX for fuel calculations according to the
indicator:
18. If IN = I, go to 48
If IN = Z, go to 19
Discharge constant pressure specific heat:
19. CALL UVAR (TPDS, 6, CPDD)
Z0. If I CPD-CPDD I < ((TOLZ)(CPD)),
If I CPD - CPDD I > ((TOLZ)(CPD)),
go to Z3
go to Zl
New value of discharge constant pressure specific heat:
Zl. CALL ESTM (IDL, Z, FCPD, DFCPD, (CPD -CPDD),
CPD, LUPZ)
ZZ. Go to 15
Discharge density:




Z5. XX = ((-.000Z)(XNP(IN))) + 6.
26. If PHI (IN) < .044, go to Z7
If PHI (IN) > .044, go to 29
Dimensionless head coefficient:
27. SI (IN) =
28. Go to 30
29. SI (IN) =
((-1.847) (PHI(IN)) + ((.009)(XX)) + .66755
((-4.B611) (PHI (IN))) + ((.009) (XX)) + .80017
Head:
30. H (iN) = ((Si(IN))(kFNP (IN))z )/'16780)
Discharge total pressure:
31. PPD(IN) = PPI(IN) + (((H (IN)) (RHPI (IN)))/ (144))
Volumetric efficiency:
32. ETAPV = ((.00005534)(XNP(IN)))- .6602
Thermal efficiency:
33. ETAPT = ((-.0000032) (XNP (IN))) + .096
34. XXX = ((.O0002298)(XNP(IN))) + .3106
923
Efficiency:
35. ETAP(IN) = -((I + ((448.86) (Q (IN)) - (670)(XXX))2/
((ETAPV) (Z6267.82))) (.007056)) I/z + ETAPT + .63
Test for correct curve to be used in BIVAR:
36. If TPIS(IN)
If TPIS (IN)
37. N = 8
38. Go to 40
39. N = 9
60, go to 37
> 60, go to 39
Inlet constant pressure specific heat:
40. CALL BIVAR(TPIS(IN), (PPI (IN))/(14. 7) , N, CPI)
Discharge static temperature:
41. TPDS = TPIS(IN) + 15
Test for correct curve to be used in BIVAR:
42. If TPDS
If TPDS
43. N = 8
44. Go to 46
45. N = 9
60, go to 43
> 60, go to 45
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Discharge constant pressure specific heat:
46. CALL BIVAR(TPDS, (PPD(IN))/(14. 7) , N, CPD)
47. Go to 15
Test for correct curve to be used in BIVAR:
48. If TPDS
If TPDS
49. N = 8
50. Go to 52
5!. N = 9
_< 60, go to 49
> 60, go to 51
52. CALL BIVAR (TPDS, (PPD (IN))/(14. 7) , N, CPDD)
If I CPD - CPDD I _ ((TOLI)(CPD)), go to 56
If I CPD - CPDD I _ ((TOLi)(CPD)), go to 54
53.
New value of discharge constant pressure specific heat:
CALL ESTM (IDL, 2, FCPD, DFCPD, CPD - CPDD,
CPD, LUP1)
54.
55. Go to 15
925
56. XX = Ln(PPD(IN))
Discharge density:
57. CALL BIVAR(XX, TPDS, I, RHPD(IN))






















pressure specific u_ ÷tidal









14, 15, Z0, Zl,
46, 53, 54













Storage array for independent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Pump head




ii, 12, 33, 35
I0, IZ, 32, 35
DIM, Zl, 54
35










Indicator to determine fuel
side or LOX side equations
Indicator to determine fuel
side or LOX side equations
Units Reference
I,2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, I0, II, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
23, 25, 26, 27, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34,





N Set to correct curve number
for use in Subroutine BIVAR
DATA, 21
37, 39, 40, 43, 45,

























3, 6, 26, 27, Z9
/CPUMP/, 9, 3 I, 46,
5Z, 56
/CPUMP/, 9, 31, 40
/MNRLIO/, 3, 11, 35
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Temperature rise across OR
pump





















/CPUMP/, 17, 19, Z3,
41, 42, 46, 48, 52







Ratio of actual pump speed





/CPUMP/, Z, 3, 8, I0,




SUBROUTINE PUMP1 NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Symbol Description Unit_____ss Reference
XX Constant used in calcu-
lating fuel pump dimensionless
head coefficient
25, 27, zg, 56, 57
XXX Constant used in calcu-












1 FOR FUEL SIDE , 2 FOR LI_X SIDE
DIMENSION "HI(2)
DIMENSION _CON(2), FCPD(20),DFOPD(20) ,S I (2) ,CPAVE (2), TDEL (2)
DATA DCON/835.73,2872.5/,LUP2/6HCPD L /tLUP1/6t-ICPD F /
COMMON /MNRLIO/ PCIEL,Q(2),XMRTCL,PII(2)
COMMON /LXRLIO/ TOL3,TOL5,CD2,CON1,CON2,CON3,CON4,CON5
COMMON /FLRL 10/ CON8, CON6, TOL4, FLOPT, CON7, TOJE, WCF1, TOL6, TOL7,
1CONIO,AVT
COMMON /CHRLIO/ TOLB,TOLg,FCL
COMMON /PPRLIO/ XRATIO(2), TOLl, TOL2, XNPN(2)
COMMON /TBRL 10/ CON9, ETGER,CeN11 ,CON12 ,CIIN13 ,CeN14,CON15, TtlLIO
1 ,HP1 ,HP2
COMMON /CPUMP/ PPI(2),TPIS(2),XNPSH(2), PVPI(2),RHPI(2),
1VHPI(2),WP(2),DPI 2),DELl DLTP(
2), RHPD(2) ,VHPD(2) I (2), TPDS(2), 2), PPDS(2), PPD(2), PVPD(DDD(2), 2) ,QPDEL2(2) ,RHP( (2) ,H(2),XNP(2) ,C1(6,2)_
31_B(2),XNPPr2), DEL3('2),Hr_RIM(2) ,ETAP(2) ,XNS(2),XNSS(2),BHPP(2),
4_PI S (2), I PBR
COMMON /CTURB/ PTI(2),PTES(2),WT(2),ATI(2),CST(2),DELHT(2),
ICPT(2),ITT (2),GAMT(2),UVRAT(2),DW(2),XNT(2) ETAT(2),C7(9,2),HPT(2)
2,XNTST(2), ,XMTE(2) ,ATE ( TE (2),PRT(2)TTDS (2) 2), RGT(2),_ i2), TTD
COHMeN /CCHAM/ INDDR ,CF ,CFTHE,ETCF,EPS,PNS,FC,ATC,FAUX,FEN,
IDEL7,CS,CSTHE,ETCS,WC,XMRTC}WCF,WCO
C_MMeN /CMA IN/WH IS (4),H_AUXt 2).ETAGR{ 2). urLo_2)_'"'r, .GR(2) ,PPDA(2) ,TN ,
IORES (4),WG,WGO,WGF,PC IE,XMRE,r_GG,XISPC ,X ISPE,FE,WEO,WEF,TP IR(2)
IN- IP
XRATI_(iN) = XNP(iN)/XNPN(IN)





SIrlN_ = Si(IN) * 1.Ol168
H(iN) = SI(IN) * XNP(IN)**2/115600.
_PD(IN) - PPI(IN) +i_H(IN)*RHPI(IN)/144.)





CPAVE(IN) = (CPI + CPD)/2.0
TDEL(IN) - H(IN)/f778.26*'CPAVE(IN) )











FUEL SIDE EQUATIONS F_LL(_W
2 XX -(-.OOO2*XNP(IN)) + 6.
IF(PHI (IN)-.O4.4)21,21,22
21 SI(IN) = (-1.847*PHI(IN)) + (:oog*XX)
G_ T_ 23
22 SI(IN) = (-4.8611*PHI(IN)) + (.O09*XX) +
23 H(IN) - (SI(IN)*XNP(IN)**2)/ 16780.
_PD(IN) - PPI(IN) + (H(IN)*RHPI(IN)/144.
ETAPV - (.O00OS534*XNP(IN)) -.6602




+ • 66755 "
• 80017
)
XXX = (.O0002298*XNP(IN)) +.3106
ETAP ( I N)=-SQRT (( I. +(448.86-Q( I N)-670.*XXX)**2/f ETAPV*26267.82) )
1.007056) + ETAPT +.63




















35 XX - ALOG(PPD(IN))
CALL B IVAR(XX,TPDS,I,RHPD tIN) )
G0 T0 1OOO
END
FIGURE 97. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PUMP1 (cont.)
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IXXVIII. SUBROUTINE LOX
This subroutine calculates the liquid oxygen mass flow rate of
an RL10-A1 engine. The following input data is required:
a. Chamber pressure
b. LOX pump inlet conditions
c. Flow loss coefficient of each component
This subroutine uses COMMON blocks CPUMP, LXRL10,
CCHAM, MNRL10 and CMAIN.
CALLING SEQUENCE
where:
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL LOX (IND)




Reset counters for Subroutine ESTM:
1. IDL = 0
Z. IDLA = 0
Test for correct entry to subroutine:
• If IND = 0, go to 4
If IND = l, go to 9
If IND = 2, go to 17
LOX pump speed:
4. XNP(Z) = (CON5)(XNP(1))
LOX mass flow rate:
5. wco = (Q(Z))(RHPI(Z))
LOX pump inlet static pressure:
6. PPIS(2) = PPI(2) -((CONI)(WCO)Z/RHPI(2))
Calculate LOX pump performance:
7. CALL PUMP1 (2)
Pressure drops from LOX pump outlet to injector inlet:
934
8. PDELI = (CONZ)(Wco)Z/(RHPD(Z))
9. PDEL2 = (CON3)(Wco)Z/(RHPD(Z))
LOX injector inlet pressure:
10. PII(2) = PPD(2) - PDELI - PDEL2
Pressure drop across LOX injector:
Ii. PDEL3 = (144)(WCO)Z/((Z)(RHPD(Z))(3Z.174)
((CD2) (CON4)) 2 )
12. CALL UVAR (PDEL3 + .06, 7, CDDZ)
13. If ICD2 -CDD21 - ((TOL3)(CDZ)) < 0, go to 15
If ICDZ -CDD2] - ((TOL3)(CD2)) > 0, go to 14
14. CALL ESTM (IDL, 2, TCD2, TCDDZ, (CD2 -CDD2),
CD2, LUP3)
15. Go to 10
Injector end chamber pressure:
16. PCIE = PII(2) - PDEL3
Reset counter used in 14:
17. IDL = 0
935
Test to determine if calculated chamber pressure matches the
loaded value:
18. If I PCIE - PCIEL I - ((TOL5)(PCIE)) _ 0, go to 21
If I PCIE - PCIEL [ - ((TOL5)(PCIE)) > 0, go to 19
New value of LOX pump inlet volume flow rate:
19. CALL ESTM (IDLA, 2, TQ, TQY, (PCIE- PCIEL),
Q (2), LUP5)











De s cri ption
LOX injector flow loss
coefficient
LOX injector flow loss
coefficient
Constant used in calculating
LOX pump inlet static
pre s s ure
Flow loss coefficient for
line from LOX pump
discharge to injector inlet
Ground mixture ratio control





















Actual LOX injector area
Ratio of LOX pump speed
to fuel pump speed
Iteration loop control counter
Iteration loop control counter
Indicator to determine correct






























Injector end chamber pressure
Loaded value of injector end
chamber pres sure
Pressure drop in line from
LOX pump discharge to
injector inlet
Pressure drop across ground
mixture ratio control value




Pump inlet total pressure
Pump inlet static pressure
Pump inlet volume flow rate
Pump discharge density
Pump inlet density
Storage array for independent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Storage array for dependent








































LOX injector flow loss
coefficient tolerance
Injector end chamber pres sure
tolerance
Storage array for independent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Storage array for dependent
argument in Subroutine ESTM





























LI_X FUL I ST,REF
SUBROUTINE L_X(IND)
DIMENSII_N TCD2(20),TCDD2(20),TQ(20),TQY(20)
DATA LU_3/6H CD2 /,LUP5/6H PCIE I
C_MM_N /MNRLIO/ PCIEL,Q(2),XMRTCL,_II(2)
C(_MM_N /LXRLIO/ TOL3,TelLS,CD2,CeINI,C_N2,C_N3,CI_N4,CI_N5
C_MM_N ICPUMD/ ,_P I (2) ,TP I S(2) ,XNDSH(2), r_vPI _'2) ,RHPI (2),
DPI(2),DELI(2),TPDS(2) DLTP_'2),PPDS(2),P_)D(2) PVPD(2[)r 2) ,DPD(2) DEL2(2) ,RHPi2) ,QP(2) ,H(2) ,XNPf 2) ,C{ (6, 2)
) ,DEE3(2) ,HDRIM(2) ,ETAP(2) ,XNS(2) ,XNSS(2) ,BHPP(2),
/ INDPR ,CF ,CFTHE,ETCF,E.DS,PNS,FC,ATC,FAUX,FEN,
,ETCS,WC,XMRTC,WCF,WC_
C_MMI3N /CMAIN/WHIS(4),HPAUX(2),ETAGR(2),DEL6(2),GR(2),PPDA(2),TN,




XN°(2) = CON5 * XNP(1)
WC_ - Q(2) * RHOI(2)
_PIS(2) ,, PPI(2) - (C_NI_WCOW*2/RHDI(2))
CALL PUM°I(2)
r'DEL1 = C_N2 * WC_**2/RHF'D(2)
_DEL2 = CON3 * WC(_**2/RHPD(2)
_11(2)---PPD(2) - PDEL1 - PDEL2












FIGURE 98. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE LOX
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LXXIX. SUBROUTINE FUEL
This subroutine calculates the hydrogen mass flow rate of an
RLI0-AI engine. The following input data is required:
a. Fuel pump inlet conditions
b. Liquid oxygen mass flow rate
c. Engine mixture ratio
d. Injector end chamber pressure
e. Flow loss coefficient of each component
This subroutine uses COMMON blocks
CCHAM, CMAIN, CBAL, and FLRL10.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The subroutine calling sequence is:





Indicator designating the correct entry point
to Subroutine LOX
Iteration loop control counter
941
SOLUTION METHOD
Reset counters used in Subroutine ESTM
I. IDLB = 0
Z. IDLD = 0
Fuel pump inlet density:
3. CALL BIVAR(Ln(PPI(1)), TPIS(1), I, RHPI(1))
4. Q(1) = WCO/((XMRTC)(RHPI(1)))
5. PIS = PPI(1)
6. CALL BIVAR (Ln(PIS), TPIS(1), I, RHPI(1))
Fuel mass flow rate:
7. WCF = (Q (1))(RHPI (1))
Fuel pump inlet static pressure:
8. PPIS(1) = PPI(1) - ((CON6)(WcF)Z/RHPI(1))
9. If IPIS -PPIS(1) I - ((TOL4)(PIS)) _ 0, goto 12
If IPIS - PPIS(1) I - ((TOL4)(PIS)) > 0, go to 10






Calculate fuel pump performance:
12. CALL PUMP1 (1)
13. IDLD = 0
Pressure drops from fuel pump outlet to jacket inlet manifold:
14. PDEL4 = (CON7)(WcF)Z/RI-IPD(1)
15. PDEL5 = (CON8)(WCF)2/RHPD(1)
Engine mixture ratio:
16. XMRTC = WCO/WCF
Pressure and temperature across the jacket inlet manifold,
j_k_, and jacket _v_ _,_:_,1_.
17. If (XMRTC - 4.2) g 0, go to 27
If (XMRTC - 4.2) > 0, go to 18
18. If (XMRTC - 5.8) g 0, go to 19
If (XMRTC - 5.8) > 0, go to 23
Compute constants based on XMRTC:
19. XKONI = ((XMRTC)(.05438) + .5681)(.97)
20. XKON2 = ((XMRTC)(.07) + .415)(1.53)
21. XKON3 = (XMRTC)(.07) + .415
22. Go to 30
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Z3. XKONI = .8583
24. XKON2 = 1.15613
Z5. XKON3 = .821
26. Go to 30
Z7. XKONI = .77891
Z8. XKONZ = 1.08477
29. XKON3 = .709
30. PDEL6 = ((I.439)(WCF)Z/RHPD(1))(XKON3)
31. PFJ = PPD(1) - PDEL4 - PDEL5 - PDEL6
32. If (PFJ - 800) > 0, go to 38
If (PFJ - 800) < 0, go to 33
Check PCIE to determine which curve to use:
33. If ((PCIE)(I.008) - 274) < 0, go to 34
If ((PCIE)(I.008) - Z74) > 0, go to 36
34. N = I0
35. Go to 39
36. N = 30
37. Go to 39
38. N = Ii
39. CALL BIVAR (PFJ, (PCIE)(I.008), N, TRCJ)
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40. CALL BIVAR(PFJ, 5, 12, TRCJN)
41. TRC = (TRCJ)/(TRCJN)
42. CALL BIVAR (PFJ, XMRTC, 12, TRGJM)
43. CALL UVAR (i, Zg,  CI)
44. T_TR = (TRCJM) (TRC) (TRCI) (XKONI)
45. TOJE = TPDS + TITR
Check PCIE to see which curve to use:











If ((PCIE) (I .008)) - 260 > 0, go to 49
N = 13
Go to 53
If PFJ - 800 _> 0, go to 52




CALL BIVAR ((PCIE)(I .008), PFJ, N, PJL)
CALL BIVAR (PFJ, 5, 15, PJLNM)
PLJ = (PJL)/(PJLNM)
CALL BIVAR (PFJ, XMRTC, 15, PJLI)
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57. PDEL7 = (PIL1)(PLI}(.58)
58. PIJE = PFJ - PDEL7
Check PCIE to determine which curve to use:
59. If ((PCIE)(I.O08)) - Z60 < O, go to 60
If ((PCIE)(I.008)) - Z60 > 0, go to 62
60. N = 16
61. Go to 66
62. If PFJ - 800 > 0, go to 65
If PFJ - 800 < 0, go to 63
63. N = 3Z
64. Go to 66
65. N = 17
66. CALL BIVAR ((PCIE) (1.008), PFJ, N, PCJ)
67. CALL BIVAR (PFJ, 5, 18, PCJN)
68. PLJE = (PCI)/(PCIN)
69. CALL BIVAR (PFJ, XMRTC, 18, PCJM)
70. PDEL8 = (PCJM) (PLJE) (XKON2)
71. POIE = PIIE - PDEL8
Pressure drop from jacket exit manifold to venturi inlet:
72. PDEL9 = (CON10) (WCF) z (TOIE)/(POIE)
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Fuel total pressure at venturi inlet:
73. POVl = POJE - PDEL9
Fuel mass flow rate at the venturi throat from compressible
flow relationships:
74. CALL BIVAR ((TOJE) (.7907), (POVI) (. 5075), 19, GAMAI)
75. TSVT = (2)(TOJE)/(GAMAI + I)
76. PSVT = (POVI)((Z)/(GAMAI + I))((GAMA1)/(GAMAI I))
77. CALL BIVAR (TSVT, PSVT, 19, GAMA2)
78. CALL UVAR (GAM_kZ, 20, FLOPT)
79. WCFI = (FLOPT)(POVI)(AVT)/(TOJE) I/2
Test to determine if the mass flow rate of fuel at the venturi
throat matches the mass flow rate of fuel at the pump inlet:
80. If IWCF -WCFI I - ((TOL6)(WCF)) < 0, go to 83
If IWCF -WCFI i - ((TOL6)(WCF)) > 0, go to 81
New value of fuel pump inlet volume flow rate:
81. CALL ESTM (IDLB, Z, TQQ,
O (I), LUP6)
82. Go to 7
TQQ1, WCF - WCF1,
83. If KBAL = I, go to 84
If KBAL = 2, go to 88
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Test to determine if calculated mixture ratio matches the
loaded value:
84. If I XMRTO-XMRTOL { - ((TOL7)(XMRTO)) _ 0,
If { XMRTO-XMRTCL I - ((TOL7) (XA4RTO))> 0,
go to 88
go to 85
New value of ground mixture ratio control value flow loss
coefficient:
85. CALL ESTM(IDI_C, Z, TOON, TTGON, XMRTC - XMRTOL,
CON3, LUP7)
Set counter for correct entry into Subroutine LOX:
86. IND = 1
87. Return
Reset counter used in Subroutine ESTM:
88. IDLC = 0
Set counter so as not to re-enter Subroutine LOX:
89. IND = 0













Ibf-secGround mixture ratio control
3 2










Constant used in calculating
fuel pump inlet static
pre s sure
Flow loss coefficient for
line from fuel pump discharge
to jacket inlet manifold
Flow loss coefficient for fuel
pump discharge orifice
Flow loss coefficient for
line from jacket exit
manifold to venturi inlet
Venturi throat mass flow
parameter
Specific heat ratio of fuel
at venturi throat






































Indicator to determine correct















Set to correct curve number for
use in Subroutine BIVAR
Injector end chamber pressure
Pressure loss factor for jacket
exit manifold with chamber
pressure and jacket inlet
pres sure effects





34, 36, 38, 39, 47,
50, 52, 53, 60, 63,
65, 66
/CMAIN/, 33, 39,


















Pressure loss factor for jacket
exit manifold with jacket inlet
pressure and mixture ratio
effects
Pressure loss factor for jacket
exit manifold with jacket inlet
pressure effect and nominal
mixture ratio
Line pressure drop from fuel
pump discharge to jacket inlet
manifold
Pressure drop across fuel
pump discharge orifice
Pressure drop across jacket
inlet manifold
Pressure drop across tubes
in jacket
Pres sure drop across jacket
exit manifold
Pressure drop in line from
jacket exit manifold to
venturi inlet
































31, 3Z, 39, 40, 4Z,
49, 53, 54, 56, 58,
6Z, 67, 69
951








Total pressure of fuel at
inlet to jacket exit manifold
Pump inlet static pressure
Jacket pressure loss factor
with chamber pressure and
jacket inlet pressure effects
Iacket pressure loss factor
with mixture ratio and jacket
inlet pressure effects
Jacket pressure loss factor
with jacket inlet pressure



















Jacket pressure loss factor
Total pressure of fuel at exit
of jacket exit manifold
Total pressure of fuel at
venturi inlet
Pump discharge total pressure
Pump inlet total pressure
















73, 74, 76, 79
/CPUMP/, 31
/CPUMP/, 3, 5, 8
/CPUMP/, 8, 9, 10
952






















Pump inlet volume flow rate
Pump discharge density
Pump inlet density
Storage array for independent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Storage array for dependent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Storage array for independent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Jacket total temperature rise
Iacket exit total temperature
Fuel pump inlet static
pressure tolerance











/MNRL10/, 4, 7, 81
/CPUMP/, 14, 15, 30
/CPUMP/, 3, 4, 6, 7,
8
DIM, 10
T"_ TI Nw,ivl, I0
DIM, 85
44, 45





















Pump inlet static temperature
Storage array for independent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Storage array for dependent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Jacket temperature rise factor
Jacket temperature rise factor
Jacket temperature rise factor
with chamber pressure and
jacket inlet pressure effects
Jacket temperature rise factor
with jacket inlet pressure and
mixture ratio effects
Jacket temperature rise factor
with jacket inlet pressure
effect and nominal mixture
ratio
Static temperature of fuel at
venturi throat
Storage array for dependent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
















/CCHAM/, 7, 8, 14,
15, 16, 30, 72, 80,
81
954















Oxidizer mass flow rate
Jacket temperature rise factor





19, 23, 27, 44
20, 24, 28, 70
Jacket pressure loss factor
Thrast chamber mixture ratio
Zl, Z5, 29, 30
/CCHAM/, 4, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 42,

















COMMON /CCHAM/ INDPR ,CF ,CFTHE,ETCF,EmS,_NS,FC,ATC,FAUX,FEN,
IDEL7,CS,CSTHE,ETCS,WC,XMRTC,WCF,WCO





C FUEL SIDE EQUATIONS
150 CALL BIVAR(ALOG(PPI(1)),TPIS(1),I,RHPI(I) )
Q(I) = NC_ / (XMRTC * RH_I(1) )
_IS = DPI(1)
152 CALL BIVARKALOG(PIS),TOlS(1),I,RH_I(I) )
154 WCF = Q(1) * RHDI(1)












203 XKONI = (XMRTC*.05438+.5681) *
XKON2 = (XHRTC*.07+.415) * 1.53
XKON3 - XMRTC*.07+.415
G0 TO 208
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XK_N3 = .709
208 _DEL6 =(1.439*WCF**2 /RH_'D(1)) * XKI_N3
r'FJ = PPD(1) - PDEL4 - _'DEL5 - _DEL6
IF(PFJ-800.)210,214,214
210 IF(PCIE*1.008-274.)211,211,213
211 N = 10
GO T(_ 212
213 N = 30
G0 T_ 212
214 N= 11
212 CALL BIVAR(PFJ , _CIE*I.008,N, TRCJ)
CALL BIVAR(PFJ , 5.,12, TRCJN )
TRC = TRCJ/TRCJN
CALL BIVAR(PFJ , XMRTC 12 TRCJM )
CALL UVAR (1.,29,TRC1 i '
TJTR = TRCJM * TRC * TRCt *XK(_N1




222 IF(PFJ - 800.)223,224,224
223 N = 31
G0 T(_ 225
224 N = 14
,__._'"'-,..,-,,.-"^'' B IVAR_PC IE * I. "'uuS, "FJ,- ,,,",""JL )
CALL BIVAR(DFJ , 5., 15, OJLNM )
OLJ = _JL /PJLNM
CALL BIVAR( "_FJ, XMRTC,i5,_JLi )
_DEL7 = PJLI * _'LJ * .58
"tJE = DFJ - PDEL7
IF(PCIE * 1.008 - 260.)230,230,232
230 N = 16
G0 T0 235
232 IF(PFJ - 800.)233,234,234
233 N= 32
G0 T0 235
234 N = 17
235 CALL BIVAR(PCIE*I.OO8,PFJ ,N,nCJ )
CALL B IVAR(PFJ 5. ,18,_CJN )
_LJE = PCJ /°CJN
CALL BIVAR( PFJ ,XMRTC,18, PCJM )
r'DEL8 = °CJM * PLJE * XKI_N2
_0JE = P IJE - PDEL8
_DEL9 = CI_NIO * WCF**2 * TI_JE / PI_JE
_0VI = P_JE - _DEL9
CALL B IVAR(T_JE*.7907,o(_VI,.5075,19,GAMAI )
TSVT =2.*TOJE / fGAMAI+I.)
=SVT = P0VI* (2./(GAMAI+I.))**(GAMAI/(GAHAI-I.))
CALL BIVAR(TSVT,DSVT,19,GAMA2 )
CALL UVARFGAMA2,20,FL_DT)

























This subroutine uses COMMON
FLRL10, CMAIN, MNRL10, and CCHAM.
This subroutine calculates the turbine performance of an RLI0-A1
The following input data is required:
a. Mass flow rate of fuel
b. Pump heads
c. Pump efficiencies
d Pump inlet volume flow rates
e Pump inlet densities
f Auxiiliar_i horsepower
g Gearbox efficiency
h Fuel pump speed
i Total temperature of fuel at jacket exit
j. Flow loss coefficient of each component
blocks TBRL10, CPUMP, CTURB,
959
The subroutine calling sequence is:
CALL TRBINE
SOLUTION METHOD
Set ESTM iteration loop control counter:
1. IDLG = 0
Fuel pump horsepower:
2. HP1 = (H (1))(RHPI (1))(Q (1))/((ETAP (1))(550))
Oxidizer pump horsepower:
3. HP2 = (H (Z))(RHPI (Z))(Q (Z))/((ETAP (2))(550))
Turbine horsepower:
4. HPT = HPI + (HP2 + HPAUX)/(ETGER)
First guess of turbine mass flow rate:
5. WT = (GONg) (WCF)
Actual gas enthalpy change:
6. DELHTA = (.7068)(HPT)/(M/T)
Velocity ratio:
5
7. UVRAT = (.0001199)(XNP(1))/(DELHTA")
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Efficiency:
8. CALL UVAR(Ln(UVRAT), 21, ETAT)
Ideal gas enthalpy change:
9. DELHTI = (DELHTA)/(ETAT)
Inlet to exit pressure ratio:
10. CALL BIVAR((DELHTI)/(TOJE), TOJE, 22, PRT)
Mass flow parameter:
..v,=::_.zow parameter:
IZ. FLOPTZ = (FLOPT)(FLOPTI)(CONII)
Inlet total pressure:
.5
13. PTI = (WT)(TOJE )/(FLOPTZ)
Exit total pressure:
14. PTE = (PTI)/(PRT)
Exit static pressure:
15. PTES = (CONIZ)(PTE)
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Inlet enthalpy:
16 CALL UVAR(TOIE, 24, HTI)
Exit enthalpy:
17 HTE = HTI -DELHTA
Exit total temperature:
18 CALL UVAR (HTE, 25, TTD)
Enthalpy at turbine exit - bypass line mixing point:
19 HMIX = ((WT) (HTE) + (WCF - WT)(HTI))/(WCF)
Static temperature at turbine exit - bypass line mixing point:
20 CALL UVAR (HMIX, 25, TMIX)
Line pressure drop from turbine exit to fuel injector inlet:
21 PDELI0 = (CON13)(WCFZ)(TMIX)/(PTES)
Pressure drop across main fuel shutoff valve:
22. PDELII = (CONI4)(WCF2)(TMIX)/(PTES - PDELI0)
Fuel injector inlet total pressure:
23. PII(1) = PTES - PDELI0 - PDELII
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Fuel injector inlet constant pressure specific heat:
24. CALL BIVAR (TMIX, (PII(1))/(14.7), 26, CPFII)
Fuel injector inlet total temperature:
25. TFII = TMIX + (Z0.9135)/((WCF)(CPFII))
Specific heat ratio at fuel injector inlet:
CALL UVAR (TFII, 27, GAMA3)
If (PII(1))/(PCIE) < l, go to Z8
If (PII(1))/(PCIE) > 1, go to 30
28. CALL UVAR (1, 28, XCD1)
29. Go to 31
30. CALL UVAR ((PII(]))/(PCIE), 28, XCD1)
Fuel injector flow coefficient:
31. CD1 = (XCD1) (1.172) + .13
Mass flow parameter:
5








S (((64. 348) (GAMA3))/((7 66.52) (GAMA3 - I)))"5((POLE)/
(Pll(I)))((1)/(GAMA3)) (i - ((POLE)/
(Pll(1)))((GAMA3 - I)/(GAMA3)) ).5
If I A - B I < (TOLI0)(A), go to 37
If I A-B I > (TOLI0)(A), go to 35















Left-hand member of mass
flow parameter equation
Right-hand member of mass
flow parameter equation
Fuel injector flow coefficient
First guess of ratio of turbine
mass flow rate to total fuel
mass flow rate
Constant used in computing
mass flow parameter
Ratio of turbine exit static
pressure to turbine exit
total pressure
Flow loss coefficient for
line from turbine exit to
injector inlet
Flow loss coefficient for






Ibf2 _ sec 2
in4- ibmZ-° R
ibfz _ sec z










CON 15 Fuel injector area 2in /TBRLI0/, 32

















Actual gas enthalpy change
across turbine









































Enthalpy at turbine exit -





































Iteration loop control counter
injector end chamber
pre s sure
Line pressure drop from
turbine exit to fuel injector
inlet
Pressure drop across main
fuel shutoff valve



















Z7, 30, 3Z, 33
PRT
PTE
Turbine inlet to exit pressure
ratio













Turbine exit static pressure



















TFII Fuel injector inlet total
temperature




Static temperature at turbine
exit - bypass line mixing
point













Turbine exit total temperature
Storage array for dependent
argument in Subroutine ESTM
Storage array for independent















Fuel mass flow rate
Turbine mass flow rate
Value used in computing











Zl, Z2, Z5, 3Z
/CTURB/, DATA, 5,





_ IBFTC TRB INE FULl ST,REF
SUBROUTINE TRBINE
DIMENSI(_N TWT(20), TTWT(20)
DATA LU_IO /6H WT /
C(_MM(_N /MNRLJO/ PCIEL,Q(2),XMRTCL,PI I(2)




C _MM_N ICoUMP/ [:._ I (2), TP I S (2) ,XNPSH (2), oVPI (2),RHPI (2),
IVH _ I(2),WP(2), DPI (2), DELl (27,TPDS(27, DLTP(2),PPDS(2),PPD(2),DVPD(2
2), RHPD(2), VHDD (2), DPD(2), DEL2( 27, RHP( 27, QP(2) ,H(2) ,XNP (2) ,CI (6, 2),
31 _B(2) ,XNPP(2) ,DEL3(2) ,HPRIM(2),ETAP(2) ,XNS(2) ,XNSS(2),BH_P(2),
4_PIS (2) ,IPBR
CeMMeN /CTURB/ PTI(2),PTES(2),WT(2),ATI(27,CST(2),DELHT(2),
ICDT(2) TTI,(2),GAMT(2I,UVRATf2),DW(2),XNT(2) ETAT(2),C7(9,2),HPT(2)2,XNTSTi2) TTDS (2) ,XMTE (2) ,ATE (2), RGT(2), PTEi2), TTD(2), PRT(2)
CeHM(_N /CCHAM/ INDPR ,CF ,CFTHE,ETCF,EPS,PNS,FC,ATC,FAUX,FEN,
IDEL7,CS ,CSTHE ,ETCS ,WC ,XMRTC ,WCF,WC(_
CeMMeN /CMA IN/WM IS (4) ,HPAUX (2) ,ETAGR(2), DEL6(2) ,GRK 2), P_DA(2), TN,




HDI -- H(1)*RH_I(I}*Q(1) I(ETAP(1)*550. )
HP2 = H(2)*RHOI(2)*Q(2) IKETAP(2)*550. )
HPT = H-_I + (HP2+HPAUX) / ETGER
WT = C(_N9 * WCF
DELHTA : .7068*H_T / WT
UVRAT -- .OO01199-XN_(I) / SQRT(DELHTA)
CALL UVAR(ALeG(UVRAT),21,ETAT)
DELHTI = DELHTA I ETAT
CALL BIVAR(DELHTI I TOJE , TI_JE,22,_RT)
CALL UVAR(PRT,23,FLOPT1 )
FL_JPT2 -- F[_0OT * FL_PTI * CON11
_TI = (WT * SQRTrTeJE))/FLePT2
_TE = PTI / _RT
'_TES -- CONI2 * PTE
CALt UVAR(TeJE,24,HTI)
HTE -- HTI - DELHTA
CALL UVAR(HTE,25,TTD)
HMIX : (WT*HTE + (WCF-WT)*HTI) I NCF
CALL UVAR(HHIX,25, TMIX)
_DELIO = CON13 * WCF**2 * TMIX / PTES
_DEL11 = CON14 * WCF**2 * TMIX / (PTES
II(I) = _TES- _DELIO - _DEL11
CALL BIVARrTMIX,OI I(I_/14.7,26,CPFII )
TFII = TMIX + 20.9135 / (WCF * CPFII )
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502 CALL UVAR(PII(1)/PCIE,28,XCD1 )
503 CDi ,,, XCDi * 1.i72 + .i3
A - (WCF * SQRT(TFII)) /(CON15 * CO1 * PII(1) )
B = ((64.348*GAMA3)/(766.52*t'GAMA3-1.)) )**.5 * rPCIE/PII('I)) **
I(1./GAHA3) * (1.-(PCIE/Pl I(1))**((GAMA3-1.)/GAMA3))**.5
IF(ABS(A-B) -(TOLlO*A))505,505,504




FIGURE I00. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE TRBINE (cont.)
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LXXXI. SUBROUTINES BIVAR, UVAR AND PTEST
Subroutines BIVAR and UVAR are bivarlate and unlvarlate
curve-flt routines written in the MAP assembly language. Subroutine
PTEST is called from these subroutines if the independent variable is
out of range. Subroutine PTEST is written in FORTRAN IV.
These routines are referenced in Marshall Space Flight Center
document IN-P & VE-P-6Z-16.
CtU._LING SEQUENCE
CALL BIVAR (X, Y, N, Z)
CALL UVAR (X, N, Z)










= table number for interpolation
= dependent variable
= array containing the independent variable(s) and the
limit(s) for the variable(s).


















































ST0 COMMON+3 Y-L IMI T
TXL BIVR5,2,0


































































































































































































































F-IB02 DENSITY = F(LN(P) , TEM_)
F-1801 DENSITY., FI'TEMP.)





















































































4.2 END P_INT _F
F-5685 Sl - F(PHI) L_X FL_W PARAM.
F-4881 KN(_ - F(.OOINP_) EFFICIENCY CV
F-4878 N_/KN_ = F(QOPI/NP_/NDES)
DF-15608 CP(_ - F(T_P1)
F-7030 CD01 - F(DP(_I )
F-4891-A CPF1 - F(TEMP,P/14.7) TFTK
F-4891-B CPF2- F(TEMP,P/14.7) TFTK
F-5092-A DTCI= F(PJ
F-509 2-B DTCI= F(PJ
F-4975 DTC = F(PJ
F-49 77-A DPJI= F(PJ
F-49 77-B DPJI= F(PJ
F-49 74 DPJ2- F(PJ
F-49 79-A DPJMI- F(PJ



























TD-25061 CPFI - FfTEMP,P114.7)
F-4885 GMFI - F(TEMP)
F-4884 CDFI - F(PFI/PCS)
F-7285 DTK80 = FrI,IK80)
F-5092-C C(_VER GAP IN CURVE 14
F-4977-C C_VER GAP IN CURVE 18
F-4979-C CgVER GAP IN CURVE 21
F-IO875 CSTP = F(RM,PT)
F-1802 B IVAR
FIRST SECTION -XIMAX




570427073650,1716721131 II ,576566003206,1 70767467445
177656216367,177506350351 ,175544552536,200412547055
1776241 70737,600573063526,60141 765434 3,601445235536
202746600064
5.8 END P01NT _F SECOND SECTION -X2MAX
5 DEGREE 0F SECOND SECT I(_N -5
201 500OOOOO1 ,603620000000,1 755075341 21,602746314626
570411213321 ,566466043633,170570305751,5705571743OO
567477612544,1 72451634652,170455070526,567707346263




















































175734416OOO, 5754360260OO, 600561 772400,602472674540
603743473072,206520234472
2O





























































































































150. , 250. ,250. ,5 DF-15608
173507534121,6034OOOOOOOO
171761760000,173576022666, 174445641 IOO, 174546470662
174657463150,177666013502





















175431366431 , 57262161 6276, 1725OOOOO731, 175661511704






































































600.,8OO.,149.,274. F-5092 B IVAR
800. X IMAX
5
172507534121,603677777776, 1734061 I 1564,602661 I 15644









































700. ,15OO. ,3. ,8. F-4975 B IVAR







































































































602646070051 ,577535641441 ,604436562241 ,203552614342
201 672517721 ,202557542040,203702510643,60377005051 2

















































































































































150. ,260. ,600. ,1300. F-4979-A
260. X IMAX
5 DEG.








260. ,400.,800.,1500. F-4979 B IVAR
350. X IMAX
5 DEG.






























700. ,1500.,3.,8. F-4976 3 SEC.
7:50. XI MAX.
10 DEG.















































































































































































































































































171672121336, 175412757224, 1766360361 24,400000000000
164615723145,570741 667045,571 724011272,575504104731
576721676622,155562222220,552411276127,165755417352
571 56751621 I, 570472726166, 174677042141 ,201621234227







165563476671 ,570527033546,57041 I027356, i66634314313
567657463150,153636560506,551 657777777,564537573027







-4. 5945,1.9375 F-4874 UVAR









































































































































































































































































I., I.9 F--4884 UVAR















205644346531 ,204474223171 ,202714546430,2036321 71051

































































































603521444051 ,205463270041 ,606454141 212,204746121021
2037663121 35,607423442552,606625306222,206601407770
204743627471 ,20540167501 7,61071 1177130,207623632625
607523151337,606556721006,205502110442,206573644321
215752246577
11. X 3 MAX
5 DEG.
177631463146,602663146314,170414673152,601415101506








































































































































OCT 575666666644,577465462735,577634545723,200756543425 9 SEC|02
OCT 601521723353,200754257647,201604311022,602607212106 9 SECI03
OCT 20274h644_76,603554737375,20/4447276044,602410703043 9 SECI04
OCT 202720222300,603403275117,203763521621,605407030752 9 SECI05
OCT 206467155061 9 SECI06
DEC 380. ,5 F-4979 SEC 2
OCT 174421042104,604565252524,171406111564,602663146312 9 SEC200
OCT 177722436345,574525063334,177437776414,602424333347 9 SEC201
OCT 174612761731,200717146473,203634545447,602414614763 9 SEC202
OCT 603774132616,203402240774,602652255553,203475.153530 9 SEC203
(_CT 204535615555,605514156767,205406762343,603657l_30263 9 $EC204
_CT 202507303026,6024516272/._,205556327036,606461125652 9 $EC205





FIGURE I01. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINES BIVAR AND UVAR (cont.)
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$ IBFTC _TESTS FUL IST,REF
SUBROUTINE _TEST (TEST,NTEST)
DIMENSI(_N TEST(4), NTEST(2)
C3682PT _TEST SUBROUTINE T(_ TAKE LIMIT {_N nUT I_F RANGE CURVES
!=NTEST(1)
K=NTEST(2)
GO T_ (1,1,2,3 3,2 3,3_ K








FIGURE 102. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PTEST
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LXXXII. SUBROUTINE ESTM
This subroutine calculates the value of X which yields Y = 0
for a given function Y = Y(X). Lagrange's interpolation formula is used
for first-through-seventh degree interpolation or extrapolation.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL ESTM (IDL, IN, XT, YT, YV, XV, LUPNAM).
SOLUTION METHOD
I. IDL = IDL + 1
2. If IDL _ 20, go to 3
If IDL > 20, go to 20
3. XT(IDL) = XV
4. YT(IDL) = YV
5. If IDL _ i, go to 6
If IDL > I, go to7
989
II I
O. XV = (I.04)(XV)
Return
7. SUM = 0
8. If IDL < (IN + I), go to 9
If IDL > (IN + 1), go to 10
9. IM = 1
Go to 1 1
10. IM = IDL-IN
11. Do 18, I =IM, IDL
lZ. PROD = XT(I)
13. Do 17, J = IM, IDL
14. A = YT(1) -YT(J)
15. If AM 0, go to 16
If A = 0, go to 17
16. B = (-YT(J)/(A)
17. PROD = (PROD)(B)
18. SUM = SUM +PROD
19. XV = SUM
Return
Z0. ERROR PRINT




















of times routine has been
entered
Desired degree of fit (1 -7)
Hollerith word, of not more
than six characters, which
identifies iteration loop in
case of failure to converge.
Must be specified as an
alphameric word in a DATA
statement in the routine
which calls ESTM
Symbolic name of the array
of X's
X argument







CALL, 1, Z, 3, 4,
5, 8, 10, 11, 13






CALL, DIM, 3, lZ
CALL, 5, 6, 19










I Ff I DL-20)5,5,60
5 XT(IDL)-XV
YT( I DL')-YV




IF(I DL-( IN+I ))30,30,40
30 IM.I
GO TO 50
40 IM=I DL-I N











WRI TE(6,70)LUPNAM, ( I ,XT(' I ) ,YT(I ), I=1,20)
FORHAT(1H1,//24X,20HITERATION FAILED IN A6,1X,4HLOOPII13X,52HTHE I
INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT VARIABLE TABLES FOLLOW//19X,1HI,13X,2HXT,




FIGURE 103. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE ESTM
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LXXXIII. SUBROUTINE SWITCH
This subroutine will set one variable equal to another variable.
CALLING SEQUENCE
w_^_,_subroutine _d_lmg--'"- sequence is:
where






number of "sets" of parameters
are the variables to be set equal
toB, D, F, L ....
are the parameter "sets"
There is no limit to the number of
in a CALL statement.
































FIGURE 104. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SWITCH
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LXXXIV. SUBROUTINE PU
The purpose of this subroutine is to find the propellant utiliza-
tion (PU) valve flow loss coefficient as a function of the PU valve
angle. The curve may be segmented into as many as ten parts each of
which is represented by a fifth degree polynomial curve fit.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL PU(A, C, X, Y)
SOLUTION METHOD
Set PU valve flow loss coefficient to zero.
i. Y = 0
Search for correct curve segment depending upon the value of
the PU valve angle.
Z. Do 5 I= I, I0
3. K = I
995
4. If X _ C(1), go to 6
If X > C(1), go to 5
5. Continue
Compute PU valve flow loss coefficient.
6. Y : A(I, K) + (A(Z,K))(X) + (A(3, K))(X z)











Array of polynomial coef-
ficients in ascending order























SEARCH T_ FIND WHICH
D(_ 201=1,10
K= I
IF (X .LE. C(1)) G(_ T(_ 30
CONTI NUE2O







+A (2 ,K )*X+A (3, K )*X** 2+A (4, K) *X**3+A (5, K) *X**4+A (6, K )*X**5
FIGURE 105. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE PU
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LXXXV. SUBROUTINE EPI%INT
The purpose of this subroutine is to print the input data to the
engine balance/rebalance programs (Block I) and to print the output from
these programs.
C_TT__!NG SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL EPRINT (I, IA)
SOLUTION METHOD
Determine whether to print input or output data.
1. If JA = 0, go to 28
If JA _ 0, go to Z
Determine whether to print balance or rebalance heading.
If KBAL = 1, go to 10
If KBAL = Z, go to 3
Z .
Determine heading to be used on output data.
999
3. If J -- I, go to 4
If J = 2, go to 6
If J = 3, go to 8
If J = 4, go to 21
4. WRITE rebalance case heading for engine H-1
5. Go to 17
6. WRITE rebalance case heading for engine F-1
7. Go to 17
8. WRITE rebalance case heading for engine J-2
9. Go to 61
Determine heading to be used on output data.
10. If 5 = 1, go to 11
If J = 2, go to 13
If J = 3, go to 15
If J = 4, go to 21
11. WRITE balance case heading for engine H-1
12. Go to 17
13. WRITE balance case heading for engine F-1
14. Go to 17
15. WRITE balance case heading for engine J-2
16. Go to 61
I000
DH-1 and F-1 Enqine Output Data Printout




XMRTC, WC , WCO, WCF, CS, CSTHE , CF,
CFTHE
WP, QP, XNP, H, PPD, ETAP, BHPP, XNPSH,
PPIS, RHPI, WT, PTI, PTES, TTI, CST, CPT,
GAMT, RGT, XNT, UVRAT, ETAT, HPT
PGG , WG, WGO, WGF, ORES , XMRG , RESOG,
RESFG
RL-10 Enqine OutputData Printout and Headinq
2 1 Tz. _ KBAL = I,











KBAL, PC, PPI, XMRTC, Q, PTI ( I), XNP,
RHPI, TPIS, UVRAT ( 1 ), ETAT ( 1 )
XISPE, HP2, HP1, PCIE, CS, WC, WCO, WCF,
CSTHE, CF, ETCF, CFTHE, TOJE, ETCS, H,




Determine heading for printout of input data.
28. If I = 1, go to 29
If J = 2, go to 31
If J = 3, go to 33
If J = 4, go to 50
?9. WRITE H-1 engine input data heading
30. Go to 34
31. WRITE F-1 engine input data heading
3?.. Go to 34
33. WRITE J-2 engine input data heading
Determine whether to print out H-l, F-l, J-?. or RL-10 data.
34. If J = I, go to 35
If J = 2, go to 35
If J = 3, go to 55
If J = 4, go to 50
H-l and F-l Input Data Print
35. WRITE KBAL, INDPR, FEN, DEL7, XMREN, DEL9, PA,
TN, PPI, TPIR, TRSG, SG
36. WRITE C7, DPI, WMIS, C3, C4, C5, C6
37. WRITE DRI, DRD, DEL4, DEL5, DLTR, R
Determine heading for second page of input printout.
I002
38. If J = I, go to 39
If J = 2, go to 41
If J = 3, go to 64
If J = 4, go to 64
39. WRITE H-I engine heading
40. Go to 4Z
41. WRITE F-I engine heading
4Z. WRITE DPD, DELl, DEL2, DEL3, DLTP, RGG, RX, C1
43. WRITE PTI, PTES, ATI, DW, IPB, GR, XNTST, ETAGR,
DEL6, ATE
44. If J = I, go to 45
If J = 2, go to 48
If J = 3, go to 64
If J = 4, go to 64






ATC , CPCX, FX, XMRTC , HPAUX
DEL8, ETCF, EPS, PNS, CON, ETCS, CPCX,
XMRTC, ATC
1003
RL-10 Enqine Input Data Printout and Headinq
50. WRITE RL-10 engine heading







XNPN, XNP, RHPI, Q, HPAUX, PCIEL, TOLl
TOL2, TOL3, TOL4, TOL5, TOL6, TOL7, TOL8,
TOLg, TOLl0, CON1, CONZ, CON3, CON4,
CON5, CON6, CON7, CONS, CON9, CON10,
CONll, CONI2, CON13, CON14, CON15,
CD2, CON, AVT, ETGER, EPS
J-2 Engine Input Data Printout
55. WRITE KBAL, INDPR, FEN, DEL7, XMREN, PA, TTI,
PUVA, PPI, TPIS, TRSG, SG
56. WRITE C1, C3, C4, C5, C6, C8, PUCOF, PUSEC,
DELl, DEL2, FAUX, ETCF
57. WRITE DEL4, DEL5, DRI
58. WRITE second page heading for J-Z engine
59. WRITE DRD, DLTR, R, DW, ATE, DPI, ATI, DLTP,
DPD, IPB, DEL3, PTI, CNST1, DEL20, DEL21,
DELZ2, XMRTC, PNS, EPS, ETCS, ATC, CNST2,
CNST3, DMOO, DMFO, WPRESF, WPRESO,
HPAUX, CNST4, CNST5, CNST6, CNSTT, CNST8,
DEL23, DEL24, DEL25, DEL26, DEL27, DELZ8,
DELZg, DEL35, ABPNI, EPSM, CON
1004
60. Return
J-Z Engine Output Data Printout
61. WRITE FE, XISPE, WEO, V_EF, XMRE, FC, PNS, PCIE,
6Z. WRITE
63. WRITE
XMRTC, WCO, WCF, CS, CSTHE, CF, CFTHE,
WC
"W'P, QP, XNP, H, PPD, ETAP, BHPP, XNPSH,
PPIS , RHPI , WT , PTI , PTES _ TTI, CPT , GAMT ,
RGT, XNT, UVRAT , ETAT , HPT , PRT
PGG, WG, WGO, WGF, DBPN, XMRG, RESOG,





















Thrust chamber throat area in z
Turbine exit flange area





Array of coefficients for
pump performance
Array of coefficients for
specific heat ratio curve
Array of coefficients for
specific heat curve
Array of coefficients for
molecular weight curve
Array of coefficients for
gas generator mixture
ratio curve
Array of coefficients for
turbine efficiency curve
Array of coefficients for
turbine performance map









































Ratio of thrust chamber
injector end pressure to
thrust chamber nozzle
stagnation pres sure
Constant used in calcu-
lating pressure drop from
fuel injector face to fuel
pressurization bleed line
Constant used in calcu-
lating pressure drop from
fuel pressurization bleed
line to thrust chamber
manifold inlet
First guess of fuel turbine
exit static pressure
First guess of oxidizer tur-
bine exit static pressure
First guess of by-pass
nozzle inlet Mach number
First guess of by-pass
nozzle mass flow rate








































First guess of ratio of
turbine mass flow rate to
total fuel mass flow rate
Constant used in calcu-
lating lox pump inlet
static pressure
Flow loss coefficient for
line from lox pump dis-
charge to injector inlet
Ground mixture ratio
control valve flow loss
coefficient
Actual lox injector area
Ratio of lox pump speed
to fuel pump speed
Constant used in calcu-
lating fuel pump inlet
static pressure
Flow loss coefficient for
line from fuel pump dis-
charge to jacket inlet
manifold
Flow loss coefficient for
fuel pump discharge
orifice
First guess of ratio of
turbine mass flow rate to









ft3 - in Z
sec 2
ft 3 _ in 2
sec 2





























Flow loss coefficient for
line from jacket exit
manifold to venturi inlet
Constant used in com-
putlng mass flow rate
Ratio of turbine exit
static pressure to turbine
exit total pressure
Flow loss coefficient for
line from turbine exit to
injector inlet
Flow loss coefficient for
main fuel shut-off valve
Fuel injector area
Ratio of thrust chamber
wall pressure to nozzle
stagnation pressure











ft 3 - in z
sec Z
in 4 - o R
-sec z












































By-pass nozzle diameter in
Pump inlet static pressure psi
tolerance
Pump discharge static psi
pressure tolerance
Pump speed tolerance rpm






Engine thrust tolerance lb
















































By-pass nozzle inlet mass
flowrate parameter
tolerance
Fuel turbine inlet total
pres sure tolerance
A* equation tolerance























































Pump inlet flange diameter in
Resistance exit diameter in
Resistance inlet diameter in
Turbine wheel diameter in
Thrust chamber nozzle













Auxiliary engine thrust lb
Loaded value of thrust lb
Thrust chamber thrust lb










/CPUMP/, 18, 26, 62











































J = 1; H-1 engine
J= z; F-1 engine
J = 3; J-Z engine
J= 4; RL-10 engine
Indicator to determine
printout of input or output


















/CMAIN/, 46, 5Z: 59
/CTURB/, 18, Z6, 62
/CPUMP/, 18, Z6, 6Z
3s, ss
/CPUMP/, 43, 59























Main line control orifice
resistance
Ambient pressure psia
Thrust chamber injector psia
end pressure
Thrust chamber injector psia
end pressure
Gas generator injector end psia
pre ssure
Value of thrust chamber psia
nozzle stagnation pressure
for use in Subroutine INFL
Thrust chamber nozzle psia
stagnation pressure
Pump discharge total psia
pressure
Pump inlet total pressure psia
Units
Pump inlet static pressure psia
Turbine pressure ratio
Turbine exit static pressure psia


















/CPUMP/, 18, 26, 62
/CTURB/, 62
/GTURB/, 18, 43, 62
/CTURB/, 18, 25, 43,
59, 6Z
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Array of coefficients for
PU valve flow loss
coefficient curve





Pump inlet volume flow rate
Pump volumetric flow rate
Gas generator fuel-llne

































































Lox injector flow loss
coefficient tolerance




Fuel mass flow rate
tolerance
Mixture ratio tolerance

























SUBROUTINE EPRINT NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Symbol Description Units Reference
TPIS Pump inlet propellant o F
temperature
/GPUMP/, 25, 51,55
TRSG Liquid reference temperature o F /CDEN/, 35, 55
TTI Turbine inlet total o R
temperature
/CTURB/, 18, 55, 62
UVRAT Turbine velocity ratio /CTURB/, 18, 25, 6Z
WBP Oxidizer turbine by-pass lb/sec
mass flow rate
/CJZOUT/, 63
WCF Thrust chamber fuel flow
rate
Ib/sec /CCHAM/, 17, Z6,
61




WC Thrust chamber total
flow rate
Ib/sec /CCHAM/, 17, Z6,
61
WEF Engine fuel flow rate lb/sec /GMAIN/, 17, 61
WEO Engine oxidizer flow rate lb/sec /CMAIN/, 17, 61
WGF Gas generator fuel flow
rate
Ib/sec /CMAIN/, 19, 63
WGO Gas generator oxidizer lb/sec
flow rate
/CMAIN/, 19, 63
WG Gas generator total flow
rate
Ib/sec /CMAIN/, 19, 63
WMIS Miscellaneous flow rate Ib/sec /CMAIN/, 36
WP Pump mass flow rate lb/sec /CPUMP/, 18, 62-
1017





















Press uriz ation oxidiz er
mass flow rate
Propellant utilization
oxidizer mass flow rate
Turbine gas flow rate lb/sec










Nominal pump speed rpm
Pump net positive suction ft
head
Turbine speed rpm






/GTURB/, 18, Z6, 6Z















1PBNI, FPL, FPR, XHBPN!, ABPN, DBPN, PT I S(2), TT I S (2)
C_HH_N /CTURHP/ PP(2), CB(4,2)





2R ( 20 ), VHRD( 20 _, DRD( 20 ), PROS(20), PVRD(20), DEL5 (20), WRI (20), PR I S(20)
C_I,_41tN/CDEN/ TRSG( 2 ) ,SG(2)
C_MM_N /C TURBX/ TXD, TX I, DELTX, PXDS, PXI S, RX, RGX, TXI S, WX,CSXD, XIIMX,
1GAMX,XHXD, PRXD,PXD,AXD,FX,TXDS,CPCX
/CBAL/KBAL /CPA/PA /CRESGG/RESCG,RESFG
/CTURB/ PTI (2),PTES(2),WT(2),ATI (2),CST(2),DELHT(2),
TT! (2), GAMT(2) ,UVRAT(2 ), DW(2) ,XNT(2) ,E TAT(2) ,C7(9,2), HPT(2)
2),TTDS(2),XMTE(2),ATE(2), RGT(2),PTE(2),TTD(2), PRT(2)






























C_MM_N /HNRLIO/ PCIEL, Q(2),XMRTCL,PII(2)
CgMM_N /INCi_N/ CCN
C_PI_N /PNSPRI/ PNSPR
IF (JA .EQ. O) Gll T(_ 100
G_ T_ (9,1) ,KBAL
1 G_ T¢ (2,4,6,70) ,J
2 WRITE (6,3_
3 F_RMAT ( 1H1///56X,
G¢ T¢ 40
4 WRITE (6,5)
5 F_RMAT ( IH1/// 56X,
G_ T_ 40
20HH1 ENGINE REBALANCE ///_
20HF1 ENGINE REBALANCE ///)
FIGURE 106. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE EPRINT
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6 WRITE (6,7)
7 F_RHAT ( IH1 III 56X, 2OH J2 ENGINE REBALANCE III)
GB T_ 250
9 GII T_ (10,20,30, 70),J
10 WRITE (6,15)
15 FCJRHAT(1HllI/52X,27HH1 ENGINE N_HINAL BALANCE III)
GB T_ 40
20 WRITE (6,25)
25 FttRHAT(1H1///52X,27HF1 ENGINE NlmvlINAL BALANCE ///)
G¢ Ttl 40
30 WRITE (6,35)




45 F_RHAT( 9X,8HFE - 1PE16.8,5X,8HXISPE - 1PE16.8, 5X,8HWEIt -
4 1PE1_6 8, 5X.8HWEF - 1PE1_6.8 / 9X.8HXHRE - 1PE16.8 ,SX, 8HFCB - iPE16.8 ,SX, 8HPNS - 1PE16.8 ,5X, 8HPCIE - 1PE16.8 / 9
CX, 8HXHRTC - 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HWC - 1PE16.8 ,SX, 8HWCI21 - 1PE1
D6.8, 5X, 8HWCF -- 1PE16.8/ 9X, 8HCS - 1PE16.8 ,5X, 8HCSTHE
E- 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HCF - 1PE16.8,SX, 8HCFTHE - 1PE16.8 )
WRITE (6,.55) WP,QP,XNP,H,PPD,ETAP,BHPP,XNPSH,PPIS,RHPI,WT,PTI,
1 PTES,TTI ,CST,CPT,GAHT,RGT,XNT,UVRAT,ETAT,HPT
55 F_RHAT( 9X,8HWP - 1PE16.8,12X, 1H- 1PE16.8 , 5X, 8HQP -- 1P
2EI6.8, 12X, 1H, IPE16.8 / 9X,8HXNP - 1PE16.8 ,12X , 1H- IPE16.8
3, 5X, 8HH 1PE16.8 .12X, 1H- 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HPPD ,,, 1PEI64.8 ,12X, 1H- 1P_16.8, 5X,_HETAP - 1PE16.8, 12X, 1H- 1PE16.8 / 9X
5, 8HBHPP -- IPE16.8 ,12X, 1H- IPE16.8, 5X, 8HXNPSH - 1PE16.8 ,
612X, 1H- 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HPPIS - 1PE16.8,12X, 1H- IPE16.8, 5X,8H
7RHPI - 1PE16.8 , 12X, 1H- 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HWT - 1PE16.8 ,12X,
8 1H- 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HPTI - 1PE16.8 , 12X. 1H- 1PE16.8 / 9 X,
98HPTES -1PE16.8, 12X, 1H- 1PE16.8, 5X, _HTTI - 1PE16.8, 12X,
11H- 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HCST - 1PE16.8, 12X, 1H- 1PE16.8, 5X,8HCPT
2 - 1PE16.8 ,12X, 1H- 1PE16.8/ 9X,8HGAHT - 1PE16.8, 12X, 1H-
31PE16.8 ,SX, 8HRGT - 1PE16.8, 12X, IH- 1PE16.8/ 9X, 8HXNT -
4 1PE16.8, 12X, 1H- 1PE16.8,5X, 8HUVRAT - 1PE16.8, 12X, 1H- 1PE16.
58 / 9X, 8HETAT - 1PE16.8 ,12X, 1H- 1PE16.8 ,SX, 8HHPT - 1PE16
6.8 ,12X, 1H- IPE16.8 )
WRITE (6,65) PGG,WG,WG__,WGF _RES,XHRG.RES_G ,RESFG65 F_RHAT ( 9X, 8HPGG - 1PE16.8 ,SX, 8HWG - 1PE16.8 ,SX, 8HWG_
1 - 1PE16.8 ,SX, 8HWGF - 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8H_RES - 1PE16.8,12
2X, 1H- 1PE16.8, 12X, 1H- 1PE16.8,12X, 1H- 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HXHRG -
3 1PE16.8,SX, 8HRESgG - 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HRESFG - 1PE16.8)
RE TURN
70 G¢ T(_ (73, 71) ,KBAL
71 WRITE (6,72_
72 F_RHAT ( IH1 ///54X, 22HRL10 ENGINE REBALANCE ///)
G_ T_ 75
73 WRI TE (6,74)
74 F_RHAT ( 1H1 ///51X, 29HRL10 ENGINE N_HINAL BALANCE ///)
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75 WRITE (6.76).... KBAL , FC+PPl ,YM_TC,Q,PTIt'.., .. _, ), XNP,RHPi , TPiS , UVRAT(i ),
1 ETAT(1 )
76 F_RHAT ( 9X,BHKBAL ,, 13 , 18X,8HFC ,, IPE16.B, 5X,
A 8HPPI - 1PE16.8, 12X, 1H- 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HXMRTC - 1PEI6.8,SX
B ,8HQ - 1PE16.8 ,12X, 114- 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HPTI - 1PE16.8 /
cgX,8HXNP - 1PE16.8,12X,IH= lPEI6.8,SX,8HRHPI - 1PEI6.8,12X,1H
D,, 1PE16.8/9X,8HTPIS - IPE16.8,12X,1H- IPE16.8,SX,8HUVRAT - 1PE1
E6.8,5X, 8HETAT - 1PE16.8 )
WRITE (6, 78) XISPE,HP2, HP1,PCIE,CS,WC,WC_,WCF,CSTHE,CF,ETCF,
1 CFTHE,TgJE,ETCS,H,PPD,ETAP PPIS,CIIN31PNS,WT,HPT(I),PNSPR,FC
78 F_RHAT ( 9X,8HXISPE - 1PE16.8,SX, BHHP2 - IPE16.8, 5X, 8HHPI
A - 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HPCIE -- IPE16.8/
B 9X, 8HCS - 1PE16.8 ,5X, 8HWC - 1PEI
C6.B, 5X, 8HWCI_ - IPE16.8 , 5X,8HWCF - 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HCSTHE
D - IPE16.8 ,5X , 8HCF - 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HETCF - 1PE16.8 ,5X,
E8HCFTHE - 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HT_JE - IPE16.8,SX,8HETCS - 1PE16.8,
F5X,8HH -1PEI6.8,12X,1H- 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HPPD -- 1PE16.8 ,12X
G, 1H- 1PE16.8 .5X, 8HETAP - IPE16.8 ,12X, 114= IPE16.8 / 9X, 8HP
HP/S - 1PE16.8 ,12X,1H- 1PE16.8,SX,8HC_N3 -- 1PE16.8,5X,8HPNS
I = IPE16.8 / 9X,8HWT - 1PE16.8,12X,IH- IPEI6.8,SX, 8HHPT -I
JPE16.8 ,5X, 8HPNSPR - IPE16.8 / 9X, 8HFC - 1PE16.8 )
RE TURN
IOO G_ T(_ (104,110,120,210) ,J
104 WRITE (6,105}
!O5 F_RHAT(IH1/I/55X,21HHI ENGINE iNPUT DATA iii)
GO T_ 130
110 WRITE (6,115)
115 F_RHAT(1HI//i55X, 2iHFI ENGINE INPUT DATA ///)
G_ T¢ 130
120 WRITE (6,125)
125 FORHAT(1H1///55X,21HJ2 ENGINE INPUT DATA ///)
130 G_ T_ (140,140,135,210) ,J
140 WRITE (6,142 ) KBAL, INDPR,FEN,DEL7,XMREN,DELg,PA,TN ,PPI,TPIR,
2 TRSG, SG
142 F_RHAT ( 9X, 8HKBAL - 13,18X, 8HINDPR - 13,18X, 8HFEN -
2 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HDEL7 - 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HXMREN - 1PE16.8,SX, 8H
3DEL9 - IPE16.8,5X, 8HPA - 1PEI6.8,5X,8HTN - 1PE16.8/
4 9X, 8HPPI - 1PE16.8,12X, 114= 1PE16.8,SX, 8HTPIR - 1PE16.8,
4 12X, 1H- 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HTRSG -- 1PE16.8, 12X, 1H- IPE16.8,SX,
5 8HSG - IPE16.8, 12X, 114- IPE16.8 )
WRITE (6,145) C7, DPI ,W_IIS, C3,C4,C5 ,C6
145 F_RMAT ( 9X,7HC7 4(1H- IPE16.8,12X) /16X, 4(IH- IPE16.8,12X)/
A 16X, 4(114- IPE16.8,12X)/ 16X,4(1H- IPE16.8,12X) /16X,1H- IPEI6.8,
B12X, IH- 1PE16.8,SX, 7HDPI 2(IH- 1PE16.8,12X) / 9X,7HWHIS
C(1H- IPE16.8,12X) / 9X,7HC3 4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X )/16X,1H- IPE16
D.8,12X,1H- 1PE16.8,5X, 7HC4 2(1H- 1PE16.8,12X)/16X, 4(IH- 1PE1
E6.8,12X)/ 9X,7HC5 /+(!14- 1PEI6.8,12X)/16X,1H- 1PEI6.8,12X,lH-
FIPE16.8,5X,7HC6 2(1H- 1PE16.8,12X) /16X,4(1H- IPE16.8,12X))
WRITE (6,155) DRI,DRD,DEL4,DEL5, DLTR, R
155 F_RHAT ( 9X,7HDRI 4(IH- 1PE16.8,12X)/16X,4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X)/16
FIGURE 106. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE EPRINT (cont.)
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AX, _(1H- IPE16.8,12X) /16X _(1H- 1PE1G.8,12X)/IGX,k.(1H- 1PEI6.8,12
BX)/ 9X,7HDRD h(IH,, 1PEIo 8,12X)/16X, h(1H- IPE16.8,12X)/IGX,h(
ClH,1PE16.8,12X)/16X,k(IH-1PEi6.8,12X)/16X,k(1H- 1PE16.8,12X)/ 9X,7OHOEL4 (,..l_E,6.8.12X)/16X._'"-'PE'6.8.12X)/'6X._('"-,PE,6.8
_.,2X_/,6X.4ClH-l_E,6.8,,2X)/'6X,4C'.-,PE,6.8.,2X_/9X,7"OE'5F4('H-,PE,68.12X)/,6X.4(IH-,PE,6.8.,_X)/I_X.4C'"-,,E,6.8.12X_
G/16X,4(1H-IPE16.8,12X)/16X,4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X)/ 9X,THDLTR I+(IH.
,.,.,(,H.,_.,=,68 ,._x),,,6x.,+(,.-,,_,6.8.,_x) ,, _x.TH, ,.(,.- ,JPE16.8,12X) i X _+(1H- 1PE16.8,12X)/16X, _(1H- 1PE16.8,12X) /16X,
K 4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X) /16X, _(1H- 1PE16.8,12X))
G_ T¢ (180,182,2|+5,245) ,J
180 WRITE (6,1182)
1182 F_RHAT(1H1///55X,21HH1 ENGINE INPUT DATA ,20X,gHPAGE 2 ///)
G_ T¢ 181
182 WRITE (6,1184)
1184 F_RHAT(1H1//155X,21HF1 ENGINE INPUT DATA ,20X,gHPAGE 2 ///)
181 WRITE (6,165) DPD,DEL1,DEL2,DEL3,DLTP ,RGG,RX,C
A1
165 F_RHAT ( 9X,BHDPD - 1PE16.8,12X, 1H- 1
CPE16.8,SX, 8HOEL1 - 1PE16.8,12X,1H- 1PE16.8/ 9X,8HDEL2 m 1PE16
D.8,12X,lHm 1PE16.8 ,SX,8HDEL3 - 1PE16.8,12X,lH- 1PE16.8/ 9X,8HDL
ETP ,, 1PE16.8,12X,1H-- 1PEI6.8,SX, 8HRGG - 1PE16.8,5X, 8HRX
F - 1PE16.8 I 9X, 7HC1 4(IH- 1PEI6.B,12X)/16X,_(1H- 1PE16.8,
G12X)/16X,k(1H- IPE16.8,12X))
WRITE (6,175) PTI,PTES,ATI,DW, IPB,GR,XNTST,ETAGR,DEL6,ATE
175 F_RHAT ( 9X,8HPTI -1PE16.8,12X,1H-1PE16.8,SX,SHPTES -1PE16.8
A ,12X, 1H- 1PE16.8/ 9X,8HATI -- 1PE16.8,12X,lH- 1PE16.8,SX, 8HD
BW - 1PE16.B,12X, 1H- 1PE16.8/ 9X,SHIPB m 13,25X,1H-
C 13,18X,8HGR - 1PE16. B,12X, 1H- 1PEI6.8/ 9X,SHXNTST - 1PE16.
D8,12X,1H- 1PE16.8,SX,8HETAGR - 1PE16.8,12X,1H- 1PE16.8/ 9X,8HDEL
E6 - 1PE16.8,12X,1H- 1PE16.8,SX,8HATE ,, IPE16.8,12X,1H- 1PE16.
F8 )
G_ T¢ (184,186,245,245) ,J
184 WRITE (6,185) DEL8,ETCF,EPS,PNS, C_N ,ETCS ,AXD,DELTX
185 FCRMAT ( 9X,8HDEL8 - 1PE16.8,SX, 8HETCF - 1PE16.8,SX,BHEPS
A- 1PE16.8,SX,8HPNS - IPE16.8/ 9X,8HC_N -1PE16.8, 5X,8HETCS
B - 1PE16.8 ,SX, 8HAXD - IPE16.8,SX, 8HDELTX "" 1PE16.8 )
132 WRITE (6,134) ATC,CPCX, FX,XHRTC,HPAUX
134 F_RHAT( 9X,SHATC - 1PE16.B,5X,BHCPCX - 1PE16.B,5X, 8HFX -
A 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HXHRTC - 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HHPAUX - IPE16.8 , 12X,
B 1H- 1PE16.8 )
RE TURN
186 WRITE (6,190) DEL8,ETCF,EPS,PNS,C_N,ETCS ,CPCX,XHRTC ,ATC
190 FCRHAT ( 9X,8HDEL8 - 1PE16.8,SX, 8HETCF - 1PE16.8 ,sX,BHEPS
A - 1PE16.B,sX,8HPNS m 1PE16.8/ 9X, 8HC(_N - 1PE16.8, 5X,
B 8HETCS - 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HCPCX - 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HXHRTC - 1PE16
C .8 / 9X,BHATC - 1PE16.8)
RE TU RN
210 WRITE (6,212)
FIGURE 106. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE EPRINT (cont.)
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212 F_RMAT(1HI!!!51X,29HRL!O ENGINE !NPUT DATA Iii)
WRITE ( 6,21/+) KBAL,FCL,XMRTC,ATC,PPI,TPIS
214 FIlRMAT ( 9Xz8HKBAL = IJ,18X, 8HFCL - 1PE16.8,SX, 8HXMRTC ,,, 1
APE16.8, 5X.SHATC ,. 1PE16.8/ 9X, 8HPPI ., IPE16.8,12X,
BII-t- 1PEI6.8,SX, 8HTPIS • IPE16.8, 12X, 1H- IPE16.8 )
WRITE (6,215) XNPN, XNP,RHPI Q,HPAUX,PCIEL, TilL1
215 FIlRHAT ( 9X, 8HXNPN - IPE16.8 , i2X, IH= IPE16.8
A , 5X,8HXNP - IPE16.8,12
BX 1H- 1PE16.8/ 9X,SHRJ'IPI - IPE16.8,12X,II'I- 1PE16.8,SX,8HQ
C11_E16.8,12X,1H- 1PE16.8/ 9X,SHHPAUX - IPE16.8,12X,1H-, 1PE16.8,SX,
D8HPCIEL - IPE16.8,5X,8HTItL1 - IPE16.8) _ _
WRI TE (6,225) TilL 2, TilL3, T|LLI. , TilL 5.TilL6, TilL 7, TilL8, TilL9 , TilL 10, CilN I
1CilN2 , CilN3 , C ilN/.I , CilN5 , CilN6, CilN7 , CilN8 , CilN9 , CilN 10 , CilNl I, CilNI 2 , CilN 13 ,(;il
2N14,CiIN15,CD2,CIlN,AVT,ETGER,EPS
225 F_RHAT ( 9X,8HTIlL2 - IPE16.B,5X,8HTIlL3 -- 1PE16.B,5X,8HTIlLl_ -
A 1PE16.8,5X,8HTIlL5 - 1PE16.8/ 9X, 8HTIlL6 - 1PE16.8,5X, 8H
BTC'L7 - IPE16.8,5X.8HTIlL8 - 1PE16.8,5X,8HTIlL9 - 1PE16.8/ 9X
C, 8HT_LIO - 1PE16.8,5X,8HCIlN1 - 1PE16.8,5X,8HCIlN2 - IPE16.8,
D5X,8HC_N3 = IPE16.8/ 9X, 8HCI_N/4 - 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HC_N5 - 1
E_EI6.8,5X,8HCIlN6 - 1PE16.8,5X,8HCCN7 - 1PE16.8/ 9X,8HCIlN8 -
8,5X,8HC_N9 - 1PEI6.8,SX,8HCIlNlO - 1PEt6.8,5X,8HCIlN11 -
8/ 9X,8HCIlN12 - IPE16.8,SX,8HCIlN13 - 1PE16.8,5X,8HCIlN14
6.8,5X,8HCIlN15 - 1PE16.8/ 9X,8HCD2 - 1PE16.8,SX,
= 1PE16.8,SX, 8HAVT - 1PE16.8,5X, 8HETGER - 1PE16.8/











6,137) KBAL,INDPR,FEN, DEL7. XMREN,PA,TTI(1),PUVA, PP!,TP!S
SG
(9X,8HKBAL - 13,18X,8HINDPR ,,, 13,18X,8HFEN - 1PE16.8,
A 5X,BHDEL7 - 1PE16.8/ 9X, 8HXMREN - IPE16.8, 5X, 8HPA ,,
BIPE16.8, 5X, 8HTTI - 1PE16.8, 5X_ 8HPUVA - 1PE!6.8 / 9X,8HPP!
C - 1PE16.8,12X,1H- IPE16.8, 5X, BHTPIS - 1PE16.8,12X, 1H-
D1PE16.8 /9X, 8HTRSG - 1PE16.8, 12X,IH- IPE16.8 ,5X,7HSG
E 2(1H- 1PE16.8,12X))
WRITE (6,138) CI,C3,C4, C5, C6,C8,PUC_IF,PUSEC,DELI,DEL2,FAUX,ETCF
138 F(_RMAT (9X, 7HC1 4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X) /16X,4(1H-1PE16.8,12X)/16
AX, b,(1H- 1PE16.8,12X)/9X,THC3 4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X) /16X,lH-1PE
B16.8,12X,lH- 1PE16.8,5X, 7HC4 2(1H- IPE16.8,12X) /16X,4 (1H-
C 1PE16.8,12X) /9X, 7HC5 4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X) /16X,lH-1PE16.8,
D12X,1H- 1PE16.8, 5X, 7HC6 2(IH- 1PEI6.8,12X)/ 16X, 4(IH- 1PE1
E6.8,12X)/9X,7HC8 4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X)/16X,b,(1H- 1PE16.8,12X)/9X
F,7HPUC_F 4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X_ ,14(/ 16X, 4(IH- 1PE16.8, 12X) ) /
G 9X, 7HPUSEC
J 4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X)/ 16X, 4(1H- IPE16.8,12X)/ 16X, 1H- 1PE16.8,12
KX, 1H- 1PE16.8,5X, 7HDELI 2(1H- 1PE16.8,12X)/ 9X, 7HDEL2 1H
L- 1PE16.B,12X, 1H- 1PE16.8,5X, 8HFAUX - 1PE16.8,5X, 8HETCF -
MIPE16.8)
WRITE (6,242) DEL4, DELS,DRI
242 F_RMAT (9X, 7HDEL4 4(4(1H- 1PE16.B,12X) /16X) , 4(1H- 1PE16.8,
A 12X) /9X, 7HDEL5 4(4(IH- 1PE16.B,12X) /16X),4(1H... 1PE16.8,
FIGURE 106. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE EPRINT (cont.)
lOZ3
IPE16.8,12X_ /16XJ,4(1H- 1PE16.8,
INPUT DATA , 2OX,gHPAGE 2 ///_
DW, ATE, DP I
I PB,DEL3, PTI , HPAUX, CNST1 ,





1 , ATI, DLTP, DPD,
ACNST2, CNST3, CNST4, CNST5,
BDEL22, DEL23 , DEL24, DEL25, DEL26,
1DEL35,XMRTC, PNS, EPS,
CETCS, ATC, DM_, DHF_,
DWPRESF, WPRES_ , C_N
139 F(_RMAT(gX, 7HDRD 4(4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X)
D 12X) /gX, 7HDLTR 4(4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X}
E 12X) /9X, 7HR 4(4(1H- 1PE16.8,12X}
1 12X) /gX,8HDW - 1PE16.8,12X,lH- 1PE16.8 , 5X, 7HATE 2(1H
A- 1PE16.8,12X) /gX,8HDPI - 1PE16.8,12X,1H-1PE16.8,5X,7HATI
B2(1H- 1PE16.8,12X) /gX,8HDLTP - 1PE16.8,12X, 1H- 1PE16.8,5X,




















































=1PE16.8)N 1PE16.8,5X,8HWPRES_ = 1PE16.8 , 8HC_N
RE TURN
250 WRI TE(6,345)FE,X ISPE,WE_,WEF,XMRE,FC,PNS,PC IE ,XMRTC,WC,WCeI,WCF,CS,
ICSTHE,CF,CFTHE
345 F_RMAT( 9X,8HFE - 1PE16.8,5X,8HXISPE - 1PE16.8, 5X,8HWE_ -
4 IPE16.8, 5X,BHWEF - IPE16.8 / 9X.8HXMRE - IPE16.8 ,5X, 8HFC
B - 1PE16.8 ,5X, 8HPNS - 1PE16.8 ,5X, 8HPCIE = 1PE16.8 / 9
CX, 8HXMRTC -IPE16.8, 5X, 8HWC - IPE16.8 ,5X, 8HWC_ - IPEI
D6.8, 5X, 8HWCF -IPE16.8/ 9X, 8HCS = IPE16.8 ,SX, 8HCSTHE
E- IPE16.8, 5X, 8HCF = IPE16.8,SX, 8HCFTHE =" IPE16.8 )
WRITE(6,355) WP,QP,XNP,H,PPD,ETAP,BHPP,XNPSH,PPIS,RHPI,WT,PTI,
IPTES,TTI ,CPT,GAMT,RGT,XNT,UVRAT,ETAT,HPT,PRT
355 F_RHAT( 9X,8HWP - 1PE16.8,12X, 1H- 1PE16.8 , 5X, 8HQP - 1P
2E16.8, 12X, IH- IPE16.8 / 9X,8HXNP - IPE16.8 ,12X , IH-- IPE16.8
3, 5X, 8HH IPE16z.8 .12X, IH- IPE16.8 / 9X, 8HPPD -IPE164.8 ,12X, 1H- 1P_16.8, ._A,_HETAP - lPE16.8, 12X, 1H= 1PE16.8 / 9X
5, 8HBHPP - 1PE16.8 ,12X, 1H- 1PE16.8, 5X, 8HXNPSH - 1PE16.8 ,
612X, 1H= 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HPPIS - 1PE16.8,12X, 1H= 1PE16.8, 5X,8H
7RHPI - 1PE16.8 12X, 1H- 1PE16.8 / 9X, 8HWT - 1PE16.8 ,12X,
8 1H= IPE16.8, 5X,'8HPTI = 1PE16.8 , 12X, 1H- 1PE16.8 / 9 X,
FIGURE 106. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE EPRINT (cont.)
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98HPTES
AiH- 1PE 16.8/9X ,8HCPT -IPE l&_ 8,5X,FJ, H
B- 1PE16.8,sX,SH ,,iPE 16.8/gX,SHRGT
C- IPE16.8,5X,SHXNT -1PE 16.8,SX,8H
D- 1PE16.8,SX,8H -1PE 16.8,5X,8HETAT
E- 1PE16.8/9X,8HHPT -1PE16.8,SX,8H
, 1PE16.8, 12X, 1H- !PE16.8, 5X, 8HTTI - 1PE!6.8, 12X,
I_LI_AMT




F- 1PE16.8,5X,8H -1PE16.8 )
WR I TE (6,365) WG, WG¢, WGF, DBPN , XMRG , CSG, PGG, WPU¢, WBP, RESg'G , RESFG
365 FCRHAT C 9X , 8HWG -1PE 16.8,5X,8HWGt_ --IPE 16.8,5X,8HWGF
A- 1PE 16.8,SX,8HDBPN -1PE 16.8/9X,8HXMRG -IPE16.8,5X,8HCSG
B- IPE 16.8,SX,8HPGG -1PE 16.8,5X,8HWPU¢ -1PE 16.8/9X, 8HW1BP
C- IPE16.8,SX,SHRES_G -1PE16.8,5X,8HRESFG -1PE16.8 )
245 RETURN
END
FIGURE 106. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE EPRINT (cont.)
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LXXXVI. SUBROUTINE INFL
The purpose of this subroutine is to generate a set of influence
coefficients. This subroutine must be used in conjunction with an engine
balance/rebalance program. Influence coefficients are generated by per-
turbing an independent variable from its nominal value and rebalancing
the engine system to determine the corresponding changes in the depend-
ent variables of interest.
Each independent variable is perturbed in both directions from
its nominal value. This results in a set of influence coefficients which
more nearly depict the tangents, at the nominal operating points, to the
performance curves which relate the variations in each of the dependent
variables due to a variation in an independent variable.
The last independent variable perturbed is nominal engine thrust.
The influence coefficients generated by this perturbation may be used to
approximate the effect of changing the nominal engine thrust level.
CALLING SEQUENCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL INFL (CON, KEND, TABI, TABD, INDV, DEPV,
N1, N2, Y, VIND, VDEP, NLIST)
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SOLUTION METHOD
Set counters for the number of independent and dependent
variables:
1. NIND = N1
Z. ND = N2
Test for first time in subroutine for this set of parameters:
3. If NCON = 0, go to 4
If NCON M 0, go to Z0
Set nominal independent and dependent variables and the
ba!ance/reba!ance indicator:
4. Do 5, I = 1, ND
5. VDEP(I) = TABD(!)
6. KBAL = 2
7. Do 8, I = i, NIND
8. VIND(I) = TABI(I)








Set array DD equal to array VIND:
IZ. Do 13, I = I, NIND
13. DD(I) = VIND(I)
Increment independent variable control counter:
14. NCON = NCON + 1
Perturb independent variable:
15. DD(NCON) = (DD(NCON))(CON)
16. L = 1
Reset independent variables with perturbed value:
17. Do 18, I = 1, NIND
18. TABI(I) = DD(1)
19. Return
Put current values of the dependent variables into table CURDP:
20. Do 21, I = I, ND
21. CURDP(I) = TABD(I)
Compute dimensional influence coefficient:
22. Do 23, N = I, ND
23. Y(NCON, N) = -(CURDP(N) - VDEP(N)) + Y(NCON, N)
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Test if independent variable has been perturbed in both
direction s:
24. If L _ 1, go toZ5
If L > 1, go to 30
Perturb independent variable in other direction:
25. DD(NCON) = (DD(NCON))/(CON 2)
Change sign of Y array:
26. Do 27, N = l, ND
27. Y(NCON, N) = -Y(NCON, N)
28. L = 2
29. Go to 17
Reset perturbed independent variable to nominal value:
30. DD(NCON) = (DD(NCON})(CON)
Compute non-dimensional influence coefficient:
31. DEL = (VIND(NCON))/((VIND(NCON))(CON)
- (VIND (NCON))/(CON))
32. Do 33, N = I, ND
33. Y(NCON, N) = (Y(NCON, N)) (DEL)/(VDEP (N))
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Test if last independent variable should be perturbed:
34. If NCON+ 1 < NIND, go to 14
If NCON+ 1 = NIND, go to 35
If NCON + 1 > NIND, go to 37
Reset balance/rebalance indicator for a balance:
35. KBAL = 1
36. Go to 14
Reset indicators and print out the influence coefficient:
37. NCON = 0
38. KEND = 1
39. NNC = 1
40. If NIND < 8, go to 43
If NIND > 8, go to 41
41. NND = 8
4Z. Go to 44
43. NND = NIND
44. Write output heading
45. Write output
46. Do 47, K= I, ND
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47. Write output
48. If NND < NIND, go to 49
If NND > NIND, go to 19
49. NNC = NNC + NND
50. NNDA = NND +8
51. If NNDA < NIND, go to 54
If NNDA _ NIND, go to 52
52. NND = NIND
53. Go to 44
54. NND = -_NDA

















Amount to perturb independ-
ent variables
Array containing the current
values of the dependent
variables
Array containing the inde-
pendent variable s
Array containing alpha names
of dependent variables
Loop control counter





Flag to terminate re-entry
to subroutine
Indicator to determine which





CALL, 15, Z5, 30, 31
DIM, 21, 23
DIM, 13, 15, 18, Z5, 30
31 , 33
CALL, DIM
4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12,





























Counter to determine which






Engine name for output heading
Counter for output control
Counter for output control
Counter for output con_ol
Array containing the depend-
ent variables










22, 23, 26, 27, 32, 33
DATA, 3, 14, 15, Z3, Z5,
27, 30, 31, 33, 34, 37
2, 4, I0, 20, 22, 26,
32, 46
I, 7, 9, IZ, 17, 34, 40,
43, 48, 51, 5Z
CALL
39, 49
4I, 43, 48, 49, 50, 52, 54
50, 51, 54
CALL, DIM, 5, Zl
CALL, DIM, 8, 18
CALL, DIM, 5, 23, 33
CALL, DIM, 8, 13, 31











C SET UP N_HINAL DEPENDENT VARIABLES
9995 D_ 95 I =I,ND
95 VDEP(I).TABD(I)
KBAL - 2
C SET UP N_HINAL INDEPENOENT VARIABLES
O_ 94 I =I,NIND
94 VIND(I)-TABI(I)
D_ 33 I =I,NIND
D_ 31 J =I,ND
31 Y(I,J)-O.
33 C_NTINUE
32 D_ 10 I -1,NIND




9997 D_ 97 I m 1,NIND
97 TABI(I) = DD(I)
16 RETURN
9996 D_ 96 I =I,ND
96 CURDO(1) = TABD(1)
60 D_ 61 N-1,ND
Y(NC_N,N) - -(CURDP(N) - VDEP(N)) + Y(NCCN,N)
61 C_NTINUE
IF(L-I)62,62,65












18 KBAL - I
G_ T_ 11
17 NC_N - 0
KEND - 1






43 NND = NIND
42 WRITE_'6,40) NLIST
40 F_RHAT_'IH1 45X,39HN_N-DIHENSI_NAL INFLUENCE C_EFFICIENTS
WR! TE (6,44) ( I NOV(J) ,J-NNC ,NND )
44 Fi_RMAT(IHO 13X,7_'A6, 9X), A6 //)
DQ 46 K= 1,ND
WRITE(6,47) DEPV(K), (Y(J,K), J- NNC,NND )
46 C_NTINUE
47 F_RMAT_3HO A6,B(3X,E12.5) )
I Fr NND-NIND)50,16, 16
50 NNC =, NNC + NND
NNDA = NND + B
I F(NNDA-NI ND)52,51,51
51 NND - NIND
G(_ T(_ 42




FIGURE 107. SYMBOI/C LISTING OF SUBROUTINE INFL (cont.)
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LXXXVII. SUBROUTINE STINFL
The purpose of this subroutine is to make "the generated influence
coefficients of the engine balance/rebalance programs available to the
powered flight simulation program. This is accomplished by setting the
influence coefficients and the nominal dependent and independent variables
used to generate them, into COMMON arrays addressable by these two




Set vehicle stage number:
1. K = N
Set the independent variables and influence coefficients into
COMMON arrays:
Z. Do 5I = 1, NIND
3. VINDA(I, K) = VIND(1)
4. Do 511 = l, ND
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5. YY(I, II, K) -- Y(I, II)
Set dependent variables and count of dependent and independent
variables into COMMON arrays:
6. Do 7I = 1, ND
7. VDEPA(I, K)
































Array of the number of
independent variables, by
stages
Array of dependent variables






Array of influence coefficients
generated by Subroutine INFL
Array of influence coefficients
















St BFTC STiNFL FUL IST,REF
SUBROUT INE STINFL(N)
COMMON IINFLTB/ YY(10,10,6),VINDA(10,6),VDE=A(10,6),NINDA(6),NIND,
INDA( 6), Y(IO, I0), VDEP(IO), Vl ND(I0) ,ND
K= N
DO 75 I=1 ,NI ND
VINDA(I,K) - VIND(I)
DO 75 I1 ,,,, 1,ND
75 YY(I,II,K) ,, Y(I,II)
DO 80 I-I,ND





FIGURE 108. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE STINFL
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LXXXVIII. SUBROUTINE SETNOM
This subroutine is used to save and reset the nominal Block I
input data, between cases.
CALLING SEQUE NCE
The calling sequence is:
CALL SETNOM (J, JJ)
SOLUTION METHOD
Determine whether to set or reset nominals.
1. If JJ _ 0, go to 172
If JJ _ o, go to z
Determine engine nominals to be set.
2. If J = 1, go to 3
If I = 2, go to 68
If J = 3, go to 342
If J = 4, go to 129
Set H-1 engine nominals.
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3. Do Z4 ITI " i, 2
4. XTPIR (ITI) = TPIR(ITI)
5. XPPI (ITI) = PPI(ITI)
6. XHPAUX (ITI) - HPAUX (ITI)
7. XTRSG (ITI) = TRSG (ITI)
s. XSG (ITI) = SG dTI)
9. XDPI (IYI) = DPI(ITI)
I0. XDPD (ITI) = DPD (ITI)
1i. XDELI (ITI) = DELl (ITI)
12. XDEI2. (ITI) = DEI2. (ITI)
13. XDEL3 (ITI) = DEL3 (ITI)
14. XDLTP (ITI) = DLTP (ITI)
15. XPTI (ITI) = PTI (ITI)
16. XPTES (ITI) = PTES (ITI)
17. XATI (ITI) = ATI (ITI)
18. XDW (ITI) = DW (ITI)
19. IIPB(ITI) = IPB(ITI)
Z0. XGR (ITI) = GR (ITI)
Z i. XXNTST (ITI) = XNTST (ITI)
ZZ. XETAGR(ITI) = ETAGR(ITI)























XATE (ITI) = ATE (ITI)
Do 29 II = I, 6
XC3 (n) - C3 (n)
xc4 (n) = c4 (n)
xcs(n) - 05 (If)
xc6 (iI) = 06 (iI)
Do 36 Ill - I, 20
XDRI (III) = DRI (III)
XDRD (III) -- DRD (III)
XDEL4 (III) = DEL4(III)
XDEL5 (III) = DEL5 (III)
XDLTR(III) = DLTR(III)
XR(HI) = R(III)
Do 38 NI = I, 4
XWMIS (NI) = WMIS (NI)
Do 41 IN = I, 6
Do 41 INT = I, Z
XCI(IN, INT) = CI(IN, INT)
Do 44 NIT = I, 9
Do 44 NTI = I, 2


































































66. XFX = FX
67. Go to 171
Set F-1 engine nominals.
68. Do 88 ITI = l, 2
69. FPPI (ITI) = PPI (ITI)
70. FTPIR (ITI) = TPIR (ITI)
71. FTRSG (ITI) = TRSG (ITI)
7Z. FSG(ITI) = SG(ITI)
73. FDPI(ITI) = DPI(ITI)
74. FDPD (ITI) = DPD (ITI)
75. FDEL1 (ITI) = DELl (ITI)
76. FDELZ (ITI) = DELZ (ITI)
77. FDEL3 (ITI) = DEL3 (ITI)
78. FDLTP (ITI) = DLTP (ITI)
79. FPTI (ITI) = PTI (ITI)
80. FPTES (ITI) = PTES (ITI)
8 I. FATI (ITI) = ATI (ITI)
8Z. FDW (ITI) = DM/(ITI)
83. KIPB (ITI) = IPB (ITI)
84. FGR (ITI) = GR (ITI)
85. FXNTST (ITI) = XNTST (ITI)
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86. FETAGR(ITI) = ETAGR(ITI)
87. FDEL6 (ITI) = DEL6 (ITI)
88. FATE (ITI) = ATE (ITI)
89. Do 93 II = l, 6
90. FC3(n) = C3(n)
91. FC4(II) = C4(II)
9Z. FC5(II) = C5(II)
93. FC6(II) = 06(II)
94. Do I00 III - I, Z0
95. FDRI (III) = DR/(III)
96. FDRD (hi) = D_ (TTI)
97. FDEIA (I/I) = DEL4 (III)
98. FDEL5 (III) = DEL5 (III)
99. FDLTR(III) = DLTR(III)
I00. FR (III) = R (III)
I01. Do 10Z NI = I, 4
10Z. FWMIS (NI) = WMIS (NI)
103. Do 105 IN = l, 6
104. Do 105 INT = l, 2
105. FCI(IN, INT) = CI(IN,INT)




109. FRGG = RGG
1I0. FTN = TN
III. FDEL9 = DEL9
1 12. FXMREN - XMREN
113. FRX = RX
114. FFEN = FEN
115. FDEL7 = DEL7
116. FPA = PA
I17. FDEL8 = DEL8
118. FETCF " ETCF
119. FEPS = EPS
lZ0. FPNS = PNS
lZl. KINDPR = INDPR
122. FCPCX ; CPCX
lZ3. FETCS = ETCS
lZ4. FCON = CON
125. IKBAL = KBAL
lZ6. FATC = ATC
127. FXMRTC = XMRTC
Do 108 NTI = I, Z
FC7(NIT, NTI) = C7 (NIT, NTI)
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128. Go to 171
Set RL- 10 engine nominals.
129. Do 136 NTT = I, Z
130. XQ (NTT) = Q (NTT)
13 I. XTPIS (NTT) = TPIS (NTT)
13Z. XXNPN(NTT) = XNPN(NTT)
133. XXNP (NTT) = XNP (NTT)
134. RHPAUX (NTT)-- HPAUX (NTT)
135. RPPI (NTT) = PPI (NTT)
]36. XRHPI (NTT) = RHPI (NTT)
] "_ 7 "V'D_"TI_
...... _,._ Ju = PC_.EL
138. XTOLI - TOLl
139. XTOL2, = TOL2
140. XCONI = CON1
141. XCON2 = CON2
142. XCON3 = CON3
143. XCON4 = CON4
144. XCON5 = CON5
145. XCD2 = CDZ
146. XTOL3 = TOL3







































































Determine engine nominals to be reset.
17Z. If J = I, go to 173
If J = z, go to z38
If J = 3, go to 423
If J = 4, go to 299
Reset H-I engine nominals.
173. Do 194 INI = I, Z
174. HPAUX (INI) = XHPAUX (INI)
175. PPI (INI) = XPPI (INI)
176. TPiR (INI) = XTPIR (INI)
177. TRSG (INI) = XTRSG (INI)
178. SG (INI) = XSG (INI)
179. DPI (INI) = XDPI (INI)
180. DPD (INI) = XDPD (INI)
181. DELl (INI) = XDELI (INI)
18Z. DELZ (INI) = XDEI2. (INI)
183. DEL3 (INI) = XDEL3 (INI)























































































R (IIK) = XR(nK)
Do 208 NNN= 1, 4
WMIS (NNN) = XWMIS (NNN)
Do 211 NXT = 1, 6
Do 211 N3ArT = 1, 2
C1 (NXT, N-WT) = XC1 (NXT, NWT)
Do 214 NAA = l, 9
Do Z14 NBB = l, 2













227. INDPR = IINDPR
22 8. ETCS = XETCS
229. CON = XCON
230. DELTX = XDELTX
231. AXD = XAXD
232. FX = XFX
233. KBAL = KKBAL
234. ATG = XATG
235. XMRTC = XXMRTC
236. CPCX = XCPGX
237. Go to 171
Reset F-1 engine nominals.
238. Do 258 INI = I, 2
239. PPI (INI) = FPPI (INI)
240. TPIR (INI) = FTPIR (INI)
241. TRSG (INI) = FTRSG (INI)
242. SG(INI) = FSG(INI)
243. DPI(INI) = FDPI (INI)
244. DPD (INI) = FDPD(INI)
245. DELl (INI) = FDELI (INI)



















264. Do 270 ILK
265. DRI (ILK)
266. DRD (ILK)


















































Do 27Z NNN= I, 4
WMIS (NNN) = FWMIS (NNN)
Do 275 NXT = l, 6
Do275 NWT= l, 2
Cl (NXT, NWT) = FCl (NXT, NWT)
Do 278 NAA = I, 9
Do 278 NBB = i, 2












Z89. EPS - FEPS
Z90. PNS ; FPNS
291. INDPR = KINDPR
Z9Z. ETCS ; FETCS
293. KBAL -- IKBAL
294. ATC = FATC
Z95. XMRTC - FXMRTC
Z96. CPCX = FCPCX
Z97. CON = FCON
Z98. Go to 171






















PPI (NDE) = RPPI (NDE)



























































































Set I-2 engine nominals.
342. Do 359 II = 1, 2
343. ZATI (II) - ATI (II)
344. ZPTI (II) = PTI (II)
345. ZDLTP (II) -- DLTP (II)
346. ZDPD (II) = DPD (II)
347. ZPPI (II) = PPI (II)
348. ZTPIS (II) = TPIS (II)






































Do 367 NN =



















Do 370 KK =
Do 370 KKK =






































































392. ZDEL2 6 = DEL26
393. ZDELZ7 -- DEL27
394. ZDEL2 8 = DEL28
395. ZDEL29 = DEL29
396. ZDEL35 = DEL35
397. ZCNSTZ = CNST2
398. ZCNST3 = CNST3
399. ZCNST4 = CNST4
400. ZCNST5 = CNST5
401. ZCNST6 = CNST6
402. ZCNST7 = CNST7
403. ZCNST8 = CNST8
404. ZEPSM = EPSM
405. ZABP NI = ABPNI







Do 408 KYY = I, I0
ZPUCOF (KY, KYY) = PUCOF (KY, KYY)
Do 410 KO = I, I0
ZPUSEC (KO) = PUSEC (KO)
Do 417 IG = I, 20
ZDEL4 (IG) = DEL4 (IG)
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413. ZDEL5 (IG) = DEL5 (IG)
414. ZDRI (IG) = DRI (IG)
415. ZDRD (IG) = DRD (IG)
416. ZDLTR (IG) -- DLTR (IG)
417. ZR (IG) - R (IG)
418. ZDMOO = DMOO
419. ZDMFO = DMFO
420. ZWPESF = WPRESF
421. ZWPESO = WPRESO
422. ZCON ,, CON
4;'3. Go to 17!
Reset J-Z engine nominals.
424. Do 442 II = I, 2
425. ATI (II) = ZATI (II)
426. DLTP (II) = ZDLTP (II)
427. DPD (II) = ZDPD (II)
428. PPI (II) = ZPPI (If)
429. TPIS (II) - ZTPIS (II)
430. DPI (II) - ZDPI (II)
431. IPB (II) = ZIPB (II)























•SG (II) = ZSG (II)
DELl (II) = ZDELI (II)
DELZ (II) = ZDEL2 (II)
DW (II) = ZDW (II)
Continue
TTI (II) = ZTTI (II)
DEL3 (II) = ZDEL3 (II)
HPAUX (II) = ZHPAUX (II)
PTI (II) -- ZPTI (II)
ATE (II) = ZATE (II)
Do 446 I = l, 6
C3 (1) = ZC3 (I)
C4 (I) = ZC4 (I)
C5 (I) = ZC5 (I)
C6 (I) = ZC6 (I)
Do 450 NN-- I, 4
Do 450 NNN= I, 2
C8(NN, NNN) = ZC8(NN, NNN)
Do 453 KK = I, 6
Do 453 KKK = I, Z





































































































Do 490 KO = I, I0
PUSEC (KO) = ZPUSEC (KO)
Do 493 KY = I, 6
Do 493 KYY = i, I0
PUCOF (KY, KYY) = ZPUCOF (KY, KYY)
Do 500 IG = I, 20



















































By-pass nozzle inlet duct in z
area
Thrust chamber throat area in z
Turbine exit flange area
Turbine inlet nozzle area
in z
in z
Venturi throat area in z
Turbine exhaust discharge In z
area
Array of coefficients for
pump performance
Array of coefficients for
specific heat ratio curve
Array of coefficients for
specific heat curve
Array of coefficiefits for
molecular weight curve
Array of coefficients for gas
generator mixture ratio curve
Array of coefficients for
turbine efficiency curve




/CCHAM/, 56, 126, 169,
Z34, 294, 339, 376, 459
/CTURB/, 24, 88, 194,
258, 359, 442






/CPUMP/, 26, 90, 196,
261,361, 444
/CGPROP/, 27, 91, 197,
260,362, 445
/CGPROP/, 28, 92, 198,
262, 363, 446
/CGPROP/, 29, 93, 199,
263, 364, 447
















Lox injector flow loss
coefficient
Ratio of thrust chamber
injector end pressure to
thrust chamber nozzle
stagnation pressure
Constant used in calcu-
lating pressure drop from
fuel injector face to fuel
pressurization bleed line
Constant used in calcu-
lating pressure drop from
fuel pressurization bleed
line to thrust chamber
manifold inlet
First guess of fuel turbine
exit static pressure
First guess of oxidizer
turbine exit static
pressure
First guess of by-pass
nozzle inlet Mach number
First guess of by-pass
nozzle mass flow rate
First guess of oxidizer tur-
bine inlet total pressure
First guess of ratio of tur-
bine mass flow rate to





















ZZ9, Z97, 4ZZ, 505
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Constant used in calcu-
lating lox pump inlet
static pressure
Flow loss coefficient for
line from lox pump dis-
charge to injector inlet
Ground mixture ratio
control valve flow loss
coefficient
Actual lox injector area
Ratio of lox pump speed to
fuel pump speed
Constant used in calcu-
lating fuel pump inlet
static pressure
Flow loss coefficient for
line from fuel pump dis-
charge to jacket inlet
manifold
Plow loss coefficient for
fuel pump discharge
orifice
First guess of ratio of tur-
bine mass flow rate to total
fuel mass flow rate
Flow loss coefficient for
line from jacket exit










































SUBROUTINE SETNOM NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
Description Units
Constant used in comput-
ing mass flow rate
Ratio of turbine exit static
pressure to turbine exit
total pressure
Flow loss coefficient for
line from turbine exit to
injector inlet
Flow loss coefficient for
main fuel shut-off valve
Fuel injector area
Ratio of thrust chamber
wall pressure to nozzle
stagnation pres sure






























/CPUMP/, 11, 75, 181,
245, 353, 434
/CPUMP/, 12, 76, 182,
246, 354, 435




/CRES/, 34, 98, z04,
268, 413, 496































Oxidizer pump inlet static







By-pass nozzle inlet mass
flowrate parameter tolerance
Fuel turbine inlet total
pressure tolerance
A* equation tolerance
Oxidizer turbine inlet total





































































184, Z48, 345, 426




/CPUMP/, I0, 74, 180,
Z44, 346, 427
/CPUMP/, 9, 73, 179,
2-43, 349, 430
/CRES/, 32, 96, Z0Z,
Z66, 415, 498
/ORES/, 31, 95, Z01,
Z65, 414, 497
/CTURB/, 18, 82, 188,
252, 355, 436
/CCHAM/, 59, i19,
































Used for storing ATC inz
Used for storing ATE inZ
Array for storing ATI inz
Auxiliary engine thrust Ib
Array for storing G1
Array for storing 03
Array for storing C4
Array for storing G5
Array for storing C6
Array for storing C7
Loaded value of thrust lb
Used for storing CON
Used for storing CPCX






2Z4, Z88, 377, 460
/CCHAM/, 67_.,, 1Z3,








































Array for storing DEL2
Array for storing DEI3
Array for storing DEIA
Array for storing DEL5
Array for storing DEL6
Used for storing DEL7
Used for storing DEL8
Used for storing DEL9
Array for storing DLTP
Array for storing DLTR
Array for storing DPD
Array for storing DPI
Array for storing DRD
Array for storing DRI
Used for storing DW
Nominal engine thrust
Used for storing EPS
Array for storing ETAGR





























































Used for storing ETCS
Used for storing FEN lb
Array for storing GR
Used for storing PA psia
Used for storing PNS psia
Array for storing PPI psla
Array for storing PTES psia
Array for storing PTI psla
Used for storing RGG secZ/ft 5
Array for storing R secZ/ft 5
Used for storing RX secZ/ft 5
Array for storing SG
Used for storing TN o F
Array for storing TPIR °R
Array for storing TRSG oF
Array for storing WMIS lb/sec
Turbine exhaust thrust lb
Used for storing XMREN



































Array for storing XNTST
Turbine to pump gear ratio
Auxiliary drive horsepower
Used for storing INDPR
Array for storing IPB












/CMi%IN/, Z0, 84, 189,
253






Z27, Z91, 371, 454
/CPUMP/, 19, 83, 190,
_54, 350, 411
360, 361, 362, 363, 364,
443, 444, 445, 446, 447
Z5, Z6,Z7,ZS, Z9, 89,
90, 91, 9Z, 93, 342,343,
344, 345, 346,347, 348,
349, 350, 351, 35Z, 353,
354, 355, 356, 357, 358,
359, 4Z4, 4Z5, 4Z6, 4Z7,
428, 4Z9, 430,431, 43Z,
433,434, 435,436,438,
439, 440, 441, 44Z
30, 31, 3Z, 33, 34, 35,
36, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98,
99, I00
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Indicator to determine which
nominals will be set
J = 1; H-1 Engine
J = 2; F-1 Engine
J = 3; J-2 Engine














39, 41, 103, 105
173, 174, 175, 176, 177,
178, 179, 180, 181, 182,
183, 184, 185, 186, 187,







3, 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, i0, II,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21
24, 68, 69, 70
73, 74, 75, 76
79, 80, 81, 82



























Indicator to set or reset
the nominals
JJ = 0; set nominals
]7 = l; reset nominals
Used for storing KBAL
Engine balance/rebalance
indicator
Used for storing INDPR
Array for storing IPB
Loop control counter














/CBAL/, 55, lZ5, 168,
Z33,293, 338, 379, 46Z
iZl, 291
DIM, 83, Z54
368, 370, 451, 453
55, 2.33
369, 370, 45Z, 453
409, 410, 489, 490
406, 408, 491, 493
407, 408, 492, 493
ZlZ, ZI4, Z76, 278
ZI3, Z14, Z77, Z78
Z99,300, 301,302, 303,
304, 305, 306
37, 38, I01, 102
4Z, 44, 106, 108
365, 367, 448, 450
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Pump inlet total pressure
Turbine exit static pressure
Turbine inlet total pressure
Array of coefficients for PU
valve flow loss coefficient












195, 196, 197, 198, 199,
Z59,260, Z61, Z6Z, Z63
Z07, Z08, 366,367, 449,
45O
43, 44, 107, 108
Izg, 130, 131, 13Z, 133,
134, 135, 136
ZI0, ZII, Z74, Z75
z09,z11,z73,z75




ZZ6, zg0, 373, 456
/CPUMP/, 5, 69, 135,
175, Z39, 305, 347, 4Z8
/CTURB/, 16, 80, 186,
Z50
























Pump inlet volume flow rate
Resistance value
Used for storing ATC
Used for storing EPS
Gas generator resistance
Array for storing HPAUX
Pump inlet density
Array for storing PPI
Turbine exhaust system
resistance
Used for storing XMRTC




Fuel pump discharge con-






















































Lox injector flow loss
coefficient tolerance




Fuel mass flow rate
tolerance
Mixture ratio tolerance




Pump inlet propellant o R
temperature
Pump inlet propellant o F
temperature























/CDEN/, 7, 71, 177,
241,351, 432


























Used for storing ATC
Used for storing ATE
Used for storing ATI
Used for storing AVT
Used for storing AXD
Array for storing C1
Array for storing C3
Array for storing C4
Array for storing C5
Array for storing C6
Array for storing C7
Used for storing CD2
Used for storing CON
Used for storing CON1
Used for storing CON2











ft 3 _ in2
sec 2
ft 3 - i n 2
sec 2







































Used for storing CON4
Used for storing CON5
Used for storing CON6
Used for storing CON7
Used for storing CON8
Used for storing CON9
Used for storing CON10
Used for storing CONll
Used for storing CONI2
Used for storing CON13
Used for storing CON14
Used for storing CON15
Used for storing CPCX
Array for storing DELl












ft 3 - in z
sec 2











































Array for storing DEL3
Array for storing DEIA
Array for storing DEL5
Array for storing DEL6
Used for storing DEL7
Used for storing DEL8
Used for storing DEL9
Used for storing DELTX
Array for storing DLTP
Array for storing DLTR
Array for storing DPD
Array for storing DPI
Array for storing DRD
Array for storing DRI
Array for storing DW
Used fdr storing EPS
Array for storing ETAGR
Used for storing ETCF
Used for storing ETCS
Units Reference
rpm DIM, 13, 183
psi DIM, 33, 203
Ib/ft3 DIM, 34, 204





OF DIM, 14, 184
OF DIM, 35, 205
in DIM, 10, 180
in DIM, 9, 179
in DIM, 32, 202
in DIM, 31, 201
in DIM, 18, 188
-- 59, 225
-- DIM, 2Z, 192
-- 54, 224























Used for storing ETGER
Used for storing FCL lb
Used for storing FEN lb
Used for storing FX lb
Array for storing GR





Nominal pump speed rpm
Pump speed rpm
Number of turbine pressure
stages
Used for storing PA psia
Used for storing PCIE psia
Used for storing PNS psia
Array for storing PPI psia
Array for storing PTES psia
Array for storing PTI psia









218, 282, 383, 466
/COHAM/, 57, 127, 170,
235, 295, 340, 372, 465
/PPRLI0/, 132, 302
/CPUMP/, 133, 303
































Array for storing R
Used for storing RGG
Array for storing RHPI
Used for storing RX
Array for storing SG
Used for storing TN
Used for storing TOLl
Used for storing TOI/
Used for storing TOL3
Used for storing TOL4
Used for storing TOL5
Used for storing TOL6
Used for storing TOL7
Used for storing TOL8
Used for storing TOL9
Used for storing TOLl0
Array for storing TPIR
Array for storing TPIS
Array for storing TRSG
Units Reference
secZ/ft 5 DIM, 36, 206
secZ/ft 5 45, 215
ib/ft3 DIM, 136, 306
secZ/ft 5 49, _-19




-- !46, 3 !6
-- 147, 317






OR DIM, 4, 176
OF DIM, 131, 301
OR DIM, 7, 177
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Array for storing WMIS
Used for storing XMREN
Used for storing XMRTC
Array for storing XNP
Array for storing XNPN
Array for storing XNTST
Used for storing ATC
Used for storing ATE
Array for storing ATI
Array for storing C1
Array for storing C3
Array for storing C4
Array for storing C5
Array for storing C6
Array for storing C8
Used for storing CNST1
Array for storing DELl
Array for storing DEL2
Array for storing DEL3
Units Reference
lb/sec DIM, 38, 208
-- 48, 218
-- 57, 235
rpm DIM, 133, 303
rpm DIM, 132, 302
-- DIM, 21, 192
in 2 374, 459
in2 DIM, 359, 442
In2 DIM, 343, 425
-- DIM, 370, 453
-- DIM, 361, 444
-- DIM, 362, 445
-- DIM, 363, 446
-- DIM, 364, 447
-- DIM, 367, 450
Ib/in 2 382, 465
psi DIM, 353, 434
psi DIM, 354, 435
rpm DIM, 357, 439
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Array for storing DEIA
Array for storing DEL5
Used for storing DEL7
Used for storing DEI20
Used for storing DELZ 1
Used for storing DELZZ
Used for storing DELZ3
Used for storing DEI24
Used for storing DEI2.5
Used for storing DEI2.6
Used for storing DELZ7
Used for storing DEL28
Used for storing DELZ9
Used for storing DEL35
Used for storing CNST2
Used for storing CNST3
Used for storing CNST4
Used for storing CNST5
















































Used for storing CNST7
Used for storing CNST8
Used for storing CON
Used for storing ABPNI
Array for storing DLTP
Array for storing DLTR
Used for storing DMFO
Used for storing DMOO
Array for storing DPD
Array for storing DPI
Array for storing DRD
Array for storing DRI
Array for storing DW
Used for storing EPS
Used for storing EPSM
Used for storing ETCF
Used for storing ETCS
Used for storing FAUX


























































Array for storing HPAUX
Used for storing INDPR
Array for storing IPB
Used for storing KBAL
Used for storing PA
Used for storing PNS
Array for storing PPI
Array for storing PTI
Array for storing PUCOF
Array for storing PUSEC
Used for storing PUVA
Array for storing R
Array for storing SG
Array for storing TPIS
Array for storing TRSG
Array for storing TTI
Used for storing WPRESF
Used for storing WPRESO
Used for storing XMREN
Used for storing XMRTC
Units Reference
-- DIM, 358, 440
-- 371, 454




psia DIM, 347, 4Z8
psia DIM, 344, 441
-- DIM, 408, 493
-- DIM, 410, 490
-- 385, 468
secZ/ft 5 DIM, 417, 500
-- DIM, 352, 433
OF DIM, 348, 429
OF DIM, 351, 43Z
OR DIM, 356, 438
lb/sec 420, 503
lb/sec 4Zl, 504
-- 3 83, 466
-- 372, 455
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$1BFTC SETN_M FULl ST,REF
SUBR_UTI HE SETNi_H(J, J J)
DIHENSI_N ZPUC_F(6,10) , ZPUSEC(IO), ZDEL4(20), ZDEL5(20), ZDRI(20
A ), ZDRD(20), ZDLTR(20), ZR(20)
DIHENSI_N ZTTI(2), ZC3(6), ZC4(6),ZC5(6),ZC6(6), ZATI(2), ZPTI(2),
I ZDLTP(2), ZDPD(2}, ZPPI(2), ZTPIS(2), ZDPI(2), ZTRSG(2),ZIPB(2),
2 ZSG(2), ZDELI(2),ZDEL2(2),ZDEL3(2), ZCl(6,2),ZC8(4,2), ZDW (2),
3 ZATE (2)
DIHENSI_N XPPI(2),XTPIR(2),XTRSG(2),XSG(2),XDPI(2),XDPD(2),
1 XDEL2(21, XDEL,I2)XDEL3(2), X,DLTP(2),XPT,(2), XPTES(2)3 ATI(2) XDW(2) I IPB(2),XGR(2) XXNTST(2),XETAGR(Z),XDEL&(2),
5 XATE(2),XC3(6),XC4(6), XC5(6), XC6(6), XDRI(20), XDRD(20),
7 XDEL4(20),XDEL5(20),XDLTR(20),XR(20), XWMIS(4), X£1(6,2),
9 XC7(9,2),XHPAUX (2),XQ(2),XTPIS(2),XXNPN(2),XXNP(2),XRHPI (2) ,
F FPPI(2), FTPIR(2), FTRSG(2),FSG(2), FDPI(2), FDPD(2), FDELI(2),
G FDEL2(2), FDEL3(2), FDLTP(2), FPTI(2), FPTES(2), FATI(2), FDW(2)
H, KIPB(2), FGR(2), FXNTST(2), FETAGR(2), FDEL6(2), FATE(2),
I FC3(6), FC4(6), FC5(6), FC6(6), FDRI(20), FDRD(20 ), FDEL4(20),






2 EPSM,ABPNI, DM_, DHF_ ,WDRESF, WPRES¢ ,DEL27,DEL28,DEL29,CNST7
3,DEL35
C_MH(_N /CJ2_}UT/ RPU,PV,WPU_,PHAN,PMAN1,THAN,TAVE,WBP,







lC_N4(1 ) ,CON5(1 )
COMMON /FLRLIO/ C_N8(1),C_N6(1),T_L4(1),FL(_PT(1),CgN7(1),TgJE(1),

























COMM_N /CGPR_P/ C3(6) ,C4(6) ,C5(6) ,C6(6) ,CSG(I ),GAMG( I ),CPG(I ),
I XHWG( 1 ) ,XMRG(1 ),RG(1 ) ,XOMG(1 )
COMMON /CRES/ PRI(20),TRIS(20),PVRI(20),RHRI(20),VHRI(20),WRD(20),









,TX IS (I), _PX(I ),CSXD(I ),X_HX(I ),G_X (I) ,XHXD(I ), PRXD(I ),
,AXD( 1 ) ,FX(I ;, TXDS( 1 J ,CPCX ( 1 )
COMMON /CCHAM/ I NDPR(1),CF(1),CFTHE(1),ETCF(1),EPS(1),PNS(I),FC(1)
1 ,ATC(1 ) ,FAUX(1 ),FEN(1 ) ,DEL7(1 ),CS(1 ),CSTHE(1 ),ETCS(1 ),WC(1),XMRTC(
21),WCF(I ),wcO(1)
COMMON /CBAL/ KBAL(1) /CPA/ PA(1) /CRESGG/ RESOG(1),RESFG(1)
COMMON /CHAIN/ WHIS(4),HPAUX(2),ETAGR(2),DEL6(2),GR(2),PPOA(2),
1TN(1 ),ORES(4),WG(1 ),WGO(1),WGF(1 ),PCIE(1 ),XMRE(I ),PGG(1 ),XISPC(I ),








INTEGER ZINDPR, KBAL, IPB,ZIT































35 XATE( T I)= ATE(ITI)




45 XC6(l = c6(II)



































































36 FATE( TI)- ATE(ITI)


















































Rr_pI (NTT)= PPl (NTT)
XRHPl (NTT)=RHPI (NTT)
XPCIE= PCIEL




















































TPIR(INI )-. XTPIR(INI )
TRSG(INI },,, XTRSG(INI )
SG(INI )- XSG(INI)
DPi (INI)- XDPI(INI)




























































































)= FDPD( I N





















GR( INI )= FGR( INI )
IPB(INI)= KIPB(INI)
XNTST( INI)-FXNTST( INI )
ETAGR( I NI )..FETAGR( I NI )

























166 CI (NXT,NWT)=FCI (NXT,NWT)
172 Dg 176NAAml,9





























195 RHPI (NDE)-- XRHPI (NDE)
PCIEL - XPCIE
T_L 1l XT_L 1



































































ZC4( l )lC4(l )
ZC5(I)-C5(I}


















































































TRSG( I }=ZTRSG(I I )
SG( I I)-ZSG( II )
DELl (11)=ZDELI( I I )

















C1 (KK,KKK}=ZC 1 (KK,KKK)





































232 PUSEC (K(_ J-ZPUSEC (K_)
De 234KY- 1,6
De 234KYY-1,10















FIGURE 109. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SETNOM (cont.)
1101
LXXXIX. SUBROUTINE BDATA
This subroutine "presets" certain data in the COMMON blocks
used by both the Engine Balance/Rebalance Program (BLOCK I) and the
trajectory simulation (BLOCK II).
CALLING SEQUENCE
This subroutine is not executable, it has no calling sequence.







ISTG (4) = 0




Symbol Description Units Reference
ISTG Indicator for influence co-








1NDA(6) ,Y(IO, 10), VDEP (10), VI ND(IO),ND ,EAE (3,6)
DATA I STG/6_O/
END
FIGURE ll0. SYMBOLIC LISTING OF SUBROUTINE BDATA
1104
iAPPENDIX
SAMPLE INPUT DATA SHEETS
A-1
































Note: Location field must be lef____tjustified.
Initial time - sec
Initial velocity - ft/sec
Initial altitude - ft
tees
Initial or launch azimuth - degrees
Kickover at end of first section vertical rise -
Initial or launch latitude - deqrees
Initial or launch
Initial weight - lb
itude - -ees
Payload weight - lb




Launch date for _ulian Date and
sidereal time
Transfer time da s for lanets hours for moon
, i | i i ilu
DATI[
NAME
P ROllL I[M NO.
NO. OP ¢:AAOI .....
TENSOR SECTION DATA INPUT
in ii , , ,J i
ImNIONITY
M IrYPUNCMED BY








SYMIIOL _ PR£ LO¢.
J ASEX
VE I ZwIOWJ 3
STIND _. 4,
THIND [ 5
ATIND _ ' 6
DTSBS | 7 '
DTSBP [ 8
PDOT _ 9





VGZ _ ' 15
",SECTNO[ 16' ,,
PADSK [i A 17
VESK [) 18
PADRT 1 I:iA 19













Note: Location field must be lef____!tjustified.
i
Parameter to end section
Value of parameter to end section




Integration interval - sec ....
Print interval - sec
i
Pitch rate - deg/sec
Yaw rate - deg/sec
! riL_.h kick - ue_ ,.
Yaw - deq .....kick
X component of velocity gain for guidance system
Y component of velocity gain for guidance system
Z component of velocity gain for guidance system
Section number
Parameter for section skip
Value for sectionskip
Routine to execute before stage data moved
Routine to execute after stage data moved
i
Fill in desired Section No. -
O1 - 12 - for header and
i
location of section data. , ,,.
nl i
i i i [ ill
,i i ,
,i i , , , ,, , ......d ,
A_/3 .....
,,|,




p AOl:" _oIr _
*/I


























Note: Location field must be left justified.
'namic reference area - ft Z
Initial weight (+), or jettison weight (-) - lb
Initial oxidizer wek ht - lb
Initial fuel weight - lb
Burn-out weight - lb







Fill in des_ No. 1 - 6.































Note: Location field must be lef_.__tjustified.
Be sure to fill in stage number.
A-5
TENSORAERODYNAMICAXIAL FORCECOEFFICIENT INPUT DATA
OAT£ _1_
NAME _[_0 PRIORITY
NO. O_ C&ROS VEMI_I_O BY
PAG[mO_
7





































Location field must be lef_.!t justified.










































Location field must be lef___!justified.
* Be sure to_ No.
A-7






































Note: Location field must be left justified.
YBBRi i = stage No.
Thrust chamber nozzle stagnation pressure
Thrust chamber oxidizer flow rate, lb/sec
Gas generator oxidizer flow rate, ec
Ga s generator fuel flow rate, lb/sec
OC
YBARi i = staq.e. No.
Thrust chamber nozzle sta nation pressure,
Thrust chamber oxidizer flow rate, lb/sec
Thrust chamber fuel flow rate, lb/sec
_rator iizer flow rate :ec














XNOMi i = stag_e No.
Oxidizer pump inlet pressure, psia
inlet ioressure, psia
Oxidizer pump inlet temloerature ,
inlet tem)erature QR
F nom - for u_orated thrust effect
correction factor
o R
Be sure to fill in stage number desired.
TENSORINFLUENCE COEFFICIENT DATAINPUT (cont.)
in mum mm i I ,, ...
DATE .....
NAME ( U__ '_ PMIOMITY
PMOiIEM NO. __ KEYPUNCNEO BY
IND. O_ CAMOS Y_N|_|tO IY






















































Note: Location field must be lef.___ttjustified.
, • i
KPCI i = staq¢ No,
i u lllmll I l Ill
n m, ,,
I
i ii ii iiii i
KWOCi i - -+_
- o_uge No.
mu i t m ,i|
.i , i i im t
i
t t
KWFCi i = stage No.
,,,,,
t | tl i mm
I im t I


































i i llmll I
+ Be sure to fill in stage number desired.
.,m i . r i , , •
i i ii i i i i . ii i J
ii | ii - . ....
TENSOR INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT DATA INPUT (cont.)i _ i i , , i i i
PAG[ --01 r --
7]
,,,,,
Note: Location field must be left justified.
KVVOGi ,, i = staqe No,
, i ,
i | |
i i | |





* .Be sure to fill in stage number desired.
i i iii i , ,
, ...
A-10
TENSOR PROPELLANT TEMPERATURE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS










a o - X o [_J
a I • x I _ '























Note: Location field must be lef____tjustified.






I iiii i i
I
I
CTF.Li i = stage No,
!
t





































































* Be sure to fill in stage '[_umberm
, I
, , | i,
, | | ii
i i | ii i
A-1 1
,,, f i , ,
11 ,1 ii1 i i ii ii
la " I I i
i i i
i|
TENSOR PROPELLANT TANK INPUT DATA










































































"' Note: Location field must be left justified.?!
EXP.
Propellant indicator I = lox/RPl, 2 = lox/LH 2 __
Reference temperature - RP1
Reference SG - RP1
Tank pressure option, 0 = constant, /0= stepped
Constant oxidizer tank top pressure, psig
Constant fuel tank top pressure, psig
Stage time to step ox. tank pressure - sec
Initial ox. tank pressure - psia
Stage time to reach final ox. tank pressure -sec
Final ox. tank pressure - psia
Ist degree term oxidizer pressure polynomial coe
2nd deqree ..........
I mlml iiii II I
Stage time to step fuel tank pressure - sec
Initial fuel tank pressure - psia
Stage time to reach final fuel tank pressure -sec
Final fuel tank pressure - psia
Ist degree term fuel pressure polynomial coeff.
_-nd degree ..........
Length of cylindrical part of ox. tank - ft
Radius of ox. tank - ft
Type of ox. tank upper header 1-4
Type of ox. tank lower header 1-4
Length of cylindrical part of fuel tank - ft
Radius of fuel tank - ft
Type of fuel tank upper header 1-4
Type of fuel tank lower header 1-4
L
[]
Fill in' stage number.
,,,, , , ! , , , ,
TENSOR MISCE ,LLA,NEOUS ENGINE INPUT DATA
OAT[ ......
PROaLEM NO. --
NO. O_ r CAROS















wMOED ] 13WMFEI) 4
RESO ..... I 1B'
RESF [ 16ASUBT i7
EPSI ' | 18
ETACF" _ 19'ETACS Z 0
























Note: Location field must be lef___!tjustified.
Number of enqines
Turbine thrust - lb
Op, timum thrust - lb
Uprated thrust indicator
A t for thrust buildup - sec
Oxidizer shutdown volume- ft 3
Fuel shutdown volume - ft 3
Convergence tolerance for shutdown volumes'-ft_
At for thrust decay - sec
Misc. stage lube. etc., flow rat e -lb/,sec
Misc. stage oxidizer flow rate - lb/sec
Mi'sc. stage fuel flow rate ; lb/sec
Misc. engine oxidizer flow rate - u_/a_,_
Misc. engine fuel flow rate - lb/sec
Oxidizer feed line' hydraulic resistence -secZ/ft
Fuel feed line hydraulic res'istence " seqZ/ft. _
Thrust chamber nozzle throat area - in Z
Thrust chamber nozzle expansion area ratio
Nozzle efficiency
Combustion efficiency ,
I_.tial oxidizer temperatur e ,-o R
Oxidizer temperature scale factor
Initial fuel temperature - o R |
Fuel, temperature scale factor i i;i
Volume of oxidizer below bulkhead - ft 3
, Volum e of fuel below bulkhead - ft 3
Height of oxidizer column - ft
Height. of fuel column - ft
i i i
Parameter for lift-off - (stage 1)
i
Value of lift-off parameter
i i .,i
., , , , ,.
i i
,, , , ,.
., , , ,- ,
'LI
, , , ,. , , *
i i HIiii I II I II
• .Fill in stage, number 1-6
,• . , , r J i





PMO BI. EM NO,
INO, OF CARDS,































































































Note: FLTR must be negative to execute
parameter study.
,Parameter 1 --,location 1
Parameter 1 -- location 2





Hi ii ii iiii
1 --,number of incT¢rpent_
Parameter 2 -- location 1
Parameter Z --location Z
Parameter 2 --location 3i ii ii i
Parameter 2 Delta
Parameter Z -- number of increments
, , , ,,
i i i i ii i i









i i i i ii
, , .,,., , ,,
A-I 4
TENSOR 1 AND Z PARAMETER SEARCH DATA INPUT
O&TI£ -
N AM K




PNIONiT YX E_';: U;,;¢ _ [_ S't
¥ Ir N | VII[¢) iV
PARAM E TERt _I)S F_ARCH( _I)IN PUT







_6 gO el •





























,,"' Note: Location field must be left justified.
S3
• ' *Be sure to fill in correct input block
Ex.. number, (l or 2).
Independent variable -- location I
TE
Independent variable -- location Z
Independent variable -- location 3
Dependent variable
Desired value of dependent variable
% Increment -- independent variable ..
Convergence tolerance
Slope ,of dependent.vgriabl e at solution .....
Maximum number of iterations
Maximum number of consecutive errors
Maximum number of imaginary sol,utions
Error scale fact0r .....
i|
Independent variable 1 -- location 1,,
Independent variab.le 1 -- location Z






Desired value of dependent variable 1
Desired value of dependent variable Z ,,,
% Increment -- independent variable 1
% Increment -- independent variable Z
Convergence tolerance -- variable 1
Convergence tolerance -- variable 2,
_acobian counter
Scale factor for point 0
Scale factor for points 1 & z
Error stop fpr point 0
Error S..t,op for point 1
Error Stop for po. in,t. Z
Dampinq scale fact, or.
Number of times to damp, ,,
Maximum number qf iterations
NAH|
PiqO IR L. I[M NO.
_. NO..,OW C ANDS.
IH
TENSOR MIN-MAX SEARCH INPUT
i iii, i ,|
MIN-MAX_) SEARCH_) INPUT
, _ ' :,
•, , ,,,, , , II I I , I ,i,
P&QF.. _..._--,.. O V .--,--_-_
IJNIORITY












I _ 7 11' Note: Location field must be lef__!justified.
_0 Increment ....
C0nverqence tolerance
Maximum number of iteratiqns
Maximum number of errors..
li 20 2l 3S
37 3. :_ ""H0 g4 "R!
L P_I E LO¢, VALU[ [XP.
A MNMX , , ,
| A Z Independent variable -- Iocation'_-
| A 3 ..... Independent variab'le -- location 3 ,.
.....
| 8 ,, ,
i 9,,, :
_ 10 Error scale factor




i I iii i i i • i i
i ' '
[I "i J i i ii i
!I " '
'!1 1_ .... i i !
i i i
II _,,
.. i | . ,
!1 ,, ,|1 .|1 i ....... ,
II [ ........
II i ._ ,.
II [ .....
U.I ......................
. ii i i , ,
.i J
N I ..............
I I ............ , ......
I I ............
DcPgn4ent variable
Min-max indicator. -I .0 = rain. +I.0 = max
•Be sure to fillin correct input block
number (I or Z)
Independent' variable -- location I'
TENSOR PROPELLANT LOADING OPTIMIZATION INPUT DATA
mlml i lllnl , ,, ...... i,inlnnn i , tl ii I iii
DATE , _1_
PMOllLIrM NO..,,







GPROPD (_ PROP ELLAN T( _LOADI NG'(T)()PT!,MIZATI ON (i)DATA, '
71
IYMIOL
I Z 7 17

































i i i i i i llmi i
,,
Note: Location field must be lef__!t justified.
Maximum number of iterations
i
Maximum number of consecutive errors
Option indicator
Number of stages' for weight buildup
Stage optimization flag
Stage structure weight
Oxidizer ulla,,g e volume














t i i t t
Stage optimizatiqn flag
Stage structure weight ,,
Oxidizer ullage volume
Fuel ullage volume i t
Stage optimization flag
Stage structure weight ,,,
,Oxidizer ullage volume
Fuel ullage volum 9
i . i
J ,.. , •
i ii i i ii i i
i im ml , i i ii l 1 i
m , | m •,
Al_--I '7
, , TENSOR MISCELLANEOUS INPUT DATA
• i
DATE -- _, • alnm,._t F'w
PlqlOGt ElM NO, -- __ __ F

























J I m iE ND .....
I i | i
I
Note: Location field must be lef___!tjustified.
,, i ,
L
i i i i i i
, , ,,,
J II l II l III III I III I I
I III I I ,,,
I I I I I I
II
,,, ..




.,. I. ,. , . ,
II I l l I I I I ml III
_,. En d o,f case card ....
i il i i i i i
i ii ii , _ i i i
A-I R
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